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Poseidon's Response to Staff's "Overarching Concern" Re: The Inclusion of a "Specific
.Mitigation Alternative" in the Marine Life Mitigation Plan

The Exe~utive Officer Summary Report prepared for the February 11, 2009 California
Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region ("Regional Board") meeting stated
the following: "Staffs overarching concern, which remains unsatisfied, is that the MLMP fails to
include a specific mitigation alternative as the Board required."

Poseidon Resources Corporation ("Poseidon") has prepared the following information
from the record of the April 9, 2008 Regional Board meetingto evaluate whether there was
direction from the Regional Board and/or staff that compelled Poseidon to focus exclusively on a
single mitigation site while preparing its mitigation plan. This memorandum summarizes those
documents and provides specific excerpts of relevant language, which indicate that the Regional
Board requested a multiple site review as part of the plan.

A. Background

Poseidon's mitigation plan has been prepared as an amendment to Poseidon's Flow,
Entrainment and Impingement Minimization Plan ("Minimization Plan"), which in tum was

. required pursuant to Poseidon's National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System ("NPDES")
permit issLied in 2006, Order No. R9-2006-0065, NPDES Permit No. CAOI09223 ("Permit"). Of
relevance to the mitigation plan, the Permit states:

"The Discharger shall submit a Flow, Entrainment and
Impingement Minimization Plan within 180 days of adoption of
the Order. The plan shall assess the feasibility of site-specific
plans, procedures, and practices to be implemented and/or
mitigation measures to minimize the impacts to marine organisms
when the CDP intake requirements exceed the volume of water
being discharged by the EPS. The plan shall be subject to the
approval of the Regional Water Board and shall be modified as
directed by the Regional Water Board."

Permit, Section IV.C.2(e).

The second sentence of Section IV.C.2(e) requires Poseidon to "assess the feasibility of
site-specific plans, procedures and practices." Alternatively, or in addition, the Permit requires
Poseidon to assess the feasibility of mitigation measures in the Minimization Plan. The Permit
provision specifically does not indicate that site-specific mitigation measures are required, or that
Poseidon shall prepare a single-site mitigation plan. Nor was there any interpretation during the
permitting phase to that effect.

Poseidon's amendment to the Minimization Plan is called the "Marine Life Mitigation
Plan," or MLMP. The California Coastal Commission required Poseidon to prepare the MLMP
pursuant to a Coastal Development Permit ("CDP") for the desalination plant. The relevant CDP
provision v,ras issued in November 2007. Since the purpose of both the Regional Board-ordered
mitigation plan and the Coastal Commission's MLMP is to address the potential intake of marine
organisms during desalination operations, Poseidon prepared one combined plan called the
MLMP.



B. Status of Mitigation Planning
)

Poseidon is seeking the Regional Board's approval of the MLMP. The Coastal
Commission approved the plan on August 6, 2008, stating in pertinent part:

"implementation of the Plan will ensure the project's entrainment-related
impacts will be fUlly mitigated and will enhance and restore the marine
resources and biological productivity of coastal waters ...." (Emphasis in
original.) I

Approval of the MLMP is an important interim step towards selection ofthe final
mitigation site or sites. It does not prejudice the Regional Board's ability to have an important,
continuing role in site selection, and plan implementation. See our comments submitted to the
Regional Board, January 23,' 2008, posted on the agency's website. Nor does it leave the status
quo without adequate, present mitigation, as the Poseidon plant does not exist today and will' not
be operational until late 2011 or early 2012. Approval of the MLMP now, however, is very
important to Poseidon's ability to move forward with its project, including the mitigation
component.

C. Regional Board Resolution No. R9-2008-0039 (April 9, 2008)

On April 9, 2008, the Regional Board conditionally approved Poseidon's Minimization
Plan in Resolution No. R9-2008-0039 (the "April Resolution"). The April Resolution required
Poseidon to develop an amendment to the Minimization Plan that included a proposal for a
mitigation plan. The April Resolution states: "Within six months of adoption of this resolution,
Poseidon shall submit to the Regional Board Executive Officer for approval by the Regional
Board an amendment to the Plan that includes a specific proposal for mitigation of the impacts,
by impingement and entrainment upon marine organisms resulting from the intake of seawater
from Agua Hedionda Lagoon, as required by Section VLC.2(e) of Order No. R9-2006-0065; and
shall resolve the concerns identified in the Regional Board's February 19, 2008 letter to
Poseidon Resources, and the following additional concerns: a) Identification of impacts from
impingement and entrainment; b) Adequate monitoring data to determine the impacts from
impingement and entrainment; c) Coordination among participating agencies for the amendment
of the Plan as required by Section 13225 of the California Water Code; d) Adequacy of
mitigation; and e) Commitment to fully imple~ent the amendment to the Plan."

While the April Resolution required "a specific proposal for mitigation of impacts," there
is no language in the April Resolution requiring that the mitigation plan provide for mitigation at
a "single site." In fact, by explicitly requiring Poseidon to address those concerns expressed in
the Regional Board's February 19,2008 letter, the April Resolution implies the opposite, as
examined more fully below.

California Coastal Commission Revised Condition Compliance Findings (Item W16a).
Condition Compliance for CDP No. E-06-013 - Poseidon Resources (Channelside), LLC;
Special Condition 8: Submittal of a Marine Life Mitigation Plan, November 21, 2008,
available at http://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reports/2008/12/W16a-12-2008.pdf.
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D. February 19,2008 Letter from Regional Board to Poseidon

On February 19, 2008, the Regional Board sent Poseidon a letter commenting on the
latest version of the Minimization Plan, which had been submitted by Poseidon on July 2, 2007.2

Among other things, the February 19,2008 letter required Poseidon to add a discussion
of possible mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon to its plan in order to address the
Regional Board's concerns. Specifically, item number 5, page 2, raised the concern that
Poseidon's submittal did not "identify and evaluate the possible mitigation projects located
within the same watershed [AguaHedionda Lagoon], prior to proposing the out of watershed
mitigation in San Dieguito." This statement implies that the Regional Board was interested in
the evaluation of additional sites beyond simply the San Dieguito site proposed by Poseidon.

E. March 7, 2008 Poseidon Response and Updated Revised Minimization Plan

In response to the February 19,2008 Regional Board letter, Poseidon met with Regional
Board staff members on March 4, 2008 to receive input on Poseidon's proposed revisions to the
Minimization Plan. At this meeting, Regional Board staff requested that Poseidon include
additional sites in its mitigation planning.

On March 7,2008, after consultation with Regional Board staff, Poseidon submitted a
detailed letter ("Response"), responding to each specific point brought forth by the Regional
Board, and attaohing an updated Minimization Plan.3 Both of these documents provide further
illustration of Poseidon's understanding of Regional Board staffs direction to review multiple
mitigation sites.

The Response did not propose a "single site" mitigation plan and expressly stated that
multiple sites would be evaluated in the final submittal. Items 5, 6, and 7 of Poseidon's
Response an indicated that there would be later specific mitigation proposals discussing
mitigation "sites," including, but not limited to, Agua Hedionda, e.g. "Identification of specific
creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that will be used at each site, including grading
and planting plans, the timing of the mitigation measures, monitoring that will be implemented to
establish baseline conditions and to determine whether the sites are meeting performance
criteria"; "Identification of contingency measures that will be implemented should any of the
mitigation sites not meet performance criteria"; "Annual monitoring reports for no less than five
years or until the sites meet performance criteria" (emphasis added).

Additionally, the updated Minimization Plan, which was revised in response to the
February 19,2008 Regional Board letter and input received at the March 4,2008 meeting,
demonstrates that the review of multiple sites was contemplated. Pursuant to the direction of
Regional Board staff at the March 4,2008 meeting, Chapter 6 of the Minimization Plan was
specifically amended to include the contemplation of multiple mitigation sites. See pages 6-9
and 6-10 of the updated Minimization Plan which state that there would be a subsequent
submittal of a Restoration Project Implementation Plan that would provide for identification of

2

3

The relevant portions of the February 19,2008 are attached hereto as Exhibit 1.

The relevant portions of the March 6, 2008 Minimization Plan and March 7,2008
Response are attached hereto as Exhibit 2.



"specific creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that will be used at each site" and
"identification of contingency measures that will be implemented should any of the mitigation
sites not meet performance criteria (emphasis added)." Also: as-built plans "for each site
included in the Restoration Project" are required under the Minimization Plan (emphasis added).
These provisions of the Minimization Plan make clear that Poseidon was intending to submit a
plan discussing multiple sites as part of a specific mitigation proposal.

Regional Board had adequate time and ability to respond to these statements if it felt
Poseidon had inaccurately captured its preferred method for the development of the mitigation
plan, including more than a month before the April 9, 2008 hearing as well as at the hearing
itself. Neither staff nor any of the Board members expressed dissatisfaction with the mention of
multiple site review in both the Response and the updated Minimization Plan. In fact, this was
the version that was adopted conditionally by the Regional Board on April 9,2008.

F. April 4, 2008 Regional Board, Central Watershed Unit T~chnical Report

The Central Watershed Unit released a Technical Report4 several days prior to the April
9,2008 approval of the Order, which stated: "The proposed process seems to favor a pre
determined outcome (i.e. mitigation in San Dieguito Lagoon). Other mitigation alternatives (e.g.
kelp bed enhancement and artificial reef construction) should be considered and evaluated
equally as viable mitigation possibilities." This critique further indicates that Regional Board
staff did not want a plan focused on one specific site, and instead Poseidon should consider and
evaluate "other mitigation alternatives."

Additionally, the Technical Report stated: "Poseidon has identified eight alternatives to
be considered and further evaluated for selection in their final preferred specific mitigation
alternative." Through this comment, Regional Board staff appears to be acknowledging, with
apparent approval, that Poseidon was considering mitigation at several possible sites, induding
those expressly enumerated: Frazee State Beach, Lorna Alta Lagoon and Buena Vista Lagoon,
in addition to Agua Hedionda Lagoon and San Dieguito Lagoon.

Finally, had Regional Board staff not wanted multiple sites analyzed as part of the
MLMP, this would have been stated here. Instead, staff requests still more additional
alternatives for inclusion in the MLMP: "The CWU staff conclude that Poseidon should include
these additional alternatives for evaluation as part of their proposed process for the selection of a
specific mitigation alternative."

G. April 9, 2008 Transcript

It is also clear from the April 9,2008 transcript of the Regional Board meeting that the
Regional Board itself considered the possibility of multiple mitigation alternatives.5

Emphasizing the need for a "full evaluation of the mitigation alternatives," Regional Board
Chairman Wright stated on page 41: "It sounds like there's a lot more that needs to be done
before you have full evaluation of the mitigation alternatives." This statement indicates that
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4 The Central Watershed Unit Technical Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 3.

The transcript of the April 9, 2008 Regional Board meeting is attached hereto as Exhibit
4.



Chairman Wright was open to the prospect of multiple mitigation alternatives, and in fact,
thought it necessary for the mitigation plan to include a "full evaluation" of such alternatives.

In addition, Poseidon understood both Regional Board and staff to be directing it to
review multiple sites. In summing up the proceedings before the Regional Board, Peter
MacLaggan stated on page 40: "We will be working - we've decided we will be working with
the Regional Board Staff, Coastal Commission Staff, and other resource agencies to meet and
reach consensus on the mitigation goals and objectives identifying what may have been
overlooked in Agua Hedionda and other opportunities. This will lead to selection ofa preferred
mitigation site plan [and] jinalize project scope locations implementation. Bring all of that back
to you in the next six months; set up future meeting date, and we'll also be going back to the
Coastal Commission" (emphasis added).

Taken together, these statements demonstrate that an approach based on multiple
mitigation sites was being contemplated by both the Regional Board and Poseidon, as well as the
other agencies with which Regional Board directed Poseidon to coordinate in order to develop
the MLMP.

H. Draft Agenda for May 1 and 2, 2008 Interagency Meeting Regarding Poseidon's
Mitigation Plan

In addition, after the Regional Board had given direction to Poseidon to work with
additional state, federal and local agencies to develop the plan, the draft agenda for the May 1
and 2 interagency meeting6 specifically requested the proposal of additional mitigation sites:
"Please come prepared to discuss the following: If proposing marine life mitigation, describe the
type and lbcation of potential mitigation sites, and describe how restoration or creation of this
particular habitat/vegetation would mitigate for impacts associated with the desalination
facility's impacts to marine life in Agua Hedionda" (emphasis added). This language makes
clear that multiple sites would be taken into consideration during the interagency process of
developing the plan.

6 Attached hereto as Exhibit 5,
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CERTIFIED - REGISTERED MAIL
70062760000016156960

Mr. Peter M. rv1acLaggan
Senior Vice President
Poseidon Resources Corporation
501 W. Broadway, Suite 840
San Diego, CA 92101

In reply refer to:
NCR: 02-1429.02:ebecker

Dear Mr. MacLaggan:

Revised Flow, Entrainment and Impingement Minimization Plan & Coastal Habitat
Restoration and Enhancement Plan, Order No. R9-200'6-0065,NPDES Permit No.
CA0109223, The Poseidon Resource Corporation, Carlsbad Desalination Project

iOn February 13, 2007, Poseidon SUbmitted a Flow, Entrainment, and Impingement
Minimization Plan dated February 12, 2007 (Plan) in compliance with Section VI.C.2.(e)
of Order R9-2006-0065. Subsequently, in response to Regional Board and interested .
parties' comments, Poseidon submitted a revised plan (dated June 29, 2007) on July 2,
2007. To supplement this Plan, Poseidon has also submitted both a Coastal Habitat
Restoration and Enhancement Plan (CHREP) dated October 2007 and a revised
CHREP dated November 2007. .

The Regional Board has the following comments from the review of the Plan and
CHREP (referenced above): .

General Comments:

1. The Plan does not yet integrate all the elements of the statutory requirements of
California Water Code (eWC) Section 13142. The proposed project only includes
"mitigation", while the statuteCWC Section 13142.5(b) also requires that
dischargers implement best available technology and mitigation measures. The
Plan does not appear to include technology measures for the intake structure to
reduc,e impingement and entrainment (I&E).

2. The Plan provides an evaluation of impacts based upon one year of data, 2004-05
with record rainfall, but does not explicitly evaluate the on-going impacts from
Poseidon's operations.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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February 19, 2008Mr. Peter M. MacLaggan 2
Poseidon Resources Corporation
Revised Flow, Entrainment, and Impingement Plan

3. The Carlsbad desalination project's (CDP) listing of impacts appears to omit specific
impacts to target invertebrates.

4. The proposed mitigation project does not appear to account for all pertinent impacts
resulting from impingement of invertebrates, entrainment of invertebrates,
discharges of brine, etc.

5. The CHREP did not identify and evaluate the possible mitigation projects located
within the same watershed, prior to proposing the out of watershed mitigation in San
Oieguito Lagoon. The best mitigation for impacting the lagoon would be to replace
lost functions by restoring current upland acreage to the historic wetland condition,
or by creating new wetlands where there were none historically.

6. The proposed mitigation ratio of 1.1:1.0 isn't fully supported. The Plan should be
revised to include an evaluation of other mitigation options that may be available
within the watershed. The proposed mitigation ratio appears inadequate in light of
several factors generally considered by the Regional Board:

a. The proposed mitigation project is located within a different watershed (the
San Oieguito Lagoon) instead of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon. A higher ratio
may be appropriate for this project because the referenced mitigation project
is out-of-kind (Le., discharger is not actually replacing the lost resources and
functions).

b. It is not clear that the proposed one-time mitigation is adequate to
compensate for the long-term ongoing impacts to beneficial uses, resources,

. and functions present in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.
c.' The mitigation project is for restoration of coastal wetland habitat, rather than

the lagoon habitat impacted by the operation of the COP.

7. Poseidon might benefit from convening a joint meeting with the resources agenCies.
(including California Dept Fish and Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps
of Engineers, National Marine Fisheries) to discuss the impacts to beneficial uses,
resou rees, and functions by the proposed prOject, and on the preferred mitigation
project so they can discuss agency concerns/comments.

Specific. Comments on the Plan

8. The assessment should address the seasonal and/or daily variations in
impingement impacts.

9. The assessment needs to include results of an impingement study for target
invertebrates. Table 3.2 includes only results for fish during 2004-05.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Mr. Peter M. MacLaggan 3
Poseidon Resources Corporation
Revised Flow; Entrainment, and Impingement Plan

February 19, 2008

I
~/

10. The assessment states that: "The total amount of impinged organisms for the
individual sampling events is presented in Table 3-2" (p.19). The Plan, however,
does not clearly identify individual sampling events. The interpretation of the results
is hampered by the absence of a presentation of results for impinged organisms
(including invertebrates) with dates, times, and flow rates of sampling events.

11. The assessment states that, "The daily biomass of impinged fish during normal
operations is 0.96 kgs/day (1.92 Ibs/day) for an intake flow of 304 MGD" (p.19). The
text discussion should clarify how this figure is determined and how the total
impingement results were adjusted to an intake flow of 304 MGD. Also, there is a
conversion discrepancy since 0.96kgs COnverts to 2.12Ibs, not 1.92 Ibs as indicated
in the Plan.

12. The assessment of impacts from entrainment assessment appears to include larval
fish but does not clearly include impacts to fish eggs and invertebrates. It is the
understanding of the Regional Board that the 2004-05 study was to include
monitoring of (at least) entrained Cancer crab megalops and lobster larvae, but the
assessment does not appear to include these data. Also, it is unclear that sampling
followed a protocol approved by the Regional Board as stated (p.22).

13. The Plan does not clearly identify the supporting data or an explanation of
underlying assumptions and calculations that were used to estimate proportional
mortality values for larval fish as presented (p.23) in the Plan. Therefore, the
Regional Board could not objectively evaluate the validity of the estimated
proportional entrainment mortality (12.2%) presented in the Plan.

14. Impacts are based upon the few most commonly entrained (most abundant)
species. It is unclear how much more severe impacts may be when populations
are small.

15. The Regional Board has the following comments regarding the estimated number
of lagoon acres impacted, as presented in the plan since:

a. The estimate of the number of lagoon acres used by the three most
. commonly entrained species is based on a 2000 Coastal Conservancy
Inventory (Table 4-2, p.23).lt is unclear if this document is accurate or
appropriate for the purpose of determining such an important component of '
the area of habitat production forgone (APF). The reference document
(Attachment 4, Table 2), includes the footnote caveat "... This information is
not suitable for any regulatory purpose and should not be the basis for any
determination relating to impact assessment or mitigation." An accurate
delineation oflagoon habitats should be used for this critica I component of
the APF,

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Mr. Peter M. MacLaggan 4
Poseidon Resources Corporation
Revised Flow, Entrainment, and Impingement Plan

February 19, 2008

b. The estimate of the number of lagool1 acres used by the three most
commonly entrained species appears to exclude salt marsh and
brackish/freshwater acreage (p.23). Excluding these intertidal habitats may
result in the analysis underestimating this component of the APF.

c. The calculation of the APF (p.23) appears to use values for mortality and
lagoon acreage that are not fully supported.

d. The text should be revised to include a clear explanation of how the
estimated lagoon acreage for commonly entrained species was adjusted to
include only impacts associated with operations of COP, rather than impacts
from operation of the Encina Power Station.

16. The evaluation concludes that the small fraction of marine organisms lost to
entrainment woUld have "no effect on the species' ability to sustain their population"
and goes on to describe the natural rates of high mortality (p. 24). But the argument
that that there are "excess" larva,e appears to omit an important consideration.
Besides contributing to marine food webs, the naturally high production of larvae
serves as a buffer against catastrophic and cumulative impacts to populations.
These are important 'ecological services' that must not be taken lightly or given
away without adequate mitigation.

17. The Regional Board prefers that the evaluation of the impact be presented as a rate
(loss of x-amount of organisms per year, or impact/year). The proposed mitigation
is a fixed amount ($3 to $4 million). It seems unlikely that a fixed amount would
adequately compensate for a loss that is a rate over multiple, future years. It
appears more likely that a proposed fixed amount really only accounts for mitigation
for just one year of operation. The Regional Board may find a fixed amount to be
acceptable, provided that:

a. rhe average annual impact could be reasonably determined and reasonably
translated into a dollar amount, and that amount (or correct share) is paid
every year of operation - but that is not what is proposed in the Plan or the
CHREP.

b. A fixed amount might also be reasonable if the CDP mitigates its share by
increasing lagoon acreage via restoration or creation. Such in-kind mitigation
would (if functional) replace the productivity lost to the operation of the COP,
and the impact would be fUlly mitigated.

The heading portion of this letter includes a Regional Board code number noted after
"In reply refer to:" In order to assist us in the processing of your correspondence please

California Environmental Protection Agency
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February 19, 2008

------- -_ ..._.- ----

Mr. Peter M. MacLaggan 5
Poseidon Resources Corporation
Revised Flow, Entrainment and Impingement Plan

include this code number in the heading or subject line portion of all correspondence
and reports to the Regional Board pertaining to this matter.

If you have any questions regarding the above, please contact Mr. Eric Becker at (858)
492-1785, or at Ebecker@waterboards.ca.gov

Respectfully,'

¥~if
ffiXecutive Officer

cc:

J

State Water Resources Control Board
Division of Water Quality
P.O. Box 944213
Sacramento, CA 94244-2130
Attn: James Maughan

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Region IX
75 Hawthorne Street
San Francisco, CA 94105
Attn: Douglas Eberhardt

Bill Paznokas
California Department of Fish & Game
4949 Viewridge Road
San Diego, CA 92123

cc : (See Enclosed Interested Parties List)

Mr. Tom Luster
California Coastal Commission
Energy and Ocean Resources Unit
45 Fremont, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219

Judy Brown
Public Land Management Specialist
CA State Lands Commission
100 Howe Ave., Suite 100-South
Sacramento, CA 95825-8202

Sharon Taylor
Division Chief
United States Fish & Wildlife Services
6010 Hidden Valley Road
Carlsbad, CA 92011

California Environmental Protection Agency
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Interested Parties
Order No. R9-2006-0065
NPDES Permit No. CA0109223

Gabriel Solmer
SD Coast Keeper
2924 Emerson Street, Suite 220
San Diego, CA 92106

Mr, Stephen L. Jenkins
Assistant Chief
Division of Environmental Planning and
Management
California State Lands CommisSion
100 Howe Avenue, Suite 100-South
Sacramento, CA 95825-8202

Mr. Mark McCabe
Environmentall-',ealth Specialist III
Department of Environmental
Health
Hazardous Material Division
P.O, Box 129261
San Diego, CA 92112-9261 1

Mr, Donald B. Kent
President
Hubbs-Sea World Research
Institute
2595 Ingraham Street
San Diego, CA 92109

Carey L. Cooper, Esq.
Klinedinst Attorneys at Law
501 W, Broadway, Suite 600
San Diego, CA Q2101

Ms. Valerie L. Chambers
Assistant Regional Administrator
for Habitat Conservation
United State Department of
Commerce
National Marine Fisheries
Service
Southwest Region
501 West Ocean Boulevard,
Suite 4200
Long Beach, CA 90802-4213

Mr. David Lloyd
Secretary
Cabrillo Power I LLC
4600 Carlsbad Blvd.
Carlsbad, CA 92008

Mr, Joseph D. Panetta
President and CEO"
BIOCOM
4510 Executive Drive, Plaza One
San Diego, CA 92121

Mr, Robert Hawkins
Law Offices of Robert C.
Hawkins
110 Newport Center Drive, Suite
200
Newport Beach, CA 92660

Mr. Mark Chomyn, AICP
Land Planning Supervisor
San Diego Gas and Electric
8315 Century Park Court
San Diego, CA 92123-1548

Mr. Benjamin Frater
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
6010 Hidden Valley Road
Carlsbad, CA 92009

Mr. Steven Aceti, J.D.
Executive Director
California Coastal Coalition
1133 Second Street, Suite G
Encinitas, CA 92024

Sarah Abramson
Heal the Bay
14449th Street
Santa Monica, CA 90401

Leslie Mintz
Legislative Director
Heal the Bay
3220 Nebraska Avenue

Santa Monica, CA 90404

Mr. Joe Geever
Surfrider Foundation
P.O. Box 1511
Solana Beach, CA 92075
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Interested Parties
Order No. R9·2006-0065
NPDES Permit No. CA0109223

Southern California Watershed
AJliance

C/O Mr. Conner Everts
Environment Now
2515 Wilshire Blvd
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Mr. James Peugh
Conservation Chair
San Diego Audubon Society
4891 Pacific Highway, Suite #112
San Diego, CA 92110

Ms. Heather Allen
Policy Director
Friends of the Sea Otter
125 Ocean View Blvd. #204
Pacific Grove, CA 93950

California Coa~tal Pr~tection
NetwOrk'"
906 Garden Street
Santa Barbara,CA 9~101

National MarjneFisheri~$ Service
501 W. Ocean Blvd.
long Beach, CA90802-4213

'";,

Mr. David Hogan
Desert Rivers Coordinator
Center for Biological Diversity
P.O. Box 7745 .
San Diego, CA 92167

Mr. Bruce Reznik
Executive Director
San Diego Baykeeper
2924 Emerson Street, SUite 220
San Diego, CA. 92106

Ms. Jane Delay
Executive Director
Save Our Shores
345 Lake Ave Suite A
Santa Cruz, CA 95062

Mr. Christopher Garrett
Latham & Watkins I

600 W. Broadway
San Diego, CA 92101

Joe Geever
Surfrider Foundation
8117 W. Manchester Ave #297
Playa del Rey, CA 90293

Mr. Ed Kimura
Sierra Club, San Diego
Chapter
6995 Camino Amero
San Diego, CA 92111-7667

Kevin Thomas, CEP
Environmental Services Manager
RBF CONSULTING
40810 County Center Drive, Suite
100
Temecula, CA 92591-6022

Mr. Don May
Executive Director
California Earthcorps
4927 Minturn Ave.
Lakewood, CA 90712

Josh Basofin
Environment Now
2515 Wilshire Blvd.
Santa Monica, CA 90403

Deborah Sivas
Stanford legal Clinics
559 Nathan Abbott Way
Stanford, CA 94305-8610
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March 7, 2008
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Mr. Eric Becker
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board
9174 Sky Park Court, Suite 100
San Diego, CA 92123-4353

RE: NCR:, 02-1429.02:cbeckcr

Dear Mr. Becker:

Enclosed are the Carlsbad Desalination Project revised Flow, Entrainment and
Impingement Minimization Plan (Plan) dated March 6,' 2008, as well as Poseidon's
detailed responses to your comment letter dated February. 19, 2008, Poseidon
respectfully requests that the Regional Board review and approve the revised Plan
pursuant to Order R9-2006-0065.

If you have any questions please feel free to contact meat (619) 595-7802.

Sincerely,

Peter M. MacLaggan
Senior Vice President

! :.,

Poseidon Resources Corporation

501 West Broadway, Suile 840, San Diego. CA 92101, USA

619-595,7802 Fax: 619'595·7892

Pro,eci OH,ce· 4600 Carlsbad Boulevard, Carlsbad. CA 92008



Poseidon Resources March 7,2008 Response
San. Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board Letter dated February 19, 2008
(NCR: 02-1429.02ebecker

1. The Plan does not yet integrate all the elements of the statutory requirements of
California Water Code (CWC) Section 13142. The proposed project only includes
"mitigation", while the statute CWC Section 13142.5(b) also requires that
dischargers implement best available technology and mitigation measures. The
Plan does not appear to include technology measures for the intake stru<:ture to
reduce impingement and entrainment (I&E). .

Response: Water Code Section 13l42.5(b) requires industrial facilities using seawater
for processing to use the best available site, design, technology, and mitigation feasible to
minimize impacts to marine life. The Plan has been reorganized so to sequentially
analyze the steps that have been take by Poseidon to address each of these provisions:

o Chapter 2 identifies best available site feasible to minimize Project related
impacts to marine life;

o • Chapter 3 identifies best available design feasible to minimize Project related
.' impacts to marine life;

o Chapter 4 evaluates identifies best available technology feasible to minimize
. Project related impacts to marine life;

o Chapter 5 quantifies the unavoidable impacts to marine life; and
o Chapter 6 identifies best available mitigation feasible to minimize Project related

impacts to marine life

2. ,T.I;J~ Plan provides an evaluation of impacts based upon one year of data, 2004
05 with rec.ord rainfaH, but does not explicitly evaluate the on-going impacts from
Pose.idon's operations.

ResPQnse: As described in Chapter 5 of the Plan, the potential entrainment impacts
from Poseidon's seawater intake' were explicitly assessed using the facility's permitted
intake flows of 304 MOD and the potential impingement impacts were assessed assuming
these reduced flows and discontinued power plant heat treatment effects.

3. The C~.rlsbad desalination project's (CDP) listing of impacts appears to omit
specific impacts to target invertebrates.

Response: the requested information has been included in Chapter 5 and Attachments 2
and 5 of the revised Plan.
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Poseidon Resources March 7, 2008 Response
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board Letter dated February 19, 2008
(NCR: 02-1429.02ebecker

4. The proposed mitigation project does not appear to account for an pertinent
impacts resulting from impingement of invertebrates, entrainment of invertebrates,
discharges of brine, etc.

Response: Poseidon is using all feasible methods to minimize or reduce its entrainment
and impingement impacts. These methods are likely to reduce the Project related impacts
to marine life well below the levels identified in Chapter 5 of the Plan. To minimize
unavoidable Project related impacts to marine life, Poseidon has voluntarily committed to
a state-agency coordinated process to identify the best available mitigation feasible. The
objective of the mitigation portion of this plan is to identify mitigation needs, set forth
mitigation goals, and present a plan and approach for achieving the goals.

As shown in Chapter 6, the proposed mitigation strategy includes the implementation of
project a coastal wetlands restoration plan that will be developed pursuant to the state
agency coordinated process; long-term preservation of Agua Hedionda Lagoon; andlor
other activities which will benefit the coastal envirorunent in San Diego County. The
propO::fed restoration plan will be enforceable through conditions of approval of the
project' and the program's success will be monitored through performance standards,
monitoring and reporting.

5. The CHREP did not identify and evaluate the possible mitigation projects
located within the same watershed, prior to proposing the out of watershed
mitigation in San Dieguito Lagoon. The best mitigation for impacting the lagoon
would be to replace lost functions by restoring current upland acreage to the
historic wetland condition, or by creating new wetlands where there were none
historically.

Response: Investigations to date have not identified any mitigation opportunities within
Agua Hedionda L<:lgoon (see Section 6.5) that meet the goals of the program. As a

" result, the proposed mitigation plan includes a core offsite mitigation program that meets
the plan goals and objectives that is being developed in parallel with Poseidon's
continued effort to identify feasible mitigation opportunities in AguaHedionda Lagoon.

Poseidon recognizes the Regional Board would prefer to see mitigation in Agua
Hedionda Lagoon if feasible. Accordingly, while Section 6.6 of this plan identifies a
core offsite mitigation project, the mitigation plan also presents an implementation action
schedtjle that includes additional coordination activities to either (1) confirm the lack of
opportunities, or (2) identify if new mitigation options exist within Agua Hedionda
Lagoon.

Poseidon and will be contacting the Department of Fish & Game to more fully assess the
potential for restoration opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. If subsequent Agua
Hedionda Lagoon mitigation is determined to be feasible, Poseidon will coordinate with
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Poseidon Resources March 7, 2008 Response
San Diego Regionai Water Quality Control Board Letter dated February 19, 2008
(NCR: 02-1429.02ebecker

regulatory agencies to implement such mitigation. If Agua Hedionda Lagoon mitigation
is confirmed as Infeasible,Poseidon will implement the proposed offsite mitigation
project.

6. The proposed mitigation ratio of 1:1 isn't fully supported. The Plan should be
revised to include an evaluation of other mitigation options that may be available
within the watershed. The proposed mitigation ratio appears inadequate in light of
several factors generally considered by the Regional Board:

Response: See the response to the previous comment regarding Poseidon's plans to
further investigation restoration opportunities in the Agua Hedionda Lagoon watershed.
Poseidon r~cognizes that the degree of mitigation required will be dependent on
mitigation ratio requirements of the various regulatory agencies. As a result the
proposed Plan (Chapter 6) provides for additional coordination with the regulatory
agencies to finalize agency-mandated acreage requirements. Poseidon intends to prepare
and submit a restoration projeet implementation plan to the Executive Director of the
Regional Board: for review and approval which will contain the following;

.- ",

Goals, objectives, performance criteria and maintenance and monitoring to ensure the
success of the proposed Restoration Plan.

- Identification of specific creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that will be
. us~d at each site, including grading and planting plans, the timing of the mitigation

measures, monitoring that will be implemented to establish baseline conditions and
to determine whether the sites are meeting performance criteria.

- Identification of contingency measures that will be implemented should any of the
mitigation sites not meet performance criteria.

-A's.built plans for each site included in the Restoration Project.

- . 'Arinual monitoring reports for no less than five years or until the sites meet
performance criteria.

- Legal mechanism(s) proposed to ensure pennanent protection of each site - e.g.,
conservation easements, deed restriction, or other methods.

6.a - ,Tbeproposed mitigation project is located within a different watershed (the
San Dieguit6 Lagoon) instead of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon. A higher ratio may be
appropriate' for this project because the referenced mitigation project is out-or-kind
(i.e"disch~rger is not actually replacing the lost resources and functions).

Response: See responses 5 and 6 above.
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Poseidon Resources March 7,2008 Response
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board Letter dlated February 19,2008
(NCR: 02-1429.02ebecker

6.b It is not den that the proposed one-time mitigation is adequate to
compensate fOIr the long-term ongoing impacts to beneficial .1IIses, resources, and
functions present in Agua JHredionda Lagoon.

Response:. As described in Chapter 6, the primary objective of the restoration plan is
to create or restore coastal habitat similar to that of Agua Hedionda Lagoon, which will
provide measurable long tenn environmental benefits adequate to fully mitigate
unavoidable impingement and entrainment impacts associated with CDP operations. The
restoration plan will rely on weU"established methods, techniques and technologies for
development and nurturing of coastal habitat of high productivity and long-tenn
sustainability. The restoration plan will target coastal restoration and enhancement
activities with clearly defined methodology to measure perfonnance and success.

6.c The mitigation project is fOD" restoration of coastal wetland habitat, rather
than the lagoon habitat impacted by the operatfton of the CDP.

Response: As indicated previously, the intent of the restoration plan is to create habitat
comparable to that in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

7. Poseidlon might benefit from convening a joint meeting with the resources
agencies (including Califomia Dept Fish and Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service,
Army COIl"PS of Engineers, National Marine Fisheries) to discuss the impacts to
beneficial uses, resources, and functions by the proposed project, and on the
preJferred mitigation project so they can discuss agency concerns/comments.

Response: Chapter 6 of the revised Plan includes an action plan and schedule for
coordinating with. regulatory and resource agencies to finalize locations and acreages
selected for the proposed mitigation. Additionally, Poseidon intends to prepare and
submit a restoration project implementation plan to the Executive Director of the
Regional Board and the Coastal Commission for review and approval which will contain
the following:

Goals, objectives, performance criteria and maintenance and monitoring to ensure the
success of the proposed Restoration Plan.

Identification of specific creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that will be
used at each site, including grading and planting plans, the timing of the mitigation
measures, monitoring that will be implemen:ted to establish baseline conditions and
to detennine whether the sites are meeting perfonnance criteria.

Identification of contingency measures that will be implemented should any of the
mitigation sites not meet perfonnance criteria.
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Pose~don Resources March 7, 2008 Response
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board Letter dated February 19, 2008
(NCR: 02-1429.02ebecker

- As-built plans for each site included in the Restoration Project.

- ,Annual monitoring reports for no less than five years or until the sites meet
performance criteria.

Legal mechanism(s) proposed to ensure pennanent protection of e~ch site - e.g.,
conservation easements, deed restriction, or other methods.

Specific Comments on the Plan

8. The assessment should address the seasonal and/or daily variations in
impingement impacts.

Response: The results of impingement surveys are summarized in Table 5-1 and the
wee~Iy sampling data has been included in Attachment 2 of the revised Plan. These
sUJ"'.:'e'Y, ~ata .are used in conjunction with intake flows coincident with each that is
recorqed by, the power plant in order to interpolate impingement effects between each of
the weekly surveys, These weekly totals are summarized for the annual totals by species
including impinged invertebrate species of a size that could be identified in the field.
Samples of unknown or uru'ecognizable impinged species were collected for laboratory
verification,

Impingement survey results not only reflect the presence -of impingeable fish and
invertebrates in the area of the intake screens, but also reflect the variability in their
susceptibility to impingement. Many factors, s'uch as debris on the intake screens,
turbidity and local Currents influence the potential impingement of each species. The
majority of these factors have little or no weekly periodicity only a mild seasonality.

9. The assessment needs to include results of an impingement study for target
invertebrates. Table 3.2 includes only results for fish during 2004-05.

Resp6'fi'se:' '. Attachment 2 contains all impingement data for invertebrates collected
during the 2004/2005 impingement study. Review of the this data indicates that bothe
the I).umber and the total weight of impinged invertebrates was less than 0.1· kgs/day. _

10. ,The assessment states that: "The total amount -of impinged organisms for the
indi\;idual sampling events is presented in Table 3-2" (p.19). The Plan, however,
does not dearly identify individual sllmpling events. The interpretation of the results
is ha.m'pered by the absence of a presentation of results for impinged organisms
(incl~ding invertebrates) with dates, times, and flow rates of sampling events.

Response: Attachment 2 of the Plan includes the requested information.
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CHAPTER 6

MITIGATION

INTRODUCTION

Pursuant to ,Water Code Section 13142.5(b), this Chapter establishes a state-agency
coordinated process for identification of the best available mitigation feasible to
minimize Project related impacts to marine life..

• Section 6.1 describes the proposed approach to mitigation.

• Section 6.2 describes the assessment ofthe impacted area.

• Section 6.3 provides an assessment of the wetlands restoration needed to
compensate for entrainment impacts of the desalination facility stand-alone
operations.

• Section 6.4 describes the restoration plan development and related benefits.

• Section 6.5 describes opportunities for restoration and preservation of Agua
Hedionda Lagoon.

• Section 6.6 describes opportunities for an, ofJsite restoration program in' San
Dieguito Lagoon

• Section 6.7 describes the regulatory assurances that are in place to insure the
adequacy ofthe restoration plan.

6.1 PROPOSED MITIGATION APPROACH

Poseidon is using all feasible methods to minimize or reduce its entrainment impacts.
These metheds are likely to reduce the Project related impacts to marine life well below
the levels identified in Chapter 5. To minimize unavoidable Project related impacts to
marine life,Poseidon has voluntarily committed to a state-agency coordinated process to
identify the best available mitigation feasible. The objective of the mitigation portion of
thisplan is to identify mitigation needs, set forth mitigation goals, and present a plan and
approachJor,achieving the goals.

Recognizing.that mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon may be limited,
Poseidon proposes a comprehensive but flexible approach for mitigating potential
impacts. This approach is based on:

.' Conservatively estimating maximum potential impacts (see Section 6.2),
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• Identifying goals and objectives of the mitigation program (see Section 6.4.1),

• Identifying any available mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon
that meet the goals and objectives (see Section 6.5),

• Identifying additional offsite mitigation that meets the mitigation goals (see
Section 6.6),

• Developing an action plan and schedule for coordinating with regulatory and
resource agencies to finalize locations and acreages selected for the proposed
mitigation.

Investigations to date have not identified any mitigation opportunities within Agua
Hedionda Lagoon (see Section 6.5) that meet the goals of the program. As a result, the
proposed mitigation plan includes a core offsite mitigation program that meets the plan
goals and objectives that is being developed in parallel with Poseidon's continued effort
to identify feasible mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

Poseidon recognizes the need and priority of implementing mitigation in Agua Hedionda
Lagoon if feasible. Poseidon also recognizes that mitigation requirements and
regulations of the various review agencies differ, and additional agency coordination is
required to insure that needs of all applicable agencies are addressed.

Accordingly, while this plan identifies a core offsite mitigation project, the mitigation
plan also presents an implementation action schedule that includes additional
coordination activities to either (1) confirm the lack of opportunities, or (2) identify if
new mitigation options exist within Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

Under the proposed plan, if subsequent Agua Hedionda Lagoon mitigation is determined
to be feasible, Poseidon will coordinate with regulatory agencies to implement such
mitigation.

If Agua Hedionda Lagoon mitigation is confirmed as infeaSible, Poseidon will implement
the proposed offsite mitigation project. Further, it is recognized that the degree of
mitigation required will be dependent on mitigation ratio requirements of the various
regulatory agencies. As a result, the proposed plan provides for additional coordination
with the regulatory agencies to finalize agency-mandated acreage requirements.

T~ble 6-1 summarizes the implementation action schedule for the proposed plan.

6-2
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Table 6-1
Mitigation Implementation Approach and Schedule

Element ActionslO~iectives Schedule
Submittal ofdraft • Public and agency review of March 2008
Minimization Plan to revised draft Plan
Regional Board
Regional Board • Approval of Plan April 2008
consideration of • Regional Board provides
Minimization Plan directions on Plan

1 implementation
Contacts with California • Assess mitigation opportunities March 2008
Department of Fish & for saltwater marsh creation in
Game to assess mitigation Agua Hedionda Lagoon via
opportunities in Agua dredging
Hedionda LaQ:oon
Supplemental contacts • Identify (or conform lack of) April 2008
with other resource additional mitigation

I agencies opportunities in Agua
! Hedionda Las:oon
Convene meeting of • Identify (or confirm lack of) April 2008
resource agencies; additional mitigation

. Regional Board and opportunities in Agua
Coastal Commission. Hedionda Lagoon

• If applicable, address agency
requirements for Agua
Hedionda Lagoon mitigation
and determine overall
implementation feasibility

• Address mitigation
rations/requirements for core
offsite mitigation project in San
Dieguito Lagoon

Finalize and distribute • Agency review of May 2008
mitigation program implementation details
implementation details
Modify/finalize • Agency review and approval June 2008
implementation program • May involve additional inter-
details. (if applicable) agency coordination meeting

ICoastal Commission • Coastal Commission approval July 2008
consideration of ofmitigation project

Imitigation uroiect(s)
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Ten years after the lease is issued, that the CDP will be subject to further environmental
review by the State Lands Commission (SLC) to analyze ail environmental effects of
facility operations and alternative technologies that may reduce any impacts found. SLC
may .require additional requirements as are reasonable and as are consistent with
applicable state and federal laws and regulations.

This ·approach will insure that the stand-alone CDP operations continue to use the best
available site, design, technology and mitigation feasible to minimize Project related
impacts to marine life.

6.2· CONSERVATIVE ASSESSMENT OF IMPACfED AREA

The assessment of the impacted area due to the desalination facility operation is based on
a conservative assumption that the CPD will cause 100 percent mortality to the marine
organisms in the seawater diverted from Agua Hedionda Lagoon. This approach to
establishing the impact of the desalination plant operation is extremely C<5nservative in
that it ignores the design and technology features that have been incorporated in the
proposed Project. The following design and technology features are expected to
substantially lessen the impacts to marine life.

• EPS on~e.;tbroughcooling system is expected to continue operating indefinitely.
The magnitude of th.e entrainment losses identified in Chapter 5 is estimated for
continuous operation of the desalination plant on a stand-alone basis notwithstanding
the fact that the BPS generating units will be available for service indefinitely. Cal
.ISO would ultimately determine when they are no longer needed for grid reliability.
In the meantime, seawater pumping by the BPS would likely meet a substantial
portion of the CPD flow requirements (e.g.~ 61 percent in 2007), resulting in a
comparable reduction of entrainment and impingement impacts attributable to the
CDP.

• Desalina~ion facility impacts reduced impacts due to modified use of existing
facilities. Potential entrainment mortality that occurs within the existing power plant
screens, pumps an.d condensers upstream of the desalination facility intake would be
substantially reduced due to the relatively lower temperature, volume, velocity and
turbulence of the desalination operations compared to that of the power plant.

• 'Two-tbirds of tbe water is returned to tbe ocean witbout further processing.
Only 35 percent of the seawater (104 MOD) actually enters the desalination plant and
is subjected to additional processing that would potentially add to the entraiIUilent
mortalitY. The reminder of' the seawater (200 MOD) bypasses the desalination
facUity and is returned to the ocean;

~-" :. ~- :: -

• Desalina~ion facility incorporates tecbnology to capture marine organisms and
return thernto tbe ocean unharmed. Eighty percent of the marine organisms in the
seawater that enters the desalination plant retained by the micro-screens and returned
to'the ocean. The remaining marine organisms that pass through the micro,.screens
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are subsequently rejected by the pretreatment filters and returned to the ocean. A
substantial number of the organisms that are returned to the ocean are expected to
survive.

6.3 ESTABLISIDNG RESTORATION REQUIREMENT

Poseidon is proposing to compensate for the unavoidable impact of stand-alone CDP
operation by replacing or restoring comparable marine habitat. The proposed restoration
plan is based on the Empirical Transport Model described in Chapter 5 that estimated the
portion of the larvae of each target fish species at risk of entrainment with the intake
source water. Multiplying the average percent of populations at risk by the physical area
from which the fish larvae might be entrained, yields an estimate of the amount of habitat
that must be restored to replace the lost fish larvae. This estimate is referred to as the
area (acreage) of habitat production foregone (APF).

In order to calculate the APF, the number of lagoon habitat acreage occupied by the three
most commonly entrained lagoon fish larvae1 was multiplied by the average Proportional
Entrainment Mortality (PM) for the three lagoon species identified in Chapter 5 (12.2
percent). The estimated acres of lagoon habitat for these species are based on a 2000
Coastal Conservancy Inventory ofAgua Hedionda Lagoon habitat shown in Table 6-1.2

TABLE 6-1

WETLAND PROFILE: AGUA HEDIONDA LAGOON

Approximate Wetland Habitat Acreage

Habitat . Acres Vee:etation Source
Brackish I Freshwater 3 Cattail, bulrush and spinv rush were dominant

Mudflat I Tidal Channel 49 Not specified / Estuarine flats
I ()pen Water 253 Eelgrass occurred in all basins

Riparian 11 Not specified
Salt Marsh 14

Upland 61
i TOTAL 391 iiiioarian not included)

1 NinetY-eight percent ofthe fish larvae that would be entrained by the CDP stand-alone operations are
gobies,bielUlies and hypsopops.

2 The actual acreage. will be confmned through a survey of the lagoon habitats that wiIl be conducted
during the final design ofPoseidon's Coastal Habitat Restoration and Enhancement Program. To the extent
that the lagoon habitat acreage established in the survey is higher or lower than that included in the 2000
Inventory, The wetlands restoration plan would be proportional adjusted to account for the actual acreage
identified in the survey.
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The areas of Agua Hedionda Lagoon that have potential to be impacted by the COP
operations are those habitats occupied by the three most commonly entrained lagoon fish
larvae. These habitats include 49 acres of mudflat/tidal channel and 253 acres of open
water. It is not appropriate to include the other lagoon habitats in the APF calculation,
such as brackish/freshwater, riparian, salt marsh or upland habitats that are not occupied
by the impacted species.

By definition, the APF equals the acres of the lagoon habitat that have the potential to be
impacted by the intake operations (302 acres) times the average PM:

APF = 302 acres x 0.122 = 36.8 acres.

Thus, 'entrainment effect of the stand-alone operation of the desalination plant extends
over 12.2 percent, or 36.8 acres of Agua Hedionda Lagoon. The restoration area needed
to fully mitigate the stand-alone COP entrainment losses is 36.8 acres.3 The restoration
requirement is estimated under worst-case conditions when the power plant is no longer
operating and the existing pumps are operated solely to deliver 304 MOO of seawater for '
the operation of the desalination plant.

It is'generally accepted that this approach results in an overestimate of the nwnber acres
that would be necessary to fully mitigate the COP entrainment and impingement effects,
resulting in a net enhancement of the coastal habitat. This is because the restored habitat
provides significant environmental benefits that extend well beyond compensating for the I

entrairiment impacts. For example, the APF calculation does not take into account the
enormous ec,ological value of the restored acreage that will accrue to valuable wetland
speyies completely l.U1affected by the intake, such as the nwnerous riparian birds, reptiles,
benthic organisms and mammals that will utilize the habitat for foraging, cover and
nesting. ,Nor does the calculation consider the myriad of phytoplankton, zooplankton and
invertebrate species that are largely unaffected by the intake operations and benefit
directl); from the restored wetlands.

Similar to the approach taken throughout this assessment, the APF calculation is also
base~ on a nwnber ofvery conservative asswnptions:

• Assumes 100 percent mortality of all marine organisms entering the intake. As
indicated' previously, this asswnption does not take into consideration any of the
,design 'and technology features that would be incorporated in the project to avoid
impact to ;marine life. The actual impact to marine life is expected to be substantially
lo«rer.

, ,
3 The methodl?logyused to detennine the area impacted by the stand-alone desalination facility operation is
based on the recommendation from the Coastal Commission that Poseidon follow the approach used by the
CalifOrnia Energy Commission for establishing mitigation requirements for the entrainment effects
associa.ted with t,he operation ofthe AES Huntington Beach ~ower generation plant.
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• Assumes 100 percent survival of aU fish larvae in their natural environment. In
fact, over 90 percent of the fish larvae are lost to predators and do not ever reach
adulthood.

• Assumes species are evenly distributed throughout the entire depth and volume
of the water body. This assumption is very conservative for the site-specific
conditions of Agua Hedionda Lagoon because it is well known that some impacted
species (Le., garibaldi) mainly inhabit the rocky area near the entrance to the power
plant intake.

• Assumes the entire habitat from which the entrained fish larvae may have
originated is destroyed. This approach to identifYing the restoration requirement for
the stand-alone desalination, facility assumes that the area of production forgone
(APF) is an area of lost habitat for all marine species inhabiting this area. This
asswnption is extremely conservative because only a small portion of the species
inhabiting Agua Hedionda Lagoon would actually enter the power plant intake.

6.4 RESTORATION PLAN DEVELOPMENT

The main objective of the restoration plan is to implement one or more activities which
preserve, restore and enhance exiting wetlands~ lagoons or other high-productivity near;'
shore-coastal areas located in the vicinity of Agua Hedionda Lagoon andlorelsewhere in
San' Diego 'County. Examples of types of activities that may be included in the
restoration phm include:

.'~: Wetland Restoration;

.' Coastal Lagoon Restoration;
.. '-. ..

• Restoration of Historic Sediment Elevations to Promote Reestablishment of Eelgrass Beds;
.,.' ~

• .' Marine Fish Hatchery Enhancement;
'j.' •

• :,'Gonfr\butiqn to a Marine Fish Hatchery Stocking Program;

• --"'" Artifi:Cial Reef Develop~ent;

• Kelp<B.ed Enhancement. ,:

..•. r!

6.4'.1 ,- Key Goals and Objectives
.::,':

The main objective of the restoration plan is to implement one or more activities which
preserve, restore and enhance exiting wetlands, lagoons or other high-productivity near
shore coastal areas located in the vicinity of Agua Hedionda Lagoon andlor elsewhere in



San Diego County. The key restoration plan goals are:

• Creation or Restoration of Coastal Habitat. The primary objective of the
restoration plan is to create or restore coastal habitat similar to that of Agua
Hedionda Lagoon, which will provide measurable long term environmental
benefits adequate to mitigate potential impingement and entrainment impacts
associated with CDP operations.

• Development of Technically Feasible Project. The restoration plan will rely on
well-established methods, techniques and technologies for development and
nurturing ofcoastal habitat ofhigh productivity and long-term sustainability.

• Stakeholder Acceptance for the Selected Project. Implementatioh of project(s)
with a well-defined scope and high priority for the host community and resource
agencies and organizations in charge of coastal habitat preservation, restoration
development.

• Ability to Measure Performance. The restoration plan will target coastal
restoration and enhancement activities with clearly defihed methodology to
measure performance and success.

1. San Dieguito Coastal Habitat Restoration;

2. City ofOceanside Lorna Alta Lagoon Restoration;

3. Aqua Hedionda Lagoon - Land Acquisition for Expansion of Ecological
Reserve;

4. Aqua Hedionda Lagoon - Eradication of Invasive Exotic Plllhts and
Restoration ofNative Vegetation;

5. Carlsbad Aquafarm at Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Abalone Stock
Enhancement;
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6. Buena Vista Lagoon Ecological Reserve - Completion of
Restoration/Enhancement Plan Environmental Analysis;

7. Frazee State Beach - Coastal Bluff Habitat Restoration.

A summary of the scope and key benefits of each of the seven coastal habitat
enhancement projects was submitted to the Regional Board in October 2007.4

6.43 Key Restoration Project Benefits

The habitat restoration will not only compensate for the unavoidable entrainment and
impingement impacts, but will also enhance the coastal environment. The proposed
Restoration Plan will create pelagic and benthic habitat, salt marsh and uplands habitat,
thereby extending the benefits from the proposed mitigation measure far beyond the area
of actual impact of the desalination plant operations. The proposed restoration project
will yield the following key benefits:

• Restore coastal wetlands habitat comparable to that found in and around Agua
Hedionda Lagoon; and '

) • Provides sustainable, comprehensive environmental benefits for water quality,
habitat diversity for species abundance and for sensitive and endangered species.

6.4.4 " Project Deliverables

Poseidon intends to prepare and submit the following deliverables to the Coastal
Commission and the Executive Director of the Regional Board: for review and approval
of this restoration plan:

• Restoration Project Implementation Plan which will contain the following:

,- Goals, objectives, performance criteria and maintenance and monitoring to
ensure the success of the proposed Restoration Plan.

- Identification of specific creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that
will be used at each site, including grading and planting plans, the timing of
the mitigation measures, monitoring that will be implemented to establish
baseline conditions and to determine whether the sites are meeting
perfonnance criteria.

- Identification of contingency measures that will be implemented should any of
the mitigation sites not meet perfonnance criteria.

4 Poseidon Resources, Coastal Habitat Restoration and Enhancement Project, October 2007.'
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- As-built plans for each site included in the Restoration Project.

Annual monitoring reports for no less than five years or until the sites meet
performance criteria.

- Legal mechanism(s) proposed to ensure permanent protection of each site 
e.g., conservation easements, deed restriction, or other methods.

6.5 OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESTORATION AND PRESERVATION OF AGUA
HEDIQNDA LAGOON

6.5.1 Agua Hedionda Lagoon Restoration Opportunities

Poseidon has made a considerable effort to identify a restoration project in Agua
Hedionda Lagoon. We sent our August 2007 Request for Expressions of Interest toa
number of the organizations and individuals that are involved with the Carlsbad
Watershed Network (CWN), as well as Carlsbad Aqua Farm, Hubbs Research Institute
and the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation. Three proposals were received from Agua
Hedionda Lagoon interests:

I. Expansion of Agua Hedionda Lagoon Ecological Reserve

Project Proponent.
The proponent for this project is the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation.

Project Scope .
This project includes the acquisition and preservation of land near the Agua Hedionda
Lagoon's Ecological Reserve to serve as a coastal habitat for wildlife and migratory
birds;· The land is located on the north side of Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

.. ~... -
Project Benefits and Merits
This project will provide a means for protecting and increasing habitat for migrating birds
and endangered species. It also will help insure that nearby archeological sites will
remain undisturbed and adjacent Ecological Reserve is maintained as useful wildlife
habitat: Foot trails through the :Reserve will be proposed to the Department of Fish &
Game' i,n e~change for adding land to the Reserve. Enhancing the quality of the Agua
Hedionda L,agoon Ecological Reserve will also boost eeo-tourism in the area. The
proJect'is planned to be completed by the end ofyear 2010.

2. Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Eradication of Invasive Exotic Plants and Restoration
of Native Vegetation

: ~ .

Project Proponent
') The proponent for this project is the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation.
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Pro;ect Scope
The density, biomass and diversity of invasive plant species in the Agua Hedionda
Lagoon Watershed are so extensive, that the ability of the natural plant communities to
treat nutrients and contaminants from surface runoff into the lagoon has been diminished
significantly. The scope of this project is to remove exotic invasive plant species and
replace these species with appropriate native plants to restore the protective function of
the lagoon watershed vegetation. The project is planned to be completed by December
2009.

Project Benefits and Merits
This project aims to restore the native vegetation in the AguaHedionda Watershed,
which is an essential step towards re-establishing the hydrologic and ecological functions
of these riparian and coastal wetland habitats. The project is expected to boost the natural
abilitY of the native riparian and wetland plant habitats to sequester contaminants carried
to the lagoon by surface runoff, to reduce flooding and bank. erosion, and diminish
sediment transport thereby increasing the biological productivity of the Agua Hedionda
Lagoon.

3. Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Abalone Stock Enhancement

Project Proponent
The proponent for this project is Carlsbad Aquafarm.

Pro;ett Scope
This project will create a stock of 100,000 abalone at the Carlsbad Aquafarm located in
the Agua Hedionda Lagoon and use this stock to replenish the population of abalone near
the intake to the lagoon and the project discharge area. Carlsbad Aquafarm is currently
concentrating its efforts on commercial farming of the Green Abalone and also culturing
both Red and Pink Abalone. The farm is well equipped with the facilities and personnel
to spawn and raise abalone, as well as experienced divers familiar with abalone biology
and .ecology to manage and monitor the success of the project. The abalone stock
enhancement project can be completed by 2011.

Project Benefits and Merits
Abalone is akey part of the Southern California coastal ecosystem. However, aggressive
harvesting of this aquatic resource has resulted in stock depletion and the recent closure
of both cominercial and recreational fisheries for all abalone speCies in this region. This
project will help replenish and sustain the abalone stock in the area of the Agua Hedionda
Lag~o.n.



6.5.2 Investigation of Additional Restoration Opportunities in Agua Hedionda
Lagoon

Investigations to date have not identified any mitigation opportunities within Agua
Hedionda Lagoon that meet the goals of the program. As a result, the proposed
mitigation plan includes a core offsite mitigation program that meets the plan goals and
objectives that is being developed in parallel with Poseidon's continued effort to identifY
feasible mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

Poseidon recognizes the Regional Board would prefer to see mitigation in Agua
Hedionda Lagoon if feasible. Accordingly, while Section 6.6 of this plan identifies a
core offsite mitigation project, the mitigation plan also presents an implementation action
schedule that includes additional coordination activities to either (1) confinn the lack of
opportunities, or (2) identifY if new mitigation options exist within Agua Hedionda
Lagoon.

Poseidon and will be contacting the Department of Fish & Game to more fully assess the
potential for restoration opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. If Agua Hedionda
Lagoon mitigation is determined to be feasible, Poseidon will coordinate with regulatory
agencies to implement such mitigation. If Agua Hedionda Lagoon is confirmed to be
infeasible, Poseidon will implement the propos.ed offsite mitigation project (Section 6.6).

6.5.3 Agua Hedionda Lagoon Preservation Opportunities

As shown in Figure 6-3, Agua Hedionda Lagoon currently supports a wide range of
beneficial uses, including recreational activities, such as fishing, and water contact
recreation. Nearly all of these uses are directly or indirectly supported by seawater flow
and' exchange created by circulation of seawater in the lagoon. The existing tidal
exchange renews the Lagoon's water quality and flush nutrients, sediment and other
wat~shed 'pollution, particularly from the Lagoon's upper reaches. In addition, the
inflow of fresh supplies of ocean carry waterborne supplies ofplanktonic organisms that
nourish the many organisms and food chains of the Lagoon, including the White Sea
Bass restoration program of the Hubbs Sea World Research Institute and the aquaculture
operations in the outer Lagoon.

The Lagoo11 is connected to the Pacific Ocean by means of a manmade channel that is
artificially'maintained. Seawater circulation throughout the outer, middle and inner
lag60ns is sustained both by routine dredging of the manmade entrance to prevent its
clbsute. The name, Agua Hedionda, which means "stinking water" in Spanish, reflects a
former stagnant condition that existed prior to the dredging of the mouth of the Lagoon.

To avoid this significant loss of highly productive marine habitat, in the absence of the
ongoing operations of the EPS, Poseidon has committed to maintain circulation of the
seawater, continue routine dredging of the entrance to the lagoon to prevent its closure,
and deposit the sand dredged from the lagoon on adjacent beaches so as to maintain,
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restore and enhance habitat for gnmion spawning and to maintain, restore and enhance
opportunities for public access and recreation along the shoreline and within the coastal
zone. To help ensure the long-term health and vitality of Agua Hedionda Lagoon and the
surrounding watershed, Poseidon is funding watershed education programs at the Agua
Hedionda Lagoon Foundation Discovery Center.

6.6 OFFSITE MITIGATION PROGRAM

One proposal was received that meets or exceeds the restoration plan objectives is the
proposed San Dieguito Wetland Restoration Plan. The proponent of the project is the
San Dieguito River Park Joint Powers Authority (JPA). The JPS's proposal is one part of
a larger restorationproject that has already been approved by the Coastal Commission, on
October 12, 2005. Additionally the San Dieguito Wetland Restoration Plan was the
subject of a Final Environmental Impact Report that was prepared and certified by the
San Dieguito River Park Joint Powers Authority and U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.

Pursuant to the requirements of the Coastal Commission,6 Southern California Edison
(SCE) is creating 115 acres of tidal wetlands at San Dieguito and will keep the river
mouth open in perpetuity. The San Dieguito Wetlands Restoration Project includes a
new deep water lagoon on the west side of 1-5, extensive fmger channels on the east side
of I~~5 north 'of the river, California least tern nesting sites and· benns along the river to
keep 'the water in the riverine channel flowing to the sea without dropping sediment or
flooding the newly created wetlands under normal conditions.

The proponent for Poseidon's proposed restoration project is San Dieguito River Park
Joint Powers Authority (local government agency in partnership with the San Dieguito
River Valley Conservancy (501 (c) (3) organization). The JPA is the agency responsible
for creating' anatural open space park in the San Dieguito River Valley, which will one
day extend from the ocean at Del Mar to Volcan Mountain, just north ofJulian.

The San Dieguito Lagoon is located approximately 12.5 miles south of Agua Hedionda
Lagoon, and has been historically one of the largest lagoons in San Diego County. All
property within the proposed restoration project is in public ownership. The JPA is
responsible for implementing the San Dieguito River Park Master Plan. Features of the
Park:Master Plan include trails and interpretive programs, enhancement of the lagoon
ecosystem through creation of associated native grassland and coastal sage scrub habitat,
expansion oftidal wetlands beyond the SCE project limits, and creation of a series of
watdr:qualitytreatment ponds. The lPA is responsible for maintaining the project area
and precluding any uses not consistent with the conservation of wetland habitat.

,I',. . ". .

Poseidbi:l's,proposed wetlands restoration project would expand the number of acres of
functional wetlands and associated habitat in San Dieguito Lagoon, by supplementing
the ll5-acre SCE Wetlands Restoration Project. The proposed restoration project will
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create at approximately 37 acreS of marine wetlands and seasonal marsh habitat from
what is now entirely disturbed land. The current state of the land chosen for this project,
results from decades of filI, grading and/or agricultural use, rendering it unsuitable for
supporting native species that rely on freshwater/intertidal marsh or upland habitat.

Poseidon's proposed Restoration Project would provide approximately 37 acres of
coastal wetland habitat in San Dieguito Lagoon above and beyond what is included in
the ongoing SCE Wetland Restoration Project. The majority of the coastal habitat will
be marine ~vetlands located at or below the elevation of the mean high tide for this area.
As shown in Figures I and 2, the key elements of the project are excavation and grading
to create new tidal wetlands (Parcell), including sub-tidal, intertidal, transitional, and
seasonal salt marsh habitats east ofI-5.

The central feature of the proposed restoration project is the conversion of disturbed land
to more valuable tidal salt marsh or open water wetland which will become a productive
in-kind habitat for species similar to these impacted by impingement and entrainment
related to the stand-alone desalination plant operations (i.e., gobies, blennies, etc.). All
of the acreage that will be converted to tidal wetland habitat is currently disturbed upland
that supports weedy, generally non-native (ruderal) vegetation. After restoration to tidal
salt marsh, these habitats will be subject to tidal action throughout the year, which will
enable salt marsh plants to be healthier and with higher productivity. These goals will be
accomplished by grading the site to substantially create an area that is subject to regular
tidal inundrition.

The restoration site will be graded to match subtidal and the low tidal salt marshes of the
San Dieguito Lagoon Restoration Project being constructed by Southern California
Edi'soll" Since the new wetlands will be connected to the existing tidal basin through the
existing Dieguito River channel, the tidal exchange will maintain the physical and
chemical conditions in the these wetlands such that marine and tidal salt marsh species
(such as gobies and blennies) will be able to inhabit, disperse and persist in the wetlands
created by the Poseidon's restoration project. Since Southern California Edison has
already committed to maintain the mouth of the lagoon open in perpetuity, tidal
circul'ation in the proposed new wetlands will be unrestricted.

Based on the biological survey of the existing tidal wetlands of the San Dieguito Lagoon
completed a~ a part of the Southern California Edison Restoration Project,7 these
wetlands are' 'of the same type of habitat that would be impacted by desalination plant
operations (Le., gobies, bletulies, anchovy, topsmelt, white croaker, etc.). Therefore, the
implementation of the proposed restoration project will create in-kind replacement
habitat,which has 1: 1 restoration value. The 1: 1 restoration ratio of the proposed project
is consistent with the methodology used by the California Energy Commission for
establishing mitigation requirements for' the entrainment effects associated with the
operat~onof the AES Huntington Beach and Morro·Bay power generation plants.

7 seE, San Dieguito Wetlands Restoration Project, Final Restoration Plan, November 2005
. .~. .
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Figure 6-1- San Dieguito Wetlands Restoration Project
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Figu,re 6-2 - Proposed Restoration Site
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The Coastal Corrunission found this location to be acceptable for mitigation of the
entrainment and impingement impacts of the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station
which is 45 miles away from San Dieguito Lagoon and is impacting ,open water fish
species that don't necessarily reside in a lagoon environment. The proposed desalination
facility is much closer to the proposed mitigation site (12 miles) and Poseidon is
proposing to replace tidally exchanged coastal lagoon habitat with in-kind habitat.

6.7 REGULATORY ASSURANCE OF RESTORATION PLAN ADEQUACY

There are a number of regulatory assurances in place to confirm the adequacy of the
proposed restoration plan. The Regional Board, Coastal Commission and State Lands
Commission have ongoing jurisdiction over the proposed Project to insure the a.dequacy
of the proposed restoration plan.

6.7.1 Region~1 Board

The Regional Board is insuring that Poseidon Will provide adequate mitigation consistent
with Water Code Section 13142.5(b) through the imlosition of Special Condition 12 in
the draft Lease Amendment for the proposed project:

b. California Water Code Section 13142.5(b) Applicability. Water Code
Section 13142.5(b) requires industrial facilities using seawater for
processing to use the best available site, design, technology, and
mitigation feasible to minimize impacts to marine life. The CDP is
planned to operate in conjunction with the EPS by using the EPS
qooling water discharge as its source water. When operating in
conjunction with the power plant, the desalination plant feedwater
intake would not increase the volume or the velocity of the power
station cooling water intake nor would it increase the number of
organisms impinged by the Encina Power Station cooling water intake
structure. Recent studies h(J1le shown that nearly 98 percent of the
larvae entrained by the EPS are dead at the point of the desalination
plant intake. As a result, ade minimis number oforganisms remain
viable which potentially would be lost due to the incremental
entrainment effect ofthe CDP operation. Due to the fact that the most
frequently entrained species are very abundant in the area ofthe EPS
intake, Agua Hedionda Lagoon and the Southern California Bight,
species ofdirect recreational and commercial value would constitute
less than 1 percent ofall the organisms. entrained by the EPS. As a
result, the incremental entrainment effects of the CDP operation in
conjunction with the BPS would not trigger the need for additional
technology or mitigation to minimize impacts to marine life. However,
in the event that the EPS were to cease operations, and the discharger
were to independently operdte the seawater intake and outfall for the

8 Regional Board Order R9·2006·0065 at F-49.
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benefit ofthe CDP, such independent operation will require additional
review pursuant to Water Code Section 13142.5(b). The Regional
Water Board review and approval of the Flow Minimization,
Entrainment and Impingement Minimization Plan will address any
additional review required pursuant to Water Code Section
13142.5(b).

With the October 2006 approval Order R9-2006-0065, the Regional Board has ongoing
jurisdiction over the Project to insure Poseidon is using the best available design,
technology, and mitigation measures at all times consistent with Water Code Section
13142.5(b).

6.7.2 State Lands Commission

The State Lands Commission is insuring that Poseidon will provide adequate mitigation
consistent with Public Resources Code 6370, et seq. through the imposition of Special
Condition 12 in the draft Lease Amendment for the proposed project:9

..~

12. Poseidon Resources shall use the best available design,
technology, and mitigation measures at all times during which
this Lease is in effect to minimize the intake (impingement and
entrainment) and mortality ofall forms ofmarine lift associated
with the operation of the desalination facility as determined by
the San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board or any··
otherfederal, state, or local entity.

With the approval of the approval the draft lease for the Project, the State Lands
Commission reserves the right to terminate the lease if Poseidon is not using the best
available design, technology, and mitigation measures at all times as determined by the
San·:D.iego. Regional Water Quality Control Board or any other federal, state, or local
entity.

6.7.3 Coastal Commission

The Coastal Commission is insuring that Poseidon will provide adequate mitigation
consistent with applicable Coastal Act provisions through the imposition of Special
Condition 8:10

1) Marine Life Mitigation Plan: PRIOR TO iSSUANCE OF THE PERMIT,
the Permittee shall submit to and obtainfrom the Commission approval of

9 State Lands Commission draft Amendment ofLease PRC 8727.1.
lO See Coastal Commission Recommended Revised Findings Coastal Development Permit for Poseidon
Carlsbad Desalination Project, page 91 of 108; htt,p://documents.coastal.ca.gov/reportsI2008/3!W25a-3
2008.pdf
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a Marine Life Mitigation Plan in the form ofanamendment to this permit
that includes thefollowing:

a) Documentation ofthe project's expected impacts to marine life due to
entrainment and impingement caused by the facility's intake ofwaterfrom
Agua Hedionda Lagoon. This requirement can be satisfied by submitting
afull copy ofthe Permittee's Entrainment Study conducted in 2004-2005
for this project.

b) To the maximum extentfeasible, the mitigation shall take theform of
creation, enhancement, or restoration ofaquatic and wetland habitat

c) Goals, objectives andperformance criteria for each ofthe proposed
mitigation sites. It shall identify specific creation, restoration, or
enhancement measures'that will be used at each site, including grading
andplanting plans, the timing ofthe mitigation measures, monitQring that
will be implemented to establish baseline conditions and to determine
whether the sites are meeting performance critieria. The Plan shall also
identify contingency measures that will be implemented should any ofthe
mitigation sites not meet perfOrmance criteria.

d) "As-built" plansfor each site and annual monitoring reports for no less
than five years or until the sites meet performance criteria.

e) Legal mechanistn(s) proposed to ensure permanentprotection off3ach site
- e.g., conservation easements, deed restriction, or other methods.

With the approval of the Coastal Development pennit for the proposed project COnditioned as
described above the Coastal Commission is insuring that Poseidon will provide the
mitigation needed to address Project related impacts in a manner consistent with applicabl~

Coastal Act provisions.

6.8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Poseidon is using all feasible methods to minimize or reduce its entrainment impacts.
These methods are likely to reduce the Project related impacts to marine life well below
the levels identified in Chapter 5. To minimize unavoidable Project related impacts to
marine life; Poseidon has voluntarily committed to a state-agency coordinated process to
identify the best available mitigation feasible. The objective of the mitigation portion of
this plan is to identify mitigation needs, set forth mitigation goals, and present a plan and
approach for achieving the goals.

As shown in Table 6-2, the proposed mitigation strategy includes the implementation of
project a coastal wetlands restoration plan that will be developed pursuant to the state
agency coordinated process; long-term preservation of Agua Hedionda Lagoon; and/or
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other activities which will benefit the coastal environment in San Diego County. The
restoration plan will be enforceable through conditions of approval of the project and the
program's success will be monitored through performance standards, monitoring and
reporting.

Additionally, ten years after the lease is issued, that the CDP will be subject to further
environmental review by the State Lands Commission (SLC) to analyze all
environmental effects of facility operations and alternative technologies that may reduce
any impacts found. SLC may require additional requirements as are reasonable and as
are consistent with applicable state and federa1laws and regulations.

This approach will insure that the stand-alone CDP operations continue to use the best
available site, design, technology and mitigation feasible to minimize Project related
impacts to marine life.

[ Table 6-2
Mitigation

I Catellory Feature Resultf----
Compensate for the unavoidable1. Mitigation Implementation ofproject,

mitigation plan developed entrainment and impingement impacts
" pursuant to a state-agency and enhance the coastal environment.......

coordinated process described .

f-----~-_.... in Chapter 6.
. 2. Mitigation Preservation of Agua Hedionda Preserve and protect 388 acres of

Lagoon though continued highly productive marine habitat;
maintenance dredging and maintain and enhance opportunities

.. . Lagoon stewardship. for public access and recreation;
provide sand for beach replenishment

... and grunion spawning habitat;
..

maintain adequate water quality to
I . , " support aquaculture, fish hatchery and

I
natural fish habitat; and provide San

I, :
... Diego County with a new high-, ..

I quality drinking water supply.

I ~: Mitigation Funding watershed education Helps ensure the long-term health and

I
programs at the Agua vitality of Agua Hedionda Lagoon

I
Hedionda Lagoon Foundation and the surrounding watershed

I piscoverv Center
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION

7.1 PLAN PURPOSE

The San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board (Regional Board) adopted Order
No. R9~2006~0065 (Permit) for Poseidon Resources Corporation's (poseidon) Carlsbad
Desalination Project (CDP) discharge to the Pacific Ocean via the existing Encma Power
Station (EPS) discharge channel. The CDP is planned to operate in conjunction with the
EPS by using the EPS cooling water discharge as its source water whenever the power
plant is operating.

In the event that the EPS were to cease operations, and Poseidon were to independently
operate the seawater intake and outfall for the benefit of the CDP, such independent
operation will require additional review pursuant to Water Code Section 13142.5(b).
Water Code Section 13142,5(b) requires industrial facilities using seawater for
processing to use the best available site, design, technology, and mitigation feasible to
minimize impacts to marine life.

This Flow, Entrainment and Impingement Minimization Plan (Plan) is developed in
fulfillment of the above-stated requirements 0 and contains site~specific activities,
procedures, practices and mitigation plans which Poseidon proposes to implement to
minimize impacts to marine organisms when the Carlsbad Desalination Project intake
requirements exceed the volume ofwater being discharged by the EPS.

7.2 PLANCOMPLIANCE

As shown in Table 7-1, the Plan addresses each ofthe provisions ofWater Code Section
13142.5(b):

• Identifies the best available site feasible to minimize Project related impacts to
marine life;

• Identifies the best available design feasible to minimize Project related impacts to
marine life;

eo Identifies the best available technology feasible to minimize Project related
impacts to marine life;

• Quantifies the unavoidable impacts to marine life; and

'0 Establishes a state~agency coordinated process for identification of the best
available mitigation feasible to minimize Project related impacts to marine life.
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Table 7-1 I
Desilm. Technology and Miti2ation Measures to Minimize Impacts to Marine Life I

CatelZOry Feature Result
1. Site Proposed location at Best available site for the project, no feasible and less

Encina Power Station environmentally damaging alternative locations.
(EPS)

1. .Design Use of EPS discharge as Sixty-one percent reduction of entrainment and
source water imDinlZement impacts attributable to the CDP

I Z. Design. Reduction in inlet Reduction of impingement of marine organisms
screen velocity

3. Design Reduction in fme screen Reduction of impingement of marine organisms
velocity

4. ' Design Ambient temperature Eliminate entrainment mortality associated with the
processinll; elevated seawater temperature

5. Design Elimination of heat Eliminate mortality associated with heat treatment.
treatment

1. Technology' Installation of VFDs on Reduce the total intake flow for the desalination facility to
CDP intake pumps no more than that needed at any given time, thereby

minimizing the entrainment ofmarine organisms.

2. Teclmology Installation of micro- Micro-screens (120 11) minimize entrainment and
screens impingement impacts to marine organisms by screening

the fish larvae and plankton from the seawater.
I

3. Technology Installation oflow UF filtrations system minimizes entrainment and
impact prefitration impingementimpacts to marine organisms by screening
technology the small plankton from the seawater:

4. Technology Return to the ocean of Minimize entrainment and impingement impacts to marine
marine organisms organisms captured by the screens and filters by returning
captured by the screens the organisms to the ocean.

, and filterS
5. Technology After ten years of SLC may require Poseidon install additional technology as

operation, State Lands are reaSonable and as are consistent with applicable state
Commission (SLC) to and federal laws and regulations. This ensures that the
analyze environmental COP operations at that time are using technologies that lhe
effects offacility and SLC detennines may reduce any impacts and are
the availability of appropriate in light ofenvironmental review.
alternative technologies

I
.. that may reduce any

impacts.
1. Mitigation Implementation of Compensate for unavoidable entrainment and

project mitigation plan impingement impacts and enhance the coastal
developed pursuant to a environment.
state-agency

'. coordinated process
described in Chapter 6.

2. Mitigation Preservation ofAgua Preserve and protect highly productive marine habitat;
Hedionda Lagoon maintain and enhance opportunities for public access and
though continued recreation; provide sand for beach replenishment and
maintenance dredging grunion spawning habitat; maintain adequate water quality
and Lagoon to support aquaculture, fish hatchery and natural fish
stewardship. habitat; and provide a new hie:h-aualitv water SUDPly.

3.. Mitigation Fund watershed Helps ensure the long-term health and vitality of Agua
education programs at Hedionda Lagoon and the surrounding watershed.
the AHL Foundation
Discovery Center.
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7.3 PROPOSED MITIGATION APPROACH

Poseidon is using all feasible methods to minimize or reduce its entrainment impacts.
These methods are likely to reduce the Project related impacts t6 marine life well below
the levels identified iri Chapter 5. To minimize unavoidable Project related impacts to
marine life, Poseidon has voluntarily committed to a state-agency coordinated process to
identify the best available mitigation feasible. The objective of the mitigation portion of
this plan is to identify mitigation needs, set forth mitigation goals, and present a plan and
approach for achieving the goals.

Recognizing that mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon may be limited,
Poseidon proposes a comprehensive but flexible approach for mitigating potential
impacts. This approach is based on:

• Conservatively estimating maximum potential impacts

• Identifying goals and objectives of the mitigation program

• Identifying any available mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon
that meet the goals and objectives

• Identifying additional offsite mitigation that meets the mitigation goals

• .Developing an action plan and schedule for coordinating with regulatory and
resource agencies to finalize locations and acreages selected for the proposed

.mitigation.

Investigations to date have not identified any' mitigation opportunities within Agua
Hedionda Lagoon that meet the goals of the program. As a result, the proposed
mitigation plan includes a core offsite mitigation program that meets the plan goals and
objectives that is being developed in parallel with Poseidon's continued effort to identify
feasible mitigation opportunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

Poseidon recognizes the need and priority of implementing mitigation in Agua Hedionda
Lagoon if feasible. Poseidon also recognizes that mitigation requirements and
regulations of the various review agencies differ, and additional agency coordination is
required to i~sure that needs of all applicable agencies are addressed. .

Accordingly, while this plan identifies a core offsite mitigation project, the mitigation
plan also presents an implementation action schedule that includes additional
coordination activities to either (1 ) confirm the la.ck of opportunities, or (2) identify if
new mitigation options exist within Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

Poseidon will be contacting the Department of Fish & Game to more fully assess the
potential for restoration opporfunities in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. If subsequent Agua
Hedionda Lagoon mitigation is detenmned to be feasible, Poseidon will coordinate with
regulatory agencies to implement such mitigation.
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If Ah'1la Hedionda Lagoon mitigation is confirmed as infeasible, Poseidon will implement
the proposed offsite mitigation project.

Table 7-2 summarizes the implementation action schedule for the proposed mitigation
plan.

Table 7-2
Mitigation Implementation Approach and Schedule

Element Actions/Objectives Schedule I

Submittal ofdraft • Public and agency review of
I

March 2008
Minimization Plan to revised draft Plan
Regional Board i

Regional Board • Approval ofPlan April 2008
consideration of • .Regional Board provides
Minimization Plan directions on Plan implementation
Contacts with California • Assess mitigation opportunities March 2008
Department of Fish & Game for saltwater marsh creation in
to assess mitigation Agua Hedionda Lagoon via
opportunities in Agua dredging
Hedionda Lagoon
Supplemental contacts with • Identify (or conform lack of) April 2008
other resource agencies additional mitigation opportunities

in Agua Hedionda Lagoon
Convene meeting of • Identify (or confirm lack of) April 2008
resource agencies; Regional additional mitigation opportunities
Board and Coastal in Agua Hedionda Lagoon
Conmllssion. • If applicable, address agency

I
.requirements for Agua Hedionda
Lagoon mitigation and determine
overall implementation feasibility

• Address mitigation
rations/requirements for core

,
I

offsite mitigation project in San
Dieguito Lagoon

Finalize and distribute • Agency review of iniplementation May 2008
mitigation program details
implementation details

. Modify/finalize • Agency review and approval June 2008
implementation program • May invblve additional inter-
details (ifapplicable) agency coordination meeting
Coastal Commission • Coastal Commission approval of July 2008
consideration ofmitigation mitigation project
pro;ect(s)
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7.4 REGULATORY ASSURANCE OF PLAN ADEQUACY

There are a number of regulatory assurances in place to confinn the adequacy of the
proposed restoration plan. The Regional Board, Coastal Commission and State Lands
Commission have ongoing jurisdiction over the proposed Project to insure the adequacy
ofthe proposed restoration plan.

Additionally, ten years after the lease is issued, that the CDP will be subject to further
enviromnental review by the State Lands Commission (SLC) to analyze all
enviromnental effects of facility operations and alternative technologies that may reduce
any impacts found. SLC may require additional requirements as are reasonable and as
are consistent with applicable state and federal laws and regulations.

This approach will ensure that the stand-alone CDP operations continue to use the best
available site, design, technology and mitigation feasible to minimize Project related
impacts to marine life.
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TO: john H. Robertus
Executive Officer
SAN DIEGO REGIONAL WATER QUALITY CONTROL BOARD

FROM:

DATE:

Chiara Clemente, Senior Environmental Scientist, Central Watershed Unit
Deborah Woodward, PhD, Environmental Scientist
Michael Porter, Engineering Geologist

April 4, 2008

'i·

SUBJECT: JReview of Carlsbad Seawater D~s;alination Plant Flow. Entrainment, and
Impingement Minimization Plan. Poseidon Resources Corporation, dated
March 6, 2008

Executive Summary

On March 7, 2008, Poseidon submitted a revised version of the sUbject Plan, and
written responses to the Regional Board's comments from a letter dated February 19,
2008. The revised Plan includes an assessment of impacts from impingement and
entrainment of marine organisms, and' a process for the selection of a specific
mitigation alter.native. The Central Watershed Unit (CWU) has reviewed the sUbject
plan, focusing' on the validity of the assessment of impacts, and suitability of the
mitigation pro~essproposed, and alternatives r~viewed. In summary, the CWU staff
conclude that adoption of the Plan. as currently drafted, would be premature for the
follo~!r:g reaspns:

. '

1. The proposed plan does not describe a: process for agency approval of the.
calculations and variables used to assess impacts from impingement and

, ;: entrain(nent.
2: The proposed mitigation process does not clearly identify the method for the final
.. ,sel~ctiqn and agency concurrence of the preferred mitigation alternative.

3'..")-here !~ insufficient ~amp'ling data to accurately determine the impacts of
impingement and entrainment.

4. The proposed process seems to favor a pre-determined outcome (i.e. mitigation
i~Sa~,Dieguito Lagoon). Other mitigation alternatives (e.g. kelp bed

., enhancement and artificial reef construction) should be considered and
. ~y.al.uat~dequally as viable mitigation possibilities.
','•.- <' • • •

..~

. )

.- .,

. " ~ ..

., ,,:.,-

" .' .
. '
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I. Assessment of Impacts

- 2 - April 4, 2008

A. Sampling Data
Impacts to marine resources attributable to the Carlsbad Desalination Plant (COP) are
described in Chapter 5 of the Plan. Impact calculations are based on results from a
one-ye"ar sampling program of impingement and entrainment at the Encina Power
Station (EPS). This sampling set is likely to be skewed because it does not account for
annual variability and the data were collected during a year that was atypical with
regards to rainfall.

It is important that ecological impacts are correctly determined because the Empirical
Transport Model (used to estimate larval mortality rates) and calculation of Acres
Production Foregone (used to establish the mitigation requirement) directly rely on the
sampling results. If impacts are underestimated due to sampling during an atypically
wet year; then subsequent modeling and calculations will lead to underestimated
mortality and mitigation requirements.

B. Calculations
The Acres of Production Foregone (APF) is an estimate used by Poseidon to calculate
the amount of acreage that would compensate for the entrainment loss of fish larvae
(and other planktonic organisms) due to operation of the COP. Its derivation is
discussed in Chapter 6 of the Plan. However, the data used to derive this calculation
are preliminary, and lack statistical power. Further justification for the values selected
to calculate the Acres Production Foregone (APF) is warranted, and, after proper
validation of these inputs, the APF should be recalculated. The Plan currently estimates
that the restoration area needed to fully mitigate the COP contribution to entrainment is
36.8 acres.

II. As~essment of Mitigation Process

Poseidon's Plan describes a process to follow for evaluating mitigation alternatives that
will compensate for impacts to beneficial uses of Agua Hedionda Lagoon from
entrainment and impingement of marine organisms by operations at the COP.
PoseidO"n's proposed process contains a schedule of actions to identify the appropriate
type and amount of mitigation. One of these actions is to convene a meeting with the
relevant resource and regulatory agencies, prior to finalizing their specific mitigation
alternative. The proposed process is unclear as to how additional alternatives (not
currently listed in the Plan) will be considered or what the agency approval mechanism
would be for the final selection of the specific mitigation alternative. The Plan does.
state that if Alternatives 2 through 8 are deemed infeasible, Poseidon will proceed with
implementation of Alternative 1 (i.e. Offsite Mitigation Program -San Dieguito Lagoon),
described below.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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III. Asse.ssment of Proposed Mitigation

The main objective of the mitigation will be to implement one or more activities that will
preserve, restore and enhance existing wetlands, lagoons or other high-productivity
near-shore coastal areas located in the vicinity of Agua Hedionda arid/or elsewhere in
SaQ Di.ego County.

A. Types of Mitigation Alternatives
Poseidon's proposed Plan states that types of activities that may be included in their
final specific mitigation alternative include:

1. Wetland Restoration.
2.. Coastal Lagoon Restoration.
3; Restoration of Historic Sediment Elevation to Promote Reestablishment of

Eelgrass Beds.
4. Marine Fish Hatchery Stocking Program.
5. Artificial Reef Development.
6..K~lp I:?~d ~nhancement.

Each 01 these activities has the potentia/to compensate for the direct loss of fish,
larvae? and e~ms.

B. Habitat Restoration Goals:
Poseidon's proposed habitat restoration plan goals are:

\.. J

)

1. Creation or restoration of coastal habitat.
2. Development of a technically feasible project.
3. Stakeholder acceptance for selected project.
4. Apility to measure performance.

These"goals are typical of plans developed to mitigate impacts to beneficial uses of
surface waters resources.

)

C. Alternatives:
PoseidOn has identified eight alternatives to be considered and further evaluated for
selection In their final preferred specific mitigation alternative. These alternatives
include: .

1. San [jieguito Lagoon Coa.stal Habitat Restoration.
This mitigation would be out-of-watershed and includes the restoration of 37
acres of tidal prism and salt water marsh in San Dieguito Lagoon. This

. restoration would be good for San Dieguito Lagoon, but would provide very
limited compensation for impacts to fish, larvae, and eggs in Aqua Hedionda
La'goon - which is located 12-miles north of San Dieguito Lagoon.

California Environmental Protection Agency
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2. City of Oceanside Loma Alta Lagoon Restoration .
. . This mitigation would be out-of-watershed and Poseidon did not provide the

.Regional Board with any details on this alternative. This restoration potentially
could create positive effects on Loma Alta Lagoon located approximately 5 miles
north of Aqua Hedionda Lagoon. The project would provide very limited
compensation for impacts to fish, larvae, and eggs in Aqua Hedionda Lagoon.

3. Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Land Acguisition for Expansion of an Ecological
Reserve.
This mitigation alternative includes the "acquisition and preservation of land near
the Agua Hedionda Lagoon's Ecological Reserve to serve as coastal habitat for
wildlife and migratory birds." This mitigation alternative would benefit the
waterfowl population, but potentially reduce the amount of fish and larvae due to
increased waterfowl predation.

4. Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Eradication of Invasive Plants and Restoration of
Native Vegetation. The mitigation alternative proposes to "remove exotic,

.. Invasive (terrestrial) plant species and replace these species with appropriate
native plants to restore the protective function (surfacewater quality cleansing)
of the lagoon watershed vegetation." Removing exotic, invasive plant species
from a watershed is always desirable. However, it is unclear thgt the increased
amount of biomass in the Lagoon from slightly improved water quality would
adequately compensate for the biomass loss from impingement and entrainment
by operations at the COP.

5. Carlsbad Aguafarm at Agua Hedionda Lagoon - Abalone Stock Enhancement.
This mitigation alternative proposes to "create a stock of 100,000 abalone at the
Carlsbad Aquafarm located in the Aqua Hedionda Lagoon and the use the stock
to replenish the population of abalone near the intake to the lagoon and project
discharge area." With respect to improving the near shore ecosystem,

. abalones are known to consume algae on rocks and reefs, potentially creating
habitat opportunities for less competitive species. Juvenile, attached abalones
are also a food sourCe for octopus, Cabazon, and Ling cod. This mitigation
would directly benefit the abalone population but do nothing to mitigate for the
hundreds of other species that suffer mortality from operations at the COP.

6. Buena Vista Lagoon Ecological Reserve - Completion of
Restoration/Enhancement Plan Environmental Analysis.
This mitigation would be out-of-watershed and Poseidon did not provide the
Regional Board with any details on this mitigation alternative. Completion of an
Analysis would have limited compensation for impacts to fish, larvae, and eggs in
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Aqua Hedionda Lagoon - which is located approximately 5-miles south of Buena
Vista Lagoon.

7. Frazee State Beach .... Coastal Bluff Habitat Restoration.
Poseidon did 110t provide any details on this alternative.

8. Additional Aqua Hedionda Lagoon Restoration Opportunities. Poseidon's Plan
indicates they investigated additional mitigation alternatives, but reportedly did
not find any opportunities. Based on this conclusion, Poseidon appears to favor
Mitigation Alternative No.1 - the San Dieguito Lagoon Coastal Habitat
Restoration. This isuntortunate because the alternatives that are best suited to
directly mitigate impacted ecological functions are normally located Within the
same area (watershed). In addition, the proposed mitigation ratio is lower than
that normally accepted for out-ot-watershed mitigation projects.

Additional alternatives (e.g. artificial reef development, kelp bed enhancement, marine
fish hatche.ry stocking, or reestablishnient of eelgrass in Agua Hedionda Lagoon) that
have been found suitable and viable for mitigation of similar impacts elseWhere, do not
appear to be"included tor consideration ill the current version of the Plan. The CWU
staff conclude that Poseidon should include these additional alternatives for evaluation
as part of their proposed process for the selection of a specific mitigation alternative.
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1 San Diego, california, Wednesday, April 9, 2008

2 (partial transcript)

3

4 MR. WRIGHT: I would also say the same thing for

5 the other organized presentations. And I know you'll do

6 everything in organized presentations to keep comments

7 brief and lacking representations. So at this point,

8 let's hear staff presentation. And approximately how much

9 time?

10 MR. KELLEY: probably 15 minutes.

11 MR. WRIGHT: No more than 15 minutes.

12 MR. KELLEY: Mr. Chairman, members of the board,

13 my name is Brian Kelley. I'm a senior water resource

14 control engineer in charge of the new core regulatory

15 unit. And the purpose of this item is to consider

16 approval of a revised flow entrainment and impingement

17 minimization plan dated March 6, 2008 as required by order

18 Number R9-2006-0065; MPDS number cAOI09223 for the

19 Poseidon Resources Corporation carlsbad desalination or

20 desal project. Because of the voluminous amount of

21 information regarding this matter, I would first like to

22 provide a brief list of items that are included in your

23 agenda materials.

24 YOU have in your first agenda packet for this

2S item the executive officer summary report project location

page 6
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1 map and the flow schematic. Copy of order number

2 R9-2006-0065; copy of a regional board comment letter

3 dated February 19, 2008 regarding the original flow

4 entrainment and impingement minimization plan. A copy of

5 Poseidon's revised flow entrainment and impingement

6 minimization plan dated March 6, 2008; including

7 attachments, which is the plan that you will be

8 considering for adoption today. And also copies of the

9 four comment letters that we received through March 28,

10 which was the first mail out of agenda material to the

11 Regional Board.

12 Then in the second agenda mailing sent on April

13 four, you have a supplemental .executive officer summary

14 report. A tentative resolution number R9-2008-0039; a

15 regional board technical report dated April 4, 2008, and

16 copies of additional comments received since the date of

17 the first agenda mailing up until the deadline for written

18 comments, which was the close of business on wednesday,

19 April 2, 2008. Two letters, one from the San Diego County

20 Farm Bureau and one from the Santa Fe Irrigation District,

21 who inadvertently left out both agenda mailings. copies

22 of these have been handed out to you today.

23 I would now like to provide a brief description

24 of the proposed Carlsbad Desalination project and the

25 background of the Regional Board's regulation of water

Page 7
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. 1 quality a~pects of the project .

. 2 The proposed project would need approxima.te1y

3 304 million gallons per day for MGD of seawater on the

4 Encina Power station once through cooling water system

5 affluent. The Encina Power station intake is lOcated in

6 the southwest corner of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon. can you

7 see it's right in here. The powerplant is here. This is

8 the opening to th~ lagoOn. And then here's the discharge

9 channel. The carlsbad desalina.tion facility woUld prOduce

10 up to 50 MGD of potable -water, up to 57 M~D of combined

11 concentrated saline waste water and filter backwash waste

12 water from the facility of with commingle of at least 200

13 MGD of pass through cooling water from the powerplant, and

14 the combined flow would be discharged to the Pacific Ocean

15 via the current Encina power Station discharge channel

16 across the beach. So you can see the intake structure

17 here coming back down through the desalination plant. The

18 50 MGD will go into the potable water and the remaining

19 backwash and filter will come up this Way and come back

20 into here. commingle with the remaining discharge through

21 the powerplant and then be discha.rged to the ocean.

22 As originally proposed, the Encina Power station

23 seawater intake cooling flows needs would have far

24 exceeded that of the carlsbad Desal Facility, the 304 MGD.

25 More recently.however it appears that the flow needed for
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power generation has been less than the 304 MGD needed for

the desal facility. Last year, based on flow data from

the power station, the cooling water intake flow volume

dropped below the 304 MGD approximately 40 percent ata

time. Regarding regional board regulation of the carlsbad

desal project, on August 16, 2006, the Regional Board

adopted order Number R9-2006-0065 for the discharge of

waste water from the Poseidon carlsbad Desal Facility with

the effective date of October 1st, 2006 and an expiration

date of october 1st, 2011, a five year permit.

section 6C2E of the order required poseidon to

submit for approval by the Regional, Board a flow

entrainment and impingement minimization plan within 180

days of adoption of the order. This plan was required in

order to comply with california Water code Section

13142,5, which mandates that n,ew or expanded industrial

installations used best available site, design,

technology, and mitigation measures feasible to minimize

the intake and mortality; in other words, entrainment and

impingement of all forms of marine life. Approval of this

specific plan, however, is currently not a condition in

t~e permit for commencement of the discharge from the

car15bad Desal Facility. I would also like to point out

that the permit does not provide for the situation when

the desal project is operating in absence of the

page 9
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1 powerplant operations. The current permit would need to

2 be modified or a new permit would need to be issued to

3 incorporate requirements for stand-alone operation of the

4 desal project.

5 For reference, the Encina Power Station intake

6 and discharge are regulated under order number

7 R9-2006-0043, and PDES number CA 0001350; which was

8 adppted on the same day as the carlsbad desal permit on

9 August 16, 2006. And both permits have the same

10 expiration date of October 1st, 2011. The order contains

11 a flow rate limitation of 864 MGD. since the powerplant

12 has a thermal discharge, it is subject to the requirements

13 of Section 316B of the clean Water Act. This requires

14 that the location design, construction, and capacity of

15 cooling waterint,ake structures reflect the best available

16 technology for minimizing adverse environmental impact.

17 unlike the water code section 13142.5B, the

18 clean Water Act Section does not include mitigation as a

19 measure to minimize impacts.

20 on February 13, 2007, poseidon submitted the

21 first version of the flow entrainment and impingement

22 minimization plan. Following regional board and other

2 ~ interested parti es comments on the fi rst pl an, Posei don

24 submitted a revised plan dated June 29, 2007. To

25 supplement this plan, poseidon also submitted a coastal

page 10
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1 habitat restoration and enhancement plan dated November

·2 2007 as required by the california coastal commission.

3 The reason the board sent a letter to poseidon

4 dated February 19, 2008 identifying seven general comments

5 and ten specific comments on the plans submitted up to

6 that date.

7 on March 7, 2008 poseidon, submitted a revised

3 minimization plan dated March 6, 2008. AS I mentioned,

9 this is the plan that's being considered for approval

10 today. Page six, dash, three of the revised plan contains

11 a table showing an implementation. approach and schedule.

12 Following regional board approval of the plan the proposed

13 schedule includes elements for contacting the california

14 Deoartment of Fish and Game. contacts with other resource

15

16

1
_,

. ,
18

19

20

21

24

J.

~gen~iesJ convening meetings with all agencies,

distribution qf mitigation program details, modification

and finalization of the mitigation program, and final

~onsideration and approval of the mitigation project or

projects by the coastal provision in July 2008.

Furthermore, as stated on Page six, dash, 18,

the State Land's Commission refers the right to terminate

the lease if Poseidon is not using best available design,

t~chnology of mit1gation measures at all times as

d~termined by.the regional board or any other federal,

~tate, or local e~tity.
.............................

Page 11.
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1 Based on regional board staff review of the

2 revised plan and as described in the technical report from

3 Kiara clemente, senior environmental scientist for the

4 central water unit John Robertus dated 2008 resolve

5 concerning the data and calculations used to determine the

6 impacts ~o marine life. The conclusions derived and the

7 process for agency approval of impact assessment and final

8 litigation alternative or alternatives. Written comments

9 have been received from several interested parties, and

10 copies of these comments are included in your agenda

11 packet as previously ~entioned. The comments from the

12 California Assembly Member Martin Garrett, the city of

13 coronado, and the california state Land's Commission were

14 received after the written comment deadline. And I have

15 copies of those letters, if the board would like to accept

16 them for consideration. Two of the letters are one page

17 in length mostly promoting-~urging the board to move

18 forward with this project. The other one is four pages

19 and has some specific issues regarding the revised plan.

20 I can hand those out if you would like to

21 receive them.

22 MR, RAY: I'd like to see them.

23 MR. WRIGHT: If you would. Would you also

24 provide a copy of that table. Is it in here.

25 MR. KELLEY: That is not in here. We prepared

page 12
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1 that after the materials. And we can provide that to you

2

3

too.

Finally, a copy of tentative resolution

4 R9-2008-0039 has been prepared for your consideration of

5 adoption. And as currently worded, the resolution would

6 approve the revised flow entrainment and impingement

7 minimization plan dated March 6, 2008 with conditions.

8 The first condition is that Poseidon would be

9 required to submit an am~ndment to the plan subject to the

10 approval of the Regional Board Executive Officer. That

11 includes a specific proposal for mitigation of the impacts

12 on marine organisms resulting from the intake of seawater

13 from Agua Hedionda Lagoon, and resolves the concerns

14 identified by the Regional Board to date.

15 And the second condition would be that the plan

16 and any amendments approved by the executive officer are

17 of limited duration until such time as the Encina Power

18 Station ceases operations, and the carlsbad oesal Facility

19 becomes a stand-alone project. At that time minimization

20 measures including mitigation need to be re-evaluated for

21 appropriateness.

22

23

24

25

That concludes my formal presentation. If you

have any questions regarding the plan, I can refer those

to the appropriate regional board staff person, if I can't

answer them myself. otherwise, I'm available to answer

page 13
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1 any questions the board may have for me at this time.

'2 MR. WRIGHT: Board members, do you have any

3 questions of Mr. Kelley at this time? Thank you.

4 Let's move to the presentation first by poseidon

S Mr. MacLaggan, Mr. Jenkins, Mr. Mayer, Mr. Nordby, and

6 Mr. Garrett.

7 Before you begin your presentation,

8 Mr. MacLaggan, Mr. King had a couple of questions staff.

9 MR. KING: I had a question, MS. George, in

10 terms of the condition that's imposed upon us whether or

11 not there would be work done by Mr. Robertus to see

12 whether the subsequent submissibns resolve the concerns

13 ,dentified in the February 19th letter. If the subsequent

14/ acts by John Robertus are going to be ministerial, and

15 we've got a duty that's defined as resolving concerns, do

16 we heed to do that with a little more specificity? And if

17 we need to start working on an amendment so more specific

18 language right now that sets forth exactly what he is

19 going to checklist off rather than leaving something that

20 sounds di~cretionary and vague, I would rather refine

21 that. And if we need to make an amendment, go ahead and

2? have that language prepared as we're talking through all

2~ this.

~4 MS. GEORGE: well, I think that you can allow

25 the executive officer. He has delegated authority from

Page 14
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1 the Regional Board to undertake variety of action. But it

2 would certainly be appropriate to have more specificity in

3 terms of what he would be -- what the criteria would be

4 that he would use to evaluate whether the condition has

5 been met. So we could work on some language to that

6 effect.

7 MR. KING: IS this something we can be working

8 on right now that we can get some language with more

9 specificity, cause that is the concern that I'd rather

10 raise now than raise later in the show.

11 MR. KELLEY: I think we could work on some

12 language, maybe some bullet items, that would bea little

13 bit more specific than the generalities start that.

14 MR. KING: Thank you.

15 MR. WRIGHT: The assumption is we would go along

16 with this language provides by the executive officer may

17 very well be or another alternative would be that we would

18 decide we don't want that to happen. That the board

19 itself would then take on that role--final approval.

20 MR. ROBERTUS: Is that a possibility?

21 MS. GEORGE: Yes. The permit conditions

22 specifies the plan should be Submitted for regional board

23 ~pproval so that's what the permit says. The executive

24 officer can carry out that function. If you want to

25 reserve that specifically for the board, that's certainly

Page 15
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1 your prerogative.

2 MR. KING: In order to define this as a

3 ministeri~l duty as clear -- we want that as an option to

4 be able to leave it in the hands of the executive officer.

5 My preference would be to have more specificity within

6 that particular condition. we can go any number of ways

7 in regarding to making our final decisions on resolution

8 before us here. But in terms of where we're going, I

9 would rather have some language ready to be able to kick

10 that around.

11 MS. SCHNEIDER: I agree with that. But I do

12 think for the sake of being efficient that if we could get

13 the language and we could approvE the conditions that he

14 signs off on after our approval that would be more

15 efficient probably. So I agree with your approach.

16 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Robertus.

17 MR. ROBERTUS: Yes, I would like to point out

18 that what I envision that if you delegate to me the work

19 to continue on the plan after this date, the board will

20 approve th~ plan. The plan is essentially a process by

21 w~ich the mitigation -- the mitigation determination

2? resulted from that proceSs. And as it's been presented to

23 us by poseidon, in order to initiate the plan, the board

24 has to take an approval action. It's not clear in the

25 order that the approval of the plan to initiate
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implementation of the plan enclosed the approval by the

board of the actual mitigation. I can oversee that

process and do that on your behalf, or I can oversee that

process and when the determination is made with the

decision on the mitigation bring it to you for the part of

the approval along with the other agency.

The question there would be to what ~xtent would

the approval of the board by your decision today be a

condition of the approval of the mitigation itself. I

could -- whether you want to delegate that to me or bring

that back to you.

MR. WRIGHT: Just for sake of efficiency, if you

can follow Mr. King's suggestion .

All right. Now Mr. MacLaggan.

MR. MACLAGGAN: Good afternoon, Mr. chairman,

m~mbe.rs of the board. Peter MacLaggan, Poseidon

Resources.

It's a pleasure to be back before you with

Gespect to. the carlsbad desalination project eight years

tr the making, It's a critically needed supply element

for the region, and this is one project that we all can be

p~oud of.

Let me just say right up-front with respect to

t~e ~iscussion you just had, Mr. Chairman, board members,

i~ our unders~anding with the respect to the proposed
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.1 tentative resolution that it does require the final plan

.2 to come back before you for approval. You're in support

3 of that position. And if there's interest in adding

4 additional specificity as a board member king had

5 suggested to clarify exactly what it is that needs to be

6 done now, and then we also are in favor of that

7 recommendation.

8 And, Mr. chairman, with respect to your request

9 that we contain our presentation to 15 minutes, r will do

10 everything humanly possible to do 50. r'm going to skip

11 over some matters. r've asked some of our speakers on the

12 speaker slips before you also to waive their time. So

13 that stack of cards will dimlnish as a result.

14 Let me jump right into ~-

15 MR~ WRIGHT: Thank you.

16 MR. MACLAGGAN: There are eight matters that

17 we're going to discuss. And r'm going to skip over Item

18 one project summary in an effort to move this along.

19 We'll discuss why the matter is before the board. What

2Q the plan entails. Why itis a conservative approach. Why

21 the plan is responsive to the permit requirements. And

22 the water code requirements. What are the environmental

23 benefits. And the next steps, our recommendation.

24 So ~'d like to take you to page seven of your

25 handout, if you will. And we will start there with the

Page 18
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staff has correctly indicated that the plan is not

required as a precondition of Poseidon's ability to

commence the discharge. It's absolutely right. However,

what's important to us is that the permit does require

that the Regional Water Quality Control Board approve the

plan as a pre-condition of the signs and building to

access seawater when the powerplant is not operating. And

in particular as mentioned by staff due to the

intermittent operation of the powerplant. Action by the

Regional Water Quality Control Board is necessary at this

time to specify the conditions under which Poseidon will

be able to access seawater under the permit.

Additionally, State Land's commission .has

delayed its approval of Poseidon's lease for use of the

existing intake and outfall until the Regional Water

Quality Control Board approves the plan.

Both the City of carlsbad and the coastal

commission have evaluated the impacts of the project

without the operation of the Encina Power Station and

approved conditions for this mode of operation. An

approval of the plan that's before you, conceptual

approval, that it's being considered at this afternoon

will facilitate ongoing coordination of uninterested state '

agencies and ensure that the Regional Water Quality
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question of why this matter is before the board.

19

And your
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1 Control Board's requirements are being addressed.

2 Purpose of the plan. An anticipation that the

3 powerplant might not always satisfy the desalination

4 facility source water needs. Regional board required to

5 sign and prepare a flow entrainment' and impingement

6 minimization plan to asSess the feasibility of site

7 specific plans andprbcedures, practices, implementations

8 and/or mitigation measures taken together to minimize the

9 impacts to marine organism when the project requirements

10 exceed the volume of water being discharged by the Encina

11 Power Station. This is the question that's before you.

12 The adequacy of this plan and whether or not it meets the

13 objective--the permit requirements. Again, it's a

14 feasibility study of basic inv.stigation of key elements

15 of the water code, site design, technology, and mitigation

16 to minimize the impacts to marine organisms.

17 with respect to development, this plan has been

18 under development now for 13 months. We've been through

1~ three drafts and 13 months of public review and comment

20 period. There was initial 45 day of comment period

21 f9llowed by a nine month comment period and the most

2~ recent draft has been out for 30 days. The point here is

23 that there's been a lot of activity over the extended

24 period of time, and we think that the plan has addressed

2~ the basic requirements of the water code, which is to'
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·1 identify the best available site, design, technology to

2 estimate the unavoidable impacts after taking into

3 consideration those measures confirmed that mitigation is

4 feasible, which we have established a state agency

5 coordinated process for that identification of a preferred

6 mitigation plan. In terms of the best available site

7 requirement, this site has been given extensfve scrutiny

8 by both the City of carlsbad and the Coastal Commission is

9 the one site that has compatible zoning and land use; the

10 least environmental impact; the least disruption to the

11 community. And both the coastal Commission and the

12 Carlsbad EIR concluded that there are no feasible less

13 environmentally damaging sites available for the proposed

14 project.

15 With respect to design features, there are

16 several that have been included. But the first and

17 foremost is that we will use the discharge of the

18 powerplant as the source water to the extent it is

19 available, which eliminates the impacts altogether. In

20 2007, 61 percent of our water would have come from .the

21 po.werplant leaving the desalination plant needing to pump

22 the remaining 39 percent. For its purposes under which

23 case we would initiate the efforts to minimize thro~gh

24 design features the mortality of marine life related to

25 reduction of flow, temperature of the seawater, slowing
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1 down the velocity of that water moving through the plant.

Z All of those minimize the mortality of the marine

3 organisms, who will be eliminated to keep treatm~nt

4 processes associated with the powerplant oper~tions .

. 5 With respect to technology, we have included a

6 variety of technology measures to provide a broad means of

7 minimizing the impacts. And rather than going to the

8 specific details, let me point out for you the conclusion

9 that the coastal commission reached last November on our

10 coastal Development permit; wherein they found'that

11 poseidon is using all feasible methods to minimize the

12 reduces impact to marine organisms. with respect to

13 impingement, the Coastal commission found that the impacts

14 were diminimus and insignificant. And then we considered

15 a numb~r of opportunities to modify the intake to the

16 powerplant and look at alternative intakes such as

17 subsurface wells. We've considered four types of wells.

18 And we looked at these systems from every possible angle.

19 And here again the alte~native intake systems were

20 determined by the city of carlsbad ~s well as the coastal

21 ~6mmission not· to be the environmentally preferred

22 alternative. And in the interest of brevity here, I'm

23 going to leave it at th~t point. we have more details to

24 share With you if there's any questions as to how we reach

~5 that conclusion. The point here is that these systems
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will not work for a facility this size or anything close,

and they have been given careful scrutiny and that

conclusion has been reached by two separate regulatory

bodies.

In terms of the plant itself, we think it's an

extremely conservative look at how to address this

problem. In that we have overestimated the entrainment

and impingement impact associated with the project and

accounting for how much mitigation we would require. And

the reason why we did that is we decided it will take all

of the use of the powerplant water. Assume it didn't

happen. Assume that the technology features and the

design features to slow down the water to lessen the

impacts are not providing any benefit. And we assume that

all of the water needed to be.moved by the desalination

facility, and that there will be 100 percent mortality to

all the organisms ·in that water. ·This is a two, three,

four-fold overestimate of the actual impacts of the

project. And the. significance here is for the purposes of

establishing the mitigation req~irement, we estimated the

l~vel of impact is considerably gr~ater than anything that

wguld actually occur. It's very conservative. It piles a, . . . . ..,

worse case, upon worse case, upon worse case.

Moving on to the mitigation approach itself, we

view this as a two-step process. The first step is to
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1 take that conservative estimate of the impact we just

2 described and consider where we might be able to do the

3 mitigation. Bbth in Agua Hedionda Lagoon and offsite

4 mitigation were considered. This is what I refer to as

5 the feasibility step that is in the plan before you. The

6 purpose of that plan again being to condutt a feasibility

7 assessment. we last August issued a request for proposals

8 for weapons restoration opportunities, and we canvassed

9 the entire San Diego county community of interested folks

10 and organizations and professionals and regulators, city

11 governments, and so on to help us shape this plan. And

12 they came back with eight proposals. we had a stated

13 preference that Agua Hedionda Lagoon was our preferred

14 sites since that's the side of the project where we'd like

15 to do the restoration. unfortunately, none of the

16 projects that came back related to AQua Hedionda Lagoon.

17 We're looking at (inaudible) high tide line. And bur

18 obligation to restore wetlands is to create a marine

19 organisms comparable tb those that we impact the operation

20 of the intake. And so we concluded that at this juncture

21 there was no feasible opportunities in Agua Hedionda

22 Lagoon and begin looking offsite.

23 But we are about to embark with your staff and

24 with the coastal commission, State Land's commission

25 staff, Fish and Game, other resource agencies on step two
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1 beneficial uses that have been there for the last 55

2 years.

3 We are not waiting for the plant to step into

4 our role as a stewart. We are already in the process of

5 working with the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation. created

6 an educational program for the third and fourth graders.

7 It's called the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation and

8 Academy for Environmental science, and we're educating

) 9 school kids year round on how to protect a watershed. And

10 absent ongoing stewardship that we committed to after the

11 powerplant shuts down we think that this lagoon will

12 revert back to something far less than it is in its

13 current state. So this is, in our view, part of the

14 overall mitigation plan that's before you. A commitment

15 to preserve this resource regardless of whether or not we

16 do any restoration at this site or whether we do it

17

18

elsewhere.

We firmly believe that the plan is responsive to

19 your permit. I've asked our experts to share with you

20 briefly why that's the case. Address some of the

21 questions in the staff report. We have first Dr. Scott

22 Jenkins from scripps Institute of oceanography. Just so

23 you understand his expertise and involvement on this

24 project, Dr. Jenkins has been with scripps Institute of

25 oceanography since 1967. shortly after receiving his ph.D
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1 in 1980, he began conducting studies on Agua Hedionda

2 Lagoon. He's conducted numerous studies since then right

3 up to the present. He's been working with Poseidon 'on

4 analyzing our project related impacts and management of

5 the resource since 2000.

6 Following Scott will be David Mayer. David

7 Mayer is the foremost expert on the west cbast on

8 entrainment and impingement studies. He basically wrote

9 the book on how to conduct theSe studies. Has been

10 involved in virtually every entrainment and impingement

11 studies that's been conducted up and down the west coast

12 since 1979.

13 David will be followed by Chris Nordby. chris

14 is environmental wetlands restoration specialist. For

15 many years he was the manager of the Gasteren (sic)

16 Research Lab at San Diego State university. He's been

17 actively involved in the restoration projects down in the

18 Tijuana River valley and the siona (Sic) wetlands. And

19 he's been brought on board here with us at Poseidon to

20 help us identify our weapons restoration program ;n how we

21 would implement such a project ..

22 r'm going to turn it over to them and then just

23 a few brief closing remarks when they get done, Mr.

24 Chairman.

25 MR. MACLAGGAN: Mr. Jenkins.
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1 MR. WRIGHT: He already used up 15 minutes, so

2 next speakers please keep your comments brief.

3 MR. JENKINS: I'm going to address a concern in

4 the staff report regarding the entrainment study, which

5 started in '04 and went to '05. And a large portion of

6 that study was conducted in water year 2005. And the

7 staff report expressly concerns that 2005 was a year of

8 abnormally high rainfall. And the implied worry in that

9 comment was that the high rainfall produced in at a normal

10 lagoon environment that was unsuitable to sustain the salt

11 water organisms the entrainment study was targeting. I

12 want to explain why that's not the case in this particular

13 lagoon. There's two fundamental reasons for it. Number

14 one it's a very small water shed. Number two, the Agua

15 Hedionda Lagoon holds a very large volume of seawater.

16 NQw, in the upper portion of this figure, this table three

17 of Page nine of the Tetra (sic) Tech study recently

18 completed on the Agua Hedionda water shed. And the

19 numbers for 2005 appear across the top. I'm going to take

20 the maximum daily discharge measured in 2005 from the Agua

21 Hedionda creek, and I'm going to apply that maximum daily

22 discharge against the delusion capacity of this lagoon and

23 show you that the resulting change of the salinity of the

24 lagoon is very small. 50 then taking the 144 cubic feet

25 per seconds maximum flow rate of the creek and applying it
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over a day that would be an influx of 285 acre feet of

storm water into the lagoon. Now, it's a very deep

1agoon. the re 's ove r 1700 ac re feet below ti de of

seawater in this lagoon~ In addition, there's an

additional 1750 feet of high (inaudibly) exchange. "that

would be additional water between low tide and hi~h tide.

So the total salt wate~ volume of the lagoon is over 3,450

acre feet. so even the worse case scenario in 2005 the

maximuM daily distharge will orily ~esult in eight p~rtent

of lagoon water being comprised of storm water. That

would depress the Salinity only down to about 30.75 parts

per thOusand., That's abbut a 2.~ part per thousand

depreSsion in salinity. Now, the fluctuatioriof salinity

in the ocean reaches those levels many times as well in

the cbastal ocean around the lagoon.

So in cqnclusion, 'the lagoon was not transformed
~ ..
into a fresh water lagoon during the 2005 rainy period.

It still remained a p~edominantly seawater body.

r'm now going to pas~ the presentation off to

~r. David Mayer, who's going to explain whether thesE!

kinds of sali~ity depressions during the 2005 peek runoff

~ere significant, and he will also show you how his

analysis method of the entrainment losses is independent

e;f the fluCtuations of the population of these seawater

o,rgahisms.
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1 MR. MAYER: Thank you, Dr. Jenkins.

2 David Mayer. And board members and chairman

3 wright. My background is marine biology and fishery

4 science trained at the university of washington.

5 Some decade ago I was doi ng wo rk at the Yellow

6 River and where I was using a model there to help assess

7 entrainment affects of a powerplant that were being

8 proposed. And the model was called Empirical Transport

9 Model: It occurred to me at that time that it might be

10 useful on the Pacific coast we're looking at entrainment

11 affects from our coastal powerplants, which are ongoing

12 rivers, but the pacific ocean being regarded in some

13 places as river flowing past these large intakes. So I

14 imported this model into the Regional water Quality

15 Control Board and later the cc comprehension mission

16 process of looking at assessing entrainment affects. And

17 that model over these past ten years has been developed by

18 a number of renowned university professors in mathematics

19 and statistics at university of washington and Santa

20 Barbara. Most currently Dr. Amundi (sic), .that I've

21 worked with over there a long period of time at U.C. Santa

22 Cruz, continues to work on this model. There's just some

23 ~ackground to the kind of work that ended up to generate a

24 number that will later be discussed by Mr. Nordby on how

25 this mitigation fits together with offsetting the
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2 Scott Jenkins told you our study again in 2004,

3 and continued for a year on .a monthly basis. we collected

4 samples that are wide number of locations in both the

5 upper and middle and lower lagoons and the open ocean.

6 when we sample, we sample over 24 hour basis so we're able

7 to capture the kinds of larval fish that we're focusing on

8 a very long~term and very intensive basis.

9 Our findings basically lead us--and you probably

10 heard this before. The nine percent of all the larval

11 fish that are entrained at the existing seawater intake

12

13

14

for the powerplant are made up by three species. And the

of one is small sped es of fi sh called a gobie
)

most a very

that lives in various tiny mud burrows. The adult gobie

15 never gets any bigger than about an inch long. It's not

16 surprising to think that the enormous number of mud flats

17 in the upper lagoon that those products of their

18 reproduction are carried down into the lower lagoon where

19 the intakes located. None of the entrained species are a

20 major threatened that we found in none of them. Less than

21 one percent catalase are supported commercial interest

22 from importance. And the project has no impact on the

23 species' ability to maintain populations but the loss of

24 these larvaes going thro~gh the powerplant we recognize as

25 something that could be mitigated, and that1s what's being
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! 1 proposed, is to create a body or an acreage of wetlands or

2 habitat that the fish in those areas of new production

3 will create larvaes to offset the losses through the

4 project and partly. Question.

5

6

MR. ANDERSON: what were the other two species?

MR. MAYER: A blenie, which is again a very

7 small fish. probably get's no bigger than about two

8 inches long. We believe that 90 percent of its population

9 is found in the aquaculture pet set up in front of the

10 intake where they're growing muscles and oysters. And

11 these are fish that live in those little crevices.

12 And the third one is the garaboley (sic), which

13 is the large fish you see bright yellow on reefs. They

14 apparently have learned to live in large numbers on the

15, rocky reef of the breakwater right in front of the intake.

16 There's a very, very large population there. So those two

17 species are actually there sort of an artificial habitat

18 setting.

19 So we look at the entrainment side what's going

20 through a very small to the powerplant and the proposed

21 desal project. We use the result of those to scale up to

22 the proposed volume of the desal project. We use that in

23 a modeling to come to our conclusions. we also looked at

24 fish and other ordinances that are actually screened out

,-,' 25 by these existing screens and the screens that we use
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1 during the Poseiddh operation, and that's known as

2 impingem~nt. we'ca~e to vety similar conclusiohs at the

3 coastal Cofumi~sion. We are finding that the losses due to

4 t'his are diminimus and insignificant.

5 In general, we believe our results from this

6 model I described to you, the ETM, its re~ult is used as a

7 'portibn to flnd an estimate of how mahy acres of habitat

8 need to be replaced in order to offset the entraihment

9 losses.

10 As I mentioned earlier, Dr. Amundi, who has

11 worked with us throughout this decade in Santa cruz

12 tontinues to db so. He conceived of an idea of taking our

13 result from this model and using the estimated acreages of

14 habitat~-and I'll be heading on as ah example Where we did

15 this. And we've done this in many other places along the

16 toast now--to tome up with a humber of acres. And this is

17 referred to a perry (phonetic) production foregone. It's

18 not that habitat is being,destroyed out there. Is that if

19 we were to try to create habitat to create enough larval

20 fish that are being entrained that we're assuming 100

21 percent of them are lost. They're hot all lost, but we

2~ assume that for conservatism.' HOW many acres would we do?

2~ so we came up,with a result of using this method of 37

24 acres.' this' would completely offset 100 perceht of all

25 the entrained larval fish.
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1 What I want to leave this spot with you before I

2 turn it over to Mr. Nordby is that we are focused on

3 larval fish. We assume 100 percent of those are lost

4 gO'j ng through the intake. Along wi th eve ry 100 gallons of

5 water going in there's one larval fish for every 100

6 gallons of water. But along with those larval fish there

1 are thousand -- tenths of thousand frankly of zoea

8 planktons, which are crustaceans. And the~e's nearly

9 millions of phytoplankton that go through essentially

10 untouched because they are a hard body, have very hard

11 shells. unlike larval fish, they are' kind of naked going

12 through. So in that sense all of that goes through

13 unharming yet this new marsh or restoration acres will

14 produce more zoea plankton and phytoplankton. And I'm not

15 sure what ~mounts but in very large quantities, so yOU

16 have kind of a doubling of that affect. We're offsetting

17 something that isn't really being affected. As well as

18 m~oy other animals that will be described that utilize

19 these weapons that aren't even affected by any of the

20 project intakes, seawater intake.

21 Any questions?

22 MR. WRIGHT: I appreciate all the expertise

23 that's coming before us. But I just want to remind all

24 ~he speakers that a mitigation plan is not before us.

25 That's something that is supposed to be produced at a
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1 later time.

2 Chris.

3 MR. GARRETT: I was here to talk about the

4 environmental benefits of the restoration plan, and t'll

5

6
..,,

8

9

10

11

skip right to it since it's hot supposed to be before you

today.

We have come up as ~eter said poseidon did look

extensively for restoration potential at Agua Hedionda.

We're .unab1e to come up with any viable a1te rnati ves.

Looking offsite we saw an opportunity to compliment the

ongoing restoration of San Dieguito Lagoon currently being

()

12 constructed by Southern california Edison. And one of the

13 places we've identified as potentially creating this 37 or

14 38 acres of weapons is this magenta line that you see

15 here. I want to stress that this is a conceptual level

16 mitigation. we'll bring it back before you if you endorse

17 our attempts to take it forward. And here is our

18 conceptual restoration .. Again, I.want to stress that this

19 is conceptual. It has been modeled hydraulically. It's

20 ~hown to be feasible and complimentary with the Southern

21 California Edison project. and I hope you support it for

2? f~rther development.

23. And wi th that I' 11 tu rn it ove r to Chri s Garrett

24 to discuss some legal implications.

25 I want.to go through this quickly. I think this
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1 fits in the framework of why this ;s in front of you. As

2 we have consistently said to all the agencies that have

3 voted on this project, this board is the agency that the

4 State and the Water code and the coastal Act give primary

5 jurisdiction to deal with the issues of entrainment and

6 impingement. It's under Water code 13142.5B. So we agree

7 with the number of the opposition letters you received.

8 This is the statute that you should look to. And in your

9 consideration today, you should make sure that the plan is

10 being presented responsive to the condition and the permit

11 approval we got in 2006 to develop a feasibility

12 discussion of the plan that would meet water code

13 13142.58.

14 So you have primary jurisdiction. Mr. MacLaggan

15 mentioned a number of other agencies which have taken

16 action on this. But I want to stress it's your board not

17 the coastal Commission, and not the City of Carlsbad, not

18 state Land's comm1ssion, which has given the authority

19 under state law to implement and enforce 13142.58 under

20 the coastal Act. The coastal commission under 3412B, the

21 coastal Act is told to defer to the Regional Board and the

22 state board on this issue.

23 The other thing I would say is when you hear

24 from the opponents today, you received a number of

25 letters, they simply disagree with the plan, but they have
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1 not presented any evidence of their own or feasible sites,

2 designs, or mitigation measure~. And it is within the

3 purview of your board to consider those issues. They have

4 been considered by other agencies as well, and.we hope you

5 reach the same conclusiOn that we have the best available

6 site, design, technology, and mitigation measures provided

7 for in the plan that's in front of you today.

8 The other thing I want to say is that this

9 is approval of this plan provides a framework for

10 coordination with other ~gencies. We agree with the

11 executive officer's recommendation today. It does allow

12 you to cbordinate with the other agencies, but it is this

13 board which has the final decision-making authority under

14 this issue under state law, and you will ex~rcise that

15 through the subsequent approval of the final mitigation

16 plan that the executive officer provided for in the

17 tentative offer -- order in front ofy6U.

18 I'm going to skip over. very briefly I think

19 our speakers today have addressed the issues that were

20 raised by your staff in the central water Shed unit

21 technical report. The data that we used is not atypical

22 even though there was a higher rainfall when the data was

23 collected. I think Dr. Jenkins addressed that. We do

24 provide for final recalculation of the ATF, which was

25 fnother question that your staff had in some of the
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1 comments.

2 Anothe~ comment from your central water shed

3 unit was what was the agency approval mechanism for final

4 selection of specific mitigation alternative. And I

5 believe it's been answered by your executive officer. The

6 agency approval mechanism will be the approval of the

7 final mitigation plan consistent with the plan you're

8 approving today that will be back in front of you when we

9 submit it within the next six months. we believe the plan

10 that we put in front of you does provide for full

11 evaluation mitigation alternatives.

12 In conclusion, your decision today is not a

13 re-vote on whether the project should receive approval

14 from the Regional Board. we received that in 2006. That

15 decision by the way was appealed by all the number of the

16 opponents in the room today. That appeal was rejected by

17 the State Board. Their lawsuit against the City of

18 . Carlsbad for approving the project was also rejected by

19 the courts. They still have pending a lawsuit against the

20 coastal commission. But there!s nothing in any of that

21 litigation that precludes you from moving forward today.

22 The other thing I want to stress is we agree

23 with the executive officer that the approval of this

24 framework plan today is not a final vote on the mitigation

25 plan. perhaps in an ideal world it would make sense to
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1 try to have a set of ministerial conditions that only the

2 executive officer would need to check off and comply would

3 not have to come back to the board. But I think given all

4 the facts and issues that are'in front of you, the

5 comments of your staff, and the primary jurisdiction that

6 the Board has on this issue, we endorse executive

7 officer's tentative order, which would provide for the

8 final plan to come back to this board.

9 MR. KING: Mr. Garrett, ! think I misread the

10 condition here in terms of describing in as the subsequent

11 ministerial duty. But do you agree that it would still be

12 helpful in terms of, you know, right now we've got a

13 dispute over a domaining of the San (inaudible)

14 feasibility analysis. wouldn't it still be more helpful

15 to go thro~gh the February 19th letter and identify

16 exactly which concerns we want you to come back and

17 address?

18 MR. GARRETT: It certainly wouldn't hurt. More

19 clarification would be better. But we would say we feel

20 first of all that we're in accordance with the staff

21 recommendation. And secondly, the February 19th letter is

22 fairly specific. And we do feel that we have addressed

23 all those speci fi c items or wi 11 be able to whe re the

24 staff has any lingering questions. For example, this

25 question about the reciprocality of the data 2005 that was
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1 one of the specific questions that was raised in their

2 February letter, and we feel we'll be able to address that

3 as we have today.

4 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

5 Mr. MacLaggan, somehow you squeezed out your 30

6 minutes and more I might add.

7 MR. MACLAGGAN: I think we have several speakers

8 who will not be addressing this so hopefully we'll make up

9 for lost time.

10 Mr. Chairman, let me just jump to what's going

11 to happen after today.

12 We will be working we've decided we will be

13 working with the Regional Board Staff, coastal commission

14 staff, and other resou~ce agencies to meet and reach

15 consensus on the mitigation goals and objectives

16 identifying that may have been overlooked in Agua Hedionda

17 and other opportunities.- This will lead to selection of a

18 preferred mitigation site plan finalize project scope

19 locations implementation. Bring all of that back to you

20 in the next six months; set up future meeting date, and

21 we'll also be going back to the coastal commission.

2~ so with that let me just conclude and state that

23 you asked us to go out and prepare a feasibility state,

24 look at site specific plans procedures, methodologies to

25 Qe implemented and/or mitigation opportunities the
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1 feasibility thereof minimizing (inaudible) organisms. We

2 bel i eve we addressed that requi rement pe r the pe rmi t

3 conditions, and we respectfully request that the Board

4 adopt the resolution that's before you. We thank you.

S MR. WRIGHT: Can yoU go back to the previous

6 illustration. In Item 1A through E, it seems like what .

7 you're saying is very differ~nt than what Mr. Garrett says

8 when he indicated that the plan finds for full evaluation

9 of mitigation altetnatives. And you have -- here it's not

10 what you're saying. It sounds like there's a lot more

11 that needs to be done before you have a full evaluation of

12 the mitigation alternatives.

13 MR. MACLAGGAN: We are not aware of any other

14 opportunities. BUt we have heard from your staff; we've

15 ~eard fromth~ staff of other entities that they want to

16 make sure we take a hatd look at Agua Hedionda to ensure

17 ~e haven't overlooked an opportunity. That's the purpose
:.'

18 of the meeting that will be taking place next month with

19 all of the state agencies together in one room. We're

2(} actually going to meet at the lagoon there in Agua

21 Hedionda to see if there isn't something that had been

22 o~erlboked as part of the solution.

23 MR. WRIGHT: Thanks~

24 And in ~ll the alternatives -- and I think it

25 came up before and you told me the answer and I still want
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1 to make sure it's still not a possibility that I think in

2 the analysis that they ask you to use reclaim waters as

3 superior alternative to seawater. There's no way to get

4 reclaimed water to your

5

6

MR. MACLAGGAN: To our facility?

This project you might be aware of this being

7 a grower in Carlsbad. Carlsbad is piped throughout with

8 recycled water. carlsbad is actually the most aggressive

9 user of recycled water in this county. Where 20 percent

10 of their water supply comes from that system. This

11 project is intended to provide potable drinking water as

12 supplement to that program. so it's part of the solutiori.

13 conservation, recycling, and the desalination project are

14 intended to ensure that the full compliment of water uses

15 of carlsbad are commute from reliable locally generated

16 sources.

17 Thank you, Mr. Chairman.

18 MR. WRIGHT: We have a number of elected

19 officials who have been very patient waiting their turn.

20 we'll start out with Mayor Lewis. Mr. Lewis is the mayor

21 of the City of carlsbad. welcome.

22 MR. LEWIS: Thank you,. Mr. chairman, I

23 appreciate being here this afternoon. My name is Bud

24 Lewis. I'm a member of the city of carlsbad. I'm here to

25 speak on behalf of my 100,000 plus residence of our city.
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1 As a current vice chair of the city water Authority and a

2 f.ormer member of the Metropolitan Water Board of

3 Directors, I've spent 14 years working on this regional

4 water issue, and tentative has been on desalination.

5 I notice when you gentlemen mentioned that

6 you're concerned about loss of your hair. I've already

7 lost mine. I think my eyebrows might be short as we keep

8 going into this.

9 The water delivery syStem is unreliable. I'm

10 sure you're all aware of that. I want to supply

11 (inaudible) drought; above all restrictions global climate

12 'change, and intense competition for water resources.

13 seawater desalination 'offers san Diego county the most

14 viable opportunity to create a local supply of water.

15 This local supply is more dependable than the wat~r we

16 currently receive from the Delta or the colorado River.

17 And I'm sure you're well aware of what's happened to the

18 colorado River, and what's happened to the Delta next to

19 the federal judge up there. We intentionally located the

20 desalination project next to the powerplant at Agua

21 Hedionda Lagoon because it is the mbst available and

22 environmentally preferred location. carlsbad is the only

23 city in the state that had really good (inaudible) within

24 its boundaries. we recognize that our lagoon is

2S environmentally and r~creational treasures and that the
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1 long time stageability is crucial to our citizen's quality

2 of life. And Poseidon is also (inaudible) safe as

3 ourselves. This plan that we have before you today is

4 comprehensively addressed to the needs to protect the

5 pacific Ocean and Agua Hedionda Lagoon and ecological

6 system. And once again, we rely totally upon our staff

7 and the reports they have as far as getting this

8 information to you.

9 I personally take you, tpo, wit~ the repeated

10 opposition to the project from the staff of the california

11co~st commission and certain representatives/of the

12 Environmental Community.

13 Three years ago I was at a conference with Peter

14 Douglas in Santa Barbara on desalination. I've known

15 Peter for a long time, and after the presentation, which

16 was very negative, we had a discussion. And his basic

17 thought pattern was this. Number one, we want no more

18 migration in california. Number two, we want no more jobs

19 because jobs create migration. So the real issue is not

20 so much to me what is being discussed here to a degree,

21 but it's more or Jess a personal attitude that's taken

22 place. And Peter was very open about this. If you ask

23 him about it, he'll tell you. But my family is second,

24 and third, fourth generation californians, and we need

25 jobs for my children, my grandchildren, and those coming
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is dead. I've seen it in the city government all the Way

through. I've seen it on the county level all the way

through. so' to me you do the best for the most. And this ,)

1 after~

2 So if we bound to all these regulatory agencies

3' without looking at th~ prospetts -- because I've been in '

4 government for 38 years as a local official, and I knovv

5 what -- if a staff takes a very strong pdsition with the

6 few -- the board members one way or the other ~- the thing

7

8

9

10 is what this project is all about. Because I, as a policy

11 maker, am partially responsible for bringing new jobs,

12 number one; ,maintaining the jobs that we have, number two;

13 and number three, being able to rise above these areas to

14 keep our folks here in california. Water is the name of

15 the game. You folks pay a major reason. Some of you are

16 elected offi ci a1s on ci ty Ccluncil. YOU know the

17 importance of water. And so the idea that a small group

18 can hamper the mast majority, I think that it is something

19 you have to look at very, very closely.

20 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Lewis, if you can summarize.

21 Thank you very much.

22

23

MR. LEWIS: Thank you very much.

MR. WRIGHT: Councilwoman Ann Kulchin from the

24 City of Carlsbad.

25 MS. KULCHIN: Mr. Chairman and members of the
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board, hello, my name is Ann Kulchin. I've had the

privilege of serving on the carlsbad City council for 28

years. I'm not as old as the mayor. He refers to me as a

kid and I really like it.

During my tenure on the city council, I've

worked diligently to assure that the Carlsbad desalination

project before you today would provide a dependable local

source of water to our region while meeting all applicable

environmental regulations.

For its beginning the 1998 to today the

desalination project has had ten years of study and public

debate.

Today I'm here before you speaking in support of

the proposed minimization plan for the poseidon

desalination project. AS your staff report says, this has

been a controversial project. And that controversy has

created an environment where strong emotions rather than

good science have often become the center attention. we

are all stewards of the public Trust, council Members,

Regional Board Members, State Land's commissioners, and

coastal commissioners. We cannot let our feelings or

emotions guide the public debate or the decisions that we

~s representatives of the public must make. We public

officials find that emotions is brought into the equation

from many sources; including ourselves, our staff, and
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1 even our consultants. sorting throu~h wh~t is fact and

2 what is opinion is a complex and time consuming process;

3 particularly when you are dealing with somethlng as

4 complex as this project. And although this is a complex

5 project, the plan before you was submitted in February of

6 2007.

7 Your staff has done much analysis in providing

8 many comments On the plan. The public has reviewed the

9 plan and provided many comments. And the opponents of the

10 project have reviewed the plan and provided many comments.

11 And the plan has been ~Mended to reflect these comments.

12 After more than a year review and comment, it is

13 time for this board to take action based on the facts.

14 The plan before you comprehensively addresses the

1~ feasibility of the best aVailable site, the best design,....
16 the best technology, and the necessary mitigation for

17 prot~ction of the Pacific Ocean and the Agua Hedionda

18 Lagoon.

19

20

21

22 <:omments.

23 councilwoman Julie Nygaard also from the City of

:. )

u

D

44,

25

carlsbad.
1.

MS. NYGAARD: Thank you, chairman and members of
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1 the board.

2 I'm Julie Nygaard, and I've been a member of the

3 Carlsbad City Council for over 13 years. I've also served

4 as a member of the Water Quality Control Board so it's

5 kind of nice to be home with all of you. And I do

6 understand what you're being asked to do and with regard

7 to this project.

8 My comments to you today are perhaps from a

9 slightly different perspective than most of the speakers

10 that you'll hear.

11 I want to address success that Carlsbad and the

12 powerplant operator have had over the past 60 years in

13 being stewards of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

14 Long before the Regional Water Quality Control

15 Board e~isted, San Diego Gas & Electric bui1t a powerplant

16 on the coast in carlsbad. Agua Hedionda Lagoori did not

17 exist in its current form. Its natural state is a mud

18 flat that was filled with stinking water, and because of

19 that it's called stinking water Agua Hedionda. Agua

20 Hedionda is manmade, and it's been maintained by a private

21 power company that's part of the operation for almost 60

2~ years. The healthy echo system you see in the lagoon

23 today is a result of good ste~ardship by a private power

~~ company and a local governmen~; not the result of mandates

25 by state boards and commissions. carlsbad has been
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1 approved -- has a proven track record as a stewardship

2 with regard to the Agua Hedionda. AS an example of this

3 when the Agua Hedionda was threatened with caulerp~

4 taxifblia, it was carlsbad and the power company that

5 stepped forward to protect the environment and heal the

6 lagoon.

7 The annual dredging of the outer lagoon, which

8 is essential to the health 6f the whole lagoon system, h~s

9 been provided by the power company all these years.

10 TWo 1agoons< are proposed to be managed by the

11 state agency--Buena Vista and Batiguitos has suffered from

12 neglect and have received little or no maintenance effort

13 on the part of state agencies responsible for their

14 health. And we see no hope of change in that attitude in

15 the near future.

16 Before you today isa project that can help

17 continue the health and vitality of the Agua Hedionda

18 Lagoon echo system. The once through cooling of Encina

19 Power station will eventually cease. The need for

20 dredging is part of an operation of the powerplant will

21 cease, and the respol1sibility for maintenance of the

22 lagoon will fall upon the state. With a less and stella

23 record, state agencies have the stewardship of the lagoon.

24 This prospect is very disturbing to all of us on the

25 council and in our community as well.
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1 I understand the importance of the minimization

2 plan. I also understand the eliminating one through

3 cooling and replacing the existing system with reduced

4 impact of the desalination plant will only improve the

5 quality of the lagoon echo system. And the desalination

6 plant will provide the necessaty stewardship of the lagoon

7 that has historically been provided by the powerplant

8 operator.

9 You have an opportunity to take a leadership

10 position to protect the long-term health of the Agua

11 Hedionda Lagoon by approving this plan. I urge you to

12 take heart and move forward with it, and thank you for

13 your consideration.

14 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

15 Mr. Jerome Kern and council member from the city

16 of Oceanside.

17 MR. KERN: Good afternoon. Thank you for your

18 time. My name is Jerry Kern. I'm council member of the

19 City of oceanside. As an elected official of the third

20 largest city in San Diego County, I have the obligation to

21 provide water to 175,000 people. And to fulfill this

22 obligation, the City of oceanside has become the newest

2~ partner in the desal partner project.

24 Last month I toured colorado and witnessed the

25 tremendous stress that colorado is undergoing. And as you
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1 all aware the quantifications limited agreement will limit

2 the water that we get from the colorado River, and it will

3 cap the amount of water we receive.

4 The state water projett is also under enormous

5 strain both environmentally and through r~gulation.

6 castin~ a doubt over how much water we can consistently

7 expect from the Delta. All of these challenges make the

8 carlsbad desalination project crucial in diversifying our

9 water supply. In fact; it's probably the most important

10 water infrastructure power tech in san Diego in retent

11 (inaudible). The project will produce about 56,000 acre

12 feet of water of reliable high quality water at a cost

13 that is assured. This is enough for 300,000 San oiegians,

14 about ten percent of the current population. The carlsbad

15 desalination project is a positive step in the right

16 direction in our region for future water supply. poseidon

17 Resources has demonstrated that their project will be

18 environmentally responsible and proactive in minimizing

19 any potential impacts. The longer this project is delayed

20 the further we go down the road of endangerin~ all our

21 water supply in California. we need this immediately.

22 On behalf of the City of oceanside, I urge you

23 to approve the resolution before you this afternoon.

24 Thank you.

2S MR. WRIGHT: Thank you for your brevity.
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1 Mitch Beauchum chairman of the Sweetwater

2 Authority. And where is your hip helmet?

3 MR. BEAUCHUM: I left it back there. Thank you,

4 members of the board. My name is Mitch Beauchum. I'm the

5 chairman of the Sweetwater Authority Board of Directors.

6 Sweetwater currently provides water service

7 approximately to 180,000 people in National city and the

8 western part of chula Vista. Sweetwater has recently been

9 named the most reliable waterage in San Diego County

10 because of the diversity of our water supply. while we

11 have instituted many conservation measures with our

12 customer, we believe that seawater desalination is an

13 important part of the solution in the region long-term

14 water reliability need.

15 As a member of the San Diego desal partners,

16 nine of us now in oceanside, our agreement to purchase

17 water from the Carlsbad project will increase Sweetwater's

18 Authority drought tolerance supply to 36 percent by 2010.

19 YOU may ask why a water agency 50 miles from this plant is

20 involved. we see benefit to the region that we're

21 p~rticipating in that it also benefits us as an agency, so

22 we're stepping forward as the other partners have done so.

23 This new water supply will replace for a one point basis

24 the water we currently import through the San Diego County

25 Water Authority over the hill from catastrophes or from
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1 colorado.

2 Poseidon Resources desalination project can gain

3 enthUsiastic s~pport from the watefagencies, cities,

4 businesses, residence, and eletted officials including our

5 entire, our entire state and federal delegation. Had you

6 been at the coastal commission hearing, you couldn't

7 believe it. I couldn't believe that that consensus was

8 there. But the entire or~anizltion is behind us.

9 We appreci ate the due di 1ig'ence that regul atory

10 agencies have taken to ensure that this is the most

11 envirohmentally benign project possible. We believe that

12 it has been thoroughly vented, as you saw from the

13 technicians that presented their story here, and utilizes

14 every possible avenue for reducing impact to the marine

15 environment; Every step of the way some within the

16 regulatory community have attempted to delay the project,

17 that's been mentioned today already. If they had been

18 successful, We would be many years, not months, away from

19 the completion of this project. Thankfully they have been

2Q l'.lrgely unsuccessful because their arguments do not hold

21 water.

22 The sweetwater Authority Board of Directors ask

23 you to make the right decision -- sorry -- the correct

24 p~ci?ion and approve the tentative resolutioh for the flow

25 entrainment and i~pinge~ent minimization plan for the
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1 Carlsbad desal plant. Thank you for your time.

2 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Beauchum, thanks for your

3 brevity.

4 Again, I'd just like to urge or let the speakers

5 know that all members of this board are very sensitive to

6 the needs for augmenting our local water supplies through

7 reclamation, desalination, conservation, and so on. So we

8 don't need to focus on that as much as you would like to

9 pe~haps. But I don't think you need to sell -- I guess

10 what I'm saying is I don't think you need to sell the

11 Regional Board on the importance of increasing our local

12 water supplies.

13 With that I'd like to hear from Gail Newton.

14 MS. NEWTON: Good afternoon, chairman wright and

15 board members. I'm Gail Newton. I'm the chief of the

16 division of environmental planning and management for the

17 State Land's commission. And I came down today to make

18 sure that our letter was in your record, and I heard it

19 just got admitted. so I will be brief. I will not read

20 it. I also want to start off with I'm neither in support

21 of opposition. I filled out a green card. You didn't

22 have a beige neutral card.

23 My commission has not taken the final action on

24 this issue yet. My staff is still reviewing materials

25 provided by Poseidon and others. And more importantly
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1 we're still involved in the inter agency cooperation with

2 the commission, your staff, and the resource agencies. So

3 some of the high points in the letter, we're still lOOking

4 at minimization efforts to make sure that all

5 minimizations efforts have been taken. And that's item

6 number one of our letter.

7 And breezing through this. We're very concerned

8 abbut the adequacy of mitigation and that it truly

9 mitigate once they get there for the impacts. Those

10 impacts are adequately quantified. we're working with the

11 coastal commission staff, and they have hired an expert to

12 review the calculations and look more deeply into detail.

13 of thi s.

14 we're concerned about the speed with which we've

15 gone to offsite mitigation as opposed to on site within

16 the lOcal lagoon, and adOpt the mitigation ratios. So

17 we're concerhed that usually~ypically a two to one is

18 usually used and we're down already to one to one

19 basically.

20 And probably lastly is to reiterate that all the

21 agenci es are meeti ng on May fi rst and second down here in

22 San Diego to go through all the information and to come to

23 a consensus Oh exactly what should be ha~pening with

24 ~inimization and with all the l~tigation on site.

25 so with that also I will make sure that my staff
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1 includes the recommendation or action you take today in

2 our staff's report to our commission, and that would be

3 heard fairly soon within the next couple months.

4 Thanks.

5 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you for your letter and your

6 presentation.

7 And I would like to especially thank the State

8 Land's Commission for being engaged in the quality of

9 water down in san Diego. I was trying to figure out what

10 side of the fence you were on. I couldn't figure out from

11 your letter.

12 MS. NEWTON: We are concerned about our public

13 trust responsibilities.

14 MR. WRIGHT: I understand.

15 Just raising the issues many of which have been

16 brought out in other letters as well.

17 Mr. Eric Dietz representing Assemblyman George

18 plusher.

19 Rachel solorzano. Field representative for

20 assembly member Mary Salice.

21 MS. SOLORZANO: Good afternoon. Thank you for

22 the opportunity to be here. r'm representing assembly

23 member Mary Salice. And r'll read a very condensed

24 version of the letter of support that she has.

25 MR. WRIGHT: Would you correct your name for me.
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·1 MS. SOLORZANO: Sol oriano.

2 MR. WRIGHT: Solorzano. 'Thank you.

3 MS. SOLORZANO: This letter is to inform you of

4 my support for the carlsbad desalination plan, and request

5 that you finalize the discharge permit by approving the

6 key permit conditions that requires the project to

7 minimize marine impacts;

8 I am pleased to support Sweetwater Authority who

9 provides water tb thouSahds of my con~tituents and th~ir

10 bid to increase their drop tolerance supplies of 36

11 percent by 2010 and be less depended on imported water.

12 In 2006, sweetwater Authority contracted

13 poseidon Resources to purchase 2400 acre feet of water

14 annually. It will be produced at the carlsbad

15 desalination plant. This water will account for

16 approximately ten percent of Sweetwater's annual gain

17 almost by enough water for about 4800 families each year.

18 The water produced will give the highest quality meeting

19 or exceeding all dfinkihg water regulatory standards under

20 the law. It is also guaranteed never to cost more than

21 the rate set by the San Diego County Water Authority.

22 Ensuring that Sweetwater will pa.ss up exceedi ngl y hi gh

23 w9ter rates to their customers. And this is from the

24 vigorous passing of public scrutiny to ensure that the

25 plant will be environmentally friendly and efficiently
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1 operated. The project developers made every effort by the

2 state and federal environmental regulations and has long

3 since approved their project will not harm the Agua

4 Hedionda or ocean. In fact, their proposal proposed the

5 mitigation measures or resources of 37 acers of wetlands

6 habitat, and will provide for the annual maintenance of

7 the lagoon.

8 I am proud to support the successful public

9 private partnership between Poseidon Resources with the

10 City of carlsbad, and I urge you to approve this project.

11 Thank you.

12 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

13 Cameron Durckel Director of the San Diego office

14 of the governor.

15 MR. DURCKEL: Good afternoon. It's a pleasure

16 to be here and thank you for your service. My name is

17 Cameron Durckel .. 1 ' m with the governor's office here in

18 san Diego. I'll be very brief.

19 The governor supports desal as a critical

20 component of the state's water plan. specifically the

21 public private partnership in carlsbad here. And I will

22 stave off my comments on public private partnerships and

23 jobs. But please keep this in context. A very important

24 project to move forward with in an environmentally

25 sensitive manner.
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1 And again, thank you for your time in addressing

2 this matter.

3 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you for your time. And thank

4 you to the governor.

5 Mr. Jonathan Hardy. Where is Mr. Hardy?

6 He's a district representative in the office of

7 Senator Dick chaney. We have a letter from the senator.

S Ken Wiseberg or weinberg. couldn't read your

9 writing.

10 MR. WEINBERG: oh, it's very poor. The kids do

11 a better job than I do.

12 Thank you, chairman wright. I will be brief.

13 I'm Ken Weinberg. I'm the director of Water

14 Resources for the san Diego county water Authority. And I

15 was going to remark on some of the supply issues before

16 you, but chairman wright really hit 6n the first three

17 things that are really on the top of our list for local

18 supply development; conservation, recycling, and seawater

19 desalinatlon.

20 I'd like to thank your board for your past

21 ~uppc;>rt of local supply development. It's very important

22 to this region. And I think what I will stress is that we

2~ ~re doing all three of those things. we are doing them

:?4 all aggressively, ,but there is a sense of urgency. I

25 mepn, some of the previous speakers spoke about the
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1 federal decision that limits pumping through the Delta.

2 These next several years are going to be

3 extremely precarious for usin terms of supply

4 reliability. And we were counting on this project to be

5 online by 2011 or so. So there is a sense of urgency

6 here. It's going to take years for the state to work

7 through the issues in the Delta and fix the Delta.

S Through the course of my career, last almost 20 years, the

9 state's been working on that issue.

10 So, yes, we need this for supply reliability,

11 but there is a pressing need, and our board would really

12 urge the Regional Board to continue to support this

13 project and to move it forward through the process. Thank

14 you.

15 MR. WRIGHT: Thanks'yery much.

16 Marcela Escobar. president of Atlantis Group.

17 MS. ESCOBAR: Thank you, chairman wright. And I

18 will keep my comments brief. I also have a letter.

19 I'm here today before you requesting that you

20 support the plan as presented by your staff. As a former

21 planning director for the City of carlsbad and as a

22 Carlsbad resident, I have over 21 years experience as a

23 regulator enforcing wetland use matters.

24 when I worked for the City of carlsbad, I

25 experienced firsthand how important this project would be,
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1 not just for our city but for all of the region in order

2 to be able to meet our daily water supplies. we examined

3 all of the alternatives very closely, and we feel that the

4 project before you is an environmentally responsible

5 solution to meet the needs for the region. That's why w~

6 can be c:omfortablethat the plan that is before you that

7 is being recommended by your staff with those conditions

8 is one that will be able to be approved consistent with

9 all of the regulations.

10 And there are other comments in my letter, but I

11 wanted to try to keep it brief. Thank you.

12 MR. ANDERSON: Excuse me. Could you identify

13 you rseIf .

14 MS. ESCOBAR: Marcela Escobar.

15 MR. WRIGHT: We have a number of speakers

16 representing water districts. we've already heard from

.17 elected officials. We have a number of -~. can't tell for

18 sure whether Mr. Munoz is from the Agua Hedionda Lagoon

19 Foundation. I'll hold off on that one.

20 oh, I'm sorry. You're already there so go

21 ahead. I was trying to lump like groUps together here and

22 make this more organized; Go ahead, though.

23 MR. MUNOZ: Thank you very much for allowing me

24 to jump up at that half opportunity there.

25 I'm president of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon
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1 Foundation. we've been around since 1989, 1990. But in

2 the past couple years we've really expanded our growth

3 about three or four times over, and we've gotten a lot of

4 visibility in the community. We are very supportive of

5 the desalination project, and specifically with what's

6 before you this afternoon, the plan.

7 This plan required for poseidon to look at

8 feasibility mitigation, and they've done that. This is a

9 milestone. We think this milestone should be approved at

10 this point. while they did look offsite, believe me no

11 one would like the mitigation to occur in our lagoon more

12 than our group. And sometimes on these complexed

13 situations we need to look at things two or three times.

14 well, by approving this plan, we'll get that second chance

15 because we're going to have a major meeting, as was noted

16 to you earlier, to look again and exhaust any

17 possibilities for mitigation in our lagoon or' closer tb

18 home, if you will. And this is something that we're all

19 very excited about. we're going to participate very

20 aggressively in this.

21 The .last call or sol.icitation to look at this

22 mitigation plan last August, you know, it had some limited

23 success. But we think with this new round there's going

24 to be some new things that coul d be uncove red. The re' s

25 been some opportunities at the regional level with RP'S
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1 that have just gone out in the last handf~l of weeks that

2 we add new components and new opportunities for us to

3 mitigate within public urinals and closer to the site of

4 the desalination pfoject.

5 Having said that, I do want to point out for

6 those who have been around the county and the area for

7 more than 15 years or so bffsite mitigation is not a total

8 failure. Batiguitos Lagoon woUld not be restored ~s it is

9 today if it were not for the impacts at the Port of LOS

10 Angeles, and that's 90 miles away. Here we're talking

11 about nine miles away. So I think you have enough to show

12 that they met the feasibility for the mitigation plan and

13 allow us to take a second look and make sure there's

14 nothing closer to home that we can find out as far as the

15 mitigation plan that can then come to you later as well.

16 If you need a progress report before then or something,

17 that might be fine. But we think it's important to take

18 advantage of the balance point right now as other speakers

19 have mentioned, elected officials, times passing, and

20 that's creating issues. The time that has past me allow

21 more mitigation options to surface, and then if not you

22 can go forward with what's been l~id out.

23 so we think you're at a balance point and the

2,4 Lagoon Foundation is very much in support as our council

25 members have spoken were being supportive in a parallel
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1 manner and urge you to approve what's before you today so

2 that the mitigations can go from feasibility to a final

3 plan.

4 MR. WRIGHT: will you identify yourself for the'

5 court reporter and spell your last name.

6 MR. MUNOZ: Eric Munoz, M-u-n-o-z. President of

7 the Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation.

S MR. WRIGHT:. Thank you.

9 Mr. Michael Barden. while Mr. Barden is coming

10 forward. I don't see him.

11 I know Dennis is here. Dennis Bostad. while

12 Dennis is coming forward, Rua Petty, Gary Arant, .and

13 william Rucker if you'd be ready.

14 MR. BOSTAD: Dennis Bostad, general manager of

15 sweetwater Authority. I have nothing further to add other

16 than to urge you to pass the resolution. Thank you.

17 MR. WRIGHT: wow, thank you.

18 Hard to follow.

19 MR. PETTY: Rua Petty. I'm president of the

20 rainfall Municipal Water District and also on the board of

21 directors of the San Diego County water Authority. r'll

22 abbreviate my comments to the fact that my agency is p~rt

23 of the agencies that are under contract with Poseidon.

24 ~eventy percent of our water ;s agricultural. And right

25 now you're looking at an individual that is 1iving the
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1 problem of our water supply here in California. If you're

2 not aware of it, the agricultural community has cut baCk

3 30 percent here in San Diego.

4 And my Cbmm~nt is that time is ~f the essence.

< )

5 Jobs are five billiOn dollar industry here in San Diego is

6 at risk, and part of that is because of our 1ack of water.

7 So I'm here to urge you to support moving forward post

8 taste because providing water here in San Diego is not an

9 easy task. Thank you.

10

11

12

MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

Mr. Arant.

MR. ARANT: Gary Arant, Valley tenter MuniCipal

13 Water District. I'm the general manager of that agency.

14 I~m also a director from the san Diego county water

15 Authority Bo~rd of Directors. And I'm formerly a memb~r

16 of this body. I served from 1983 to 1997. I dori't want
( ,

17 to discourage you when I tell you that in the 14 years

18 I've served on this board and the 11 years since then the
I

19 Tijuana River pollution, the Regional Board restructuring,

29 and under funding the Regional Board programs, and the

21 si;\n Diego Ba.yCleanup, and how we aregoihg to get the

22 PbrtAuthority involved were issues that we dealt with my

23, entire time on the board. You do have some new thi hgs,
,"

24 and I'm kind of jealous. And that is you're not dealing

45 with expandable diapers and bird waste removal from

i :
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1 beaches, so that's interesting.

2 But you're also dealing with this desal project,

~3 and as a rural points out valley center is an agricultural

4 agency. And knowing what I know about water and the sound

5 of the chainsaws moving the avocado trees and citrus

6 trees, we have a serious water problem right now. Not two

7 years from now or three years from now, but we have a

8 water problem right now.

9 AS one of the nine agencies under contract with

10 the desal water, I can't emphasize how important this is.

11 You all know that it's been explafned that your adoption

12 of this resolution today is not a parallel effort, but

13 it's in the critical path of moving this project forward.

14 So with that I will urge you to adopt resolution

15 R9-2006-0065. Thank you very much.

16 MR. WRIGHT: Thanks very much.

17 william Rucker.

18 MR. RUCKER: Yes, I am william Rucker. The

19 g~neral manager with vallecitos Water District with about

20 30 years service at vallecitos. And we serve a little

21 over 81,000 people. We're one of the nine member agencies

22 that have entered into long-term contract to meet 44

23 percent of our demand.

24 We would urge you to adopt this minimization

45 plan and keep this thing moving forward. Thank you.
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1 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

2 Mr. Robert Simmons.

3 MR. SIMMONS: Mr. chairman and members of the

4 board. will somebody give me a verbal cue when I'm about

5 30 seconds away from running out of time.

6 MR. WRIGHT: I'll do that, sir.

7 MR. SIMMONS: Thank you very much.

8 My name is Robert Simmons. I'm former chief

9 tria.l lawyer for the Sierra club in a number of federal

10 cou rt 1i tigati on matte rs ove r the years that conce rns

11 water supply and the protection of coastal marine recovery

12 agencies on issues that are very similar to those before

13 you now. In addition to that over the last 20 years, I've

14 emphasized ~nvironmerttal and water issues both as

15 professor of law as well as environmental attorney.

16 I feel intompetent to stand here and express my

17 strong support for the poseidon plan. I think it responds

18 soundly and directly to the request you've made, the

19 conditions that you've expressed after your last hearing.

20 It complies with all applicable laws. It'S a ~ood plan,

21 and I urge you to endorse it today.

22 I know that there are a number of opponents.

23 colleagues of mine or at least former colleagues of mine

24 in the environmental community who will soon come up

25 before you and argue that you shouldn't take action toda.y.
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.1 YOU should postpone consideration by some future date. I

2 just want to remind you that these are the same people who

3 have been actively opposing the entire project for the

4 past five years in and out of court every step of the way

5 until today, and they failed each step because they have

6 not had any good sound legal as well as factual arguments.

7 I know that they're not in the mainstream of the

8 environmental community. I know where that community is.

9 I know that the majority of environmentalists in this

10 economy as well as the overwhelming majority of the public

11 in this area agree with me, and that is that reasonable

12 impacts to coastal geniuses is not inconsistent. Doesn't

13 conflict with.the production of new water supply to serve

14 this water starving area.

15. I know, Mr. chairman, you don't want me to .talk

16 . about water supply, but let me approach it briefly from

17 this perspective.

18 And that is this. The poseidon plant will

19 produce water that will serve 110,000 families in this

20 region, and we need it as soon as possible.

21 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Simmons, you have 30 seconds.

21, MR. SIMMONS: Beyond that there's a critical

23 long-term need to divorce ourselves from the near total

24 dependance upon imported water~ Water conservation alone

25 nor with water recycling; they won't accomplish this goal.
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1 But add desalination to th~ othe~ two stt&tegies ~nd we

2 can achieve this dream of goal of water ~elf sufficiencY.

3 Gentlemen and ladies, maybe not in bylaw tact,

4 but certainly yours in the lifetimes of bur children. If

5 we move fast, we need to do that. And I appeal you to

6 endorse this plan today and move that certainty along so

7 that we can rely upon it. Thank you.

8 MR. WRIGHT: NeXt we have Steve cedie followed

9 by Douglas Meti; Bill tlavenger, Bill smith.

10 IS Mr. Cedie here? Mr. Metz.

11 MR. METZ~ Thank You, chaifman Wright and

12 members of the board. My name is Douglas Metz, M-e-t~z.

13 I appear in my capacity as a member of the

14 infrastructure committee of the San Diego Regional chamber

15 of Commerce.

16 I urge that the board without further delay

17 approve Poseidon's proposed flow entrainment and

18 impingement pl~n. This decision will be amply supported

19 by several findings. I'll summarize only three in my one

20 page as submission.

21 First of all, the projett sponsors and local

22 governments have exercised due diligence in undertaking

23 environmental studies evidencihg minimal advetse impact.

24 In particular the plan has been undef review for 12 months

25 and was extensively revised on two occasions in response
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1 to the comments received from the board staff and the

'2 public. The plan assures, utilizes rather, best available

3 site design, technology, and mitigation meas~res.

4 second, the plan assures maintenance of the

5 water quality of a well functioning lagoon and of the

6 surrounding marine habitat, and is augmented by mitigation

7 measures to be implemented subsequently.

8 Last and very important of equal by preceding

9 speaker, time is of the essence. And I urge that the

10 project after over eignt years in the making not be

11 further delayed by being burdened with conditions

12 requiring experimentation with untested water intake and

13 discharge technologies. Thank you very much.

14 MR. METZ: Thank you Mr. Metz. Bill

15 clavenger.

16 MR. KING: If I can disclose for the record Doug

17 King Law Group. This is completely individual capacity

18 that he is here. We're not representing any individual

19 clients on this matter.

20 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. schmidt.

21 MR. SCHMIDT: Chairman and members, Jim schmidt,

22 'retired banker attorney. I've served in three positions

23 in the state government, and I now serve on four public

24 boards all without pay by the way.

25 Anyway, an overriding issue I think ;s that we
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1 must have more sources of water you've heard that. The

,2 opponents -- one thing about growth, which I know the

3 opponents oppose growth. The reason we're growing is

4 besides foreign immigration people are living too long,

5 that's one of the reasons. There's births over deaths.

6 So are they going to oppose the use of prescription drugs.

7 I'm worried about that. Because my cholesterol is way

8 down 100 points because of prescription drug, if you want

9

10

to cut down drug.

Anyway, we face a water shortage. It's not just

" )

all in favor. The night of three voting included both

members of the san Diego City area. Both members of

San Diego were in favor. This will be the 11th plant in. ,

23

24

11 carlsbad; as indicated it's Sweetwater and other areas.

12 In my article I gave you, which I wrote la~t

13' year before I testified, I talked about the horror stories

14 of Monterey, and Santa Barbara the horror ~tories. I'll

15 ~ever will forget in Monterey ~nd Carmel--I left there

16 about 30 years--ago every place you went to amen's room

17 and above the urinal it said do not flush. You can't

l~forget thi ngs 1i ke that.

1~ NOW t~e Coastal commission and the same

20 gpponents you'll have today, t~e same people, but labor

21 l?u~iness were there, chamber pf c:ommerce, local gov~rnment

2~~

25 c~lifor~ia. Not the first one, the 11th plant. The

: i
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l governor is pushing it, and again all the assembly

2 members, all the state senators, all the members of

3 congress support this.

4 So I would just urge you very strongly to

5 support this. Make it happen.

6 we have to have water. I want to be able to

7 water my lawn. That is one of the things I saw up in

8 Santa Barbara. My friends told me they couldn't water

9 their lawns. The company that sprays lawns green made a

10 lot of money. That's unfortunate. Thank you very much.

11 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

12 Chuck Badger followed by Mike Madigan, Gary

13 Knight and an Angelika Villagrana.

14 MR. BADGER: Good afternoon, Chairman wright and

15 other board members. My name is chuck Badger,

16 B-a~d-g-e-r. r'm a third generation citrus farmer from

17 the North County.

18 My grandfather first came here in 1922, and he

19 came here to farm. He soon realized that water was going

20 to be his mos~ important challenge. He also started the

21 Santa Fe irrigation district. He also served on the

22 Metropolitan Water Board.

23 My father continued to farm and be involved in

24 water. In fact, he served on,this board a few years ago

25 and the seat is now being occupied by Mr. Anderson.
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1 Eric La~son our ~xecutive directo~ sent you a

2 letter. In that he details the drought in the Colorado

3 River you already know about. The couple of the

4 regulatory drought at the Delta, and of course the 30

5 percent cut back that you've already heard about~

6 One thing I haven't heard discu~~ed ~ lot about

7 today is the failure of our state legislators to pUt any

8 water bonds on ballots this year that wi;ll help bring us

9 need of water. But really that's why it's very important

10 for local government agencies and regulatory agencies to

11 help us with water here in San Diego. You know that we

12 need the wate r.

13 I was making decisions today on which lemon

14 groves not to water and which ones should get water

15 because of the drought. It's been very difficult for a

16 lot of us.

17 All I want to do is conclude by saying if we

18 want agriculture in san Diego to continue to provide

19 abundant local products for San Diegans as well as

20 providing viable open space we need reliable water. My

21 father and grandfather worked hard to secure water for my

22 future, and r'm working hard to secure water for my

23 children's future. So I hope that you can help by

24 approving this resolution. Thank you.

25 MR. WRIGHT: congratulations on your position as
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president of the Farm Bureau.

MR. ANDERSON: I need to disclose that I'm a

member of the Farm Bureau Board.

MR. WRIGHT: Mr.. Madi gan.

MR. MADIGAN: Thank you, Mr. Chairman. My name

is Mike Madigan. I'm a past chair of the San Diego

county Water Authority Board. I'm a past chair of the

california Water commission, and for seven years chairman

of the Bay Delta advisory council to the cal Fed process.

I'm here to do two things. First, I have

letters in support from senator Mark whiland, Assembly

Member shirley Martin, Assembly Member George plusher, and

Assembly Member Martin Garrett whose staff members were

here earlier and not able to stay. I'd like to deliver

these to your staff, if that's acceptable. Thank you.

secondly, to urge you to.approve this plan in

support of which I will offer you the following four

reasons. One, obviously you have asked for this plan, and

it is now submitted to you as requested, .and it identifies

that multiple mitigation plans are feasible.

TWO, Y9ur action on this item today will bring

you into alignment with the current status of the

desalination project of both the coastal commission and

the City of carlsbad, and will allow you to both exercise

your statutory role on entrainment mitigation and work
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1 jointly with those other agencies on the selection for the

2 final mitigation plan.

3 Three, a continuanc~, a delay will only serve

4 the cause of delay.

S And four, for all the reasons which you well

6 understand this project is even more important today than

7 it was when it was first brought to you.

8 Thank you for listening.

9 MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

10 Mr. Gary Knight.

11 MR. KNIGHT: Chairman wright and all board

12 members, cut my comments about why we need water you know

13 why. The point I want to make this day is there will be

14 no project that we can put forward to you that will have

15 zero impacts. we know desalination projects running and

16 operating throughout the world. I presented Monday to a

17 trade delegation from sweden. When I told them about

18 these meetings and other meetings occurring on this, they

19 looked at me and asked why can't you get it done. The

20 rest of the world has been able to.

21 So we look at this project as being submitted to

22 you for the impacts. They have minimized it by using best

23 practices, and they provide the mitigation as requested.

24 We would urge you that you approve this resolution and

25 help us get the water that we already know we need. Thank
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you.

MR. WRIGHT: Angelika villagrana.

MS. VILLAGRANA: Thank you, Mr. Chairman and

members of the board, Mr. Robertus. My name is Angelica

villagrana representing the San Diego Regional Chamber of

Commerce; our 3,000 member companies and their 400,000

employees.

water reliability for our region has always been

one of our most important goals. And therefore, we're

very interested in any alternative that minimizes our

dependence of imported water and diversifies our water

supply portfolio. We believe desalination is one such

alternatives and a good one. In our opinion, poseidon

Resources has designed a project with minimal

environmental impacts. we believe by preparing the flow

entrainment and impingement minimization plan poseidon

Resources has provided a road map as to how the project

can move forward using the best available site, design,

technology, and mitigation feasible to minimize impacts on

marine life. Reliable new water needed and the

development of local supply makes sense.

Additional infrastructure for importing more

water could cost lots and lots of money with limited

a?surance of water supply reliability. At the time when

the enti~e state in south were suffering from drought in
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environmental water supply issues, we have the opportunity

to bring online an en~ironmentally responsible source of

drinking water right here in our backyard. Let's not

waSte thit opportunity. It is in all of our interest to

move this important Watef supply alternativ~ fo~wa~d,

(inaudible) water supply in your support.

And our letter of support is in your agenda

package. And if I m~YtMr. th~ir~an, (ihaudible) wanted

to be here in support, but they are in Sacramento at a

legislative meeting. Mr. joe (inaudible) president and

chairman, arid he has asked me to supply you with a letter

of their support, if that's permissible. And for your

information by Derrick 550 life sciences companies here in

the San Diego region, I have copies of the letter for you.

Thank you very much.

MR. WRIGHT: Thank you.

Lanie Lutar, Kevin ~harrar, Evelyn peterson, and Gina

McBride.

MS. LUTAR: Good afternoon. My name is Lani

Lutar. I represent the San Diego county Taxpayer's

Association.

The Board of the Taxpayer's Association stands,,'
strongly in support of the carlsbad desalination project.. - . ;

what is most appealing to our organization is the, fact

t~at this project.is be~ng billed as a public/private
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partnership between the Poseidon and the nine San Diego

County Public Water agencies. The private sector's

involvement has ensured that the region to taxpayers have

been insulated from postulated cost increases and the risk

associated with permitting a mutifaceted infrastructure

project.

Additionally, the 30 year contract signed by the

public water agencies guaranteed a price of water accounts

and will never exceed what the rate pairs with otherwise

paid for imported water. This is a significant protection

and will guarantee rate pairs are not subject to price

fluctuation, and it's very important to the Taxpayer's

Association.

After ten years in the process, we believe it's

time to approve carlsbad desalination plan and would urge

you for your support. Thank you very much.

MR. WRIGHT: Ted Owen followed by Kevin

sharrar.

MS. MCBRIDE: Good afternoon, Mr. Chairman and

members, I'm not Ted Owen. Ted apologizes he had to

leave. I am Gina McBride. I am chair elect of the

carlsbad Chamber of Commerce. Ted is the president and

CEO.

I'm here to speak for our chamber in support of

the carlsbad desalination project. we represent more than
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1 75,000 workefs in our 1700 member organizations across the

2 area.

3 The plan to mirtimize environmental impacts that

4 is before you today meets all of the requi rements of the

5 permit this board issued nearly two years ago. The

6 chamber believes that developing an environmentally

7 responsible solution to the region's water need is a key

8 component to achieving our goal of water reliability.

9 This is why we support. the City of carlsbad public private

10 partnership with Poseidon Res6urces to build an operated

11 desalination plant at no risk to the city or its

12 taxpayers.

13 For the city of carlsbad, the desalination

14 ~roject is a water supply, water storage environment, and

15 enhancement project. The Agua Hedionda Lagoon is a vital

16 resource for our city. Many companies and individuals

17 depend on the Lagoon and nearby beaches including a

18 thriving agricultural farm, help seaworld Research

19 Instit~te, and several water recreational facilities. In

20 fact, the entire business community has a stake in

21 preserving the natural habitat and the coastal environment

22 that make north county a great place to visit or do

23 business.

24 The business community alohg with the state and

25 congressional delegation, public water agencies,
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'I environmental 9rouP, and everyday rate payers including

2 according to a public opinion poll 81 percent of the

3 san Diego County registered voters standing united in

4 support of moving forward on the carlsbad desalination

·5 project.

6 Finally, the chamber recently awarded their.

7 first ever Environmental and spirit Award to poseidon

8 Resources because of the projects demonstrated commitment

9 to the environment; especially to the Agua Hedionda

10 Lagoon.

11 we need tomo:ve forward on this project now, and

12 we urge your approval today. Thank you for your

13 consideration.

14 MR. WRIGHT: Kevin sharrar.

15 MR. SHARRAR: Thanks for the opportunity to

16 speak to you today. My name is Kevin sharrar, and this is

17 my eleven year old daughter Savannah.

18 MR. WRIGHT: welcome Savannah.

19 MR. SHARRAR: Savannah and her brother and

20 mother and I are very fortunate enough to live in which I

21 believe is the greatest community in the country and

22 that's in carlsbad. We have beaches and lagoons and we

2~ ~an all see today the flower fields, and so many other

24 places to enjoy our national environment. My family

25 really loves it here. My wife and I hope that when
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1 Savannah and he r brother Braden go off to college and fi nd

2 themselves families that they come home and call Carlsbad

3 their home as well. Quite honestly i ~or~y about

4 San Diego County and some of the challenges we face in the

5 future that holds for my daughter and my son. The

6 devastating wildfires last year reminded all of us that we

7 certainly have our fai r share of challe'nges.

8 I don't believe that enough attenti on is pai d to

9 our water supply. something too many of Us I think take

10 for granted. .Our water supply depends on outside sources

11 and that the colorado River and Northern California. we

12 don't have enough water supply to call our own; To be

13 candid, we just can't continue to keep our heads in the

14 sand collectively. I acknowledge that this board's

15 commitment to that. That being said, we can't just go on

16 hoping everything will be okay. It's up to all of us now

1Z to fix these problems so that future genetatidns like

18 savannah's will be afforded to live in the San Diego that

19 we all come to enjoy. we need a water supply that's

20 dependable and environmentally sensitive. The longer we

21 wait the worse the situation will get.

22 I believe Savannah has something to ask of'you

23 today.

24 MS. SAVANNAH SHARRAR. I respectfu11y ask you to

25 please approve the carlsbad water project today. Thank
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1 you.

2 MR. WRIGHT: savannah, I thank you for your

3 . presentation.

4 Eve1yn Pete rson .

5 MS. PETERSON: Good afternoon, members of the

6 board. I'm Evelyn Peterson. I'm here representing the

7 Industrial Environmental Association, the lEA, which

8 endorsed the carlsbad desalination project in 2005.

9 The lEA promotes environmentally responsibility

10 through effective communication and interaction with our

11 members, government regulatory agencies, business, and the

12 community. Our members endeavor to achieve a balanced

13 relationship between environmental protection, public

14 health, and economically sustainable growth. We believe

15 that an affordable and reliable supply of water is

16 imperative to the future of San Diego's industrial

17 community, which. provides jobs for thousands of san

18 Diegans.

19 In october 2006, your board issued a discharge

20 permit for this project but required a flow entrainment

21 and impingement minimization plan be submitted to provide

2? additional regulatory safeguard. We believe that the plan

23 before you today prepared by poseidon clearly meets the

24 ~equirements under the permit you issued. Approval from

25 your board is necessary to move the project forward to the
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1 State land's Commission and the California coastal

2 Commission for the final project approval. San Diego

3 water supply conditions continue to worsen and time is not

4 on our side. We cannot afford further delays.

5 The tEA strongly urges you to approve the

6 tentative resoluti~n and allow this project to move

7 forward. Thank you.

8 Gi na McBri de.

9 MR. WRIGHT: At this time I'dilike to take a ten

10 minute break. And we heed to give our court reporter some

11 rest. I think all of uS need to stretch.

12 (Brief Recess.)

13 MR. WRIGHT: Meeting to order.

14 We have an organized presentation whereby

15 Gabriel solmer, Joe Geever, and Livia Borak. I don't know

)

\
~ I

16

17

18

19

20

21

2 "'·,....

23

if Ed Kimura is a part of that. He's not.

.. But seating time the .organized presentation, and

I assume Ed Kimura, Lori Porter, sara craisha, Bruce

Resnick, Connor Revrick, Dan Hortell, Jerod G~iswald, lana

~cGuire, Jill Hickman, julie ~ruhn, Ben McCue, christin

~~ndosa, Angelina Callahan, Rachel Dorfman, Ellen chuhn,

and Marty Benson.

Okay. Ms. solmer, we're ready for you. HoW

24 ~uch time do you need?

45 MS. SOlMER: We just request 15 minuteS for the

( ,

. :':

. '.
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presentation.

MR. WRIGHT: Fifteen minutes is fi ne.

MS. SOLMER: Thank you so much. I thank you for

your patience today. It's been a long day. Thank you for

1

2

3

4

5 granting this ordinance presentation. I think is ~he best

6 way to get information across to you. AS you've heard,

7 we've had 20 people exceed their time to this

8 presentation; groups like wild coast Desal Response Group,

9 Residence for Responsible Desalination, and all the

10 individuals that you've heard. we've all joined San Diego

11 coastkeeper and surfrider today.

12 I will start off this organized presentation,

14 Foundation to tell you a little bit more about our

15 concerns with the plan. We're not going to go into the

16 project today. I think you've had more than enough

17 information on that issue.

18 Then we'll go to Livia Borak to talk about some

19 of the legal ramifications of today's decision, and then

20 I'll come back up to wrap up.

13

21

and I'll give it over to Joe Geever from the surfrider

So I think in the fever to get to the new
'\

'- .)

22 sources of water we've gotten ahead of ourselves. And so

23 let's just go through some facts that are before you.

24 You have a mandate of Section 13225 of Port of

2~ cologne to coordinate with other agencies, and we think
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1 that that's very important for that reference to be

2 provided in the presentation as well; There's an agency

3 coordination meeting. You've heard this again scheduled

4 for May first and May second where these issues are going

5 to be discussed. That's why it's a little perplexing to

6 us why you are poised to make a decision two weeks -- two

7 and a half weeks before that meeting occurs. YoU need to

8 coordinate not just because of the mandate of Port of

9 cologne but to take advantage of the ~g~ncy ~esources and

10 expertise on this issue. We certainly don't support the

11 overly restrictive proposal within the plan itself of how

12 you should move forward. we think that how you move

13 forward should be decided in consultation with the other

14 agencies. And again that plan and any proposals within it

15 are not before you. They certainly weren't noticed for

16 this agenda, so we don't need to get into that. And with

17 all due respect, that proposed schedule would only take

18 affect if you approve to the plan sort of closing the barn

19 doors after the cow has already been out.

20 You've heard arguments a lot today about

21 prejudice to citizens, to the applicant if you wait on

22 this issue. Let me make it clear, you don't have a valid

23 plan that has been adequately noticed before you to vote

24 o~. Even if, as we all do, we would want to move ahead on

25 a legally noticed plan, that's not before you today. so
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there's nothing that you can do today to slow or speed up

the process in anyway, so those comments really shouldn't

come into your decision-making. Again, you're not slowing

down the process by not moving through today no matter how

other people would like to spin that.

Just on a practical matter, I think most of you

have heard that the coastal commission has canceled its

June meeting where they were to decide some of these

issues, so again you have plenty of time to bring this

issue back before you, if you did want to legally notice

the plan for your approval before we get to the coastal

commission and before any of this gets held up.

And indeed it does make sense to wait to that

time since there is a lot of new information. I don't

know how many of you have seen the state board scoping

document and its policy for intake on powerplants. That

certainly goes to the heart of the matter of these intake

issues. There's a lot of useful information. Those

workshops are taking place this and next month; certainly

direct your attention to that process.

Again, before turning it over to Joe Geever, I

just want to talk a little bit about the public review of

this process. This plan, and I think we should all be

clear about what we are talking about, the flow

impingement and entrainment minimization plan has not been
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1 available to you for a year. It's been available to you

2 for just about a month ih its revised form.

3 And the techni cal report that is on the agenda

4 today that is before you, although we certainly agree with

5 its conclusion that says the plan is lacking in a number

6 of areas, it was only written on Friday, five days ago,

7 and wasn't available to the public until after the public

8 comment period had closed.

9 so given the emphasis that you gave on the last

10 issue, if you can remember back to issue six on your

11 agenda, that you wanted to make sure that all responses to

12 comments were before this board before it acted. We're

13 perplexed that you consider an issue where not only do we

14 not have responses from the staff to our comments; we

15 weren't even abie to comment on what's before you today.

16 So I"ll turn it over to Joe Ge~ver fOr more

17 detail on our underlying concerns and be back up for a

18 wrap up. Thank you.

19 MR. GEEVER: Chairman Wright and board members,

2Q thank you very much. My hame is Joe Geever I'm a

21 california policy coordinator for surfrider Foundation. I

22 hope you've had a chance to read our comment letter of

23 April first that outlined our concerns about the substance

24 of the draft revised plan. I just note that we have not

25 Yet received a response to those comments.
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.1 I think the race to get this item on the agenda

Z has resulted in a confusing set of documents what's

3 c~nflicting language in the staff's document entitled

4 technical report and the tentative resolution. Language

5 in the agenda didn't help because it said you will be

6 considering only the technical report. The technical

7 report dated April fourth recommends against approving the

8 plan, if the resolution recommends approving the draft

9 plan and delegating final approval for the executive

10 di rector.

11 As you)ve heard Stat~ Land's Commission staff,

12 Coastal commission staff, and your staff recommend against

13 prematurely approving this draft plan. we are also very

14 concerned about the board prematurely voting to approve

15 this draft plan. By its own admission, the plan as a

16 regard to compensatory restoration project is still a

17 draft proposal not ready for approval. It also seems as

18 if the vote today would approve other aspects of the plan

1~ that may be considered final. For example, the plan seems

20 final in its conclusions about technologies to reduce the

21 intake and mortality of marine life. However, the

Z~ technologies discussed in the plan have not been subject

23 to review and are unproven. More disturbing, this draft

24 plan seems to be final in its conclusion that after the

2~ fact restoration is both legally sufficient and the only
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1 feasible alternative. We disagree. In fact, the draft

2 plan identified alternative intake systems that eliminate

3 the intake and mortality of marine life. They just refuse

4 to pay for them.

5 Given the staff's conclusion that the plan is

6 insufficient, We're left wonderin~ what it is that you're

7 voting to apprOve. What is gained by your action today?

8 Again, today is the first we've heard that this is not a

9 vote on the technical report as stated in the agenda.

10 So is this a final vote on the conclusions about

11 the best available design and ~echnology·to minimize

12 i~take and mortality of marine life. Is it a vote that

13 assumption studies ahd contlusioh in the draft plan are

14 final. We want to remind you that any decision today

)

)

17 ,ith port of cologne. Set of ,timeless process of the not.

18 w~ recommend that yoU ~rant poseidon an eXtension of the

19 deadline prescribed in the MPDES permit, that seems

2Q prudent. we wouldn't oppose an extension of time to

21 ~omplete a cOordihatedmulti ~gency review in ·fact we

22 ~~lieve an extension will likely result in a quicker

23 process tOwards fi hal approval of the project by the

2~ several agencies.

2S Therefore, once again. we employ you to postpone

1~

16

cannot be possibly be a fihal decision that after the fact
;'1

r~storation is legal. That wquld be patently inc6ngruent
)
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"1 any decision on the revised plan until the several

"2 agencies have coordinated their actions. We are only

3 talking about a couple of months delay. Thank you very

4 much.

5 MS. BORAK: Good afternoon. I'm Livia Borak

6 with San Diego coastkeeper. And to build upon what Joe

7 said there has been a lot of confusion today. To be

8 clear, I'm going to be referencing the plan, the

9 impingement and entrainment flow minimization plan. It's

10 not clear if this plan is an assessment of impact or what

11 it's assessing or what's being approved today. But we

12 should be clear about what the permit, MPS (sic) permit,

13 that's been granted to Poseidon actually says~ And that

14 permit requires to assess the feasibility of sites,

15 specific plans, procedures, practices to implement or

16 mitigation members to minimize impact marine organisms.

17 Now, this is different from Port of cologne.

18 Port of cologne requires minimization of entrainment and

19 impingement. This is different. we need to be clear

20 about the difference between mitigation and minimization.

21 Port of cologne requires minimization and mitigation as

22 well as best technology, best design, and best site are

23 all ways to minimize impacts.

24 AS you've heard, the State water Board has

25 acknowledged the difference between 316B and Port of
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1 cologne. And we acknowledge that they are different. And

2 one thing we are all in agreement staff, the state board,

3 and Poseidon is that Port of cologne applies to this

4 project. And this has to be assessed. The state board ~

5 thiS board has the duty to assess whether or not poseidon

6 has minimized intake mortality, not minimize impacts, not

7 minimize mitigation. As Poseidon states and as staff

8 states in the letter to Poseidon from Regional Board

9 staff, it's not clear that this plan has eVen addressed

10 Port of cologne and addressed minimization. And it's

11 clear from poseidon's response that they feel they don't

12 need to do that. That they've addressed best available

13 site, design, technology to minimize project related

14 impacts. That's not the dictate -- that's not what's

15 dictated by Port of cologne. And just to reiterate,

16 mitigation i 7 not the same as minimization. One is before

17 the fact and one is after the fact. Minimization happens

18 before. Mitigation is supposed to be something that takes

19 care of all the impacts after the fact, after all

20 minimization has been done that is feasible. There is no

21 analysis like this that is ~ontained in this plan. So

22 that's a separate requirement from what poseidon is

23 telling you. And as far as what analysis is required,

24 it's not supposed to be fragmented and sequential as it is

25 in Poseidon's letter states that they sequentially
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1 analyzed the steps that have been taken by poseidon to

2 address the provision that they feel they need to address.

3 They've fragmented the whole process. Port of cologne

4 requires a holistic approach to inviting impact. Not

5 putting a horse before the cart or a cart before the

6 horse. The plan basically says this is our site. we need

7 to produce this much water we require 300 for MGD, so this

8 is what we can afford and this is what we're going to do

9 to mitigate not mandate the Port of cologne. And that

10 basically takes the mandate of port of cologne and turns

11 it on its head allowing a project proponent to choose what

12 exactly they what to mitigate and say for us this is not

13 the best, that's not what best available means. Legally

14 defensible plan will not only meet the requirement that

15 you've imposed on Poseidon and the MPS permit for this

16 plan, but also meet the mandate for Port of cologne, which

17 has not been done. AS the Regional Board, you require

18 this information, you deserve all this information, not

19 only because it's required but also you need to analyze

20 impact of the project. You need to analyze what is

21 possible for the project to minimize impact before you can

22 decide what mitigation actually is.

23 One other speaker said we can't put our head in

24 the sand. I think that's true. And what we would like to

25 say is nobody should put their head in the sand about what
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1 impacts or what mirii~ization is required by this project.

2 Everything needs to be analyzed before anything can be

3 approved. And I would like to now turn over the rest of

4 the presentation for cdnclusion by Ms. Gabriel sol~er.

5 Thank you.

6 MS. SOlMER: Thanks so much Livia.

7 Just to wrap up and just to make sure that it's

8 absolutely clear, I think I didn't realize coastkeeper was

9 a mainstream environmental organization. And certainly

10 that hasn't been'myexperience. But, you know, I think

11 that the environmental groups have been a little mOre

12 aligned in this process.

13 We don't have an objection to a legally

14 sufficient plan moving forward. If that was sufficient

15 today, you know you wouldn't hear any objection from' us

16 except for maybe on the noticing issuej whith we do think

17 is a problem. But let's just be clear. The future and

18 the timetable is in poseidon's hands. They were directed

19 to give you a legal sufficient plan that hadn't happened

20 yet. When that happens, we have no reservations with you

21 correctly noticing that, giving adequate ti~e to comment

22 on it, and then voting on it. We certainly will stand by

23 those points.

24 Just to wrap up quickly, again the revised plan

25 is still incomplete. I think you've heard that from a
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1 number of people. Even in Poseidon's own words it is not

2 right for final approval. They want you to approve this

3 intermediary process. which they're calling a plan,

4 proponents call it a plan, but it's not the same as this

5 plan called for in your permit.

6 And again, contrary to the argument that this

7 delay today will reduce delays with the final project, we

8 think it's only going to create more delay. It's going to

9 create more confu~ion on this project.

10 Just again to finally correct some apprehensions

11 made. I won't go through all of them. But an important

12 one is you heard a lot of people say this project has been

13 approved by a number of different agencies. Any time that

14 you've heard the words that the coastal commission has

15 found anything. That's not accurate. The coastal

16 commission is voting on revised findings next month. So

17 until they do that, unless anyone can see the future, it's

18 not correct to say that the coastal commission made those

19 findings.

20 In conclusion, we would urge your very careful

21 and consideration on all these issues. Again, we very

22 specifically did not get into,the permits of desal and the

2~ project, the underlying project. But please consider how

24 and when to act for the best use of all of us. Thanks.

25 MR. WRIGHT: Questions of Ms. Solmer.
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1 MR. ANDERSON: Yes, I do.

2 I was kind of curious about the Riverkeeper

3 case, and I think I understand the context as the focus

4 should be on minimization of impacts. But do you mind

5 providing the board with the actual judgment or ruling so

6 we can kind of analyze it and make sure it's in context.

MS. SOLMER: Did you want a summary of it now or

8 actual--

9 MR. ANDERSON: Either one. Maybe executiVe

10 summary with the rulings.

11 MS. SOLMER: we ca~ certainly give you the

12 ruling. If you'd like the summary, I'll have Livia Borak,

13 who's our president give you a 30 second review if you'd

14 1; ke on how that impacts your deci s; on today. But I can

15 certainly get YQu:the rule itself.

16 MR. ANDERSON: I'll leave the other part to the

17 chair's discretion.

18 MR. ~RIGHT: Do you have a question of

19 Ms. solmer and MS. Borak?

20 MR. RAYfIELD: In your written comments, I

21 believe you mention coastkeeper was planning on,.

2? contricting with an outside expert to review the plan. Is
'.

23 that still the idea or are you still'-- is coastkeeper

2~ still ~oing to go ahead and do that?

25 MS. SOLMER: Yeah, that's a joint project

'.

i'·
.j.;
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between coastkeeper and Feder (inaudible) Foundation. we

have a contract with that contractor in colorado.

MR. RAYFIELD: That was my next question .

MS. SOlMER: And Joe Geever can provide you

specific information about that contractor. But

specifically we were concerned that they didn't have the

time to look at the revised plan, the one that was

submitted just a month ago.

MR. RAYFIELD: DO you have a completion date

since you've already contracted with whatever

organizations?

MS. SOlMER: Yeah, I think we're in the weeks to

months range. Not any longer than that. But Joe can give

you something more specific.

MR. RAYFIELD: I'd appreciate a more definitive

time frame. Thank you.

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Geever.

MR. GEEVER: Yeah, we've been talking with

I'll try to answer both of your questions, if that's okay.

we've been talking with the consulting firm that worked

with USCPA on the 316B rule. They are going to be

reviewing the documents and the plan and the mitigation

proposal. And that's why they haven't gotten engaged in

reviewing the mitigation proposal because there is none.

There is nothing to review. And so giving a date on when
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1 that review would be final is just kind of hard. I think

2 it's almost the same thing as approving this plan right

3 now. There is no plan to approve and there is no plan for

4 us to review. But I can tell you that they're awaiting

5 that. They are going to turn around as quickly as

6 possible. we want that for -. you know, cause these other

7 agencies are going to be coming right behind you so we

8 need that in preparation for everyone's decision. But

9 until we have a mitigation proposal in front of us it's

10 impossible to review.

11 Briefly about the Riverkeeper case. We agree

12 with Poseidon that Riverkeeper applies only to cooling

13 water intakes. And that's because the federal law only

14 deals with cooling water intakes. But the state law deals

15 with cooling, heating, any industrial use of ocean water.

16 But it does include cooling. so the decision in the

17 Riverkeeper case the rule that EPA had promulgated

18 included exclusions from what they call their performance

19 standards, which was to reduce entrainment by 90 percent,

20 reduce these standards that they were using for minimizing

21 entrainment and impingement. A lot of that rule got

22 remanded back to USCPA to rewrite it. But a couple of the

23 provisions in there were strictly prohibited from the

24 remand. so using a cost benefit analysis was thrown out.

25 And they can't put that back in the rule according to
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relies on is using after the fact restoration and then

using a cost benefit analysis to show that any of the

other alternative intakes are infeasible or whatever.

Port of cologne doesn't distinguish between cooling,

heating, or any other industrial process. so if you take

the ruling from Riverkeeper two, apply it to cooling water

in Port of cologne or anything else, there's no

distinction between cooling, heating, and industrial

processes for Port of cologne. So arguably that ruling in

Riverkeeper two applies for Port of cologne as well.

which would prohibit them from using cost benefit analysis

or after-the-fact restoration.

Does that get it what you're --

MR. WRIGHT: MS. Borak, you have 30 seconds

worth of clarity for us.

MS. BORAK: Yeah, just to add to what Joe said,

I would just add Riverkeeper two though it does apply to

Clean Water Act 316B. The facts that they -- clean Water

Act also is a technology enforcing statue of 316B and it

r~quires best available technology. And in the decision

the court basically said that EPA was defined a beacon, as

you will, of what ,the technology is. And in doing that

costs benefit analysis was not appropriate. And in

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20
21

2~

23

24

25

Riverkeeper two.

'also thrown out.

And using after the fact restoration was

And a lot of what this plan kind of
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1 finding that whatever the best technology is, that is cost

2 effectiveness can be utilized after that in finding out

3 what kind of rages for technology that EPA can have as a

4 substitute for this'best technology. The best performing

5 technology is it. So the best available technology is

6 what is the best technology that can be reasonably born by

7 the industry. And that would lend courts 'for interpreting

8 Port or cologne kind of an analysis to go by.

9 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. MacLag,m, you have three

10 minutes.

11 Ms. SOlMER: I'm sorry. I believe you have one

12 more speaker. He'd still like to speak.

13 MR. WRIGHT: I'm sorry, I didn't realized he was

14 here.

15 MR. KIMURA: I raised my hand. My name is Ed

16 Kimura with the sierra club San Diego chapter.

17 Chairman wright and members of the board, we

18 reviewed the poseidon Resoufce flow minimization and

19 pension plan and we find totally inadequate, and I can

20 explain the reason.

21 First as ! explained in my letter nor in their

22 fish management Group, as well as the state of california

23 Marine life Management Act now requires a holistic

24 C\pproach to evaluate the impacts on the marine life. And

25 in order to ensure the protection of the health of the
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1 marine resources. The equal systems approach evaluates

2 the many interaction in the like various marine organisms

3 when subjected to stresses human or natural. This

4 holistic approach is the departure from the past, which is

5 directed to the evaluation of stress on individual

6 species. This time it's taken the whole group of impacts.

7 NOW, here are some of the objections. First the

8 plan fails to follow this equal system approach. The

9 impingement and entrainment plan not only focuses

10 primarily on the fish and fish larval, it fails to

11 integrate the interactions among all the marine organisms

12 from the bottom of the food chain all the way up to the

13 top. And when they are subjected to losses from

14 impingement and entrainment, the plant concludes that the

15 impingement and losses are, quote, diminimus in deciding

16 that this amounts to 2.1 pounds of fish per day. However,

17 it fails to point out that in the yearly basis there are

18 over 19,000 fishes and over 96 species that were killed by

19 impingement. The plan provides very little information on

20 other important marine organisms besides fish larval and

21 entrain.

22 second, the plan fails to provide a

23 comprehensive monitoring program that evaluates t~e

24 current health of the marine equal systems within the

25 impa~ted area, as well as a reference area not impacted by
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1 the seawater intakes.

2 Thi rd, the plant proposes they micro screen to

3 minimize entrainment loss~~, but it has no plan bn ho~

4 they're going to evaluate this or when they were going to

5 implement it.

, )

6 And fourth, the proposed mitigation plan not

7 only focusei' on fish but fail~ to off set the losses of

8 the rest of the marineorganisnis. the powerplant diverts

9 seawater from Agua Hedionda which contains both re~iderite

10 species of marine organisms as well as non residence that

11 come in from th~ ~oastaJ areas. The plan' provides no

12 information 61'1 these marine or~ariisnis such as the species

13 and abundance. without this information, we doubt whether

,}

)

. .'~

14

15

16

17

l§

19

20

21

22.

23

24

25

any mitigation plan can succeed. So we ask you not to

~pprove of this plan, and we have some real concerns about

tHe. proposed alterriativecondition requi~ements

resolution.' Thank you.

MR. WRIGHT: Thank ybu Mr. Kimura.

Mr. MCLaggan, do you have §orne brief comments?

MR. GARRETT: .Within Mr. MtLaggans time, I just

want to take 30 seconds to address two points that we just

heard. One is the notice question and the second is a

river. key port of cologne what legal standards are you

100kirig at quest~on..

on the notice question, I'm looking at the board

.'.r
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1 agenda. I think it's very clear the plan in front of you

2 is the plan that was dated March 6, 2008, that's what the

~ agenda says. which your staff report said was submitted

4 to the staff on March seventh, that's the plan you are

5 approving, that's what was agendized. It seems l;ke many

6 other people who spoke on the project had no trouble

7 understanding what plan was in front of the board for your

8 approval today. Again, this is a plan that has been

9 available that we revised in response to staff questions,

10 and it has been available for several months if not years.

11 And since the board established the condition which

12 required the plan, I think the opponents have been on

13 notice that this type of plan was going to be in front of

14 the board. And they've had two years since 2006 to hire

15 whatever experts they wanted on whatever alternat;ve plan

16 they wanted. to have the board adopt.

17 On the Riverkeeper question, I agree with Joe

18 Geever. II'm not sure Joe Geever agrees with everybody

19 else that presented. Riverkeeper doesn't apply here. One

20 of the issues in 2006 was the whole question about rules

21 for powerplants, the 316B rules, and Riverkeeper, which is

22 a federal court case interpreting federal rules for

23 powerplant intakes. Do those apply to a desalination

24. plan? The answer from your board at that time was no they

25 do not. Instead Port of Cologne Section 13142.5 does
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1 apply. Your staff had a very nice chart showing the two

2 different regulatory regiments in pointing out the

3 differences between Riverkeeper and the federal statutes

4 and 316B and the Port of cologne Act 13142.5. That

5 section of the water code, which again gives you primary

6 jurisdiction over all other agencies to decide issues on

7 impihgement and entrainment does p~ovide for balancing.

-8 YOU are to be looking at the framework which is put forth

9 in our plan as to best available technology and a feasible

10 mitigation. Those are the standards that are at Port of

11 cologne. They're not necessarily in Riverkeeper or 316B.

12 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. MacLaggan, he used ~art of your

13 time.

14 MR. MACLAGGAN: Very briefly, Mr. Chair~an, I

15 thank you for your patient this afternoon,

16 Just by' way of rebuttal to the Surfrider

17 coastkeeper presentation. A few points.

18 First of all, Mr. Geever stated that Poseidon

19 ~u1ed out service intake solely due to co~t reason and

29 that's absolutely incorrect. There are three reasons.

21 Cost being one of the three but the other two being more

22 impo rtant. Fi rst of all, we don't have adequate sedi ment

23 cov~r offshore to put sub-service intakes in the area that

24 carlsbad plant. ~onsequently, we would have to dig up

25 hundreds of acres of sea floor; basically, kelp bed, hard
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1 bottom, habitat land to the sea floor plumbing system that

2 looks like a reverse leech field, cover that with sand and

3 pump w~ter on that and process marine destroying several

4 hundred acres of offshore habitat, valuable habitat, as

5 well as putting pump stations on ~he beach--several;

6 either ten or 20 pump stations. All of which were

7 concluded at the coastal commission as well as the City of

8 carlsbad. Not to be the most environmentally responsible

9 alternative. The existing intake or use of the existing

10 intake both entities found to be most environmentally

11 responsible preferred alternative.

12 Second point, the comment was made that the

13 Surfrider coastkeepers only had 30 days to review the

14 draft plan. I will remind you that the second draft plan

15 was not on the Regional Board's website for nine months.

16 We received no comments whatsoever except from your staff.

17 And the third draft was responsive to those commenti in

18 the fashion we simply added more information, more

19 details. So the plan itself has not changed for almost a

20 year now. There was ample opportunity for comment, and

21 all we did was boast on what was there. So if it was fine

22 before adding more information, not changing the substance

23 of the recommendation shouldn't change the acceptability

24 of that plan. we see no reason for delay. The plan

25 before you is not contrary to your permit requirements as
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1 suggested. we met the feasibility requirement of our

2 charge under the permit. We have an opportunity to

3 prepare now a final mitigation plan that will be back

4 before you in the months ahead. If we wait for a perfect

5 solution, we will never see the benefits of this water

6 supply project. Thi,s is preci sely why the Port of cologne

7 Act is referred to as a balancing statute. Your charge as

8 a board is to look at the environmental impaCts and the

9 need to support the economy and housing and all the other

10 beneficial uses of water supply and balance those two and

11 come to a reasonable decision that protects both. You

12 need to support hum~n life in the area alon~ with the need

13 to protect environment. We think we struck a balance in

14 that regard if the plan moves in that di~ection.

15 Coftsistent 0ith Port of cologne 13142;5B has a

16 feasibility component, and it provides for mitigation

17 after you've exhausted your feasible technology measures.

18 our plan has exhausted the feasible technology measures.

19 city of carlsbad EIR, the coastal commission decision

20 agree with that. They said there are no additional

21 feasible measures be taken. We are now all focused on

22 'mitigation. So what you do by your action today by

23 approving the draft resolution, you bring your staff to

24 the same point with the other two entitieS are as we move

25 forward with this joint statewide coordination. You say
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1 to your staff by conceptionally approving this plan we're

2 pass the mitigation design components. We're focusing our

3 attention now on how we mitigate, and make sure we have

4 enough mitigation. We've got the right site. The

5 implementation scheduled the planning consistent with

6

7

MR. WRIGHT: will you wrap up, Mr. MacLaggan.

MR. MACLAGGAN: Yes, Mr. Chairman, we

8 respectfully request that the board approve resolution.

9 The resolution is before you. Thank you very much.

10

11

MR. WRIGHT: Mr; King has a question.

MR. KING: A question for Mr. Garrett. Did you

12 have a black line comparison to the second and third draft

13 of the plan?

14

15

MR. GARRETT: NO, I don't.

MR. MACLAGGAN: Mr. MacLaggan. Just a comment

16 on the black line. Black line will not be helpful because

17 one of the comments we got from your staff was to provide

18 greater clarity as to how we addressed each of the

19 elements on statute. we did a wholesale reorganization on

20 the plan breaking it down into new chapter format. So if

21 I did a black line it would look like it's an entirely

22 different report. It's just we took information and

23 reorganized it in its presentation. well, there isn't a

24 tremendous amount of new information. I can highlight

25 what's new between the two drafts if that would be
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1 helpful. If you did a side by side black line, it would

2 look like we did a wholesale rework of the report. It's

3 just reorganization is what that amounted to.

4 MR. ANDERSON: Just a real quick question.

5 On your analysis you analyzed an aWful lot of

6 minimization technologies and some of those are new. AS

7' this process moves forward, you may discover some actually

8 more feasible at a latsr date. t would encourage you to

9 consider using them as they become feasible.

10 My second thing, some analysis of the reclaim

11 water option w6uld make me feel a lot happier, but

12 everything else it generally supports.

13 MR. MACLAGGAN: May I just make one quick point

14 regarding Dr. Anderson's comment about future

15 t~chnologies?

16 MR. WRIGHT: You're pushing limits here.

17 MR. MACLAGGAN: I understand. I just want to

1~ make sure the board understands.

19. What your staff ;s working on is an interim

29 s..olut;on on the powerplant continues to operate. we are

21 inherently limited under those conditions: The powerplant

22 seases altogether all the new technologies are back before

23 you, and your staff has full authority to require of us.

24 MR. WR~GHT: Another question, Mr. MacLaggan.

25 MR. RAYFIELD: Yeah, I'm sorry.
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1 That's the way I understood the report. And I

2 learned today that you're Guaranteeing the price or

3 someone is guaranteeing the price of the water produced by

4 the plant to be the same as imported water cost. And I

5 find those two statements that, you know, that we are back

6 to ground zero and technology and the like when the

7 powerplant shuts down, but yet you have a financial cap,

8 if you will, on the cost of the produced water. How do

9 you do that?

10 MR. MACLAGGAN: That's our inherent risk as a

11 developer of this project to make sure we continue to

12 produce water at an affordable price. If the technology

13 is required of us ten years from now is deemed available

14 and feasible, presumably it has a reasonable cost to

15 implement as well and we won't be able to afford to do it.

16 Recognizing again that this statute has feasibility

17 component. Part of that is cost. Part of it is that does

18 the technology work? IS it environmental --

19 . MR. RAYFIELD: Sure. Lots of issues there.

20 MR. MACLAGGAN: We think that that's part of the

21 question that will be before you when you require us of

22 that. Is it affordable in a reasonable sense. That

23 doesn't mean our enterprise has to continue to be one that

24 is profitable from your perspective.

25 MR. RAYFIELD: As I understand the conditions.
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2 what the cost would be we consider feasible.

3 MR. RAYFIELD: AS part of that guarantee, if you

4 will, competitive price for your watel" versus the imported

5 water? IS there a substantiation in there from your group

6 that helps with that?

7 MR. MACLAGGAN: There is. And just so you

8 understand. What we have committed to do is never charge

9 more for the water. The pri ce of the 'awarded purchase of

10 imported water plus an increment of $250 per acre foot

11 that is available to our customers from the Metropolitan

12 Water bistrict to offset a demand on the imported water
4

13 systems and substantiate to encourage things just like we

14 are trying to do.

15 MR; RAYFIELD: So the matter is substantive into

16 the $250 per feet.

17 MR. MACLAGGAN: For the first 25 years of

18 operation.

19 MR. RAYFIELD: SO when we are talking about caps

20 too, I heard someone say that there is a cap on the

21 mitigation measure cdsts. ' )

22 MR. MACLAGGAN: No, sir, that was a misinterpretation

23 of our report. we recognize that we have an obligation to

24 mitigate to the extent feasible. We've identified via --

25 MR. RAYFIELD: In that case feasibility being
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technical and not financial?

MR. MACLAGGAN: Feasibility being the

information that Mr. Mayer walked you through showed you

how we arrived at the 37 acres of restoration required of

the project. Now it's our challenge to go find a site

where we can do that ina affordable fashion. I don't

have any expectation that that number is going to go down.

If anything, it's going to go up. we did not set we

suggested in the State Land's letter we set a $3 million

cap on mitigation. I can assure you we are going to pay a

lot more than $3 million dollars mitigation for we have

not set any financial. For limits, we just said our

commitment is to provide at least 37 acers to what was

restoration. And the location to be determined, we

identified feasible sites we think that can occur.

MR. RAYFIELD: I understand that. But somewhere

during this session today I did hear the statement that

there was a cap on mitigation.

MR. MACLAGGAN: It was suggested by the State

Land's commission staff, and that was incorrect

interpretation of our proposal.

MR. RAYFIELD: Thank you.

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Kelley.

MR. KELLEY: Just to clarify the agenda notice

language, the words "technical report" refer to the March
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1 sixth revised flow entrainment/impingement minimization

2 plan. They do not refer to the staff technical report

3 dated April fourth, that's a different document.

4 And! would just refer the staff's

5 recommendation over to Mr. Robertus.

6 MR. RAYFIELD: Are you saying we made an error

7 on the notice and called the document by the wrong name;

8 is that what you're fundamentally saying?

9 MR. KELLEY: I guess we consider it a technical

10 report. You could call it different things.

11 MR. RAYFIELD: Yeah, but there was something

12 called a technical report out there or they came out? I'm

13 just trying to get this -~

14 MR. KELLEY: Yeah, later a staff technical

15 report did come out.

16 MR. RAYFIELD: But that's not what it meant by

17 the words

18 MR. KELLEY: we also refer to the plan as a

19 technical report. Maybe that was a misnomer.

20 MR. RAYFIELD: okay, one other question. We had

21 a February 19th letter that raised issues in question and

22 so forth. Was everyone of those issues addressed to your

23 satisfaction?

24 MR. KELLEY: Not at this time. And I will say

25 one additional comment on that. And that although
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1 posei don provi ded all the addi ti onal attachments and

2 specific data based on our review over the last 30 days,

3 since that has come in, it has raised a couple of

4 additional questions that we didn't include in that

5 February letter as well. Because really now we can see

6 the actual data, but then it raises questions on how they

7 use that data to come up with the actual number. So

8 that's still a question for us. we'd like clarification

9 for that.

10 MR. RAYFIELD: Thank you. one last question.

11 Are you convinced that what we have in front of

12 us in fact represents the best available technology?

13 MR. KELLEY: I would say for the cooperation where

14 the poseidon project is in conjunction with the cooling water

15 discharge and the powerplant has its own requirements for the

16 best available technology and they're using the same ones, then

17 I would say yes. But once that ends and ceases, then I would

18 say we'd have to reevaluate it.

19 MR~ RAYFIELD: Mayer question mark after that.

20 So you're okay with the best available

21 technology, but there's still outstanding issues that need

22 clarification analysis or whatever?

23 MR. KELLEY: That's my understanding.

24 MR. RAYFIELD: Thank you.

25 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. King.
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1 MR. KING: You stated earlier that 40 percent of

2 the time the intake water from the power station is below

3 what would be the 300 million gallons per day. How far

4 below.

S MR. KELLEY: Gosh, I didn't get a number on the

6 minimum and maximum. I'd have to look that up and see if

7 I could get that. sOmetimes with the plant it goes down

8 fai rly low; so it could be, you know, maybe 90 percent

9 they would need to makeup, so it does fluctuate throughout

10 the day and depending on the power needs of the regions.

11 Maybe Mr. MacLaggan has some details on here.

12 so thet'e are times when the actual flow goes to

13 almost zero. I think those are times when maybe they have

14 to do some work on the plan or they have to shut it down

15 for heat treatment' and things. like that, so with those do

16 occur.

l~ MR. KING: What it means zero is correlated with

18 40 percent of the time or zero is one day out of the year?

19 . MR. KELLEY: It'S just a short period of time.

20 MR. KING: Cause 40 percent of the time is quite

21 a bit of a time. And I'm wondering how far below is the

n typical level when it's below the 300 MGO.
'.'

23 MR. KELLEY: It looks like somewhere between 100

~~ and ~OO MGD would be the majority of the time when a

25 ~oastal level, as looking at the graphs.
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1 MR. WRIGHT: Mr. Geever, did you have a table to

2 share some light on that. why don't you give it to

3 Mr. Kelley.

4 MR. KING: couple other questions quickly. This

5 is part of what we were covering today. But is it true

6 that the powerplant shuts down and the desal plant doesn't

7 happen, does the lagoon just lies fallow and turns back

8 into its natural state which is not a lagoon?

9 MR. KELLEY: Most likely if there ;s no other

10 agency or project that would keep it open then it would

11 just revert back to its natural state or original state.

12 MR. KING: Can we kind of back to the issue of

13 the notice. More the substantive issue of the notice

14 here. The changes between the second and third draft; a

15 lot of restructuring or would you say that degree of

16 substantive changes between those two drafts can --

17 MR. KELLEY: Yeah. I would say as mentioned earlier

18 that the majority of it was providing detailed data to support

19 what was in the first draft and the second draft, so it gives

20 us the data so that we can go look and see if the amount of the

21 mitigation is comparable to what impacts they're actually

22 having. And we're still really evaluating that. It is

23 difficult to do in 30 days.

24 MR. WRIGHT: I think we're ready to turn this

25 over to Catherine.
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1 MS. GEORGE: I may want to respond briefly to

2 some of the legal points raised.

3 would you like that before you hear from

4 Mr. Robertus.

5 MR. WRIGHT: Yes.

6 MS. GEORGE: Just on the legal notice issue

7 raised by coastkeeper. I do think that there's been

8 adequate legal notice for this proceeding. And I realize

9 that the technical report by staff was not circulated

10 uritil the fourth. There is certainly an opportunity for

11 oral comments and also late comments. Written comments

12 are routinely receiVed when there's a good reason for

13 that. So I think that's been adequately addressed.

14 I don't think that -- if you go forward and

15 approve the tentative resolution with some changes that

16 you requested earlier today, I don't think that you are

17 precluding the kind of joint agency coordination process

18 referred to in Water code section 13225. I think you're

19 allowing that to go forward in meeting that requirement.

20 With re~ard to ,the Riverkeeper case, I agree for

21 the most part with coastkeeper and with a Poseidon

22 representative that the Riverkeeper two case does'nbt

23 apply directly to the desalination facility. I do agree

24 that you're required to comply with Wat~r Code section

25 13142.5 in making a final approval of the plan that you
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1 receive from Poseidon. And you're not making that final

2 approval today.

3 Let's see. I wanted to point out that I

4 disagree with coastkeeper in the context of Section

5 13142.5 that all mitigation is considered after the fact

6 restoration. That was the subject of the Riverkeeper

7 case. The mitigation can constitute minimization and meet

8 that requir~ment in Section 13142.5. At least at this

9 point, there was a recent court of appeals -- state court

10 decision whereas the wetlands that exclusively recognize

11 that. Came after Riverkeeper two. Although that case has

12 been with the Supreme Court. The california Supreme Court

13 has granted peti ti on for revi ew. So we'll see we may have

14 more clarity in the future.

15 And I did want to just remind you that the

16 permit provides that you can direct Poseidon to modify

17 their plan in the future, so you retain that right. And

18 also that there will be a need to comply anew with section

19 13142.5 at the point Encina Power Station completely

20 ceases operation.·

21 And then lastly, it looks like one of the

22 representatives, I think, Mr. Garrett mentioned that the

23 Regional Board has primary jurisdiction over all issues

24 ~egarding impingement and entrainment. I can't confirm

25 that that statement is completely accurate. Although I do
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1 agree that the Regional Board has the juthority to

2 implement and comply with Section 13142:5.

3 If there are any questions, I'd be happy to

4 answer them.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

MR. ANDERSON: I thlnk you did address, I didn't

quite catch it, the feasibility versus whether it's,
economically feasible. There was some decisioniabout that

or just flat out feasible. And your opinion was?

MS. GEORGE: I didn't express an opinion on

that. I probably don't have one.

MR. ANDERSON: Okay.

MR. WRIGHT: The economic feasibility is not

before us at any rate. I mean, we haven't gone into any

kind of discussion on that aspect of it looking at

subsidies and so on and so on.

Mr. Robertus.

MR. ROBERTUS: I recommend action today to

approve the plan. And I know that the technical report

was misconstrude. I think that the plan may be better

expressed as a process. I'm concerned that if the board

doesn't take action today it will exacerbate any attempts

to get the right parties together and to take action to

drive this to a conclusion. There are about 40 months

left on the permit that this board has already adopted.

There is virtually no action that you take to approve or
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1 disapprove this fully opposition study that pertains to'

2 the ability to the discharge for the next 40 months. As

3 you've heard, it will make a difference when they start

4 the period subsequent to that when the poseidon -- when it

5 comes to pass, if it comes to pass, is operating in a

6 stand-alone mode. Then the question of minimization and

7 mitigation will be brought fully to bear on the poseidon

~ facility. And the other consideration of 3168 wants to

9 (inaudible) entrainment that's taking place in the

10 facility at this time. That complicates the issue while

11 they're co-operating an electrical powerplant with one

12 MPDS permit and then the perspective -- and the poseidon

13 facility operating with another MPDS permit. That's the

14 subject of the flow minimization issue today.

15 So my practical recommendation is to adopt this

16 so that the process will move forward. I am not convinced

17 that the parties will come to the table as highlighted in

18 the schedule that Poseidon had. We have a tentative

19 resolution with an errata sheet.

20 MR. WRIGHT: DO you have a copy of that?

21 MR. ROBERTUS: Yes, I have a copy. I will pass

22 that at this time and request that you review it. My

23 recommendation is you adopt it with the errata.

24

25

MS. SCHNEIDER: we will be approaching if we go

that route.
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MR. WRIGHT: Members of the board, have you had

a chance to dlgest the errata sheet in the light of

extensive testimony we heard today and as well as the

reading of the voluminous materials?

MR. GARRETT: Mr. chairman, would there bean

opportunity for the applicant to respond to one of the

items in errata that we haven't seen before?

MR. WRIGHT: Yes. But make it brief please.

We'LL also hear from MS. 50lm~~.

MR. GARRETT: My name is Chris Garrett, a lawyer

that works for poseidon. I wanted to just address Item C

in the errata. You may vaguely recall my statement that

the board has primary jurisdiction on these issues. That

both the Water code and the coastal Act give the Water

code giv~ the water Board responsibility. And my

concern i$ that this might be misinterpreted as requiring

approval from other agencies and/or their staff before the

Regional Board could take action.

50 I would suggest that deletion. of Item C or to

have that rephrased so that it's considering of the input

from participating agencies. Per~aps make it clear with
I .

the agencies or their staff as well. But as phrased here,

my concern is that this would require before the Regional

Board could act that you would have to have the other

~gencies apprqve it, and we would not want to get stuck in
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_1 that loop. Nor do we think it's consistent with the

2 primary jurisdiction of the board.

3 MR. WRIGHT: We need to run it by our

4 attorney.

5 MS. GEORGE: I'm not familiar with the coastal

6 Act provision that Mr. Garrett -- the specific provision.

7 I can't review it to determine what it says. I think the

8 wording there may be some way to modify it so it addresses

9 his concern and still allows you to achieve the kind of

10 joint coordination that you're looking for. So I'm trying

11 to think while I'm talking about some alternative

12 language. Although, I don't think consensus necessarily

13 implies approval by other agencies.

14 MR. ROBERTUS: would coordination as required by

15 the supported code and section?

16 MS. GEORGE: That would be terrific, yes.

17 MR. WRIGHT: Consensus has changed to

18 coordination.

19 MR. RAYFIELD: And as required by the Port of

20 cologne. It's siting that specific section.

21 MS. GEORGE: so c would read: coordination

22 among participating agencies for the amendment of the plan

23 as required by Section 13225 of the california water

24 code.

25 MR. WRIGHT: What's the section again.
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1 MS. GEORGE; 13225.

2 Ms. Solmer.

3 MR. GARRETt: You're catchl ng us off gua rd wi th

4 these last minutes. I guess the one thing I want a little

5 bit of clarification. the other parts of the revised plan

6 that do seem final, you know, their conclusions, studies

7 all that other stuff. That is a final act?

8 MR. WRIGHT: :r don't say it I 5 fi na1 at a11.

9 This is a process.

10 MR. KING: YOU still have the extensive range of

11 comments on the February 11th letter. We haven't signed

12 off on any of those.

13 MR. GEEVER: what are we approving. I'm not

14 sure how this advances anything, and why you're approving

15 anything.

16 I guess I'd like to make one comment about --

17 without identifying what the best design of the facility

18 is and what the best available technology to meet that

19 design are prior to, you know, in contemplation of the

20 cooling water intake not being available, you're allowing

21 a design that would preclude the use of the best available

22 technology for -- actually, just eliminating the ihtake

23 and mortality of marine life. so I mean, I think it

24 requires looking a little bit ahead into the future, and

25 ensuring that the design of the facility, especially a
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$300 million facility, is designed in a way that allows

the use of the best available technology when that becomes

required. And I guess I take a little bit of

MR. KING: Could you limit this to the errata.

Look at what's blacked line.

MR. GARRETT: okay.

MS. 50LMER: I think we can resolve this. The

concern is under the number two of the via resolved the

San Diego Board hereby conditionally approves the plan. I

think that that's confusing. Because after that you said

that you're going to require in six months an amendment to

this plan. so, if we can change number two to say that

we -- that the board hereby approves this process that's

been described. what we don't want what happened today

where different people are referring to different

documents of the same thing. And, again, you know, please

don't insult our intelligence that you provide a document

called a technical report and then you say actually this

plan that we provided is called a technical report and we

didn't mean to submit this. So I think that if we can

change that number two to say that we're conditionally

approving. this process with the errata, that would make

sense and, you know, put everyone on the same page and

would not delay anything. Then we have the same six month

period that we're going to come back and we're certainly
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1 okay with the consensus in the errata.

2 MS. GEORGE: what about the San Diego water

3 Board hereby conditionally approve the plan subject to the

4 following conditions being satisfied.

5 MS. SOlMER: I think the concern there is you're

6 approving a plan that has a lot of information; 300 pages

7 of information. And I don't think that you can condition

8 out all of those different things. t think ratherthah

9 cOl'lditioning oUt what you don't want to approve, just ih

10 plain language just say what you are approving which ;s

11 this process which I think is otherwise understood by the

12 other resolution, and then you're going to come back with

13 the information that hasn't been provided in that six

14 month period.

15 MR. KING: Just get a last round what we are

16 doing here. let's look at one errata at a time. we

17 propose specific changes to this particular section here.

18 And we've proposed changes to Section C. Otherwise nobody

19 has commented on there's a change in line one of paragraph

20 three. Shall submit to the Regional Board executive

21 officer for the approval by the Regional Board. And

22 nobody's commented on that change?

23 MS. SCHNEIDER: That's correct.

24 MR. KING: And the additional changes and the

25 following additional concerns that are listed in A through
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1 E. And then paragraph four we've stricken through

2 executive officer so that the subsequent changes will come

3 back to the board instead of the executive officer. So if

4 question can hammer out any changes --

5 MS. SCHNEIDER: I don't have any changes on

6 that.

7 MR. KING: we are talking about different things

8 at a time.

9 MR. WRIGHT: If we can zero in on the Errata

10 sheet.

11 MR. RAYFIELD: I do have one concern On the

12 errata sheet. Not the Regional Board part, but the last

13 sentence. In paragraph three that says shall resolve the

14 concerns identified in the Regional Board's February 19

15 letter.

16 And we heard from Brian earlier that the~e are

17 additional concerns that they've uncovered. And I don't

18 know that there's items listed as A, B, C, D, and E. I

19 think -- are they, Brian?

20 MR. KELLEY: Yes, that was the intent.

21 MR. RAYFIELD: And is that the full set?

22 MR. KELLEY: I believe so.

23 MR. RAYFIELD: I guess that's okay.

24 Also Item 0, appropriateness of mitigation

25 sounds really open to interpretation and rather vague to
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1 me. I'm not sure what we mean by that. And if we could

2 remember what we meant by that six mOhths from now.
:,)
J. Can yoU elaborat. what we're measuring here. I

4 mean, this is kind of -- We're setting a standard or

5 measurement. We're going to measure fof apprOpriateness,

6 but what are we really going to look at.

7

8

MR. WRIGHT: Mr. King, do you have a --
MR. KING: I do. The more legal term of art is

9 . adequacy of mitigation. Appropriateness. I a.gree with

10 the adequacy is it sufficient.

11 MR . RAYFIELD: Is i t ~uffi ti ent. That was the

12 word I wa.s looking at toO. So that would work for me.

13 And actually that's to the extent of my --

15

16

17

1~

19

20 s!1eet?

21

MR; WRIGHT: sufficiency.

MR. RAYFIELD: My comments are sufficiency.

MR. KING: NO, a.dequacy.

MR. WRIGHT: Is George adequacy?

MS. GEORGE: okay.

MR. WRIGHT: Any other comments about the errata

DO we need to -- I guess we 'need to take some )

22 action on -- w~ll, before we do that I really think that

23 w~ ought to deal with that as part of ~he larger motion

24 and take a lOok at the reSolvedsectioh Of the board, the
J

25 order.
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1 I agree with the concern that's been raised

2 about Item two under the resolve section. That's preceded

3 by a statement that says the plan dated da-da-da does not

4 include specific implementation provisions as required in

5 section so on, so on. And does not as yet resolve the

6 concerns noted in the Regional Board's February 19, 2008

7 letter. Poseidon Resources.

8 And then in the next sentence Item two it says

9 the San Diego water Board hereby conditionally approves

10 the plan. So I have a hard time resolving those two

11 paragraphs, and that's why I think that we're really

12 talking more about a process. And even then I have some

l~ questions about the process. But it's a little -- to call

14 it a plan, when it's not a plan. I guess it's a plan to

15 plan a plan.

16 MR. KING: If I could jump. We should read the

17 whole resolution section together and try to read it

18 harmoniously here.

19 If -- it says specifically why in paragraph one

20 that the word "conditional" is in paragraph number two.

21 And in paragraph three and four we say how the conditions

22 were to play out. Three gives exactly what the condition

23 is. And four is not related to the conditional section of

24 it. But the re 's t:l0 such thi ng ri ght now as a def; ne te rm

25 of a process. I don't want to throw another word in there
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1 as something new, even though we are trying to split the

2 baby here and make everybody happy. BUt it's adding

3 vagaries into an operative document here. Three

4 paragraphs together say something clear, if you read it

5 together for harmony. There's a reason why we're

6 attaching conditions to an approval. This is what the

7 condition is. And it's a conditional approval and this is

8 what the condition is.

9 MR. WRIGHT: I hear what you're saying. I'm

10 just still uneasy about how we're throwing around the use

11 of the word "plan." Even if I'm reading all of these

12 items I wonder if --

13 MS. SCHNEIDER: ~ut title of the resolution.

14 That means we need to change the title of the resolution

15 if we don't. It says it's conditional -- the title is a

16 tentative resolution irt a humber of conditional approval

17 of revised flow entrainment and impingement minimization

18 plan. So we would need to change the title if we're riot

19 going to approve the plan, the minimization plan.

20 MS; RITSCHEL: I'd like to jump in and just

21 agree wi th Mr. Ki rig. I don't thi nk at thi s poi nt no orie

2~ knows what the p~ocess means and what it's referring to,

2? so you can't just say we approved the process. we haven't

24 defi ned what that is. I thi nk if there is goi ng to be an

25 approval. it is appropriate to approve what has been put
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1 before us. The latest version of the document -- approve

2 this plan except for this, this, and this. Or subject to

3 this condition and this condition. And that's I believe

4 what is before us. Is it written the best possible way?

5 I mean, maybe there could be some slight words missing. I

6 think Ms. George suggested slight words were missing from

7 Item number two.

8 I agree with Mr. King you can not simply approve

9 something that we have no definition of.

10 MR. KING: On that note, I'd like to make a

11 motion to adopt the errata sheet as written with the

12 exceptions that the word "consensus" in paragraph three

13 subsection C change to coordination.

14 MS. RITSCHEL: Coordination among.

15 MR. KING: The word "consensus" is stricken

16 through and substitution the y.'ord "coordination" is

17 wr:-;tten. Inserted at the word plan as required under

18 Section

19 MS. SCHNEIDER: 1322 5.

20 MR. KING: IS it 1322. 5?

21 MS. GEORGE: NO, 13225.

22 MR. KING: 13225 of the California water Code.

23 The word appropriateness stricken from subsection D and

24 change to adequacy, and otherwise adopted as written.

25 MS. RITSCHEL: Second.
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MS. GEORGE: Third. You're voting on the

MS. GEORGE:

1

2 errata?

3

4

MR. KING: The errata.

That would be incorporated into a

5

6

motion eventually?

MR. KING: correct,

7

8

MS. SCHNEIDER: I second to that.

MR. WRIGHT: IS there a motion made by Mr. King

9 in the section --made by Elizabeth schneider.

10 I'm getting groggy here.

11 Is there a discussion to the motion? All those

12 in favor of the motion All say aye.

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

MR. ANDERSON: Ay1.

MR. KING: Aye.

MR. WEBER: Aye.

MR. RAYFIELD: AYe,

MS. RITSCHEL: Aye,

MS. SCHNEIDER: Aye.

MR. WRIGHT: The motion is approved

)

20 unanimously.

21 NOW, we're ready for vote on the tentative

22 resolution as modified with the errata sheet. So is there

23 '" motibn to approve the tentative resolution number

24 R9-2008-0039?

25 MS. SCHNEIDER: I move to conditionally approve
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the Resolution Number R9-2008-0039 as amended.

MR. RAYFIELD: Second.

MS. GEORGE: can I make a clarification~ I

believe you said conditionally approve the resolution.

And it should be that you approve resolution --

MR. KING: Adopt.

MS. GEORGE: Adopt the resolution.

MS. SCHNEIDER: Accepted.

MR. ANDERSON: Second.

MR. WRI~HT: Are you speaking to the motion?

MR. RAYFIELD: well, I'm speaking to the motion,

yeah. Actually, I share your concern about approves the

plan. And a concern that was mentioned by some of our

comments. What we're really doing is accepting this plan

to forward it on to a joint agency meeting and so forth.

And I'm wondering if the person that made the motion

would -- if we could change approve, because we're really

not we are expecting some additional stuff, to accept the

plan. A little different twist. And I don't mean to
\

MS. SCHNEIDER: DO you need approval on the

resolution, John? That was my motion to approve the

reso1uti on.

MR. RAYFIELD: I was just talking about a

wording change in the resolution that we're approving.

MR. KING: Is there a vote on this ~otion?
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1 MR. WRIGHT: That is the moti on.

2 MS. SCHNEIDER: No, it's discussion. I'm asking

3 a question before I

4 John, did you ask us to approve the resolution

5 today?

6 MR. ROBERTUS: Yeah, the word -- operative word

7 J: believe is i'approve." That's in the language of the MPS

8 permit. The word "approve,"

9 MR. WRIGHT: And you're simply offering an

10 editorial change.

11 MR. RAYFIELD: well, actually ~ think it's more

12 than an editorial.

13 MS. SCHNEIDER: We either approve or deny the

14 resolution. So I motion to approve, and he second it.

15 MR. KING; A motion to call the question.

16 MR. WRIGHT: The question has been called for.

17 My inclination is not to support the resolution. I am

18 continued to be concerned about the word "plan." Arid I'm

19 also concerned that it may appear that we are approving

20 the plan that presumably is going to be considered by a

21 number of other agencies, and it makes us look as though

22 we're very supportive of the plan, and I don't. think

23 that's the case at least. At least I don't feel the plan

24 is ripe enough, let's put it that way, to receive our

25 app rova1.
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1·

2

3

Any other comments?

MR. KING: I call the question.

MR. WRIGHT: The question has been called for

4 all those in favor say aye.

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

MR. ANDERSON: Aye.

MR. KING: Aye.

MS. RITSCHEL: Aye.

MR. WEBER: Aye.

MS. SCHNEIDER: Aye.

MR. WRIGHT: Those against say no.

MR. RAYFIELD: No.

MR. WRIGHT: Motion carr.i es five to two.

MS. RITSCHEL: And the re we re no extensions?

MR. WRIGHT: No extensions, no.

well, there being no other matters motion to

16 adjourn. we have a motion to adjourn. We are adjourned.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

(End of partial transcript)
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l111713/2008) Poseidon - EI§f Draft .~9F@i!ifr]ay Eose@on Meetlngs.doc

Draft Agendas

Developing Preferred Mitigation Options
for Poseidon's

Marine Life Mitigation Plan
May 1, 2008

&
Developing Preferred Mitigation Options

for Poseidon'8
Energy Minimization and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan

May 2, 2008

at
Agua Hedionda Lagoon Foundation

1580 Cannon Road, Carlsbad CA

Note: Coastal Commission staff will be requesting from participants at these meetings
information about potential mitigation ideas. Before the meeting, please contact Sara
Townsend and let her know ifyou'll be presenting mitigation options.

Please come prepared to briefly discuss the following:
• May 111

; Ifproposing marine life mitigation, describe the type and location of
potential mitigation sites, and describe how restoration or creation of this
particular habitat/vegetation would mitigate for impacts associated with the
desalination facility's impacts to marine life in Agua Hedionda. Please also let us
know if a site visit would be possible later in the day on May III or 21ll1•

• May 2M ; Ifproposing energy minimization or greenhouse gas reduction measures,
describe the proposed measures and how they will reduce or offset electrical use
and/or GHG emissions. Note: Our intent is to develop a plan that can easily
transition to the anticipated requirements ofAB 32 (Global Warming Solutions
Act of 2006), so where possible, please describe how the proposed measures
conform to the criteria contained in AB 32 - Le., are they "real, permanent,
quantifiable, verifiable, and enforceable," and would they be "in addition" to
measures already required?

• For both types ofmitigation options, please describe the information that
Poseidon would likely need if it decides to pursue those options, such as contracts,
agreements, other permits, etc.

• Note: We will not be making final decisions at this meeting as to specific
mitigation options. Rather, we will review the information discussed and
presented, coordinate with the involved agencies and with Poseidon, and develop
final proposed mitigation plans based on this further coordination and review.
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MayJ,2008

Marine Life Impacts
Dr2ft Agenda

JO:OOam- J:OOpm

I. Introductions (by all)

2. Review of meeting purpose and the Coastal Commission review process (by
Coastal Commission staff - Tom Luster)

3. Results of Coastal Commission staff review of Poseidon's entrainment study and
proposed mitigation at San Dieguito (Tom L).

4. Descriptioo ofpreferred additiooal mitigation options (Tom L.). These include:
.". Restoration and/or creation of wetland/estuarine habitats similar to those

affected at Agua Redionda (e.g., mudflats, tidal channels, salt marsh, etc.).
• Water quality restoration projects within Agua Hedionda lagoon or watershed.
• Others?

5. Comments/discussion by other involved regulatory agencies - State Lands
Commission & Regional Water Quality Control Board, Department ofFish &
Game, etc.

.6. Presentations by meeting attendees ofpotentiaVproposed mitigation options and
roundtable discussion of those options (Note: we anticipate that this agenda item
will take the bulk of the meeting time. Time allotted to each presentation may be
based on priority of options and the expected number of presentations).

Lunch Break
1:00 pm- 2:00pm

Meeting Continued
2:0Opm-??
Meeting may be continued ifnecessary and/or for site visits to potential mitigation sites.
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(

Energy Minimization and Greenhouse Gas Emissions
Draft Agenda

10:00am~ 1:00pm

1. Introductions (all)

2. Review of meeting pwpose and the Coastal Commission review process (by
Coastal Commission staff - Tom Luster)

3. Commission staff's proposed Energy Minimization & Greenhouse .Gas Reduction
Plan template (Tom L.).

4. Current status of Coastal Commission staff review ofPoseidon's plan and
proposed mitigation (TOni L.).

5. Discussion ofPoseidbn's tree planting proposal.

6. Comments/discussion from other agencies, including California Department of
Forestry, CA Energy Commission, CA Air Resources Board, and San Diego
Control District regarding preferred options, ctirrent and potential regulations, etc.

7. Presentations by meeting attendees ofpotentiaVproposed mitigation options and
roundtable discussion of those options (Note: we anticipate that this agenda item
will take the bulk of the meeting time. Time allotted to each presentation may be
based on priority of options and the expected number ofpresetltations).

Lunch Break
1:00 pm- 2:00 pm

Meeting Continued
2:00pm~??

Meeting may be continued ifnecessary and/or for site visits to potential mitigation sites.
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Supplemental Expert Opinion
Mr. Chris Nordby- Nordby Biological Consulting

My name is Chris Nordby of Nordby Biological Consulting and I am an expert in the field of tidal
wetlands restoration. Poseidon Resources Corporation asked me to prepare this supplemental
statement to explain that the Marine Life Mitigation Plan will more than adequately account for
CDP's de minimis impingement impacts.

CDP's Impingement-Related Impacts Will Be No More Than 1.56 kglday-a De Minimis
Amount

The Encina Power Station hired Tenera Environmental to conduct an Impingement Mortality and
, Entrainment (IM&E) Study to comply with new 316(b) rules that the EPA promulgated in 2004. In
2004-2005, Tenera collected impingement and entrainment data pursuant to the Board-approved
IM&E Study.

Since CDP will use EPS's existing intake structure, Tenera used the data it collected for the IM&E
Study to estimate CDP's impingement-related impacts. In order to isolate and account for impacts
related to CDP's stand-alone efforts, Tenera had to make several adjustments. This process of
adjusting EPS's impingement data to project CDP's impingement-related impacts has caused some
confusion and may warrant additional explanation.

In Section 5 of its Revised Flow, Entrainment, Impingement Minimization Plan ("Minimization
Plan"), Poseidon mistakenly identified Table 5-1. The Table's caption indicates that the impingement
data set forth therein represents the number and weight of fishes, sharks and rays that will be
impinged when CDP operates with a flow rate of 304 MGD-a total count of 19,408 organisms
weighing 351,672 grams. The Regional Board staff correctly pointed out that this Table actually
represents 52-day totals for EPS's operations; it does not adjust for CDP's stand-alone operations.
Therefore, Tenera erred by dividing these totals by 365 days to project CDP's daily impingement
impacts.

In response to this comment, Tenera adjusted its methodology for isolating CDP's impingement
related impacts. Tenera conducted a regression analysis that factored in EPS's impinged biomass
(kg) observed during weekly 24-hour surveys against the flow rates (MGD) measured during the 50
impingement surveys conducted from June 2004 to June 2005. The resulting regression equation was
solved in order to project a daily impingement rate at desalination plant flow rates of 304 MGD.

The results of Tenera's regression analysis indicate that CDP's operations will result in the
impingement of 1.56 kg/day. This level of impingement represents a de minimis impingement
impact. Moreover, this figure overstates CDP's impact because it does not account for technology
measures that CDP will take to further reduce impingement and entrainment, including reducing the
intake's through-flow velocity to 0.5 fps or below-a threshold level that minimizes impingement
mortality to acceptable levels (see Poseidon's Comment, § V), and the installation of micro-screens,
law impact pretreatment technology, and variable frequency drives, which will even further reduce
impingement losses.

Poseidon's Mitigation Project Will Account for CDP's De Minimis Impingement-Related
Impacts

As is set forth in the MLMP, Poseidon's mitigation project will restore up to 55.4 acres of estuarine
wetlands. The primary/express objective of this project is to mitigate for unavoidable entrainment-
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Mr. Chris Nordby- Nordby Biological Consulting

related impacts. Because impingement-related impacts are de minimis, mitigation is not necessary to
offset impingement. Nevertheless, in addition to accomplishing the stated objective (mitigating for
entrainment-related impacts), the mitigation project will provide the incidental benefit of mitigating
for whatever de minimis impingement-related impacts are associated with CDP's operations. In
effect, the MLMP accomplishes two objectives: it mitigates for both entrainment and impingement
related impacts.

Fish productivity in shallow tidal wetlands is extremely high due to high primary productivity,
efficient transfer of energy, and nursery functions that promote rapid growth and provide refugia from
predators. The biomass of fishes in estuaries is often among the greatest biomass of higher trophic
levels in natural ecosystems in the world (Day et al., 1989).

Allen (1982) conducted a study of fish productivity ofthe littoral zone of Upper Newport Bay where
he calculated fish productivity at 9.35 gDW/m2/yr. The mudflats and tidal cha1ll1els that Allen
sampled in Upper Newport Bay are analogous to the habitat that )¥ould be created by Poseidon as
mitigation for impacts associated with the CDP. Allen's measurements were conservative iJi that he
did not include mullet, an abundant but difficult to sample species whose large size would have
increased biomass estimates; and he reported very low densities of arrow goby, a small but extremely
abundant species in many southern California wetlands.

There are few studies of fish productivity in southern California wetlands that are similar to Allen's;
however, there are fish density data available from the other southern California systems from the
same time period that can be compared to Upper Newport Bay. Nordby and Zedler (1991) sampled
fishes at Tijuana Estuary and Los Penasquitos Lagoon form 1986 to 1989 and from 1987 to 1989,
respectively. Allen sampled monthly while Nordby and Zedler sampled quarterly. Fish densities are
compared for summer months when densities are highest (Table 1). While there is considerable

.variability to from month to month and year to year, the densities of the dominant. estuarine fishes in
Allen's Newport Bay studies are typical of southern California estuaries. Tijuana Estuary
consistently had the highest fish densities. Typified by continuous tidal flushing and shallow,
dendritic channels, Tijuana Estuary serves as the model estuarine system to be created by Poseidon
compared to Upper Newport Bay. Although density is an indirect indicator of productivity, it is
reasonable that systems with similar densities of these species would have similar productivities.

Poseidon's Mitigation Project Will Yield 2.4-3.5 Times the Amount ofFish Impinged

Because the density of fishes sampled in Allen's study was typical of the density of fishes in other
southern California coastal wetlands, it is reasonable to aSS1lIl1e that his conserVative productivity
measurement for Upper Newport Bay would be applicable to Poseidon's mitigation. Based on
Allen's estimate of approximately 9 g/m2/yr, 37 acres of restored coastal wetland habitat would yield
1,348 kg/yr fish biomass; 55 acres would yield 2,003 kg/yr fish biomass.

As described above, CDP's operations will result in the impingement of no more than 1;56 kg of
organisms per day. On an annual basis, this is equal to 569 kg. By restoring 37 acres, Poseidon will
yield 1348 kg fish biomass-a mitigation ratio of 2.4. By restoring 55 acres, Poseidon will yield
2003 kg fish biomass-a mitigation ratio of 3.5 Given that Poseidon's mitigation project yield
between 2.4 and 3.5 times the amount of fish that are impinged by CDP's operations, Poseidon will
more than adequately account for CDP's de minimis impingement impacts.
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Responses of Fish and Macrobenthic

Assemblages to Hydrologic Disturbances in

Tijuana Estuary and Los Penasquitos

Lagoon 1 California

CHRIS'rOPHER S. NORDBY

JOY S, ZWLER

Bio!of{J De!Jartment
Sa II. Diego Statp [7nin:rsi(v
San Diego, Ca!ifbmia 92182-0057

ABSTRACT: Changes in the assembla~esof fishes and benthk ma<:ro-invertebrates were evaluated in relation to
wastewater inflows at TiJuana Estuary and impound<-...l slre:unllows and mouth closure at Los Pei'iasqniros Lagoon.
Freshwater from sewage >pills or winter rains lowered water salinitills and had major impacts Oll the channel
organisms of both southern California coastal wetlands. Benthic infaunal assemblages responded more rapidly to
reduced salinity than did fishes, with continued salinity reduction leading to the extirpation of most species. Both
the fish and benthic invertebrate assemblages became dominated by species with early ages of maturity and protra.cted
spawning seasons. Between-system comparisons showed that good tidal flushing reduced negative impacts on both
the fish and benthic assemblages.

.-

Introduction

Southern California estuaries and lagoons are
subject to int.erannual variability in rainfall,
streamflow, and disturbances such as sedimenta
tion, dredging, andwastewat.er inflnws. Two San
Diego County wetlands, Tijuana Estuary CIJE;
32°34'N, 117°T'W) and Los Periasquitos Lagoon
(LPL; 32°fl6'N, 117°15''W) differ in many respects,
including size and watershed, butespecially in dis
turbance and tidal histori.es,

TJE has been open to tidal flushing except for
periodic closures in the early 1960, alld prolonged
closure in 1984 (Zedler and Nordby 1986), LPL
has been pl'imarily closed to tidal flushing for most
or this century !Bradshaw, unpublished report), :\
comparison of rjrimary productivity of the two sys
tems (Zedler et a1. 1980) demonstrated higher ac
cumulation of biomass of vascular plants at LPL,
possibly due to irnpoundrnent of freshwater during
the gnl\.\'ing season, -T]E and LPL represent ex
tremes in southern California co'astal wetlands (e.g"
mouth usually open vs. usually closed) and the dif
ferences between the two sYstems could be ex
plained in terms of the reliability of communica
tion with the Pacific ()cean, In the last decade,
'hurna n disru rbance of these svstems has intf~nsifled.

A comparison of the channel' communities of these
two wetlands I'.'as undertaken to understand I.he
responses to t.he wider range and increased severity
of stresses resulting from these multiple distur
bances.
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Study Sites

TIJUAN,<\ ESTUARY

'rijuanaEstuary is located in the southwestern
corn"er of the c(wtinental U.S, (Fig. I) and is
included in the Tijuana River National Estuarine
Research Reserve, administered by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA). 'The reserve includes approximately
1,012 ha (2,500 acres), 60 ha of which are tidal
channels. The 'Tijuana River, with a watershed of
1,73 I km2

, hisects chI: estLiarv into a northern anri
sOLlt.hern portion and rarely !)rovides much fresh
water input except in years with sewage-augmeIit
ed How;;,

In recent years, several disturbances at Tijuana
Estuary have changed the salt marsh and channel
communities dramatically (Zedler and Beare 1986;
Zedler and Nordby 1986; Nordby 1987, 1988),
Coastal dune sands were destabilized by t.rampling,
and high tides coupled with sea storms washed large
volumes of sand imo the main channels of the es
tuary in 198:3 (Zedler and Nordby 1986). The sed
imt~ntation events immediately affected channel bi
ota through burial and incr'eased turbidity (Nordby
1987), Later, the reduced tidal pri:,;m allowed sand
to <!ccul11ulare, ann the tidal inlet closed in April
1984. Dredging to reopen the inlet (in December
1984) removed large numbers of channel organ
isms, and affected others by sllspending sediments.
During t~e eight-month closure of the estuary, hy-

0160-8347/91/010080-14$01.50/0
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Fig. 1, Fi'sh and invertebrate sampling stations at Tijuana
Estuary (TJE). Stippled area represents the boundaries of the
Tijuana River National Estllal'ine Research Reserve.

persal-ine conditions (600/00 in channels) developed
through the long dry season, roughly May through
November. Three fish species Gillichth)'s 11lirabilis
(longjaw mudsucker), Paralichthys califamicus (Cal
ifornia halibut), and Hypsopsetta guttulata (diamond
t.urbot) declined in abundance, and the dominant
bivalve species Nutallia nuttallii (purple clam) be
came extinct at Tijuana Estuary (Nordby 1987).

The Tijuana River usually has very little or no
How in summer months when rainfall is low and
evaporation rates are high (Zedler et al. 1984). For
over 50 years, the river has received raw sewage
flows from the City of TUuana, Mexico (City of San
Diego 1988), increasing in volume to an estimated
average of 10-12 million gallons per day (MGD)
in recent years (Seamans 1988). It has been esti
mated that a prolonged input of 12.5 MGD of raw
or treated sewage would nr-gatively impact.t.he
channel biota of the system (Zedler et al. 1984).
Renegade flows were estimated at 22 MGD in 1987
1988 (Seamans 1988). Intermittent sewage flows
also enter the estuary from Goat Canyon and
Smuggler's Gulch. The latter conveyed 4-5 MGD
of sewage to the estuary in recent years (City of
San Diego 1988). In 1988 the International Bound
ary and Water Commission built an intercept.or to
collect and return those Haws to the 'Tijuana treat
ment system. No interceptor was built at Goat Can-
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Fig. 2. Fish, invertebrate. and water quality sampling sta
tions at Los Peiiasqllitos Lagoon (LPL). F = Fish site. I = In
vertebrate site, W = Water quality site. Stippled area represents
the approximate extent of coastal wetland habitat.

yon, which carries intermittent sewage spills to the
southern arm of Tijuana Estuary (Fig. 1).

Los PENASQUITOS LAGOON

Los Penasquit.os Lagoon is a small coastal wet
land of approximately 142 ha, 12 ha of which are
channel habitat. The lagoon is the terminus of a
small watershed (246 km 2

) and is fed by two creeks:
Carmel Valley Creek to the east and Los Perras
quitos Creek to the southeast (Fig. 2). Historically,
both streams were seasonal, with little or no flow
during summer and autumn. Recently, agricultural
and residential run-off have increased Hows of Car
mel Valley Creek to year-round so that brackish
marsh has encroached into the salt marsh.

In recent. decades, LPL has evolved from a tidal
estuary toa lagoon that IS usually closed to tidal
Hushing. Construction of a railroad embankment
across the center of the lagoon in 1925 isolated
channels and thereby greatly reduced tidal volume
and circulation. In 1932-1933, construction of a
highway along the barrier beach resulted in more
fill and constriction at the mouth. The tidal prism
of the lagoon is no longer large enough to maintain
an opening to the ocean. Consequently, mechani
cal removal of the sand and cobble sill at the mouth
is necessary to provide occasional tidal circulation.
The lagoon is nearly always nOlllidal ill summer,
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and impounded seawater increases in salinity
through the summer and autumn due to evapo
ration. In the cool wet season. storm run-off flows
into the lagoon and decreases water salinity. Only
major rainfalls raise the lagoon water level high
enough to break through the sand berm at the
mouth. The extremes in salinity caUse conditions
that are stressful to channel organisms (Bradshaw,
unpublished report).

Wastewater flows also affect this lagoon. From
1962 to 1972 a sewage treatment· facility dis
charged 0.5-1.0 MGD of treated effluent into the
lagoon. increasing nitrate and phosphate loads and
reducing water salinity. While the wastewater line
was connected to the metropolitan sewer system
in 1972, the pumps transporting the sewage to the
treatment facility on Pt. Lorna have failed repeat
edly. A raw sewage spill ofabout 20 MGD occurred
in March 1987. There were flood events during
the wet seasons of 1986, 1987, and 1988. Organic
matter from sewage spills, tidal closure, and floods
probably interact to cause both salinity and oxygen
stress to organisms. Persistence of these conditions
for 2 to 3 d can eliminate most of the channel'
fauna. Only species that survive rapid reduction in
salinity and dissolved oxygen or reinvade from the
nearshore habitat via extreme high tides, storm
waves, or brief tidal openings, persist from year to
year.

~ampling Stations and Methods
TIFJAN~ ESTUARY STATIONS

This study was conducted primarily inthe north
ern ann of t.he estuary known as Oneonta Slough
(Fig. 1). Sampling stations were chosen to reflect
differences in channel morphometry (width, depth,
and substrate t.ype) and distance from the mouth.
During the study, chronic wastewater inflows en
t.ered the syst.em via the Tijuana River, while sew
age spills from broken pipelines intermittently
flowed across the sout.hern portion of t.he marsh
to the mouth. Areas near the mouth received more
sewage than did areas further from the mouth.

Station TJE 1 was 15 m wide, usually less than 1
111 deep during sampling and had a sand substrate.
This site was located about 900 111 from the mouth.
At station TJEI. extremely high tides (2.38 m
MLLW) and coincident. storm-induced waves
washed dune sand into the channel on two occa
sions during the study period: December 31, 1986,
and December 31, 1987. Several centimeters of
dune sand were deposited at this sampling site on
those dates. In April 1987, the north arm of the
estuary was dredged to restore the tidal prism lost
from sediment deposited that winter. Dredging was
performed by drag line from the western bank of

the channel beginriing approximately 0.25 km
north ofTJEl and ending roughly adjacent to'l]E3
(Fig. 1). Following the dune wash-over of 1987, a
shorter length of the southern main channel was
bulldozed to remove sediment.

Station TJE2 was located in a man-made channel
. that was excavated in t.he early 19005 to link the
former sewage lagoons with the main channels (Fig.
1). This was the deepest site (usually about 1 m),
with eroding banks. The channel was 10 to II m
wide at this site with a substrate that was composed
ofa clay/mud mixture with broken shell fragments
in the upper 10 to 15 cm over a bed of coarse
sand/gravel. TJE2 was located approximately
1,800 m from the mouth.

Site TJE3 was situated in the mout.h region on
a side channel paralleling the Tijuana River. 'This
was the shallowest site « 0.5 m) and had sloping
banks. The channel was 6 to 7 m wide with a sand
substrate. 1]E3 received sewage flows directly from
the Tijuana River.

Los PENASQUITOS LAGOON STATIONS

Sampling stations at LPL were chosen to rep
resent a spatial continuum from the mouth to the
terminal tidal creeks in the eastern end of the la
goon (Fig. 2). Station LPLl was located in the
ext.reme eastern end of the lagoon. The channel
at this site was 5 to 7 m wide., 40 to 90 em in depth
depending upon season. with a clay substrat.e. Sta
tion LPL2 was located in a blind diverticulum which
resulted from the construction of the railroad berm..
This site was approximately half~way between the
mouth and LPL 1. The channel was 8 m wide and
30 to 90 em deep with a clay/mud substrat.e. Sta
tion LPL3was t.he widest site (>40 m), 30 to 100
em deep with a mud substrate and was located in
the mouth region.

SAMPLING PROTOCOL

Fishes and benthic invertebrates were collected
quarterly from each wetland. All samples were col
lected during daylight hours on moderate to low
tides. Each system was sampled within the same
l-wk period. TJE has been sampled for 3 yr, from
June 1986 to March 1989. while LPL has been
sampled for 2 yr, from June] 987 to March 1989.
However, due to different start-up times for vari
ous stages of invertebrate sampling, and due to a
lag in the analysis of some bent.hic invertebrate
samples, the number'S of samples are not identical
(Table 1).

At each site, two "blocking nets" (13.7 m long,
1.8 m deep, 3-mm mesh) were used to confine all
fishes within a section of the channel. A beach seine
(3.7 m long, 1.8 m deep, with a 2 x 2 m bag, 3-mm
mesh) was then drawn in a circular manner
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TABLE I. Sampling schedule for the collection of fishes and benthic invertebrates at "['Uuana Estuary CIJE) and Los Peiiasquitos
Lagoon (LPL).

)

Fishes

Bivalves

Polychaetes and other benthic forms

TJE

12 quarterly samples
June 1986-March 1989
10 quarterly samples
September 1986-December 1989
7 quart.erly samples
June I987-December 1988

LI'L

8 quarterly samples
June 1987-March 1989
7 quarterly samples
June 1987-December 1988
7 quarterly samples
June 1987-December 1988

within the two blocking nets and pulled to shore.
Hauls were repeated until the number qf fish cap
tured declined to near zero, usually 4-5 hauls. The
blocking nets were then drawn together in a semi
circle to catch any fishes that were hiding in the
blocking nets. . ,

The areas sampled differed both Within each
wetland and between the two systems. The earliest
samples at TJE were taken from relatively large
areas. For example, June 1986 samples at 1JE1,
TJE2, and 1JE3 were taken from areas of 520 m2 ,

300 m2, and 150 m2, respectively. These areas were
reduced to a standard area of 110m2, 110m2, and
70 m2 for TJE1, TJE2, and TJE3, respectively,
after preliminary analysis demonstrated that the
number of species collected was not affected and
densities were not significantly reduced.

The areas sampled at LPL were modeled after
those at TJE.. Thus, stations LPLl-LPL3 included
areas of 70 m2, 70 m2, and 110 m2, respectively.
'I'he numbers of fishes collected are expressed as
densities (number m-2) for comparative purposes.

T(> test the effectiveness of the fish sampling
method and to demonstrate the catchability of in
dividual species. the numbers of fish captured per
haul were compared. A test of the number of hauls
required to provide an adequate sample was also
performed by plotting the number of fish caught
against the prior cumulative catch. These tests were
performed in March 1987.

Benthic invertebrates were collected using a 15·
cm diameter (177 cm2) coring device pressed into
the sedimen t to a depth of 20 em. The core was
then sieved through a I-mm mesh screen, with
large organisms tallied in the field and the re
maining specimens fixed in 3%formalin and trarts
ported to the laboratory for identification. Three
replicate samples consisting of three pooled cores
each were taken per site for a total of nine cores
(0.16 01 2) per st.ation. Samplingsit.es corresponded
to fish sampling stations at TJE. At LPL, three
stations within the main channel were sampled (Fig.
2).

Water quality was monitored approximately bi
weekly at LPL and quarterly at 1JE. Sampling sites
at 1JE were the same as benthic invertebrate and

fish sampling sites. Sampling stadons at LPL were
chosen to reflect. extremes in water quality. These
extremes represent a spatial continuum from the
mouth of the lagoon to the terminal creeks (Fig.
2). Station LPL1 was nearest the freshwater inflows
from Carmel Valley Creek, while station LPL3 was
nearest the mouth and was the most affected by
seawater when the mouth was open. .

Water temperature and dissolved oxygen were
measured using a Yellow Springs Instrument Mod
el51B DO/temperature meter. Salinity was mea
sured to the nearest part. per thousand using an
American Optical salinity refractometer.

Sediments were analyzed for grain size using the
Emery Settling Tube (Emery 1938), a 164-cm long
water-filled glass tube that allows differential set
tling and separation of part.icles into size classes.
This analysis was employed at TJE 1and 1JE2 only.

Statistical tests of patterns of fish and benthic
invertebrate distributions and abundances were
conducted for each wetland. To test for differences
in the number of fish species collected at each sam
pling station, a t.wo-way ANOVA wit.hout repli
cation was performed with stations and surveys as
treatments. Because the assumption of no inter
action may not have been met, these results are
presented as an index of species distributions rath
er than a strict t.est of the null hypothesis. A one
way ANOVA was employed to test for differences
in the sizes of Atherinops affinis (topsmelt) present
each June at TJEl. A t\vo·way ANOVA was per
formed ori the square roots of bivalve densities
using stations and surveys as treatments. Density
data for bivalve assemblages were transformed to
make the variances equal and distributions normal
(n = 3 pooled cores).

Results
ENVIRONMENTAL CONI.'llTJONS

The streamflow of the Tijuana River is charac
terized by high variability in both mean annual and
monthly flows. Streamflow records from 1937 to
1977 document a mean annual discharge of 5,500
MGD with a coefficient ofvariability of325% (Zed
ler and Beare 1986). Due to high variability in both

( )
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Fig. 3. Mean momhly streamflow for the Tij\Hlna River
1986- J 987. Dat.a ft'Ol11 the International Wat.er and· Boundarv
Commission (IBWC). .

streamflow and rainfall, there is no means ofsep
arating "normal" streamflow from wastewater
flows. For this study, we will refer to all flows as
wastewater flows, realizing that considerable
amounts of freshwater may enter t.he system fol
lowing winter rainfalJ events.

The volume of wastewater entering the United
States via the Tijuana River varied widely from
1986 t.hrough 1987 (Fig. 3). A peak discharge in
wint.er 1986 was followed by about 6 months of
low flow. Flow volumes were on the order of 5 to
20 MG D in late 1986 and early 1987 but increased
again in late 1987.

At LPL, water salinity and dissolved oxygcnlev-
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Fig. 4. Mean water salinit.y and dissolved oxygen at three
sampling sites at Los PeiiasquiLOs Lagoon (LPL). Error bars =
± one standard error.

els fluctuated widely when the mouth was closed
(Fig. 4). During this study period rapid reductions
in salinity and dissolved oxygen occurred during
October 1987 and Decem bel' 1988.
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Fig. 5. Tests of the sampling efficicnq of the method of
collecting fi~'h USt,d in this study. Top: repeated seining of' a
blocked channel plotted against prior cumulative catch. Bot
tom: species composition of repeated seinings.
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Fig. 6. Gumulativespedes curves for fishes collf,ctcd at Ti
juana Estuary (l]E) and Los ppiiasquilOs Lagoon (LPL) from
June 1987 to March 1989.
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tured per seine increased on the second and third
sweep$ and remained high throug'holll the fourth
and fifth efforts. Conversely, Atherinops ajJinis den
sities declined dramatically after the first seine, il
lustrating the relative ease with which this pelagic
species was captured.

The differences in the number of species en
countered in each wetland are partially due to a
greatei- sampling effort at TJE. Many of the species
taken at TJE were collected in 1986, a year before
sampling began at LPL. There was also some dis
parity in areas sampled, with the total area at LPL
somewhat smaller than at TJE. When the 1986
data from TJE are omitted from comparisons, the
cumulative species curves for each wetland are sim
ilar with Curves leveling after the sixth quarterly
sample (Fig. 6), suggesting that both wetlands were
adequately assessed for species richness.

A comparison of absolute and relative abun
dances demonstrated system-wide changes at TJE
during the study (Table 3). The fish assemblage
shifted from one codominated by Athe'rinojJs ajjinis
and Clevelandia ios in 1986 to one in which Cleve
landia ios was by far the numerical dominant. The
relative abundance of Atherinops affinis remained
fairly constant in LPL Cfable 3). While Clel'eland'ia
ios dominated TJE, it was a relatively minor species
at LPL. Conversely, Gillichthys mirabilis was impor
tant at LPL but rare at TJE. Atherinof!s c~ffinis was
common in both wetlands but. declined throughout
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FISHES

The two wetlands exhibited obvious differences
in fish assemblages (Table 2) in terms of dominants
(total individuals collected) and species richness
(number of species). At TJE, 21 species offish rep
resenting 14 families were collected over the 3-yr
period. Three species dominated the samples: 75%
were Clevelandia ios (arrow goby), 19% Ather-inops
affinis, and 3% Fundulus paruipinnis (California kil
lifish). The remaining 18 species comprised only
3% of the total combined. In contrast, 13 species
from 10 families were collected at LPL. Dominants
included four species: 36% were Atherinops affinis,
18% Gambusia affinis (mosquitofish), 17% Gillichthys
mirabilis, and 16% Clevelandia ios.

A test of the sampling procedure used in this
study illustrates it.s effectiveness in capturing the
majority of the fishes contained within the two
blocking nets (Fig. 5). Repeated seining was es~

pecially needed to sample the small, numerically
dominant Clevelandia ios. The number of C. ios cap-
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TABLE 3. Annual relative abundance (% of wtal) of the dominam channel organisms collected at Tijuana Estuary (TJE) and Los
Pei'iasquitos Lagoon (LPL). X = no data.

TJE LPL

Spedes 1986-1987 1987-\988 1988-1989 \987-1988 1988-1989

Fishes
Ath~rill0psaffinis 52% 14% 7<;'k' 38% 36%
Cln,p!rlfldia iDS 4lo/c 58% 90% 22% 14%
Fundulus partlipinnis 4% 19% 1% 4% 2%
GilLichlh\'s mirabilis 0% <1% <1% 28% 14%
Gamb'isia atlini.> 0% 0% 0% <1% 24%
Total fishes collected 20,888 4,976 54.301 1.253 3,834

Bivalves
Tagrius californianus 73% 33% 27% 35% 50%
Prolo/haca slaminea 19% 34% 42% 2% 8%
A1acoma na.>u ta 2% 17% 19% 7% 5%
Cr,lj!lomya californica 0% 6% 4% 0% 8%
Total bivalves collected 658 490 651 55 40

Polychaetes
Capitellidae X 33% 50% 22% 36%
Spionidae

<J% 5% 7%BoccaTrJia spp. X 19%
Pol.l'dora spp. X 18% 20% 28% 21%
Set!hl\s spp. X 16% 1% 0% 0%
PseudupulydoTfl spp. X 0% 0% 5% 3%
Spiophanes missionmsis X 0% 8% 0% 0%

Opheliidae
<1% 5% <1%Armandia bre"is X <1%

Euzrmll.s m~lCronata X 0% 0% <1% 25%
Unidentified taxa X 3% 0% 4% 0%

Total polychaetes collected 276 1.422 709 659

Fig. 7. Total number of fish species collected from each of
three sampling sites at. Tijuana Est.uary (TJE) and Los Peiias
quiws Lagoon (LPL).

TJE3TJE2TJE1

Sampling site
Fig. 8. Mean number fish species (n = 12) collected at three

sampling sites at Tijuana Estuary (TJE). Error bars = ± one
standard error.

number of fish species differed significantly with
sampling station (p < 0.05; Fig. 8).

At LPL, species richness was highest in June and
September and lowest in December (Fig, 7). There
were no significant differences among stat.ions (p
> 0.05). A maximum of 10 species was collected
from LPL during any single sampling period.

Fishes also declined in density and size. At TJE,

the study period at TJE. Gambusia affinis was cqm
mon at LPL but absent from TJE.

The total numbers of fish species have also
changed. At TJE, species richness fell from a high
01']·-1- in September 1986 to a low of6 in December
1988 and March 1989 (Fig. 7). The most dramatic
change in species richness occurred between Sep
tember 1986 and June 198/', a time of prolonged
sewage discharge. Each quarterly sampling period
in 1986-1987 yielded more species than the cor
responding sampling period in 1987-1988. The
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Fig. 10. Mean densities (no. m-') of all bivalves collected
from each of three sampling sites at Tijuana Estuary (TJE).
Error bars = ± one standard error.

(two-way ANOVA, P < 0.01); the interaction was
also significant (p < 0.01), primarily because there
were zero bivalves collected on some dates at some
stations.

Two of the three dominant bivalve species were
found in highest densities at station TJE2 com
pared to TJEl and TJE3 (Fig. 11). Both Protothaca
staminea and Macoma nasuta showed a strong site
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Sampling site
Fig. 12. Mean number ofbivalve species collected from each

of three sampling sites at Tijuana Estuary (TJE). Data are means
for 10 sampling dates. Error bars = ± one standard errol'.

preference for TJE2. Tagelus californiar!'!-Is did not
demonstrate a clear site preference but occurred
at all sampling stations. TJE2 also supported high
er mean relative abundances of bivalves than did
stations TJEl and TJE3 (Fig. 12).

Sediments analyzed at TJE2 had ¢ values (Table
6) that indicated a very coarse grain size and a high
degree of variation about the mean grain size (sort
ing and skewness). Sediments from station TJE 1
were coarse and well sorted. This site was buried
with several centimeters of dune sand on two oc-,
casions during the study and was dredged once to
remove sediments.

As with the fish assemblage, benthic inverte
brates at TJE showed a shift in dominance and an
overa.lI decline in total number of individuals col
lected (Table 3). In 1986, Tagell.ls calijcwnianus
dominated the collections while Cryptomyacal!for
nica was absent. CaUianassa californiensis, a com
mensal of CT),ptomya, was collected in low densities
in 1986. By 1987, T. cal!fornianus had declined

Fig. 11. Mean densities (no. m") of the dominant bivalve
species collected at each of three sampling sites at Tijuana Es
tuary (TJE). Error bars = ± one standard error. Note different
vertical scales.
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TABLE 6. Phi values determined from sediment analysis for
Tijuana Estuary site TJE1 (from Duggan 1989).

Mean Grain
Stalion DaLe Sil,e~(mm) Sorting" Skewnesse

1]E1 Sept. 1986 2.22 0.65 -0.11
TJEl Jan. 1987 1.90 0.81 0.05
-IJ£2 May 1987 1.04 1.65 0.09
TJE2 Sept. 1987 0.75 1.81 -0.41

• 2 mm to 1 mm indicates very coarse grain size, 0.5 to 1.00
indicates coarse sand (from Krumbein and Pettijohn 1938).

b 0.5 to 1.0 indicates moderately well to moderately sorted;
1.0 to 2.0 indicates poorly sorted, with sorting a measure of
dispersion of grain size around t.he mean grain sile of that
sample (Ii'om Folk and Ward 1957).

, -0.10 to +0.10 indicates nearly symmetrical distribution of
grain size around the mean; -1.0 to - O. 3 indicat.es negatively
skewed (from Folk and Ward 1957).

)
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TABLE 5. Numbers of individuals of benthic invertebrates
collem,d, at TUuan~ Estuary (TJE) and Los Pdiasqllitos L'lgoon
(LPL). I axa coll1pnsmg less than 5% are presented as "(nhers."

By comparison, 37 t.axa of benthic invertebrates
were collected from LPL Cfable 5). There, the
benthic assemblage was dominated by three taxa
of polychaetes and had relatively few bivalves,
Polychaetes were dominated by capitellids, spionids,
a~~ the opheliid, Euzonus .rnucronata. Only 95 in
diVidual bivalves representmg 12 species were col
lected from LPL.

TJE: Ll'l.
1986··-1988 1987-1988

17 0

6 3

9~\ 3

814 399

68 (5 spp) 183 (4 spp)
124 18
143 92
63 (2 spp) 210 (2 spp)

II? 0

0 162
437 161

1,698 1.207
13 11
35 20

8

3.82 ([1'

3

40
4
6
8

17
17
92
12

114

5.25 m'

11

9')""_-I

797
554
221

30
o

234

1,799
18

Taxon

SipUl1CllJid worms

Them.iste 51'.

Ech inoid echinoderms
Dendraster fxcml,icus

Nemertean worrns

Polychae'te worms

Capitel!idae
Spionidae

Socca rdia spp.
Pohdora cornula
Pol;'dora liglli
Polydora spp.
Spiophanes missionensis

Ophdiidae
Euzonus mucronata

Other taxa combined

Total polychaetes collected
Total families collected
Total species colleCted

Bivalve l110llLISCS

T~g"lus califomianus
PrOlothaca slaminen
:vJacoma na~'uta

Laevir:ardium stlb.l'lriatum
Spisula sp.
Other species combined

'I'otal bivalves collected
Total species collected

Decapod crustaceans
Callianassa californiensis

Phoronida
Phoronis sp.

Total sampling area
(cumulative area in m')

Total number quart.erly
samplesBENTHIC INVERTEBRATES

Fifty-eight. taxa of benthic invertebrates were
collected from TJE from September 1986 to June
1988 Cfable 5). The collect.ions were nearly equally
represented by polychaetes and bivalves. The dom
inant bivalve species included Tagelus calijornianu.s,
Protothaca staminea, and }\.1acoma nasuta, ,vhile cap
itel1ids and spionids dominated the polychaete frac
tion. The decapod crustacean Callianassa califor-
niensis was also abundant. .

Fig. 9. Mean densities (no. m-') ofal! fishes collect.ed at each
of I.hree sampling sit.es at 'Tijuana Estllary (TJF:) and t.hree sites
at. Los I'enasquiws Lagoon (LPL). Note different. venical scales.

the densit.y of fishes collected decreased from a
peak in September 1986 to relatively low values
throughout 1987 before rising dramatically in
\farch and June 1988 (Fig. 9). Mean density of
fishes at LPL declined after a June peak to levels
near zero in December, following the 1987 flood,
and peaked again in September 1988, before crash
ing as a result of the 1988 flood (Fig. 9).

The maximum and mean sizes of Atherino/Js aJ:
finis captured at station 'IJEl in June of each year
d~clined ?ramatical.ly (Table 4). There were sig
mficant dIfferences In SIzes present each June (p <
(LOOI), Station TJEI was chosen for this example
because it typically yielded the highest numbers of
this species.

20°1 r----

i ··1- "" A /
°J6._,,~

Ju', 06 SIiIP 86 D0'(' \1" Mar 87 Jun B'f S4>F S'f D9C 8~ M.ar BB ,Ill" M $flp eo Dee!!S Mar 89

TABU: 4. Sizes of Atlwrinoj),5 affinis (fork length in rnrn) col
Iect.ed at station TJEl during June of three consecutive years,
;5E. = ± one standard error.

Year Maximum Sile Me<tn Si'le S1'

]986 188 110.3 ± J.2 292
1987 121 91.5 :±2.8 109
1988 68 47.2 ±O.6 124

BIVALVES

At 'TJE, bivalve densities were great.est in Sep
t.ember 1986 when as manv as 2,500 m-2 were col
lected at station TJE2 (Fig: 10). Densities declined
during the prolonged period of wastewater dis
charge. There were significant differences in bi
valve densities among stations and on different dates
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Specie, Mean SE Mean SE n

Tagelus californianw 40.3 2.2 302 38.4 0.4 164
Protothaca stami'lea 1\.2 0.3 126 10.8 0.6 90

TABLE 7.. Mean length (in mm) of the dominant bivalves
col1ected from Tijuana Estuary November 23, 1986, and Jan
uary 24, 1987. SE equals one standard error (from R. Duggan
1989).

while Protothaca starni.nea, Cryptornya, and Calli
anassa had increased. In the three quarterly sarri
pIes analyzed for 1988, T. californianus continued
to decline and P. staminea continued to increase,
Cryptomya califarnica and Macoma nasuta remained
near 1987~1988 levels ('Table 3),

A comparison of the mean sizes of the two dom
inant bivalve species ('fable 7) suggests that the
majority of the individuals encountered in this study
were 0 to 1 year old with a few specimens slightly
older (Shaw 1986; R. Duggan, SDSU, personal
communication). Thus, newly recruited individu
als comprised the m~jority of those collected.

POLYCHAETES

The abundance of polychaetes collected at TJE
increased from 1987 to 1988, especially at station
TJE3, nearest the Tijuana River (Fig. 13). The
dominant taxa during this peak were capitellids
and spionids, primarily Polydora nuchalis and P. cor
nuta.

At LPL, polychaetes were the dominant benthic
form during the 2-yr study period, Capitellids,
spionids (Polydora spp.) and the opheliid, Euzonus
mucronata, dominated, Prior to the October 1987
flood, mean polychaete densities were highest near
the mouth (station LPL3, Fig. 14). After flooding,
mean densities fell to levels near zero at all sites.
By· September 1988, peak densities were encoun
tered with the greatest values again at station LPL3.

A comparison of the annual relative abundances
demonstrates the instability of both systems (Table
3). The relative abllndance of each of the domina.nt
taxa at TJE changed substantially, especially among
the spionids where Nephtys spp. decreased and Boc
cardia spp. and Spiophanes missionensis increased
from the previous year. The changes a.t LPL were'
less dramatic but included the decrease ofBoccardia
spp. and the sudden increase of Euzonus mucronata,

Discussion
Three lines of reasoning lead us to conclude that

hydrologic disturbances, especially reduced salin
ity, are responsible for the patterns that have been
found at both Tijuana Estuary (TJE) and Los Pe
nasquitos Lagoon (LPL). The trends over the course
of the study are reduced species richness and abun-

. Fig. 13, Mean densities (no. m-') of polychaetes collected
Irom each of three sampling si,tes at Tijuana Estuary (TJE).
Error bars = ± one standard error.

dances, population structures skewed toward young
animals, and dominance by species with early re
productive maturity and prolonged spawning pe
riods. First, an examination of historic data in
southern California coastal wetlands, including
TJE, shows that summer streamflows were rare or
absent prior to the late 1970s. At that time, a very
different benthic assemblage was present at TJE
consisting oflarger, and presumably older, bivalves
(Hosmer 1977). Second, comparison of sampling
sites within TJE indicates that the least,-disturbed
station (farthest from wasteWater and not dredged)
serves as a refuge for species that have been elim
inated elsewhere. Finally, comparison ofTJE with
LPL, where reduced salinity is more severe due to
annual impoundment of flood waters, shows that
the fauna is most depleted where the hydrologic
disturbances have been greatest. The history of
impacts reads to concern regarding future planned
modifications to regional stream flows.

HISTORIC COMPAR.ISON

Weather and streamflow records for the San Di
ego area (Zedler et a1. 1984) show that there were
no major flood years between 1944 and 1978.
Streamflow in the lower Tijuana River was mini
mal, even in winter, with many years of rio mea
surable flow entering TUuana Estuary. It is rea
sonable to assume that the channels were essentially

3000 LPLI

LPL2--- LPl3

'" 2000 I I~
C 19B7 !loed Hla8 Hood

"."
C

1000OJ

":;;

Fig. 14, Mean densities (no. rn-2) of polychactes collected
from each of three sites at LosPefiasquitos Lagoon (LPL). Error
bars = ± one standard error,

)
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marine at this time. The only historic salinity mea
surements were made by Purer (1942) in 1939 dur
ing a year of average (approx. 25 em) rainfall and
near-average streamflow. The lowest salinity she
found at Tijuana Estuary in monthly sampling of
three st.ations was 240/00 in March 1939. Even in a
month with 10 em of rainfall (March 1940), salin
ities were above 300/00.

The responses of t.he macrobenthic inverte
brates of coast.al wetlands to salinity reductions are
more apparent than those of the fish assemblages,
largely because of their inability to avoid exposure
to unfavorable conditions. For this reason, we have
concentrated our discussion of the histoTic com
parison on the these assemblages. As previously
mentioned, there was some disparity in sampling
area with TJEl and 'IJE2 equal at 110m2 and TJE3
at. 70 m 2 . While such disparity might have influ
enced fish distribution and abundance, it would not
have affected benthic assemblages that were col
lected from equa.1 areas and equal effort at all sta
tions at all times. Thus, the strong intra-wetland
pauerns in the bemhos at TJE are not artifacts of
sampling design.

'rhe benthos of Tijuana Estuary and Mugu La
goon (34°N, 1] 9°\\) were sampled in the 1970s by
Peterson (1972, 1975).His data for live bivalves
characterize the low-disturbance assemblage in sa
line habitats. Nuttallia (Sanguinolaria) nuttallii and
Protothaca staminea were the most abundant bi
valves at both study sites. Tagelus calijomianus,

",hl">I'1\,O Cl1ii(omica, IVfacoma nasuta, and Laf't'icar
di~m suostriat,nn were also present but in lower
numbers. Samples from 'I\fugu Lagoon taken be
fore and after the 1969 flood suggested that the
population of Tagelus californianus was reduced by
fresh water inflows (Peterson 1972). To test the
tolerance of different bivalves to reduced salinity,
Peterson simulated Hood conditions in the labo
ratory (6-h periods with seawater diluted to in
creasing degrees). He found that Tagelus califor
nianus and Laevicardium s1.I.bstriatum. were intolerant
of the lowest salinities (3-100/00) while Protothaca
stam/nea and Mamma nasuta survived 00/00.

Our fmdings for -r~juana Estuary under contin
uous wastewater inflows are consistent with Peter
son's conclusion that bivalve communit.ies are
strongly affected by lowered salinity. The species
that are now dominant, T. californian'us, P. staminea,
and :\1. IW5ula, were least abundant at TJE3, the
site nearest the source of wastewat.er inflow (Fig.
11).'

Hosmer (1977) examined bivalve composition
and size structure at 'Tijuana Estuary before waste
water fiows were a consist.ent problem. Large in
dividuals were abundant. The mean sizes for the
dominant bivalves were 71 mm for Suttallia nut-

tal/ii, 22 mm for Protothaca staminea, and 27 mm
for Tagelus ca lifornia nus. His results contrast
strongly wit.h those of the present study. Nuttallia
nuttallii no longer exists at Tijuana Estuary, and
P. staminea is, on the average, half as large (Table
7). The mean size of Tagelw californianus in 1986
1987 was larger than that. reponed by Hosmer
(1977), but he had problems i'n sampling this spe
cies and suggested t.hat larger specimens may have
eluded him.

While predisturbance data on fishes at 'I]E are
lacking, the effects of a major winter storm on the
fishes of Mugu Lagoon have been documented
(Onuf and Quammen 1983). They found that Ath
erinops affinis and Cymatogaster agg'regalus (shiner
surfperch), the two dominant preflood fishes, suf
fered heavier reduction in numbers than did other
species. They concluded that fishes that spend the
majority of their time in the water column were
more affected than \vere benthic fishes. and attrib
uted this to the reduction of low tide volume within
the lagoon as a result of flood-induced sedimen
tation. The sewage flows at TJE have not resulted
in a not.iceable decrease in tidal prism. The decline
in .4. a.JJinis, the formerly dominant pelagic species,
thus appears to be the result of salinity rather than
loss of open water habitat.

COMPARISON OF STATIONS 'WITHIN

TIJUANA ESTUARY

At. TJE, continual wastewater inflows pose a
threat to the channel biota. However. the influx
of nonsaline water to this tidal wetland had Jess
drastic impacts than the flooding at LPL when it
is nontidaL

The importance of salinity reduction is suggest
ed by comparisons of the sampling stations near to
and far from the freshwater inflows. At the mouth
station (TJE3), channel organisms declined
throughout the study period but increased in late
1988. Bivalve densities declined drastically from
highs of more than 2,500 m-2, mostly Tagelus cal
ifomianus, in September 1986 to much lower den
sities for the remainder of the study (Fig. 10). Bi
valves auhe other two st.ations did not show similar
responses. Polychaete densit.ies were low until Sep
t.ember 1988, when mean densities greater than
4,000 rn- 2 'Were encountered (Fig. 13). Fishes like
wise declined at TJE3 throughout the study until
June 1988, with the· assemblage shifting from one
co-dominated by A.t!urrinoj)s affinis and Cll!7.Jelandia
ios to one in which Clevelandia ios was the sale dom
inant. The highest. densities of fish encountered in
the study occurred in June 1988 (Fig. 9). This in
crease may have been a response to the elimination
of wastewater flows in Smuggler's Gulch. The
Smuggler's Gulch sewage interceptor was com-
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pleted in April 1988 and operated throughout the
1988 summer; however, it failed to return Hows
on several occasions in fall 1988.

Station TJE1, which was disturbed by dredging,
also demonstrated a general decline in channel or
ganisms. Overall bivalve density declined from
peaks in 1986, with little recovery until December
1988, Polychaete densities rose in 1988 to a peak
mean density greater than 1,500 m- 2• Fish densities
declined from 1986 until spawning peaks in June
and December 1988.

Analyses of sediments before and after the 1988
dune washover (Table 6) showed that the substrate
at TJEl changed little, possibly because sedimen
tation events have long recurred at this site. Any
impacts to the channel organisms at TJE 1 were
probably due to conditions other than sediment
type, such as changes in water quality. or direct
disturbance due to dredging.

Station TJE2 acted as a refuge for two of the
three important bivalves, Protothaca staminea and
.HdcolI/a nasuta. Although the channel was not
formed naturally (it was dredged in the early 1900s
to connect the former sewage lagoons to the main
channel and, ultimately, the ocean). it has had sev
eral decades to develop a rich fauna. The strong
site preference of M. nasuta and P, stami?iea for
station TJE2 is not explained by sediment type,
since all three species inhabit. a wide range of sed
iment types at TJE (Hosmer 1977), and each of
the sampling stations contained sediments stlitable
for all three species. The high bivalve abundances
at TJE2are more likely due to isolation from waste
water and dredging disturbances. Mean polychaete
densities were lowest at. 1)E2, a pattern that may
be explained by their preference for finer sedI
ments.

Stat.ion TJE3, at the mouth of the estuary, was
direct!y in the path of ~he .wastewater conveyed b}'
the TIjuana RIver. ThIS sIte supported the lowest
mean density of bivalves and, at least in September
1989, very high densities of opport.unistiC poly
chaetes. In addition, the fewest fish species were
collected here.

PopulaticJ!1s of southern California coastal wet
land fishes have marked seasonality, with highest
densities in summer and low densities in winter;
however, there are inconsistencies in 'IJE popu
lations that suggest that this system did not display
typical seasonality. These include the low densities
epcountered in June 1986 andJune 1987 (Fig. 8)
and the low species richness inJune 1987 and March
1989 (Fig. 7). We suggest that this departure from
typical seasonal patterns can be attributed to the
impacts of modified hydrology.

The shift in the structure of the fish assemblage
at TJE to one dominated by Clevelandia ios may be
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due partly from reduced predation pressure. Cleve
landia ios is preyed upon by a number of estuarine
species including Paralichthys californicus, Hypsopset
ta guttulata. Leptocottus annatus (Pacific staghorn
sculpin), and Fundulus paruipinn.is, according to
MacDonald (1975). Although not reported as a
predator of Clevelandia ios, Gillichth,vs mimbilis has
been observed to be an aggressive predator and
cannibal. All of these potential predators have de
clined in density following mouth closure in 1984
(Nordby 1987) and the multiple disturbances dis
cussed herein. An additional factor that may allow
Cle'i'elandia ios to dominate disturbed areas is its life
history strategy. Clevl'landia lOS matures within one
year (Brothers 1975) and spawns from September
through June. In 1981, peak spawning at l]E oc
curred in March. April, and May, with lesser peaks
in September and January (Nordby 1982). Larvae
were collected in densities greater than 60 m-5 in
April 1981.

Other components of the channel assemblage
are also quick to mature. The dominant poly
chaetes at both LPL and l]E were species that
reach sexual maturit>' rapidly. Some capitellid 5pe
cies mature sexually in as little as one month and
may reproduce year-round (GrassIe and Grassle
1976).

High densities of capitellids and Polydora spp.
may have been encouraged by sewage spills. Both
t,axa are associated with pollution. Capitellids are
considered enrichment opportunists (Pearson and
Rosenberg 1978) while Polydora cornuta has been
reported from areas of high organic matter (Pear
son 1975).

In Los Angeles Harbor, Crippen and Reisch
(1969) found that Capitella sp. and Polydora corn uta
were most abundant in polluted to very polluted
areas. Capitellids have also been shown to increase
in density when the source of disturbance ceases,
for example. abatement of a pollution soutee (Ro
senberg 1976; Sanders et al. 1980). Thus, the rea
son for their sudden increase at. TJE3 in September
1988 does not necessarily indicate illcreased wa.ste
water flows.

TIJUANA ESTUARy-Los Pl?NASQUITOS

LAGOON COMPARISON

Hydrologic disturbances had a greater impact
on the channel assemblage at LPL than TJE. Dur
ing nontidal conditions at LPL, both fish and ben
thic invertebrate assemblages experienced season
al storms and changes in water quality. Populations
plummeted following flooding in fall 1987. In
spring and summer 1988, the channel organisms
recovered, until the December storm event in 1988,
which again decimated populations.

There were few spatial patterns in fish and ben-

: )
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Ih ic invertebrate distributions within LPL despite
stations specifically chosen near the mouth and near
freshwater inflows. The small size of the lagoon
and its usual closure made its waters relatively ho
mogeneous. Polychaetes were generally more dense
at. the mouth (LPL3) but were also found in high
densities at. the other st.ations at some times of the
yea r. Gambusia affinis was found in highest densit.ies
at t.he st.ation most affected by freshwater (LPLl).

Freshwater input to LPL is increasing as the wa
tershed is developed. Flows from Carmel Valley
Creek continued t.hroughout the summer and au
tumn of 1988, a period that is usually dry. This
flow has resulted in the encroachment. of brackish
marsh into the salt marsh and introduced high
numbers of Gambusiaaffinis to the landward edges
of the lagoon. A long-term increase in freshwater
input into t.he lagoon may jeopardize this coast.al
wetland.

FUTURE HVDROLOG1C DISTURBANCES

Several municipalities and water utilit.y districts
in San Diego County are proposing to discharge
t.reated wastewater into coastal st.reams, since the
ocean ourJalls are now at capacity. The California
Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego
Region (1988) projects releases of 10 to 30 MGD
bv the year 20 15 for 10 county streams. All of these
stream's have natural flow pe~ks in the winter and
many have little or no flow in summer. While plans
call for the reuse of treated wastewater for irri
gat.ion, srreamflows would still be augmented in
winter, and the period of heavy flow would no
doubt be ext.ended. Shifts in wetland vegetation
from dominance by salt marsh halophytes to brack
ish marsh species (Typha andScirpus spp.) have been
predicted previously (Zedler et al. 1984). Based on
our analyses of channel assemblage responses to
hydrologic disturbances, we now predict major im
pacts to fishes and macroinvertebrates. Discharge
of treated wastewater to small coastal wetlands such
as LPL, which are frequently closed to tidal flush
ing, will likely result in the extermination of most
or all of the channel biota or replacement with
fresh/brackish water species. In many cases these
include exotic fish species such as Acanthogobius
./lm.vnanus (yellowfin goby) and Gam.busia alfinis and
invertebrates such ast.he Asian bivalves Corbi.cula
fluminea and A1usculista senhousia.

Conclusion
The two coastal wetlands compared in this study

differ in types and degrees of disturbance. TUuana
Estuary (TJE) has been subjected to continuous,
long-term wast.ewater inflows while Los Penasqui
toS Lagoon (LPL) ha, had flooding once in 1987
and once in ] 988. The channel biota ofeach system

were altered by these events, but short-term re
covery appears to be greater at 1]£, where tidal
flushing is now continuous.

At TJE, the structure of the fish assemblage has
shifted t.oward dominance by species with an ex
tended spawning season and rapid maturity. Bi~

valve populations are composed of young individ
uals as the result of disturbance events. Polychaete
populations are dominated by taxa associated with
pollution and that have prolonged spawning sea
sons and mature rapidly. The sampling station far
thest from the wastewater inflows harbored sig
nificantly higher densities of bivalves than did the
other sites. The sampling station nearest the source
of wastewater supported the fewest fish species.

At LPL, the channel assemblage is dominated
by species that can survive salinity shock and very
low levels of dissolved oxygen, are easily reintro
duced during brief periods of mouth opening, or
are introduced from freshwater inflows. Density
and diversity of all species mirrors the changes in
water chemistry; both decrease as water quality
deteriorates and increase after water quality im
proves.

Neither of these coastal wetlands has a channel
assemblage that is characteristic of pristine tidal
ecosystems. Long histories of disturbance have
shifted theircomposit.ion to a small group of spe
cies that is tolerant of reduced salinity. Resilience
in the short term is conferred by opportunistic life
histories and quick reestablishmentfol!owing t.he
return of tidal influence. Recovery in the long term
would require elimination of the hydrologic dis
turbances and time for native species to reinvade
from refuges within the region's coastal water bod
ies.
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ductidt;>, in estuarine fishes were snmmarfzed
by Wik'y et aI. IU)72,j and Adams (l97Bbl,

Util ization of temperatt> embayment>. byjuve-'
nile and adult fisrH~s is matkedly seasonuJ with
hi,g'hahundance:s corresponding to the warmer,
highly pf()dudivE 111011tl1;; of spring th rough
lilltumn. Seasonal species typically spend one

spring-autumn period in the sha1Jows of a bay
growil1K at all accelerated rate in the warm.
highly productive wat,~ts (Cronin and Mansueti
lH7JL

Most studies to date deal ing with eomposi tion
and temporal changes of bay·estuarine fish
pOJlU]atioll;,;huH' been conduett~d on the' Gulf of
\le:-;il~() an(l Atlantic coa;;ts of tbe Unit('o States
when- estuaries are larger and more numerous
~han those on the Pacific coast (c.g., Beeh!el and
Copeland lH70; DahHwrg and Odum J970; Der
rebOil and Price- ]!}7:1; lVIcErlcan et at. 19n;
Oviatt and Nixon 197:3: .Recksiek and :'ltCleave

ABSTRACT

LARRY G, ALLEN'

SEASONAL ABUNDANCE, COMPOSITION, AND PRODUCTIVITY OF
THE LITTORAL FISH ASSEMBLAGE IN UPPER NEWPORT BAY,

CALIFORNIA

S",ml,'lwlosed hays and f:stuilri(:s are anlong: the
n':u,it productive an'as nIt Earth. ranking: with
(,('i'an it regions of' upwdling. Afhean S,\V(lnn<iS.

(;1.\I'a) reds. and kelp !)ed~ (lhedrieh anti Hail
19,'\)) in Li.~nns ot animal tissue produet~d per
YI:'(U, Bays alid estuaeies harbor large stoeh pf
!I\',;rshore fjshes and are important ft~eding- and
nurs('ry grounds for mally species of fish. in
cluding ('ornnwrei:illy important ones, However,
the high productivity of fishl~!i is an:olnpanied by
lin diver"ity (A !len and Horn 1:)75) whkhprob
lit:!,\' l'('fleels tJH: stressful l'cologieaJ conditions in
Ii::.",; and estuaries and tIw high phy::,iolog-ical
\,(,,,t of adaptation to thern. dlaedrich and Hall
J:i";!;). The few studies that have dealt with pro·

T'hi"'iSludy \\"a.~(k~~"i~rn,,\d T.tJ_l~harudt·rj;(.(~iTHI lith-iral n~h pi)p_ul:at.i(ln~LJy Ih'!,mlj:lOsi.ti.oJl and principal
"'Pt)I.~i"t',~,l.l <,Ii\'(,ll":.:.:i'ty and: ;::('a::-:,(Jnald'y'narnk:'r, ;.;.) pr~)dLn~tivjty. a.nd-·! ),',irnport;,m!'l;;nvironmental fa.f,,'tm,:~.

\l r mthJ:.\: ~~i!'t"i.pt(j,~ r.l:ul,uary 1~.i7~ 't·f)' ,J';.Lrluary 19~~{; ()bra'il'wd \',:ith f(HIT ql.luntj:.lat.i"(f ~amltljn.A"

rn~)tJJ'yJ~: at l:h!"p~:--tatj.nn.... in upper ~'t:~'>.~·)jl')n Bas yifdd(-d ;y').,;>nl fi:-;h"es- frotn,<~2 i'Pfit:ltl:- whi'eb
\\'J;:i,i~ht~d lU:Uj, KJ;(. Tht, top fil,'(! ~pt1d(?:o::,rn~1.ti-pnp fl'\'('r' 8..~qi', l,}f tht, t:H.<d rl.Un:lb'l?r /:~f ~n'Lijvid{Jaj.s~ On~

:"'P(.'fl~·~~. Atli.j·,.i;!()p..., 0/1;'0 ;,'''' p!'f;~d{Jminat(\a j'n npr.Jlb('r~ 17iL?"!; lji alt' U~I.Hh') ;pHf blonras~{'T~L'j"qJ, Thi~

durni,nanj;'(,l ·.r:i:-' ri~fli.;("r.pd·i'l1 tl'N.' lHw Il\Vf::.dl If' dl'V!,'f-"i,tr nill.H':-i [il:" n'urnL{~F:i-1 }I~, ',;;':' tl,~~)! and biri-
mas~ i Hii :~.: O.:~A 'to \·'u,nltw.r" (jf's.p(~.t~'i~:,.... lllj'nl'l.l.(~i; uf iodivi(fuab, a.l'ld l.dolt.la,~~ \\'t'h:: g'r(~tl.te$t. durin>ttiH,1
:",ptinjl and ~.;rJrmrJt'I·, '

Ou<~nti'latj \\, (: JU'~terin.),fOf i'.pC(·j(,,,~ h;t:-ll l d '!tl ilnllvid uf,d', :--amplt":-; rt'·\.'f:'alt~d' n\'eSp~~rhls ~r(:nll)S,\\,:'-hj,(~h

n:Jkett:~l bud, /'ll1t-r,Jtnlbi::t:Lt (~,()[.l :-'(~(~~fjJjal·<lifft.'(i'!·)(I'''~?:-- .it) tJw JiJr,l)ral- id'J-thYof"ll'lna. S.pu,.:h;.:::- t;r"otJ.lJ I
:~'a.;,;: niad~l ulHlf'j; \'t'," n'~,dikt)1. :-::t,)~:,(~'i(:2'\"'''-'A', ~l//i'ru'"" f··'if f,'i(/iJ(iJ;....• IltU'I"flliiul i;';i C!j"t'j'-{'l'/rd /ll 'il).~, Gilrii·}lfiji.,
N(;trlhiIi'i<, and .(;'JHdlll.:'~;/! Iliff!!!...·i., Spl,'I:i.'vs L;/'II\).l.l':-' n·VI. \\:'l;''f't (~omp.(l:-ied:(jf:,~.;,urn,rn.cr·,t.t1fJ' ~\:inHJ,r
pt."ri.ot-;l'ic',.; and ra.1"~.. ~pl;>wf~:':';,

'Tlh? nUi,;.L!.~ ami tLa}. Prt>du(:ti.Ofi ('~~ ::r.,,; J: ((n' ,,\t,i'~~ht rn" d~.~h~nn ilJ(fij.l'~;' ! tH~:,,}(h'k'(')," P.r~)(lLlPt.!f):n ,mo~,k'll.

ufrbi;' l:t:tli;lta! '~~{,nF' fi:-,l'l('~ \\. ;L....~;d.1!.('ln¥t.ht'hi,i!+l':-;.t (,;i-f rt'-porH.·d \:allJft;..·fw' (·nrr'll"an'l"t)-lb··':'\tl'Jdtt;.....:.,. Thi;.; h~,l<!'h

all:U'a:,tI" \,\'<l:-: qjain'ls: th(· l(':-ll'll ,il' t'!h' 'r,avid of hiT)~~' r.uln)'he.f'~ l:)f ji)\'t·l:l.ilthi·l.hit

n(tl'li':-, r'·ital jl'J'(UilW1.inll', ,

(':urlq:\l'j,'ai l:firn:l"iHhn, ~(nrib,:,,:j;\:_ i'lHElnH,\',d, th~it l'{:r:~i'IH"I~_dt.ln\!· a'fjd :-:.anni'nfti}g't:l,ht;lf ril;t~' i'nrL.ivrH:l~

ntl..dl"";d 'fi~h 'rin.'St" i.\t''O a-hio,tl.t' !ai.'ti!J':"; 'a('('oU!~wrJ fi.fr ;-;;;h'; uf tiw \'a:rfi.t,~:i'i)n in th t'l',ub\'1)I" ,

rh(n{'l·.-r' .(i~indi\'jdnaL. ~l:t\~'iv:,;, EI.~';Ft'(di(Jn fn,nJ tht.' iittond., z~nw, tht"l"efurt\ ~t>("'tn~, t(.) lF~' ('fled- hy
.,;,('as/l!':'a)· fhH·tui:tt[.)n:.: if I tl'h'j PI.:.h"tl'Ut·.Ii- ~i)'id ::-:~it:Tnity, I· phJ;'ili:,(; tht~t 1hL~, (jff..;;Jfqn· nH)\~'vr('lt:rrt for:Jn~. an
jnH,J:11r~a.nt en~;'l)';,)' HO,k :iJ<"\:'i.·~'n, the hig-hly pn..~.th;:t·tiVt, l,'itt(:;ral z,nHv ~~n,d"hwa.t lwar:-:hon:.~' (j'nll:!HC

(~n"~· i!'(~nr.n('n.t.

, !1.h':~~'art.nv;t;;f' Hiol~'.'Igil:al SderWf'::', Univ(~rsjty of Sftuthern
: 'aJifornia, Los Angp]t):-" Calif.. pr(~~f'Flt addn.'~:·:;: fkpat'Ifrlf'nt
I.f BiohIJZ'Y, Califoff1ia Sta1.(~ l:niv~'r:;it:.. , Northrid;,"f'. l'.:\
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un:I:Haedrich and Haedrieh 1974:Targ-ett:tnd
Mt:Clp!lve Ifni: Livil1g-~tpn lH7(); Moore l~)7H;

Shenker and D!.!;in 1979: Orth and Heck 1~)80).

Although quantitative in lHlltU'e; many of these
il1ve~tigations suffer from the inefficient (Kjel·
son and .Je)hnson H){H) trawl sampling gear used
and the high mobility of most fishes. Adams
(1H76a, b) used dropnet samples to accurately
assess the den~ity and produt:tivit.y of the fishes
of tWI} North Carolina eelgrass beds. Weinstein
et at. (lH80) used a combination of block li(~t~,

seines, and rt.ltenone collections to derive aceu
ratl~ quantitative estimates of fishes· in shal!(lw
marsh habitats in the Cape Fear HiveI' ~:stuary.
N.C,

Pl'eviolls investigathms of fishes in Newport
Bay havein('ludedasp!~ciesli~t(Freyetal.1D70),

a general speeies account (Bane 1968i, two indi
vidual species act'ounts (.F're>nk WfHJ: Bane and
Robinson UnO), and two studies on the popula
tion ecolog'Y of the fauna based 011 juveniles and
adults (Posejpal 19691 Allen 1976). An a!:i~ess

nwnt of the iehthyoplankton and denwrsal flsh
populations dw'ing 1974·7,) (Allen and White in
pl'ess) is the most compreheilSive work to date,

FIllVRI-; l.··-Mapof upper Newport Bay, Orange County. Calif.,
with the location~ or the three ,ampling stations.
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llt'spi te t1WSl:' studies, a substan lial eonl pOIH~nt of

the ichthyofauna, the littoral fishes of the upp!!r
bay (0·2 m depth fl'om mean hig-hl'l'hig-h water),
h:ld not been adequate.ly sampled. In a study of
the denHll'sal iehthyufauna of Newport Bay dUI'·

ing- l!Jn·75 (Alltm umo, I found that thl'e(;~

A thl!!'i IIOpN tij/in i.~, Fit ){(11!11(.~ !Jlt!',·ipilllli,4. and
('.'JIIUl!rlOIl,~tl'I' (/!/[JI'I'JllLftt·--of the five mOHt nunWI'·
OUl;; spedl1s were the' onei> that occurred in tho
shallow water over the mudflats which COVp,I'

about l.iO·7()"1) of the surface arE.,a of the Upptlr bay
l·e>;t~rVU. Despite their high numerical ranking-,
the relative abundances of the~e Httoi'al spedes
were underestimated becau~esampling Was Cal'·'

ried out almost exclusively by otter tl',l\Vls in the
(leepel' channels of the upper bay. The l'eco~ni.

Lion of this gap in our knowledge served as tfll:
im petus for the present Htudy.

The main purp(J:-\es of this Htud;o.' were tq l:har·
acteri(.l~ the littoral ichthyofaul)a or uppet' ~('iV'
pMt Bay quantitatively by 1) eompo:-\'ition and
!Jrincipal species, 2) diversity and ;;easonal dy·
namics, :lj productivity, and ·t) key t'l1\'iron·
mental factor's that are influlJn<:ing thi:-\ fbh
,~ssetnblag'e.

METHODS AND MATERIALS

Study Area

Newport Bay (Iat,:J:~o:~7':lO/N. l()n~. 117" 01'
20"W) is lOcated in Orange County, Calif., 5\) kit)

southeMtot Los Angeles and UO km n(ll'th·of the
Mexican bOl'der (F'ig,l), Th,~ upper portion is tht>
ollly lal'ge, r~11atjvelY unaltered baY"ilstu.lmnt.'
habitat IIi California. south or Morro Hi'W (rat.
:H.5i:>N). The low to moderately polluted 10\\01'

portion, commonly called Ne\vport HIWhOl'. hol~

been ~everely altered by dredgingac[i\<'jt:""
landfills, and bulkheads to accornmodatl~ tllOl'l'

than 9,000 boats. The study area, the upper two·
thirds of the upper bay. is bordered aImo';t corn··
pletely by marsh vegetati(jn ,~nd mudflats. 'the
California Department of Fish and. Game par'
chased and set aside this area as an ecological
reserve in 1975..

Three stations, about 0.5 km in length. wcrp

spaeed evenly along the shore of the UPPP1' :-,re'.\'·
port Bay (Fig. 1). Sampling was str:~tified bm;ed
on prior information on theuniquene,;s ()f till' fish
fauna of the three areas (Allen 1971.)). Thi:; d'lSigll
also allowed t,horough coverage of the study area.
Each station was situated on a littol't~l (inwr
tidaOmudflat area adjaeentto marsh vegct:lt.ion

and Was divided
equal size. Seleet
month was randC)
assumptions and
pIing on any par;
month, Bach stut
pool (panne) whit
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and was divided into 10 numbered sections of
equal size. Selection of the section sampled each
month was random in order to satisfy statistical
assumptions and minimize the impact of sam
pling on any particular section from month to
month. Each station included a tidal creek or
pool (!Janne) which was sampled on the marsh
islands.

Sampling Procedures-

Monthly samples Were taken at the three sta,
lions during the l:f'mo perindfrom ,January 1978
to .January 1979 fiJr a total of:39 station samples.
Sampling wasearried.out within ±:3 h ofdaytime
neap high tide to minimize tidal level effects.
Two. days were usually requi red ta sample three
stat.ions, stations 1 and 2 the first day and station
:3 the second.

F()ur types of samplin~ gear Were employed at.
each stat i()nas f()l1ows:

1) A 15.2 m X 1.8 m bagseined3SiwithlJAmm
Ir\lisrt in the wings and :t2mmrnesh in the L8X

x 1.8 m hag: \I'.3.S used twice at each station.
ihn l~ wE."femade by setting' the net para-Helto.
~tnd 15 m offthe shore atadepthof 1-2 m.The BS
was th(!f) hauled to shore ttsi.ng IB m p()lypropy
It'l1(f lines attM.hed tn 1.8 m braHs on each end of'
the n(~L E(j,cb haul sal'llple.d ,ITI area of 220 m·J•

21A4.6m X l.im small seine(SS) witha.2 mm
mp"l:!was pt.llJed 10 IT! along ai1d2 m from the
,hore tat a depth to 1 mj and pivoted to shore.
't;I'(i hauls were made in the insh{)re areallnd one
hau·J in the panneat ea('hstatioH. Each haul sam
i,h,1l ~m area of (52.4 m l

, [One exception to the
~ampling routine occurred at station ;3 palln€ itl.·
ApI'iJ. lH78 when no sa,mple WaS taken due to a
dry panne.]

:l) A 2,45 X2A5 X J.O m dropnct (DN) with :3.2
rnm mesh was used to sample the water column
and bottom at O.5-l.i} m depth. The DN \....assusc

pender! from a 5.0 X 5.0 X 1.0 m aluminum pipe
fl';lilYt' , n.'!eas{,d by pins at each eorner. Two If} 1
piastie buekets were attached to each CQrn~.'r of
the frame for flotation, The net and frame werf~

lnaOl'uveredinto pnsition,anthored, and left un
(l1sturbed for 10 min, After relt~ase the UN was
jiUl'sed bv the chain line and hauled to shore bv
n,Vllln lin~', The DN sampled ali area of 6.0 rr/

4) A smalL square endoSllre (SEi was used in

conjunction with an anesthetic (quinaldine
mixed 1:5 with isopropyl alcohol) with the intent
of sampling small burrow inhabiting fishes,
especiallY gobies. The SE v,'as consttucted of
heavy duck material mounted on a 1.0 X 1.0 X 1.0
m collapsible frame of 25.0 mm PVC pipe and
sampled 1.0 m2 of bottom. The SE was set at
three randr)mly chosen positions in an undis
turbed portion of each station section at a depth
of 0.·)·-1.0 m. The bottom of the SF: was forced into
the upper few centimeters of substrate and the
quinaldine mixture added to the enClosed water
column. The en.closed volume and shallow sub
strate v,'as then thoroughly searched for 10 min
u"ing: a long-bandIed dip net of LfJ mm mesh.

A detailed comparison of the effectiveness of
these fourmdhods is the subject pi a separate
paper (Horn and Allei1~).

TE'J) sampleSwer.e takeil at each of the three
i>tations' each n1(jl1th (2 BS samples, :3 SS sam pIes,
2 LlN samples, a SE samples) for a. total of 80
samples/mo and 28~) samples over the study
(miillls <jt1(, SS halll in A!>ril 1978 at station :3),

Catches were either frozen on Dry lee;' or pre,
serVl'd i.n 10'!" buffered Formalin, Specimens,
>150 rnm: SL were injected alldoh1in~Uyvdth
10% huff(~n~d Fqr(nalih, Subsamples. ()f frllZeri
slwcimens Were o'lendried (40°C) for -18-72 h for
dty weight determinatiorh r..-1ean dry weights
were hased on a minimumof2(}lndividuaJs'/size,
clas.<> of each common species at each station each
month.

Data on six abiotic faetm's were recOl'ded or
detf'rminc(J fCll" each station; t.emperature, salin
ity. di$solved oxygen, sediment. particle size,
depth of capture (by individual samples), and
distanCe into the qpper Newport Bay from the
Highway 1 bridge (see Fig, n

Production Estimation

Production is the total amount of tissue pro
(lUted during any given time interval including
tha~ of individuals which do not survive to the
end ofthattime interval (hIev 1966), Productiv
ity isthe rate of production of biomass per unitof
time (Wiley etaL 1972). Productilln ofa fish stock

-:HZ;';~l~ :>1. H .·:"~nd L..G. Allen. Comparison of methoq$ for
$amp!!ng shaiiow·water estuarine fish populations. Manu·
ser. in p'''p. (.'?.Jifornia State University. Fullerton, Fuller·
ton, CA \12'\:\4.

"Refen:-oc€ to trade names does n()t imply endorsement by
the Natinnal ?lla.,ine Fisheries Service, NOAA.
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"S,8S
5E, 58, ON
BS.5S, ON
s~t 6S
BS, ON,~S
SS.S.E, BS
BS,5S
35,6$
B5,SS
as.S5
ON.SS
DN,S5
55, ON
5S, ON
as. 55
5S,55
65.55

Melhods r"nked by
ettE!'ctl"venessSpecies.

A'hsrmops elfln!s
FurWulVs pcJrYJpinnis.
Clovf!'a(ntia 'los
Anchoacompressa
G"ambtJ'sI'tldffini.'i
Cymarogas.Waggr.gala
Gillichthys mirabiJis
Anchp,o; dfJfif;alisslm~

MugU capf1/Jlus
EngraufJs mo(d(J~

LauriisthtJ.9 t'MiJIS
Qul.lula YO.l1diJ
Ilyprius, gilbertl
Syngl1arfJus spp.
HypsopseUa gullulata
Lepom;s iTfar;;rochifus:
Lapornis. cyanellus
All other ~pecles

individuals n'pl'(lsl:'nted iii tilt> si7.C intl!rval waH
multiplied by till' dr"y wei,ll;ht equivalent for t.he
inter"val: :lUhe pruducts weI'!.' ttnm SUfllUHld for

. all size interval» eontained wi thin the pal"tieu lar
»ize-elas8 of the species yiolding- an iLVl'r'3./.tc
wei,ll;ht. Ii'; Thi:; rllethod proved tu be more aceu
rate than simply tllking the mNLrl length pf t.he
(~ntin' size-class and determining the dry weight
equivalent.

Th~~ "best (.Istirnate" of bioma»s density (m for
each discerni ble size-class IVa:; determined in the
following manne.I': I) The biomass density (wet
weight) derived from the method (BS, SS, DN, or
SE) shown to bE,' most effective at sampling the
partieular species was used, Tablu 1 lists thespe
del:> with cor'resl)Onding collecting gear ranked
by theil' effectiveness at capturing the :-;pecies,
Tbii; list is bas('don a (:onlparativE:! study of the
samplir\g nletfHlc!s (HQrn and Allen footnote 2);
~) if. as in a few eases, the biormlss l'stirn,tl!!d was
inordinutt'ly high, due toa la.r"go catch in (J/n:
replicate sample. the <,stimute defaulted to chI:!
next gear type ifl the rank order: ;u thl~ hiorYlas"
l!stirnatec in \Vot weight was converted to a dry
weight (DWlequivalent by a erJIWersiOil (aator
d,~t(tl'l1'lilied fi)l' e,i¢h spede,;and entered inf.<J thE~
pl'(iduction madel as HI (g nw1m2

). Produ<:tjon iii'
the t.otal of all positive \'al ue~ for ·~ize-classeH dur'
ing a time period (1 rno in this cast') l~t eaeh sta·
tion, Neg-ativl' valtHis wer'e dut· to sampling-error
<lnt! emigratirHlI\nd Wel'l' IwtineIuded. ih produc
tion. estimateH,
Lalw~individuais (>1O() mm SL) of MI£(I/:l

ce)JJla.tlt,~ were not included in produotioJ1 esti,

is tilE! average biomass
()Vel" the time intet'val:

~ log, wz" log.. fli lwhere (r '= ""-- is the lnst.anta-
.:i.t ncous coeffi

cient of growth;

is the pl'oduct (if the dellsi ty of fish and Ow
growth of the individuals (Rickel' 194H),

An HP9100A prog'rarn waRde,'eloped with the
aid (Jr.] lHll W(Jintraub (California State Univer
sity, F'ullerton) t.o calculate the produetion of
each recognizable size-class of the common spe
des, tbose which were colll,cted ill at. least :d con
secutive months at each station, The m()dE~llIsed
was that proposed by Ricker( 1946)and modified
by Allen (1950) and is calculated as follows:

--I log, Nz - log, XI), ... • tZ='-"--"--'---' . IS the lllS an·
.:i.t taneous coef-

ficient of populati<ll1 chatlge. uf the imrnediatl~
sampling area (statinri) attributable to mortality
and migration:

(
B is the hiorrlllSS c!en:;;ity offishii:s at 'I: ,i'l, II'-~ are
the mean weights tlf individuals at titt'le II and I,~;
amiNI, /l/2 .are thl~ numbers offishespl'e::\ent at Ii
and 12. (j.·-Zistht' net ra.te of increase ill biomas!:i
duting ~t(l mo)·, .
.ThemQdel assumes that production d~ltllneed

not becot"l'ectedfor immigration and etnigratioll
of fishes in and out of the' sampling area.. PI'O~
vided tlte density and g'I'o\Vth by size-class are
estimated frequently enough to accuratdy assess
the abundance aiid growth (If fishes actually iIi
the sampling area (Chllpman 1968).

1n the present study, growth inc!"ement$ were
estimated from length-frequency datIL foz' fishes
Ii'omtltthl'ee stations each monTh fot each size
class, The length data, therefore. were I'e resen
tative of the·e e JpU atlOn 0 the size- _' ss in
t e upper 1 ewpor ay and served to minimize
the l!ffect~ mrtcn localIzed moVements 111to ana
ant of a pal Ocular statIOn have. on monthty

~ growth. valoeS:The.average weight. w, of a sTie
_~-spentTOm1fWas calculated as follows: 1) Dry

weight equivalellt for the median length in asize
interval (5 mm intervals) was determinedlJsing
standard length If) dry weight curVes for each
common species: 2) the proportion (range O-l) of

p= G8
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mates because quantitative estimates of denst'ties could not be obtained for the large membel'Sof this mobile species.

Data Analysis

Cumulative Species. Curve

The cumulative number of species in Februaf)' {]O\V fish density} arid June (high fish density)was plotted against the number ofsam pies takenin order to assess the adequacy of sampling; T\vorandom sequences \Nere used for the arrangern{'nt of the 80 samples taken each month by the(qur methods. Each method sampled a unIquesllbhabitat within the littoral zone. Cumulative
~rwc.ies curves (reflecting presence/absence)were, based on a combination of methods to in
SUfe that all possible species oceupying the lit.toral zone at <l. partieular timf;were represented.

Diversity

BDth the Shartnrjn-Wiener inforrnation funcfi'm (Shannon a.nd Weaver' 194H) and speciest'!l'hness were' used as meaSures of diversity fbI"fY10fed station and upper bay samples. The Shan"nnn-Wiener index reflects both species rkhnessand evenness. in a sample.

Cluster Analys.isand Callonical Com:latioo

Th(! Ecological Analysis Package (K-'\ f'l de~'(·loped by R. W. Smith was used' at the University uf Southern California Computer Center tocL:termine species associations ,cluster analysis),species abundance correlations to abiotic factors{multiple regression subprogram}, and possibledfects of abiotic factors on individual spet'jesabu ndance «;anonical correlation).
The duster analysis utilized the Bray-Curtisindex of dissimilarity (eli fford and Stephenson1975). This index allowed quantitative clusterin!!: ;,'ithout assuming normality in the sampledpopulation, A square-root transformation of speciE!s counts was done to counter the tendency ofthis index to overemphasize dominant species.Canonical correlation analysis was used to de,t.ermine whether and to what extent abiotic fae"tOrs interacted with individual species abundances in the 89 station sample;; over the studyPpr]od. Two ,,;('parate canonical earrelation anal

YS(~s were made: The first run included six abiotic

factors-temperature (TEMP), salinity (SAL),dissolved oxygen (DO), distance into the upperbay from the High way I bridge (DSTU PEl, average particle size of the sediment (APftTSZ), anddepth of capture (DPTHCAP): the second included only temperature and salinity to determine the amount of variation these two factorsaccoll.nted. for alone.

RESULTS

Temperature and Salinity Patterns

Water ternperatul'cs af the littoral zotlC at all
thrt~e stations increased stt!MHJy dll ring the period .January-.Jun.efrom 14°· 15°Cto 2(jO-28°C (Fi.g.2), The temlJel"atures remaIned high C>25°C)tbt'rJlighout the summer months and then declined gradually until November. Between Novern b~'r and December the temperature droppedsharply at eaeh. station, Temperatures in thepannes were generally higher than the tClmpera-
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S.IQlion 1

..

ture::; along- tht! ::;hore espedally in the ::;tlflHTlel'
mOn ths (,J u!y-September).

Salinity varied more than temperature (F'ig'. :~)
due to minfall and periodic runoff from sur·
l'Ounding urban areas. lngeneral aHstatiom;,had
low salinities doring.January through March
1918. a pel'iod nf heavy !'ail1faIL After May 1978,
salinities remained high (betweHn 25 and:32 ppt)
with decreases in.June 1978 (stations 1and :~. un·
kl1lJwn cause), September 1978 (all stations due
to heavy railrfaII), and .Jal1l1ary1979 (station a
due to rainfall). PallnesaliniHes at station 1were
consistently low (usually <6 ppt) indicating a
constant freshwater input. The pannes at sta
tions 2 and a. however, usually, had salinities
equal to QI' higher than the alongshore area due
to evaporation,

Total Catch

Sampling during the Ht'lno periocfyielded
55.561 individuals of :32 ;5peCies that weighed a
total of 103.5 kg ('l'able:2)'. '

4°130 ~rv

~.~....""""''''~::::':~.:::-'::';...,;..:;;......""-:...._.. _,,~.._~._-_._...,.••_.~/~/"--_._~._,~...;'-.:...,._..~-

_. '- ""PQnrjoS

--'- [n~hore'

J18 ~ Nt A M. J J A 5 0 N 0 J 19

Mon/hs

FlGCRg;l.-Month·to-month varill,tion (January 1978·Janu·
ary 1~179l in salinity (ppt) ror the aJongshorearea and pann~
at each. or the three sampling stations. (. = panne dried·upJ
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Alheriuops iIJli!li,~ J.('reatly prpdorninated in
numberH (itl.7%) and biomass (7~)'H%). "'willulllN
l)(lI'l'iJlin/li,~ ranked second. in both numberH
(12.1%) and biomass (7;f)'l&). followed in order by
Ca.mIH(.~ia affiltis (5.5'.¥' numbers·), Clel·el(U/({ill
i(J.~ (2A'Yr\ numbers). and A wlum ('lIt11jJ/'f'8I1tl (1.2'~.
numbers). These live speciHs accounted Cor 98%
ofthe total number of individuals and 9!:i'!f, oethe
total biomass (Tabll~ 2). The skewed distribution
of number of individuals among species was I'll
flected in the relatively low overall H' diversity
values of 0.89 for numbers (H~) and a.S·l for bio·
mass (HlI), Th~ Vl\:;!! majpritY (If individuals of
most species were either young-of-the-year or
juveniles-.

Station l··:..A total of 13,859 itldividuliis repre
senting L9species was eolle(~tl1d during.the year'.
The (Jatch totaled 22.7 kg, All three of these totals.
were, the lowest of those from the three stations.
OVerall H' dive.rsity for numbers was 1.17 ~lnd
for b iOrnllSS!,O.89. AtJu~ l'iJwpI'! offin i.~ ranked first
in numbers (5S.2W..) llnd biomass (76,7%) but W(t::;
less abundant here than at stlltions2 and:3. Galli·
ollHifi af/inlli (20.H%) and F'/(Hrl/(l/(,~ JHlPI'ipil/l/iH
(19.1%) W(~re cornnwn at this station especially in
the panne',

Stlltion 2-Th(~ grelltest n.umber of jndividual~
(2·U:n:!) and bi()m~ss('f2.9 kg) were collectt!!1 at
this site, AlthliUgh 27 species were captul't\d.
OVel' \lO% of these, individuals. were from one spe·
cies. Allrl;1ril/ill1li ajf/tdli. 'rhe larg-e tl,urnber of
attached egg$ ancismaH «20 mm) fish caught III
.J uly (52% of all A, (1ffini,~) indicated that this 'll'l"a
Wfl:-l a, breeding-site for A. M/ini,s, f~'/IIdit1/(,~ p(tr'
,:iphuiii/(4,4/'1i} \Vas second in numerical rank.El f

fbI' numbers 10.'19) and biomass (0.701 wer!! lo\\'.
1

Sta.tion :I-A total or 16,889 fishes belonging ttl
2:i spe<Jies were obtained at th is station, Alher
ii/op::; afffnis made up 74.4% of the individu~l~
a.nd' 78.8%of'the 87.9 kg total hiomll~s. Other im·
portant species in Qrder of decreasing numerical
abundance were FIlHdulus panipiull ill (17,6%).
Clel'ela.Milj fO.'1 (~,4%). CtmW}ogasl(J/' a,gun'flatu
(l.:3%),3.od Ii tWhoir ('omp/'es:;a (l.:I%),. (Jvel'alL H;,
and HI, were 0.87 and 0.85, respectively.

Cumulative Species Curves

Cumulative species curves from February arid
June (Fig, 4) reached an asymptote before 20
samples (about 66% of total samples), indicating

( )

( )

( )
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)
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1

TAllLl -':.-('outill,,,,d.
-_..

August Septemb~r Oc.t9ber. ___~u_vern~~~. _._ De£;~mber January 19,.9 TOlals-. ------- - ._.-
Spec,e$ No., WIlgl No Wt(gi No WII9} No. Wl i9) NO Wl (9) No Wl19i No ;;;'No. Wt {g~ 'lDWI.-

Atnaflnops attmis 4.645 13.181·.2 4.122 9,6062. 2.902 14.01&.0 2.474 12.409·8 1,143 5,738.8 831 4,650.1 42.591 "76.67 a•.iiil5.G 79.8&
FundulUS. paf.'rllpinms 312 250.1 1.707 •.323.0' 1,02.3 2'8388 1.35& 738-,0 593 259.7 00 26.5 6.722 12.10 7;9205 765
GambuSta alllo1is .52 4.4 1..029 3994 680' 1262 149 15.2 20 2.1 3.077 5.54 1.066.1 103
CJavolandliJ £05' 68 164 15J 4f,6 '06 163 142 3n ~8 3.9 5 1.1 1,334 2.40 312.7 030
Ancnua compr8ssi1 7 1049 3 53.1 4 104.8 684 1.23 1,4-741 7.22
Cymarogastsf agg(~galq 61 3909 2 166 2 341 1 22.6 1 12.4 223 OAO 6906 Oil7
G"lu;fIlhysmifaPllIs 4 :tro 1 ;10·0 '4 31'1 1 '?'(} 6 0,3 203 O.:'!] 4263 041
Afichoa del,ca"tisslll)i) 64 2344 26 71.7 1 35 195 0.35· 4?10 0.46
Mugll c8phalus 68 I.J.3· 9 1.5 132 D 24 1,206g 117
El1grauJis mnrdar 29 58:6 2 72 1 113 0;10 1552 0.15
L6ufestnes (enws as 57.8 3 23 68 016 60.1 G06
OUlotuJa ycauda 5 1.9 4 1.5 2 04 ; al 53 010 25.i 1102
lIypnu. gllb.fl' " 01 3il QU7 .8.' .G.D.l
LepOffll$ cyaneJlus JI 49,3 32 0.06 545 00"
Syngnalhus aullScuS 1 0:4 1 01 20 UO.4 161 O.Ol
HypsoPSWa gL;lIuiat. 1 2.9 2. 02 19 0,003 361 003
Leporms ·macrocnuus 6 001 344 a.vJ
Syngnalhus JBplOroynchus 1 2.8 J 5.• l 0.3 a 001 130 OJH
Leptacoltus c.rma(u:a 4 0.01 ·73 0.01
Acanthogobws flavJm8fWS ;, 0-01 4.5 ·.Gul
Para,llcntiJYs Citliturmc..)lS 2 <0.01 54 0.0':1
P,mepha,8S promBlas 2. <.0.01 02 .:(;tH
Marana silxalil,s 1 . 0·01 .317 I u.·31
Urolophus hailon I 430,0 , ·.0.01 4300 0.42
Musle/us caJ,formcus , <001 580 OU6
Ser:p/lUs poll/us } 0.3 , -.:001 03 • OOl
Cynosc,on nobllis' ; <COl 66 OD}
$pliyTaena algomaa 1 4.2. ~ <Oul 42 0;)1
Glftll1a mgocans ·.'001 0.4 -:OJI
SympIJu[us atrrcauda 1 ,,00:1 02 ';OJI
PoncMhys mYfi.a5.ffjf 1 0.1 , ':001 (ll OJI ·f.
ullJbrma ·roJ.!cad,or I 44.2 , -':0.01 44~2 0,0)4

TOlals 5.~O7 14.7844 'l,111 12-.648 7 4686 16.950-1 4".'29 13,2.47-JI 1.85ft 6.0'104 ;'22 4.692,4 55.5.61 103.514 ;;
:-:
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Species ASSOCIationS!

and reached peaks of 21.907 individuals and 21. '7
kg in ,June. Both numbers and bjomassdt!creased
in August with number of individuals.increasing ,
again in September, Biomass declined once
again in September during a period of rainfall
and then increased in October, In the months
from October 1978 to January 1979 a rapid de
eline in both numbers and biomass was evident
and was especially pronounced from November
to De(:ernber, A greater number of individuals
(992·579) and much greater biQmass (4,692-597
g)was obtained in January 1979 than in .January
1978.

o~ 1°1'2~
"'. '---...--------------

b",...,.
~

:; 4·
c

Cluster ana.Iysis based on individual samples
yield~!d five speeies groups which. upon further

.FrGUfU; 5..-,Monthfy \'uriation ,.January 197b·January 1979) if)
t.otal nurTiher of :--iP('l'it's. dlVt'r\;iity H' {for nUml.k·r~; H~·. and
bi{)nn.lbi', : iHL rPHnlip-!- of individ ual~,and bjoma~:-; (g) for fi;;he~
{:ofleclNl by all nwthflds:it ,ration$ 1·;, <'ombilwd in the litton;!
'lone of l~pper }:e....vp0rt Bit}'.-
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F:.1i"i,\:i,f·W·.f,····vCumul,aLlv,e nl'Hnher o..'r sp(o!c·i<~.$' as a fUI}ct.i(·mof th(~
:\, J)nb'e:r Qr:·H£h.1J.ih-,~ (if arl meUwds a.t statitlhs 1,;.;:3 eOHl,bi'n,fnJffl.
"Pi'('''' \,:w!Jorl: Hiler rQr tWQ d.ifferellt months (Fd,rUlln' and
.Fur"" 1!17MJdurrngth(, otudr !J~riod, CUryeSW~rc,.I!:',ir~raled,br
.l,w·V r~;tl(j9:rn:, ~~!(l.i.tlin~e~ fti.r #ach month.

I"ish abundance- and diversity fluetpated
marh;dly during the 18 mo of the study (Fig. 5).
,1$ a whole. the lehthyofauna of the littoral zone
~ho\",~d increased species richness from 10 spe,
eies in January to 16 species in July 1978. The
number of speciE~s was el~vatt'd (>14) for the
entire spring--summer period from May to
Aogust 1978, Richness then decreased through
l.'1I' fall. reathing it..~ lowest j)qint of six species in
Dt'c:ember 1978. Diversity Ii' values fluetuated
in 11 pattern oppositt' to that of species richness;
fro decreased during thesummer from a high in
rvI;,y of l.iG to a low in ,June of 0.44, Hi, al:.;o de
CI','Gtsed sharply in summer but unlike HZ con
tinued 4) decl ine for the remainder' of the study.
Hoth the numb,'r d individuals and bjmna"s be
Kiln to inf.'!'ease dramatically during- May 1978

Seasonal Abundance and Diversity

tha.t the range of fish species iri the a-rea had been
adequately sampled by the four methodS. Ac
cumulation of$peejes, in June, however, wasgen
eraHy mOre rapid than in February.
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Group V was composed of four species which
were collected at times: of low sali nities, Lepom £s
1f1lZl'I'()(:hil'I/.'·! and juveniles of :vrll!Jil eephli.lus
wm'e l'iampled tog-ether eal'1y in the year (,fanu,
ary-March W(8), Lepomis('!I(/nelll{,~and Lelt/'PR
Illes (e}/lIi,~ wel'e found together only in Septem"
ber.

inA' 1H78 I:ornpared with !H,t!\'iollS year's (pel's.
nbs.),

l.~r()up IV included an l'ngrnulid. F:II.'li'(/IINH

mOl'dft.r; syngnathids, Syngnlltbus spp, (includ·
ing S, (wI il:ieH.~ lwd S. I/J/lt(lI'h/lill:!tIl.-:); and thl!
pleuronectid. Jl!lJ!,~olJliell(l fjl!ttu/rtla, These spe
ries were seasonally presellt in mid-to late sum·
mer, Members of this' group we're only looi'wly
associated (> SOl\(, distance),

Mern!JE'l'S of the iipecies groups iclcmt·ified in
the dl'llurog"ram (F ig, (j) al'e ilillstr'uted in Ilia

D

Oroup VL fnl'luded 12 rlLr'e species, 111!l;\t of
which: could bE.' (,ol1sidered surrm1i:,r p(~I'lodicsjn

the littoral ZOne in 197!:t· These were lhnfJl'ina
I'f!lIeadol', (/1'oh>pJi /{II !taller'i, P(tra!icht!tl!,t ('ali·
IOl'N iells, :!r[nsfe{II,<: Ntl (f'twn i(,Ii;~, ('!ll/oH('iol! twIn)"
is. .4 ('(1 nlho(llIbiu:;l.t7al'i/llaml,~,Sphyrftl'l/(J tll'lle/!

(CII., Girelln lIiflri('I/II.~, S!llIip!IItI'II,'1 fitrit~ullrlil.

P()r/('hlli!l,'{ 11/ !Irii/.~till', Jfil1'1) Ilf' ,~(J..tfltili,~, lind
8('I'illll w!' pol it 11,'1,

4D6D

I

aD

'" DistANCe:

Ath"rlnops aUinl, } A

_-......----------------.... Clev~!!'"dl. 10$' .,
'--__-'-__-'-______ G,lIichthys mirabl/i. 1B

L----C============ Fundulus.pamp!nn',· ,G.mt!lisl• • /fin,s rc
A;;'oir". de;ic.ilstimit:-··_· -"-,,-
Cym.log••teraggrilg'ata II

Anchol c,ompreS$A..
6;ji~iiilit Y~;;'dit-"-' ---"- ._ .. -.
ilypnus gilb.rtl. 11/

Leplacotfu5.OIflna.f.us.
Eri'v'iBulii"mo!~~--~"-' _v_ ,._.-
Syngnathus sp'p; ill
Hypsop••tt. gulful.r.
M;gflc~ph'aTu~---._.. ---"- ......~~
L!pomis m,~,cch(rul'

~6pom/$ cyanalius v
l~urft.st!ff!.s t!"lJuis

lDD12D140

examination, n'f!eetfJd b()th ~pati:d (microhabi
tat) and seasonal differfmces in the IiHoral ich
thyofauna IF'ig, l.i),

Group I was a loosely associated group of the
five resident specieH (maintain populations Yt1ar
round in littoral zone) whieh could be furth(~r di·
vided into threesubg'roups. Subgroup A had only
one member. AtlwrinojJli airr:1I is, an abundant
schooling species, Crel'elctlldia iOIl and Gillic/~

tllys mimbiN,~ which comprised subgroup 13 are
burrow'inhabiting gobiids of the shallows and
pannes, Subgroup C included two specil:s. FilII.'
dllla,s paruipinll itl and Gambulli<1 affill 1.'1. which
ilihabited pannes and other high intertidal
al'eas. C:lel'elOIlIUI1 iOH, G, mimbi{i.-:, and F. Pili"
{'ipilJ.l1 is are residents of salt mari'lhes in Cal i,
fOI'nia and other west coast estuaries and al'e
probably the specie& lJlost threatelled byaltem
tions of these habitats,

Group III was made up ofthrl:'c distinctly sea
sonal.. benthic spedl's: Two gobiids. Qlliet/l.la
yeal/rift arid Ill!PI! till ai/berti, and- a cottid. [,I' fI
1()('Oltll,~ arlrntlilR. which was l"el,ltively rare dur-

Group II ccmsistedof three midwater school,
ing gpecies~A n:dw<l emu pYe,~,~(I, :t del [CallH

lilma. and C!lmnfo{Ja,'.;ler (/ygreyala-most of
wh(ch were caught mainly from .fanuary to
August,

FU;(lft),; tl ...·.. Vendrogram of the dusterinl\' of littoral fish species by individual ;llrople" lakej\ atstatiolls 1·:1 in
upper Ne\vporl BilY. {iv,~ $p'eries groups (Roman llurneralM are; recol{nizedaceording.[o lhe Bra,y-Cuttis"ind'lx
M dissimilarity ("{, distance). A, B, and Cart! sutJg-mups of Specil,g t;roup L
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Annual production (mean of three stations by
rr,nnth) of theentire upper N(!wport Bay .\.Vas 9)35
~ DW/m 2 peryear (Table :H.Young-of~the·year
Arhv !'ii{{)P'~ afFnis contribut'ed 85.1% to t(.tarpr6
duuiun foJJowcd by AI/chi)f! c()mpn;S,~(l, 14,9"),,)
and FUlldlduiI pan'ipi:!1,iii8(4.2'!i:;l.' .. ,: .,

Productivity \,:a8 highly sea!:i~;{;~)::":\';}th the'
s)Jt'ing--summer peri()d(Apri(-S~ptJori1~)ac:
('ilimti ng fur 75,9% of the total ailnua{:;:rf(Jd~Hi~n
I'Lll!ll: :i, Fig'. lO), Produc:tivity, which wa.~;\'ery

ALLEN: LITTORAL FIsH ASSf;MBL\GE

gram!'> (Figs. 7-9). depicting occurrences in the
alung'!'>hore area or panm~ during three different
time periods (January-March 1978. April-Sep
\f;'rnber 1978. and October 1978-January 1979),
lin1y species with ~5 individuals during each
tin.1C' segment were included in the diagrams,
l'liese dial!rams ilJustr-ate the high degree ofsea
sOl1a.lity within this fish assemblagl?,

During the January-March 1978 period of
heav.\' rainfall. members of three species groups
(1. II. and V) were present in relatively ]{l\\' ahun'
danc(ls (Fig, n A halocline existed at statitm :3
(bring' this period. and Alhvriuops ,;ffinis was
"(lilt'cteo only seaward oftne halodine at thissta-,
lion, Reprt>sentativeR of group V, MU!li1eephallii!
,)1.;\'t't1i les and Lejlomi:; iluH'l'odr itl(s, \V.ere found
,,,,,~~»ciated with very [ow salinities, Large M.
(·Cp!nt!I(,-;.. were observed in both the <:hanl1el and
littoral are;iis during most of the year,

The spring-summer pt:riod of Apri).-Septem,
bel' 1978 was characterized by increased wate.l'
tt)nlp~,rll.tures and salinities, aceompani~'dby in
C'l"'itsednum bel'S of sI>ccies and inc*idual fishes
i Fl/!. to; Gfl!('n algal beds. composed pl'imlltily(jf
E'''!{'!'V1IIo(p!ia sp" C'!welpllloypha lii/um. and
( '/, u /Uillltd, d~t'eJope.d along the shore of the
(oIl;·!!"(· upper bay, and served as a nllrsery area
fOI·· lar!-'1J !lum (Jers of juvenilt: fishes. All spedes

. gTO(II);<' except, V. were: represented during this
time, .J uvenfles oL4tlw,.ill()p.~a!fin is occurr~d in
hl,l'g:e n.umbers in thti shaIIow5 with .ftrvctlile
('filii 1It<i{lasterof1(}Te(lata a)~o being' abum:lant at
station ~{. ¥oung-of-the-year P. par!'ipi/lli1~'iWere
v'.'ry abundant. in the panne::;; especially at sta
tiolls rand :L

By (lctobet th.e t!xtensive algal beds had dis
~L[)I.)(;ared, The (kto!Jer 1978-January 1979 peri
od \\'as marked by decreased number of species
and abundance. (Fig. 9). The only common spe"'
('it's were members of group. I (residents) with a
i'<'w juvenile iiI. cepha!usrepresenting group V,
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FIGI'lli-: <l. Diagrarnmatie repreSl'ntalionofthe principal "l"'ci,>s inhabil inv, the littonl! ,,<)n~'of m'lwr N,·",].!!'!"I. ih'Yrluri'Hr April"Sl~Ptl'"1Iwr 1~.17K Wavy vertical lines represent
the large 'llgallw,ls pn:spnl r)unng lh'i;;periot!. I)Uwr inJ"nJHl.tiQn I,; thv;lllnwu' in !"ip.;llre 7.(S!IJirllllll};Il~.;;pll. intllidcsS" it'/'/lJdli/1whll.'.and S. ,,"ti,,"'/m.)
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MONTHS (1978 , 1979)

Relationship of Abiotic Factors to...
F ish Abundance and Distribution

Temperature was found to have a significant.
positive correlation (P<O.Ol, df = 87) with num
ber of species (r =0.42)·, number of individuals
(1' =- 0.48), and biomass. (r =0.54J when station
totals were considered. Simibrly, salinity was
significantly cortelited with numberof individ
uals (r = 0.:36) and biomass (I' =0,64) (Table 4).

Temperature wasthe factor which yielded the
highest number of significant correlations (6)
vdth individual species. [0110\\""d by salinity, dis
solved oxygen. distance into the upper bay, and
depth of capture, each with four (Table 4).

An analysis of intercorrelationsamong abiotic
factors yielded three significant (P<O,cJ5, df =an pOl';itive relationships, 1) Temperature and
salinity (r =- 0,48): 2) temperature and dissolved
oxygen (r =- 0.53); and 8) dissolved oxygen .and
distance into the upper bay (I' =0.32),

According to canonical. correlation analysis,
the six. abiotic variables accounted for 93% ofthe
variation j'l1 indlvfdu:aJspeeiesabundances along
the firstcanoniCaJ axis- (Table 5.), A second run
indicated that 83~~) of thev<l,ri~ti9rt inspecie&
abvmdances could beaecounted for by tempera..
iure a'rid saWilty alone, This finding strongly
implies that interactive effects of temperature.

ASONOJF M A M. J

low from February to May 1978. increased rap
idly from June td a peak in August (5.2 g DW/
m2

). Monthly production thendeclil1ed drastic,
ally in September. a period of heavy rainfall dur
ing which man}' of the larger young-ofethe·year
.4/'1wrinop$ offinil{ emigrated from the study
an~a. .f>roduclion im:reased in October bilt then;
shOWi!d a steady dedine to zero in December, a
Ii me ofa sharp decrease in mean water tempera
ture in the upper bay.

Vlt;,'R£ W.·_·MOnthly mriuti,m in i'rH'an IjrO(j:(j(~tJOt1 (]'1:2 Sf.;
;r DWim:'j of t.h€ tittvra] fish,:, from thn:t: ,tation,,' in 'JPtlej,
Newport Bay (F~.br).lar.\· Hl78-January JH79)~

J
Ii
(

f

~

1
I
l
I

TABLE 4.·...{jortelation. codfic}t>J:lt:S{r) ofindividual specie, numbers.andnftotal numl>¢r qfspeci~8, number ofindividuals. aM biiJma~s with six environmental (a,cwrs, TEMP =tNnperatute.. SAL =: salinity. DO''' dissolve<l oxygen. DSTCPB = distan<:einto upperNewport Bay ftom Highway J brid&:e. AJ'RTSZ. = averagl:' partiCle size of sediments,DPTHCAP = depth {)f capture, .------ ------~._------
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021 0.00 "0.12 0.23

"'0.31' 0.00 ·..·D.08 0.03
0.35" '-0.01 0.05 0.24
0.08 "'0.09 ....0.18 0.23

'''0.10 0.'" 0.26 002
0.44'- 031' 0.Q1 0.00

-0.22 -0.22 0.05 '0..02
0.16 0..58" -o.Q7 "'-0.02
0.43-- 0.20 "0.10 0.;'>6

....0.Q1 "'0.34" 0.Q1 014
0.19' "-0.16 0.01 0.. 35.'
0.23 ',,0.10 0.11 0'33'

0.10 009 004
018 ..D 20 0.05'
0.13 "'0.07 0.33'

"0..15 0.10 '-0.0.1
....0.09 '''0.01 0 05

0.06 ....0.07 033"

0.57'"
015
021
022

"'0.29
"'0.22
0.08

'''025
0.21·
0.28
0.35'
0.31"

..·0,44"
-0.27
o 16
014
0.13
0.2:>

0.42-
o4S"
G54'·

TEMP

0.55·'
0.18
0.38'
0.43"

·-o.or
0.25
0.10
0.21
0.30
014
0,46"
0.39"

,,·D.29
0.06
b.22
016
029
0.53

Afhennops sHims
Fu"duluS' parllipirm,is
Anc,hoa compr'essa
Cle~e"andiil lOS
Mugit cepnafu.9:
Glilichtnys mirab!hs
AtlChoa deJicatJsslms
(JambUSIB aUinis
HYPSClps~Jtta guftu/ata
CymarogaSf(Jf aggregate
OUI9tula ycaut1a.
iI!';:JrljJS c;:!berti
t. eoomlS m't!crochiflJS
L9pamrS cyanelfus,
Eng.rauh3 mordax
LeureSfhes terwis
Lepfocottus almatus
Syng.oalhus sop..
Species to!als jby sta(lon)
No. of species
No,. of indl'Vlduals
BIomass.

.;

~lgnltll.:.am al 005 ieye.l.
. sJg(uf,cant at 0.01 le-",el.
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DISCUSSION

with temperature. but negatively with salinity.
The lower left quadrant indudes two :;peeies,
Lepnmr,q nUII·I·o/.'II/I'W; and JlI«(Ji{ Cl'plil'tlus, with
negative temperature and salinity influences.
No species Wl~re positioned In the negative tem
pet'uture. positive salinity quaclrant probably be,
cause this situatibn rarely occul'l'ed in the litWr,t!
zone in HJ78.

Composition, Diversity, and
Seasonal Dynamics

,The ichthyofuuna of the littoral zone in 11 pper
Newpol-t Bay was numerically dominated by a
[(lW. low t1'()phic-Ievef species (fjve species itc
counted for .>98% of all specimom; l'ulleetedJ, a
situation simi·lar to that f()un~ in many estuarine
(Ish populations (Allen andHorrl J975), Athrori Ii

OpH nf/illi,'! is all opportunh,tic feedftr a.nd has
been characterized a:.{ both a hetbil/ore/detrili
yore (Allen 1980) in upp~r Nm\'!M't Bl!yand <l

loW-level earnivore (Frank 1969: QuaRt UHiH),
The second most abundantfii:ih, PI/II.!lllllt,';' IMI'I,i
pilllll.o{, is a low-level eal'tlivore that fepdg on
small Ct'ustaceansand inseds (Allen 198(J; F riL"
1975), (fll1llbllNia u/Pllioo{i ('Iel'e!(wdirl 111-". and
A /ld/OII' ('(/mJJI·I',~.Wl al'(~, liknwjsE.~. low-level ('clrtl J.
vo I.'eS , feedinl{ ma.inly on insel'ls. benthic mEet'c,..
invertebrates, and zooplankton (Aller) Hl$U),

Lllrge individuals of J{uyil eej)!ta{aswerli nor.
sam~iled effect1Wly, but probably cOllstituted (\
sig-nif'leant proportion of biomass within thtl)';!:!
fish assemblages. Adult ]}1: l'ephulllB red tmlinl!,'
on detl'ltus and pennate diatoms (Allc'JlUJ80l.
Thls essenthlily herbivorous diet closely matehe:::
that d!-'scrihE)c! by Odum (1970) fOI'M. l'f'pJutln,'

The overall }it diversity vahtes (In rang\'
OASH.76: overa.ll (J.SH). fOr the littoral zone \... ~'r()
comp'l.ra(Jle to values dQI'!VecI fl'qrn other 5t\.lI.l!~'~

of bay-estuarIne fish faunas and to othel' sttit/!!!=,
iIi Newport Bay~ Haedrich and Haedrkh( IH7·1)
derived values oftV33-l.lJa for Mystic River f~~

tuary. Mass.: Sfepheils.et al. (1974) presented iw
dices of 0.65-2.08 for Los Angeles Harbnr, CaUf.:
Allen and Hom (1975) published values orO,O;I
1.11 for Colorado Lagoon. Alamitos Hay, Calif..
and Qtlinn (1980) calculated values. ofO,21-:2.·W
(overall 1.9) for Serpentine Creek in silbtmpicnj
QlI~ensland. Using otter trawl diLta. I eaktdated
H~ values of 0.:20-1.96 (overall O,98Jfor the uppa
Nl~WPOl't Bay in 1974-75 (Allen 1976). Theellll'
curt'ent bimonthly portion of this litudy (Horn
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Corre/atiof! Coefficierll (t) wilh Soli"ity

Ft.WR.: lL-Ordinati'in of III (;ornrnOJ1 spede$ of the littoral
zone of upper Nl'w[Jort Bayo!1 eorrelalilln L,oefficienls(rl for
lernper'alute (y-axis> and salinity (x-t!-xis). Dashed lines indi
cate 0.05 significanl,e levels. Aa-A.lheritwlI'~ (Ilfilti.•, Ac-Andwa
('"m/lres,~fl. Ad-.4·l/rhila dclici:ltio~8inla" Cu-Cyma!t'(/ltSMr i:l!/(fre'
!lltla. Gi-Clrl'flalldia ilJo<, Em·BlIgmuLi.• mIJrdru, Fp-r'llttdIlLIl~

pareipit/lLi." Gu-(i1tll/olwia Ilffil(i,~. Gm-Gi/li<'iIIlr!/H mim/ii/ioY,
iIg"H!/IiHopHdlil gllllllltlta, Ig-[/!lplLu_~ailbert:i, L(\·L,'/Jlq('.iltll.'j
arllll.LtU$. Lm·lA'pl~mis II/lu'/'ochirus, Lt·Lelll'l'HtllPs It/litis; Me
MIt(lif cellhalu8, Qy-Qui~tlll(t yttlfldrt, SSPP-SYII(lllat..hIl,~spp.

and ~a.linity Wel'!:! im!Jot'tant in influendngspe
des abUl1dance.

The 18 most common species were ordinated
along temperature and salinIty axes using sim
ple correlation values. (1') as an illde~frelativ('l
influence of these two fa.ctors (Fig. 11), Thirteen
of the 18 ~~ecies were positioned in the upper
right quadrant indicating that they were an
positively correlated with temperatllre and sa
linity. Three species.. Giwcbu:>la. Il//ini,~, CHUtch
thfJ~q rniro,bUi.s. and Lepo!n is Cljtwellal';, located in.
the upper left quadrant corl'elatE!d positively
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and AlIen HJ81) obtained a bimonthly range for
numbers of 0048-2..17 (overall 1.(5) when the deep
er channel areas WE're also sampled. The rela
tively wide range of H(, values in all oJthe abov(~
~tudies rEfleets the differential utilization of
these embayment,; by fishes on a seasonal basis.
At the same time, the low overall diversity re
fh:cts dominance both in numbers and biomass
by a few species. The seasonal usage has the'
dn:ct of increasing annual diversity. although
on]y one or two sp(\cies dominate numerically at.
,uw one time. The H' values for biomass (Hil
range 0.28'-1..55; overa]! 0.84) were fakly close W
those fat' numbers and. again. mainly reflected
the (lorn inance (If A. ajfin is ("-80%). I IT aU. 26 of
the ~)2' reported s,pecies had yQung-of-the·yeal'
fishes. making up a significant portion of their
populations. Fluctuations in juvenile population
levels had a $U bstantialeffect on the littoral fish
populations. ,Juvenile rc(:ruitment plus t,he im·
migration of adult fishes presumably fot t'epr()~
duction odor exploitat ionof high produetivity in
warmer· mOllths were the prineipaI ilauses for
seasonal <:hallges in the ichthyofauna. These 1LC"
tivities refledthe widely tet:ogn iz.ed,filneti,o,n of
bay-estuarine enVIronments as spawning and
nursery: grounds tHaedrieh an.d Hall 19761.

'rheg",:,nera) pattern of increased number of
species and nurr)bet's of individuals during the
late spring through fall period in uppel.' Newport
Bay has been observed in many other studies of
temperate bay~{:stmltinefishes (e.g., Pearcy and
Richards 1962: Dahlberg and Odum 1970:Allcn
and Horn 1(J75: Ad ams! 976al.Several studies of
estuarine fish populations have, in addition. dec
wcted summer depressions in almndanc€ bee
tween peaks in spring and fan in otherestuaries
(Living-ston IH76; Horn lY$O) and in lower New
port Ba,y (Allen 19761.

Studies ofsubtropieal estuarine fish popula
tions have :;howl1 a trend in seasonal abundances
that is 6 f'l10 out of phase with the above observa
tions.Fish abundances were highest dllring the
winter months (November-March) in the Huj
z:1che·Caimanero Lagoon of Mexico due to
increases in members of both demersal and pe
lagic fishes (Amezcua-Linares 1977; Warburton
J97S).This coastal lagoon system is subject to a
narrower range of temperatures over the yeat'
(18.:)"-27.9"(:) than most temperate systems.
Buwever, the Mexkan system undergoes wide
vt,triation in :mlinity. especially during the rainy
season from July to October (see section InfJu
l'nee of Abir:;tk F'adar::;).

Species Associations

Species groupings were subject to strong sea
sonal influence and bore a striking" resemblance
to the classification scheme of Atlantic nearshore
fish communities proposed by Tyler (1971). Ac
cording to Tyler's classification the Atlantic
nearshore fish communities can be divided into
regular and periodic components. Periodic com
ponents can be winter seasonals, summer season
also or occasionals. The upper Newport Bay fish
assemblage had regulars (group I) and periodics
(groups 11-V). The "anchO\ry" group (IIi. the
"goby" group (III), and the "Engrall.!is-HllPSOpe
set/a" group (IV) \vere all summer seasonals.
Group V had both- winter seasonals in Mugil
I'i'phalus and Lepumis /)(acrodi~'U,9 and summer
seasonals in Leponds <'ila/lelluoS and Leu resthes
Ie Wi. is, The latter group, however, could best be
characterized by, the affinity of its components to
Jower salinities rather than to a particular time
of year. The occasional component wasrepre
san ted by the 12 species of group VI whi~h a.lso
ol:curred in the summer. Thus Tyler's classifi
catiOn may have a broader application than he
originally proposed, and perhaps holds true for
many ostuarine ichthyofat:m<ls.

Species Densities and Producdvity

Derisifs' estimates for some species of Ilttoral
fishes, are particula.r ly difficult to obtain. Such
species include small. burrow-inhabiting fishes
of the family Gobiidae and other small benthic:
fishes such as killifishes, flatfishes, and s(wlpins
which escape under a seine or through the mesh
of various nets. This study attempted to obtain
density \'alues for all littoral fishes, especiaJIy for
the el usive species listed above. By setting up the,

'procedure for choosing the "best estimate" of
density from among four different sampling
methods, actual densities of the species hav'e
been more closely approximated.

If the biomass density of Atherinops a!filIi,~ for
the entire study is calculat,!d by dividing its total
biomas;; by the total area of coverage by all four
sampling gears. a biomass density of 3.8g!m" (or
ab()ut 0.8:3 g DW/m~) is obtained. This density
Valtle is lower than the estimate of l.16 g DW/m2
derived through the best estimate pro(~ess(Table
5). In this particular case, most densities were
mean values of six bag seines which were very
efft>ctive (99%) at capturi ng A. aifin i.-:( Horn and
Allen footnote 2). Biomass density for the gobiid.
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t>slimation of the area of t11llrsh utilii'.ed by tht'
fish. The value ·L6 go DW/m~ obtained. by Adams
(l97Hbl for fishes inhabiting' east coast eelgrass
beds, which are acknowledgt~das highly produc
tiveat'e~~s, is flalfthe estimate for the littoral zone~
of upper Newport Bay.

Short food chains have been imp[1catlH! as th(l
primary reason for high production in. estuaril~e
fish comml1nities (AdalTlS 1976b), a contention
which is supported by the findingi'\ of this study.
Young-of·the·year Athel'in()f!'~ riffi~li,~ accounted
for 85% of the aMual pl'oduction and formed a
direct link through their herbivorous/detritivor~

ous diet to the high prirri:+ry productivity of this
estl~arine system, The: remaining. numl~rieally

impol'tantspeci('s of the littoral zone were low
It'vel carnivores. There is little doubt that this
assemblage rcpl'c$ents an (lxumple of "food chain
telcscliping:" as described by Odum (1970).

b:vell though the fish production in the lltttJra.l
zone of upper Newport Bay was high compart~d

with most comparable studies, the. v::\lu~ pre·
sented here is IHltloubted Iy an underesttrhate,
The largest spedes, of the system, adult "'[ll(/il
c(iphalus. was not represented in the production
t'stim:l.tes due lo inadequate sampling, rncltlSion
ofthisspecies wuuld have SUbstantially incrt'ased
th~produclillnvalilt~. It iSlllllikely, however. that
productivity of adult Jl.· ('e/lhtl/;I(,~ c:ould approach
that of .iuveflile A,fheril/o/ul ([ffitli.~ which w,irt,
responsible for 85% of the' annwil fish produc
tion.

'l"AIlLJ;; 7rComparisoo of annual fi~h prtldllqtiOTl d'} tur illil
rineo[ l~stuarinestuclie,rwith COmp/1.rl;blepl'oduction determi.
natltm~'. Wet weighl~ were conv.erled by multiplying' b!' 0.23,
Values are for all species exce!Jt Where hOted,

The positive cqrrelations bet\'i'eerl tempei'a
ture and total abundance. biomass and number
of species, and between salinity and tolal ahun
dance alHI bl(lmaSS indicate the general impnr~

,-pcal", and haOr!•.!'

Delaware salt marSh creek
(Fundulus nefe(oc:Jt{u$)

Na'Wport 8;!Y litlotal ZO(1e
MeXican coa.stal f~goon

Cuban fte,shw!3ler lagqi;lns:
No. Carolina eelgrass beds·
Bermuda. Coral Aeef

-Texas la'goon' lCag'tJfla Madro.)
English Channel pelagiC

and aernersal fishoas
Gilorges Bank commerCIal

fishes
--~~-

T,\8LE ll.-t;rand l111'an e~timate of bio
mass density (J( lJWhn') for (~()rnrnon ~pe

eies in the littoral zonc !\';<cluclinlf p/1.nnCJ
over the l3'mo peri'.ld (J !lnllary 1!.l7ll·J !tnll.
ary 1979) from th~, best estimate crit~ria,

Specie& X9 Dw/;;;;·t.l··SE"._---
Athermops al/ims (ad~lI) O. 104HO 0602
A ,1l1mls 1.1590tO.2573
F,mdlllu, parvlp/nnis 0.10e4rQ.0223
GambuslO allims Q.oo IStO.002S
Clove/anella lOS 0.0261,L·.0.0117
4nchoa compressa 0.1195;1:0.0493
CyrnaloQular aggragata O.ole? .':0.0158
!il/llcnmys m,rablii., 0.0 131.t:0.003S·
Anchoa de/icatlsslm~ 0.0077 to,OOS3
MlIgU cephlll"s 0.002UQ.001S·
QUletulll ycalld.· 0.0029:tO.0025
ilypnus gllCerl1 0.OO21±0.0021
Hypsopsetta guftulala 0.0043:1;0.0036
Engreulis ,"urdu 0.0019,t0.001S
Lepomis macrochirlis O.OOOq.tO.OOO::'
Lapom,. cyanailus' Ii 0003;:0.0001

.~__1_.5_66_6..:::g.!?~!!.~~_

Clel'elandia i08. detennined by total area covet""
age was 0.01:3 g/ml (aboutO.003 g DW/m2

). The
value based (}11 best estimate (usingsql1lll'e enclo>
Bures and small seine estimates) was about 10
Urnes higher at o.u.a g bW!m2

• This large dis
crepancy is due to the low efficiency of the bag
seine tor capturing this species. Since the bag
seine covered the largest ll,rea of any of'the: sam
pling: gears (220 rn~),its addition to the density
determination for C. [0.,' led to the large untler
estimate. The total bi'ori1a$s dellsity of all species
by total area was 4.W g/mlU)r lLbout 1.02g OW/
m 2

) which agalli was lower than the he~t estimate
grand meat) density of 1.57 g DW/m2

,

Aveti1.ge standing stock for the upper bay spe
cies during 1~78 was 784 kg DW, based ori all
estimate of 50.. ha of habit<lble littoral zone in
upper Newport Bay. This is equivalent to a, 1:36
kg (wet' weIght) or' 6,8H9 Ih of fi!;lh. By the same
procedure, the avemge standing stock of A.
ajfinis ,vas 6:31.6 kg DW and that of C 108., 13.1
kgl)W.

Theanrtual production o19.:l5 gDW/m2 for the
upper Newport Bay littoral zone in 1978 ranked
among the highest values recorded for studies
with comparable production determinations 'of
production mQdels (Table, 7).

The Newport Bay production esti.mate in 1918
was surpassed only by the estimate (orF'un.dul1Uf
heteroclitll.H (Meredith alld LaCtioh 1979), an eij
tuarine spl:lcies of the east (~oast of the United
States. Fundlthls }wtei"oc!itus represented a very
efficient energy link between the marsh and. the
littoral zone ill their study. However; as Mere
dithand Lotrich poi.nted out, the production
value may he an overestimation due to the under-
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fishes in shallow marsh habitat of a North Caro
lina estuary, An extensive mark and recapture
study should be planned to test th is hypothesis in
the future;

Seasonal fluctuations of temperate bay-estua
rine fish populations may have several. causes,
but tenl(jerature and salinity seem frequently to
be the underlying factors.. The pattern of in
creased number of sp<.,cies and individuals, with.
increased temperature in temperate bays and
estuarie.s has been reviewed by Allen and Horn
(975). Recently the large"scale influence of sa~

Hnlty on bay-estuarlne fish populations has been
demonstrat.ed by Weinstein et al. (980)forGapei

Fear,Ri.......er Estua.rJ', N.C. Unfortunately, any
saliliity interaction with tempel"atu.re wa.s not in
vestigated 01' d.iscussed in the above study~

Studies of subtropical estuaries (Amezcua,
Linares 1977; Warburton 1978: Quinn 19$Q) in.
dicate that salinity may have greater influence
on fish populations, sinee annual temperature
ranges are narrQ\v·el' than in temperate bays and
estuaries. In each of the above studies on sub
tropical estuaries. increasedabu ndances ear
responded to theseasot) of]ow rainfall and there~

fore high salinity, Blaher and Blabetfl981 )eon,
eluded that turbidity and not temperature and
saltnity Was. the single most important factM to
the distribution ()f juvenile fishes ih SUbtropical
Moreton Bay. Queenslal1d" However~ Blaher a.nd:
Blaber (1981) did not pres('nt statistical evidence
ttY support this contention.. The most important
envirortrnental factors influencing tropieal estu,
arine (eelgrass) ichthyofaunas are moredifficuk
to identify (We.instein and Heck 19:79; Robertson

. 1980) and probably include biotic factors sUch as
prey availability, competitors, predators, as wel]
as abiotic factors. Biotic interactions are un
doubtedly important in t€mperate estuarine sys
tems induding upper Newport Bay. However,
their overall influence on thesysterri is probably
swamped by large fluctuations in the physical
environment.

Fluctuations in rainfall and temperature re
gimes during a year and from year to year can
have marked effects' on the ichthyofauna of esttl
aries, Moore (1978) has identified long-term
(196f5·n) fluctuations in summer fish popula
tions in Aransas Bay, Tex..He found that diver
sity values (H' range of 1.88-2.18) were quite
variable from year to year probably as a resultof
major climatological changes (an unusually wet
year; a drought and two hurricanes). These
changes in diversity values were probably caused

ALLEN: I.JTTORAL FISH AS8EM.BLA.Gr:

tance of these factors· to this assemblage. Indi
vidual correlations between abiotic factors and
s.pecies abundances likewise emphasized the im·
portance of temperature and salinity. The corre-
lations between individual species abundances
and dissolved oxygen as well as distance into the
upper Newport Bay could be due to the intercof'
relations of both dissolved oxygen and distance
with temperature.

Itltercorrelations among factors can confound
the interpretation ofrelationships and introdl1ce
redundancy in multivariate analYses. The rela
tiunship between dissolved oxygen and distance
into the upper N'ewpqrt Bay is intuitive consider
ing its shallow depths. The positive relationship
:'ctween temperature and dissolved oxygen was
pl'Qhahly due to photosynthesis by green algae
during-the summer. Winter rainfall in the basic
all\' Mediterranean climate of southern CaEfor
!1i~ was responsihle for the positive correlation
Lwtween te:t:llperatureandsalinity found in New
port Bay. This relatioIlship is by no hleans abs.o
lute. as evidenced b~{ the low salinities encoun
tered during the tropical rains of Se:pternber
J~l7·8 WhE;1l temperature" were high.

The results· of the second canonical cQrrelatlon
rji'uliysis indic.a'te trl:!t interaction behve¢n tem
pi:' t:"ture and sal inity expIained ntos I, uf the vari
ability in species abunr,lanc!e' iTl thiS. sy"tem, The
c:ort;~~lati(m between theSt~ two abiotic fadm's
pl'()babty inflated the R" value slightly. but. does
not negate the overaLl findings. Ordination of in
dividual species by correlatiorl coeffic,ients with
't.(inmeratureand s·alinity unders.cores the influ
er:tQS of these factors on individual species. Ful'c
thermo!'e. the substantial decrease in numbers of
.·t. lI)fi!!i., at station 1 and the some,\'hat smaller
deaease at station :3 during September rains
(1m\' salinity) and relatively high temperatures
Uso lllustnlte thls temperature-salinity inter
action.

I propose that an important consequence of
temperature-salinity influence found in the
present. study is the transfer of biomass and,
therefore, energy from the littoral zone to the
adjacent channel and ultimately to local offshore
rm,'as via migration of fishes. This mechanism
for energy transfer was best iItustrated by the
apIJarent emigration of a large portion of the 0,
age class A. u!/in iN from the littoral Zime from
~e)Jtember to December 1978. The transfer also
included the biomass produced by 0ssentially all
'tf the periodic species. Weinstein et al. (l9i:\()}
n~adled a similar contlusionin thdr study ofthe
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by changeR in abundance within a set of resident
estuarine :;pedes and of periodic species.

In IH78 the iehthyofauna of uppel' Newport
RiLY was wbjected to rainfall twice that of a "nor
mal" year (70.9 cm for 1978: mean 28.1 em). The
Spt~cit'ic effects of this increased precipitation arc

.difficult to assess due to a lack of data from pre
vious years but some guarded eornpal'isol1s can
be made. Population densities of AtheriI1lJp,~

ltfJ'inis were lower illl974·75 than thoseencoun
tered during 1978 (Allen 197H). Also Cymllto
(lllstel' Cl{/grl!(Jatll. elel'elandia loS; and Leplo('ot
tlll~ al'nwtll,~ occurred in lower numbers in 1978
than in prE1vious yt'ats (Horn and Allen 1981).
These discrepancies point out the strong year
to-rear fI uctuations that occur in the fish popula- .
ti()~s of upper Newport Bay, This conclusion isln
complete agl'eement with the findings of :YIQo.re
(1978) and sheds doubt OIl the possibility of com
pletely chal'acterizing a "normal" year in many
estuaries because ofunpredic.table anntialvari,\
tions Ji1 climate.
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Poseidon's Responses to April 4, 2008 Technical Report
Submitted by Regional Board's Central Watershed Unit to Executive Officer John H. Robertus

Central Watershed Unit Concerns Responses

l. The proposed plan does not describe a By approving the MLMP, the Coastal Commission has already approved the calculations and
process for agency approval of the variables used to assess impacts from impingement and entrainment. Now that the MLMP is
calculations and variables used to assess before the Regional Board, the Board has the same opportunity to approve the Plan's
impacts ii-om impingement and entrainment. entrainment and impingement assessment.

2. The proposed mitigation process does not The MLMP clearly identifies the methods by which the mitigation site(s) will be selected,
clearly identifY the method for the final subject to agency approval. Poseidon must choose up to two sites from among eleven
selection and agency concurrence of the designated sites in the southern California Bight. Poseidon's selection(s) must meet the
prefened mitigation alternative. minimum standards (set fmih in § 3.1) and best meet the objectives (set forth in § 3.2). The

MLMP also retains agency authority to approve the proposed restoration plan for the
mitigation sites.

3. There is insufficient sampling data to Section IV ofthe Comment Letter explains that Poseidon's impingement and entrainment
accurately determine the impacts of sampling data are technically sound for the following reasons:
impingement and entrainment. a. The sampling data come from a study that was conducted by Tenera Consultants

("Tenera") for the Encina Power Station (EPS) pursuant to EPA's 316(b) regulations.
Tenera's collected samples for EPS"s "Impingement Mortality and Entrainment
Characterization" ("IM&E") Study in conformity with criteria that were set forth in the
"Study Plan" that the Regional Board reviewed and approved in 2004 (see Comment §
IV.2). All of the data generated pursuant to this Board-approved Study and which
form the basis for the impingement and entrainment analyses are in the Regional
Board's possession. See, e.g." "Minimization Plan" Attachments 2-5 and "Clean
Water Act Section 316(b) Impingement Mortality and Entrainment Characterization
Study- Effects on the Biological Resources of Agua Hedionda Lagoon and the
Nearshore Ocean Environment (January 2008)"

b. Pursuant to Condition 8 of Poseidon's Coastal Development Permit, Poseidon
submitted the Encina data to the Coastal Commission where it was again reviewed and
endorsed through a peer review processed by Dr. Pete Raimondi, recognized by the
Commission as California's leading expert on entrainment analysis.

c. Allofthe data upon which Dr. Raimondi relied to conclude that Tenera conducted the
study "very well" is before the Regional Board as part of this administrative record.

d. The relatively heavy rains of 2004-2005 did not skew the sampling data.
>- As Dr. Scott Jenkins explained at the Regional Board's April 9, 2008 meeting on

Poseidon's Minimization Plan, the heaviest rains in 2005 only slightly depressed
salinity levels from 33.52 ppt under dry conditions to at most 30.75 ppt during
peak storm runoff (lasting for a period of2.6 days) (see Dr. Jenkins' Declaration).

>- Such a slight depression in the lagoon's salinity levels during peak storm runoff
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Central Watershed Unit Concerns Responses

would not materially affect the mar.ine species mix over the period ofthe data
collection effort. Therefore, the E&I study did not under-represent the number or
density of marine organisms in the lagoon, nor did it underestimate the extent of
CDP's potential impacts (see Dr. Mayer Declaration § V.F.l).

e. The calculational methodologies and conclusions used to estimate proportional
mortality (Pm) and Area ofProduction Foregone (APF) are insensitive to annual
variations in larval fish populations.

4. The proposed process seems to favor a pre- As part ofthe interagency process, many potential mitigation alternatives and sites were
determined outcome (i.e. mitigation in San examined, resulting in the identification of 11 pre-approved sites in the MLMP. Regional
Dieguito Lagoon). Other mitigation Board staff urged Poseidon to consider multiple sites and Poseidon has acted upon this
alternatives (e.g. kelp bed enhancement and recommendation (see Comment § VII.5). The MLMP does not identify any single pre-
artificial reef construction) should be determined mitigation site, but rather a slate of sites, selection from among which requires
considered and evaluated equally as viable agency approval.
mitigation possibilities.
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Responses to Regional Board's February 19,2008 Letter Regarding
Poseidon's Flow, Entrainment & Impingement Minimization Plan Draft #2 (submitted June 29, 2007)

Board's 02/19/08 Criticisms of Plan Draft #2

1. The Plan does not yet integrate all the elements of the
statutory requirements ofCalifornia Water Code (CWC)
Section 13142. The proposed project only includes
"mitigation", while the statute CWC Section 13142.5(b) also
requires that dischargers implement best available technology
and mitigation measures. The Plan does not appear to include
technology measures for the intake structure to reduce
impingement and entrainment (I&E).

2. The Plan provides an evaluation of impacts based upon one
year of data, 2004-05 with record rainfall, but does not
explicitly evaluate the on-going impacts from Poseidon's
operations.

3. The Carlsbad desalination project's (CDP) listing of impacts
appears to omit specific impacts to target invertebrates.

4. The proposed mitigation project does not appear to account
for all pertinent impacts resulting from impingement of
inveltebrates, entrainment of invertebrates, discharges of
brine, etc.

Response

Water Code Section 13142.5(b) requires industrial facilities using seawater
for processing to use the best available site, design, technology, and
mitigation feasible to minimize impacts to marine life. The Minimization
Plan was revised and resubmitted March 7, 2008. The revisions include
individual chapters, addressing each component - site (Chp 2), design (Chp
3), technology (Chp 4), and mitigation individually (Chp 6. The
Minimization Plan was approved in this form April 9,2008, conditioned
upon Poseidon's submittal of a mitigation plan, which takes the form of the
MLMP. Therefore, all of these items have been addressed.

The heaviest rains in 2005 only slightly depressed salinity levels from 33.52
ppt under dry conditions to at most 30.75 ppt during peak storm runoff
(lasting for a period of2.6 days) (see Jenkins's Declaration). Such a slight
depression in the lagoon's salinity levels during peak storm runoff would not
materially affect the marine species mix over the period of the data collection
effort (see Dr. Mayer's Declaration). Therefore, the E&I study did not under
represent the number or density of marine organisms in the lagoon, nor did it
underestimate the extent ofCDP's potential impacts.
In "EPS's Proposal for InfOlmation Gathering" (Attachment 2 to the revised
Minimization Plan), Tenera Environmental ("Tenera") notes that Rock crab
megalopallarvae (Cancer sppp) and California spiny lobster phyllosoma
larvae (Panulirus interruptus) are "target invertebrates."

The requested information has been included in Attachments 2 and 5 of the
revised Plan. Impingement results with respect to these and other
invertebrates are included in Attachment 2 to the revised Minimization Plan
(submitted to the Regional Board March 7, 2008 and conditionally approved
April 9, 2008). Entrainment results are included in Attachment 5.
By requiring the mitigation of up to 55.4 acres, the MLMP actually over
accounts for all peltinent impingement and entrainment impacts.

>- As described in Poseidon's Comment § V, the Project's impingement
impacts will be de minimis and even further reduced by technology
(e.g., variable frequency drives).

> As described in Comment § VI, the Empirical Transport Model
(ETM results in the MLMP are based on a number of conservative
assumptions.
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5. The CHREP -did not identify and evaluate the possible During the interagency process, the Executive Officer indicated that Agua
mitigation projects located within the same watershed, prior to Hedionda Lagoon is not a preferred mitigation site. The MLMP, however,
proposing the out ofwatershed mitigation in San Dieguito includes Agua Hedionda Lagoon among the list of 11 pre-approved sites.
Lagoon. The bestmitigation for impacting the lagoon would
be to replace lost functions by restoring current upland
acreage to the historic wetland condition, or by creating new
wetlands where there were none historically.

6. The proposed mitigation ratio of 1.1:1.0 isn't fully supported. Experts in the field of entrainment analysis customarily apply a 50%
The Plan shouHbe revised to include an evaluation ofother confidence level APF and then apply no mitigation ratio (Dr. Mayer's
mitigation options that may be available within the watershed. Declaration, § 5.E). However, when he reviewed Tenera's ETM Calculations
The proposed mitigation ratio appears inadequate in light of for the California Coastal Commission, Dr. Raimondi applied an 80%
several factors generally considered by the Regional Board: confidence level APF as the basis for mitigation. This approach represents a

significant departure from the way that entrainment studies have been
conducted in the past and is much more conservative than the
customary/traditional method. Since the MLMP is based on Dr. Raimondi's
conservative entrainment analysis, it imposes a mitigation requirement of up
to 55.4 acres, which will that impingement and entrainment have been fully
offset. Mitigation success is further assured by the MLMP's stringent
performance criteria.

a. The proposed mitigation project is located within a The mitigation site(s) have not yet been selected. The basis for selection of
different watershed (the San Dieguito Lagoon) instead of the mitigation site(s) is prescribed in the MLMP in detail (Section 3).
the Agua Hedionda Lagoon. A higher ratio may be Among the minimum standards set forth in Section 3.1, the MLMP provides
appropriate for this project because the referenced that the mitigation project must restore habitat "similar to the affected
mitigation project is out-of-kind (i.e., discharger is not habitats in Agua Hedionda Lagoon." This means that Poseidon will restore
actually replacing the lost resources and functions). tidally-influenced salt marsh or shallow water areas-areas that produce or

support the affected entrained organisms.

Therefore, whether or not the project is ultimately located within the same
watershed (which, indeed, it may be given that Agua Hedionda Lagoon is one
of eleven sites identified in MLMP § 2), Poseidon's mitigation efforts will
actually replace the same types of organisms impacted by CDP's operations.

b. It is not clear that the proposed one-time mitigation is One-time mitigation is no longer being proposed. Poseidon is committed to
adequate to compensate for the long-term ongoing implementing the terms ofthe MLMP. As set forth in the MLMP § 5.0,
impacts to beneficial uses, resources, and functions Poseidon's restoration plan will be a long-term project in which Poseidon
present in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. will conduct "[m]onitoring, management (including maintenance), and

remediation...over the 'full operating life' of Poseidon's desalination
facility ... [for] 30 years from the date 'as built' plans are submitted...."
Poseidon's efforts will be enforced by agency review.

c. The mitigation project is for restoration ofcoastal wetland As noted in response to Question 6(a) above, Poseidon's mitigation project
habitat, rather than the lagoon habitat impacted by the will restore habitat "similar to the affected habitats in Agua Hedionda
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operation of the COP. Lagoon." (MLMP § 3.1) In so doing, the project will provide measurable
long term environmental benefits adequate to fully mitigate unavoidable
impingement and entrainment impacts associated with COP operations.

Regardless of whether the project is ultimately located within the same
watershed (which, indeed, it may be given that Agua Hedionda Lagoon is one
of eleven sites identified in MLMP § 2), Poseidon's mitigation efforts will
replace the same organisms impacted by COP's operations.

7. Poseidon might benefit from convening a joint meeting with As described in Comment § II.E, in developing the MLMP, Poseidon acted
the resources agencies (including California Dept Fish and upon the recommendations of Regional Board staff and convened a joint
Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of meeting with a number of resource agencies. Of the thirteen state and federal
Engineers, National Marine Fisheries) to discuss the impacts agencies that Poseidon invited to attend its interagency working group
to beneficial uses, resources, and functions by the proposed meeting on May 1, 2008, a number of agencies ended up participating,
project, and on the preferred mitigation project so they can including the Regional Board, California Depmtment of Fish and Game,
discuss agency concems/comments. California Department of Transportation, California State Lands

Commission, City of Carlsbad, City of Vista, and U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service. In addition, agency comments and concerns were specifically
requested on the draft MLMP. As a result, the MLMP represents a consensus
effort among several agencies.

8. The assessment should address the seasonal and/or daily COP's impingement impacts will be de minimis and even further reduced by
variations in impingement impacts. technology (see Comment § V). Nevertheless, to the extent that the Board

staff wants to assess seasonal variations in these de minimis impacts,
Poseidon has made these data available. When Poseidon submitted its
revised Minimization Plan to the Regional Board in March 2008 for the
Board's April 9th approval, Poseidon included Attachment 2-a report that
lists weekly impingement totals from the 2004-2005 Tenera study.

9. The assessment needs to include results of an impingement In "EPS's Proposal for Information Gathering," Tenera notes that Rock crab
study for target invertebrates. Table 3.2 includes only results megalopallarvae (Cancer sppp) and California spiny lobster phyllosoma
for fish during 2004-05. larvae (Panulirus interruptus) are "target invertebrates." Impingement results

with respect to these and other invertebrates are included in Attachment 2 to
the revised Minimization Plan (submitted to the Regional Board March 7,
2008 and conditionally approved April 9, 2008).

10. The assessment states that: "The total amount of impinged Attachment 2 to the revised Minimization Plan includes the requested
organisms for the individual sampling events is presented in information. This Plan was submitted to the Regional Board March 7, 2008
Table 3-2" (p.19). The Plan, however, does not clearly and conditionally approved April 9, 2008.
identifY individual sampling events. The interpretation of the
results is hampered by the absence of a presentation of results
for impinged organisms (including invertebrates) with dates,
times, and flow rates of sampling events.

11. The assessment states that, "The daily biomass of imoinQ:ed In response to Staff's request, Poseidon has revised the estimate of its daily
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fish during normal operations is 0.96 kgslday (l.92Ibs/day)
for an intake flow 0004 MGD" (p.19). The text discussion
should clarify how this figure is determined and how the total
impingement results were adjusted to an intake flow of304
MGD. Also, there is a conversion discrepancy since 0.96 kgs
converts to 2.12 lbs, not 1.92 Ibs as indicated in the Plan.

12. The assessment of impacts from entrainment assessment
appears to include larval fish but does not clearly include
impacts to fish eggs and invertebrates.

It is the understanding of the Regional Board that the 2004-05
study was to include monitoring of (at least) entrained Cancer
crab megalops and lobster larvae, but the assessment does not
appear to include these data.

Also, it is unclear that sampling followed a protocol approved
by the Regional Board as stated (p.22).

13. The Plan does not clearly identify the supporting data or an
explanation of underlying assumptions and calculations that
were used to estimate proportional mortality values for larval
fish as presented (p.23) in the Plan. Therefore, the Regional
Board could not objectively evaluate the validity of the
estimated proportional entrainment mortality (12.2%)

impingement impacts. Poseidon's revised impingement assessment is based
on the analysis of the most recent data that Tenera Consultants collected at
the Encina intake facilities during the period June 1,2004 to May 31,2005.
Although Tenera initially collected the data for Encina, Tenera has been able
to use these data to project the impingement impacts 1hat will be associated
with the Project's standalone operations.

To isolate the impingement impacts associated with the Project's stand-alone
intake operations, Tenera conducted.a regression analysis that factored in
Encina's historical flow rates and impingement effects (see Comment § V).
Whereas Encina's average intake flow during the 2004/2005 sampling period
was 632.6 MGD, the Project's maximum intake flow will be only 304 MGD.
Because the Project's flow volumes will be less than Encina's, its
impingement impacts are also proportionally less than the Project's projected
impacts.

Using the statistically significant relationship between the impingement
effects and flows measured under normal power plant operations that
occurred during the June 2004 to June 2005 impingement survey, Tenera
concluded that the Project's stand-alone operations will result in an average
daily impingement effect of 1.56 kg (3.45 lbs), not 0.96 kg as previously
estimated. This amount is nevertheless de minimis, and will be further
reduced by technological measures.
The study was conducted according to sampling protocol reviewed and
approved by the Regional Board. Prior to approving the study plan, the
Board engaged an outside, independent consultant Tetra Tech under contract
and funded by the EPA, to review and Comment on the plan. The Board's
consultant suggested a number of changes that were accepted and
incorporated in the final Board-approved study plan and protocol. The
approved protocol, including sampling and sample processing methods and
techniques of data analysis and modeling to assess intake effects were
followed as described in the fmal protocol. A copy ofthe final protocol has
been included as Attachment 3 ofthe revised Minimization Plan. The final
results ofEPS's 316(b) study were published in January 2008.
Section 5.3 of the revised Minimization Plan ("Methodology for Assessment
of Entrainment Impact") clearly identifies the supporting data. These data
are provided in Attachments 3-5 of the Minimization Plan, and explain the
underlying assumptions and calculations that were used to estimate
proportional mortality values for larval fish. The mitigation requireme.nts set
forth in the MLMP are based on these data.
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presented in the Plan.
14. Impacts are based upon the few most commonly entrained

(most abundant) species. It is unclear how much more severe
impacts may be when populations are small.

15. The Regional Board has the following comments regmding
the estimated number of lagoon acres impacted, as presented
in the plan since:
a. The estimate of the number of lagoon acres used by the

three most commonly entrained species is based on a 2000
Coastal Conservancy Inventory (Table 4-2, p.23). It is
unclear if this document is accurate or appropriate for the
purpose of determining such an important component of
the area of habitat production forgone (APF). The
reference document (Attachment 4, Table 2), includes the
footnote caveat" ... This information is not suitable for any
regulatory purpose and should not be the basis for any
determination relating to impact assessment or
mitigation." An accurate delineation of lagoon habitats
should be used for this critical component of the APF.

b. The estimate of the number of lagoon acres used by the
three most commonly entrained species appears to
exclude salt marsh and brackish/freshwater acreage (p.23).
Excluding these intertidal habitats may result in the
analysis underestimating this component of the APF.

c

The entrainment model can be applied to any species that is collected in
entrainment samples-whether it is abundant or rarely collected. However,
since the level of confidence and ability to reach any meaningful conclusion
about entrainment effects on the species' population diminishes with the
number of specimens in a sample, Poseidon's decision to use abundant·
species is based on statistical principles.

The abundances (densities) of all of the larval fish species collected in
Tenera's entrainment surveys are included in the entrainment study repOits.
Nevertheless, Tenera only analyzes entrainment effects on species that yield
meaningful results (i.e., the most commonly entrained species). As an expelt
in this field, Dr. Mayer has used this approach in entrainment study analyses
with ETM modeling, as well as in fecundity hindcast (FH) and adult
equivalent loss model analyses (see Comment § VI.2).

The APF was calculated using standard protocol and was independently
verified by Dr. Raimondi and the Coastal Commission's Scientific Advisory
Panel.

The areas of Agua Hedionda Lagoon that have the potential to be impacted
by the COP operations are those habitats occupied by the three most
commonly entrained lagoon fish larvae (98% of the fish larvae that would be
entrained by the COP stand-alone operations are globies, blennies and
hypsopops). These habitats include 49 acres of mudflat/tidal channel and 253
acres of open water.

Experts in the field of entrainment analysis agree that it is not appropriate to
include other lagoon habitats in the APF calculation (e.g.,
brackish/freshwater, riparian, salt marsh or upland habitats) that are not
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c. The calculation ofthe APF (p.23) appears to use values
for mortality and lagoon acreage that are not fully
supported.

d. The text should be revised to include a clear explanation
of how the estimated lagoon acreage for commonly
entrained species was adjusted to include only impacts
associated with operations of COP, rather than impacts
from operation of the Encina Power Station.

16. The evaluation concludes that the small fraction of marine
organisms lost to entrainment would have "no effect on the
species' ability to sustain their population" and goes on to
describe the natural rates of high mortality (p. 24). But the
argument that that there are "excess" larvae appears to omit an
important consideration. Besides contributing to marine food
webs, the naturally high production of larvae serves as a
buffer against catastrophic and cumulative impacts to
populations. These are important 'ecological services' that
must not be taken lightly or given away without adequate
mitigation.

17. The Regional Board prefers that the evaluation ofthe impact
be presented as a rate (loss of x-amount of organisms per year,

occupied by the impacted species (see Dr. Mayer's Declaration, § Vr.3).
Note that Dr. Raimondi and the Coastal Commission independently endorsed
the decision to limit the source water body value to the 302 areas consisting
of the most commonly entrained species.
In.Section 5.3 ofthe revised Minimization Plan, Poseidon provided a detailed
analysis of APF and mortality values. The data that were used in calculating
these values were made available in Attachments 3-5 to the Plan.

.Upon reviewing Tenera's entrainment analysis for the California Coastal
Commission, Dr. Raimondi proposed two significant modifications (i.e.,
accounting for ocean species, using an 80% confidence level) that, when
layered upon the many conservative assumptions already underlying the
analysis, ensure that the Project's entrainment impacts will be fully mitigated.
The process of translating the entrainment data also was relatively simple
because entrainment impacts are directly proportional to flow through the
intake. Tenera simply divided COP's projected flow rate (i.e., 304 MGD) by
COP's average flow rate over the sampling period to calculate a proportional
flow rate.

Forinstance, ifEPS's average flow rate over a given time period was 608
MGD, then COP's proportional flow rate for that period would have been
50% (304/608). Tenera would then multiply COP's proportional flow rate
(50% in this example) by EPS's entrainment impact over that time period.
So, for example, if Tenera had estimated that EPS had entrained 1000
organisms during the time period, then Tenera would have applied the 50%
value to determine that COP's operations would have entrained 500
organisms (see Dr. Mayer's Declaration, § V.C.2).
Comment noted. This language was removed from the revised Minimization
Plan and not included in the MLMP. The MLMP provides for the mitigation
of all entrainment effects.

Whereas an early version (#2) of the Minimization Plan established a
scenario by which Poseidon would make certain fixed annual monetary
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or impact/year). The proposed mitigation is a fixed amount contributions to fund restoration projects in the Project's vicinity, the revised
($3 to $4 million). It seems unlikely that a fixed amount Minimization Plan and the MLMP have abandoned this concept. Therefore,
would adequately compensate for a loss that is a rate over the following two questions are now moot.
multiple, future years. It appears more likely that a proposed
fixed amount really only accounts for mitigation for just one
year of operation. The Regional Board may find a fixed
amount to be acceptable, provided that:
a. The average annual impact could be reasonably This issue is moot now that Poseidon has abandoned its contribution plan.

determined and reasonably translated into a dollar amount,
and that amount (or correct share) is paid every year of
operation - but that is not what is proposed in the Plan or
theCHREP.

b. A fixed amount might also be reasonable if the CDP This issue is moot now that Poseidon has abandoned its contribution plan.
mitigates its share by increasing lagoon acreage via
restoration or creation. Such in-kind litigation would (if
functional) replace the productivity lost to the operation of
the COP, and the impact would be fully mitigated.
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February 2, 2009

California Regional Water Quality Control Board,
San Diego Region
Attn: John H. Robertus
Executive Officer
9174 Sky Park Court
San Diego, California

650 Town Center Drive, 20th Floor

Costa Mesa, California 92626-1925

Tel: +1.714.540.1235 Fax: +1.714.755.8290
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Re: Offer of Proof in Support of Request for Alternate Procedures at February 11,
2009 Regional Water Quality Control Board Hearing - Agenda Item No.6

I. OPENING STATEMENT

Poseidon Resources Corporation ("Poseidon") respectfully requests that the Regional.
Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region, ("Regional Board") restructure the proposed
procedures for the February 11, 2009 hearing, as set forth in Board Meeting Agenda Notice,
Note C and Catherine Hagan's letter to Poseidon dated January 29,2009, to ensure the protection
of Poseidon's due process rights, and to enable the Board members to make a fully informed, and
impartial decision on the merits. The decision before the Regional Board affects the substantive
rights of Poseidon and subjects Poseidon to material risk regarding the agency's proposed
findings of fact and conclusions of law. In the balance is the financing and timely construction
of a $300 million ocean water desalination plant that, once operational in late 2011 or early 2012,
will produce enough potable water to serve the needs of approximately 300,000 San Diego
residents. Staff sadverse staff report and unwarranted reluctance to accept the same science and
technical approaches that other California permitting authorities already have approved threaten
to undermine this important project.

Poseidon is entitled to a full and fair opportunity to prepare and present its case,
exercising the rights to offer its own witnesses and cross-examine Regional Board staff
personnel who have been involved with Poseidon's Flow, Entrainment and Impingement
Minimization Plan (the "Minimization Plan") and the proposed amendment to it called the
Marine Life Mitigation Plan (the "Mitigation Plan"). Staff has been provided with all
information needed to recommend that the Board approve these plans. But, the truncated,
informal approach for the hearing recommended by staff is woefully inadequate for the Board to
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be apprised of the robust nature of the record before it, and the fact that all legitimate issues
raised by staff have been answered fully. It will violate Poseidon's due process rights to conduct
the hearing as staff propose; the Regional Board must modify the proceedings pursuant to this
request.

II. DISCUSSION

A. The Time Allocated is Not Adequate

Ms. Hagan's January 29,2009 letter states: "I anticipate recommending to the Chair that
San Diego Water Board staff and Poseidon each be allotted 30 minutes for their respective
presentations." She goes on to state that "given the limited and preliminary nature of the issue
that will be before the San Diego Water Board on February 11, I believe that this more
streamlined hearing approach comports with due process." Accordingly, under this
recommendation, Poseidon might be limited to only 30 minutes to present its entire case at the
hearing. For the following reasons, Poseidon objects to Ms. Hagan's recommendation al1d
requests the Regional Board provide Poseidon with sufficient time to present its case:

1. It Will Take Time to Resolve the Fundamental Dispute between Poseidon
and the Regional Board Staff Regarding the Adequacy of the MLMP

The issues before the Regional Board are complex and lengthy, and there is strong
disagreement between Poseidon and the Regional Board staff as to the adequacy of Poseidon's
plans. The Regional Board's decision has the potential to substantially and adversely impact
Poseidon's substantive and legal rights. In order for the Regional Board to adequately perform
its !:!-djudicatory role, it must provide Poseidon sufficient time to present its case and develop a
sufficient record for the Regional Board to make an unbiased and informed decision. Given the
extensive record in support of Poseidon's plans, this simply cannot be done in 30 minutes.

Presently, Poseidon and Regional Board staff dispute whether the plans meet the
conditions of the Regional Board's April 9, 2008 Resolution conditionally approving the
Minimization Plan ("April Resolution"). Attached is a list of issues staff have identified. The
staff report incorrectly characterizes Poseidon's Mitigation Plan as "fundamentally flawed." In
contrast, Poseidon is confident that the plan fully satisfies the mitigation requirement of
California Water Code Section 13142.5 and the conditions set forth in the April Resolution. This
represents a fundamental disagreement. It will require significant time at the hearing to build a
proper record as to the basis of this disagreement, while offering each party a full and fair
opportunity to be heard.

2. Sufficient Time is Required to Adjudicate the Multiplicity of Facts in
Dispute

Poseidon will need time to develop a record on the many issues at hand, including,
without limitation, whether: (1). the interagency process required by the Regional Board has
produced a result that is acceptable to the agency (as it was for the California Coastal
Commission and the State Lands Commission, among other agencies); (2) a "specific proposal
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for mitigation," See April Resolution, required Poseidon to select a single site by now; (3) the
proposed wetlands mitigation is adequate; (4) the data used to evaluate potential impingement at
the future plant are sound and sufficient for this purpose; (5) staffs concerns set forth in its
February 19,2008 letter have been addressed. Thirty minutes will not be sufficient time for
Poseidon to have a meaningful opportunity to present a record on the issues before the Board.

3. The Regional Board Must Provide Poseidon Sufficient Time to Elucidate
the Record

Presently, there is a lack of clarity and transparency in the record. It will take a
considerable amount of time for the Regional Board to sort through the issues and hone in on the
key, relevant information. Throughout this process, Regional Board staff have been unwilling to
communicate with Poseidon regarding staffs specific concerns with Poseidon's plans.
Poseidon has attempted repeatedly to engage staff in a dialogue to narrow and focus the issues in
orderto address them without the need for a formal hearing. Staff were not willing to engage in
such a process, leaving more issues for resolution on February 11,2009 than otherwise would
need be the case.

It will take time to sort through these issues and establish a meaningful record of all
. relevant information, yet the Regional Board's ability to perform its adjudicatory function in a
manner consistent with due process will require that each party be given sufficient time to
present its case so that such a record is established.

4. The MLMP is Ripe for Regional Board Approval

In contrast to Ms. Hagan's point of view that the February 11 hearing is "limited" and
"preliminary" and therefore does not require formal procedural safeguards, Poseidon confidently
believes that final approval of the MLMP is appropriate. The decision before the Regional Board
is not preliminary, but the culmination of two years of back-and-forth negotiations and planning
between the Regional Board and Poseidon to develop plans that meet the requirements of Water
Code Section 13142.5(b). The sufficiency of these plans has been developed fully for Board
disposition and approval. Because the February 11 hearing is anything but preliminary, the
Regional Board should provide Poseidon with formal procedural safeguards, including, but not
limited to, a meaningful opportunity to be heard on the merits.

Poseidon has significant legal and substantive rights at stake warranting the procedural
safeguards guaranteed by due process. Until these approvals are secured, Poseidon will not be
able to proceed with construction of the mitigation site(s). Also, without these approvals,
Poseidon's plans to build a $300 million desalination plan likely will be impeded. Accordingly,
Poseidon is entitled to a full and fair opportunity to present its case, exercising the rights to offer
its own witnesses and to cross-examine those agency personnel involved in this action, in
particular those who participated without objection in the interagency process during which the .
MLMP was developed at the direction of the Regional Board. To suggest that this could be done
in 30 minutes is not realistic.

3
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5, The Regional Board Must Provide Poseidon Adequate Time to Be Heard
to Preserve the Impartiality of the Proceeding

Due process requires that each party be given a full and fair opportunity to be heard. Due
process also requires that the adjudication be presided over by an informed and neutral decision
maker. If the very limited procedures proposed by staff are used, Poseidon will be deprived of
both of these fundamental due process rights because it will have insufficient time to inform the
Board and insufficient time relative to the amount staff have been given to speak with the Board.

The Regional Board has already provided Regional Board staff with an unequal amount
of time to present its case. In addition to normal contact with the Regional Board, staff have held
two closed door meetings with the Regional Board regarding the April Resolution, one on
December 10,2008 and one on January 21, 2008. Regional Board staff claimed that the meeting
would only discuss pending litigation filed by Surfrider and San Diego Coastkeeper against the
Regional Board and not the adequacy of the MLMP in meeting the conditions of the April
Resolution. The subject matter of the pending litigation, however, is inextricably intertwined
with the issue before the Regional Board on February 11. It is impossible, therefore, to discuss
one without the other. During these meetings, Regional Board staff had the opportunity to
present its findings and express its opinions regarding the MLMP to the Board. In contrast,
Poseidon has been given no such exposure to the Regional Board. Accordingly, Poseidon has
not been provided a full and fair opportunity to present its case. This is a violation of due
process that can only be remedied by providing Poseidon sufficient time at the February 11
hearing to present its case.

Furthermore, the Regional Board staffs extensive involvement with the Regional Board
casts doubt on the impartiality of the decision maker. In general, the Regional Board is likely to
show a tendency in favor of Regional Board staff opinions. When the Regional Board gives
Regional Board staff exclusive and unfettered attention behind closed doors, as is the case here,
the Regional Board's inherent bias is substantially magnified. To counterbalance this substantial
risk of impartiality will require nothing less than providing Poseidon with a full, fair and equal
opportunity to be heard at the hearing. Due process requires that, at a minimum, Poseidon be
given sufficient time to present its case.

Poseidon accordingly requests that the Board set aside four hours for presentation of our
witnesses and to cross-examine Regional Board staff. This time would be in addition to 30
minutes for opening and closing arguments and does not include the time provided the Regional
Board staff, or time permitted interested persons to comment on the matter, nor does this include
the time for Regional Board members to ask any questions they may have of witnesses.

B. Additional Time Is Required for Poseidon to Present Evidence in Support of its
Plans .

Poseidon intends to use the additional time to present evidence in support of its plans.
The kind of evidence involved with this matter requires oral development and articulation.
While Poseidon has appreciated the opportunity to submit public written comment on these
issues, written comment is not a sufficient vehicle to afford due process. Poseidon intends to call

4
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witnesses, and also to cross-examine the Regional Board staff that have been involved with the
review and development of Poseidon's plans. These witnesses include scientific experts who
will testify about the entrainment and impingement issues and the methodologies used to
determine the appropriate mitigation acreages.

Witnesses Poseidon may call to testify include without limitation:

1. Dr. David Mayer, Ph.D. - Dr. Mayer and his team applied scientific
methods to calculate mitigation requirements. His work was peer
reviewed by Dr. Pete Raimondi at the direction of the Coastal
Commission, and also by the Commission's Science Advisory Panel. This
review occurred after the April Regional Board meeting. Dr. Mayer will
bring the Board up to date on the evolution of the Mitigation Plan, and
also will address its conservative nature and assumptions. He also will
address how impingement largely was addressed as part of the
Minimization Plan, while the Mitigation Plan has focused on entrainment.:.

2. Chris Nordby - Mr. Nordby is very familiar with mitigation opportunities
throughout the region and will report on those opportunities. He also will
address the introduction of performance measures into the Mitigation Plan,
measures of success imposed by the Coastal Commission, and discussed
during the interagency proceedings in which Regional Board staff
participated. These performance measures are based on Southern
California Edison's successful San Dieguito Lagoon mitigation project,
and provide plan location flexibility that was not included in the proposal
when last before the Regional Board in April 2008. Mr. Nordby also will
testify as to the fish that will be produced under the mitigation project,
offsetting any impingement loss from stand-alone desalination operations.

OC\994616.2

3.

4.

Dr. Scott A. Jenkins, Ph.D. - Dr. Jenkins has studied the Agua Hedionda
watershed and the potential impacts of freshwater runoff on the marine
character of the Lagoon during the period in which the biological data
used for the impingement and entrainment study were collected. Dr.
Jenkins can address staffs concern that these date may have been
"skewed" by atypical amounts of rainfall.

Expert on the Adequacy ofMitigation - Given the importance of this
issue, we may call an expert who has not been involved to date with this
project, but who can offer peer review comment. While we believe the
record is robust without such additional peer review, the Board may
appreciate this extra level of comfort.
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5. Peter MacLaggan - Mr. MacLaggan, Project Manager for Poseidon, has
been very involved with the process of working with the technicalteam
and responding to staff s questions and comments. He would provide
testimony on this process and his and the team's efforts to respond to staff
each and every step of the way. He also can explain the submittal of the
Mitfgation Plan on November 14,2008, after final wording from the
Coastal Commission became available.

6.

7.

Chris Garrett, Esq., Latham & Watkins - As outside counsel for Poseidon,
Mr. Garrett has participated in the interagency process, including the
important meeting at Agua Hedionda Lagoon on May 1, 2008, where
Regional Board staff pointed the mitigation planning towards sites other
than Agua Hedionda. Mr. Garrett would provide testimony on the
interagency proceedings.

Outside Counsel for Poseidon regarding the Coastal Commission
Proceedings - It also may be useful for the Board to hear directly from
counsel to Poseidon for the Coastal Commission proceedings, since the
Mitigation Plan changed materially during the Commission's review of it
over the summer of2008.

~ )

c. Poseidon Must Be Able to Cross-Examine Witnesses and Question Regional
Board staff in Order to Receive a Full and Fair Opportunity to Be Heard )

Poseidon requests the opportunity to engage in uninterrupted, reasonable discourse with
and questioning of the Regional Board staff and other persons who present evidence at the
February 11 hearing because the Board's decision will affect the substantive and legal rights of
Poseidon. Given the multiplicity of issues in dispute, the lack of transparency in the record and
the undue influence Regional Board staff has had on the Regional Board, due process requires
that Poseidon be allowed to cross-examine witnesses presenting evidence and question relevant
Regional Board staff. This is a fundamental procedural safeguard and is necessary to ensure that
Poseidon receives a full and fair opportunity to be heard by a neutral and detached decision
maker.

As discussed in Poseidon's January 26, 2009 letter regarding Poseidon's Statement of
Procedural Objections and Request for Alternate Procedures, the relevant regulations for
Regional Board adjudicatory proceedings include cross-examination of witnesses and redirect
and recross-examination. Cal. Code of Regs. Tit. 23 § 648.5(b). Although these procedures are
generally permissive, they are necessary in this case to ensure Poseidon's due process rights.
The right of cross-examination is a fundamental aspect of any adjudication. If the Regional
Board staff or other designated parties (or any other person) puts forth evidence at the hearing,
Poseidon must be permitted the opportunity to cross-examine its witnesses and experts, both to
test its credibility and to determine the bases for witnesses' positions.

Poseidon intends to question Regional Board staff in order to establish each staff person's
respective involvement in Poseidon's plans. The lack of transparency that has occurred to date

6
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places Poseidon in the position ofhaving to ask various agency personnel that Poseidon, on
information and belief, assert may have had a material role in the development of the MLMP.
Such personnel include, without limitation, Chiara Clemente, John Robertus, Mike Porter and
Eric Becker.

Poseidon will question these (or other) staff members on various aspects of the
Minimization Plan and the MLMP, including the findings, the Staff Report and the internal
agency activities related to the Minimization Plan and MLMP. Poseidon intends to investigate
various assertions made by the Regional Board staff, to clarify their bases and avoid ambiguities.
Poseidon also intends to probe Regional Board staff on communications received from third
parties, including Surfrider Foundation and San Diego Coastkeeper.

D. The Regional Board Must Designate Poseidon and Regional Board Staff as
Parties

Ms. Hagan's letter states that the Regional Board will not be naming parties at the
February 11 hearing because itwill be of a "limited" and "preliminary nature." As discussed
previously, Poseidon believes that the February 11 hearing is anything but limited and
preliminary. It is because Poseidon has so much at stake on February 11 that the Regional Board
must designate parties. As discussed in Poseidon's letter regarding its statement of procedural
objections and request for alternate procedures, the Regional Board's designation of parties is
essential to preserving an orderly and efficient proceeding and to securing the relevant
information necessary to make the correct determination.

Failure to designate parties, or the designation of more than the Regional Board staff and
Poseidon as parties, will result in a disorderly proceeding and unnecessary delay and will
convolute the material issues. If the Regional Board does not designate parties, it will
substantially prejudice Poseidon's case and jeopardize Poseidon's due process right to be heard.

E. The Regional Board Should Hold a Pre-hearing Conference to Bring Structure
and Efficiency to the February 11 Hearing

A pre-hearing conference is necessary to produce an orderly and efficient adjudicatory
proceeding. Poseidon requests a pre-hearing conference to discuss the necessary length of the
hearing, as well as hearing procedures, including timing of examination, cross-examination, and
closing, etc. If the Regional Board chooses not to hold a pre-hearing conference, significant
amounts of time will be wasted deliberating over and explaining the ground rules for the
proceeding. The ensuing proceeding will be unnecessarily unwieldy and awkward. This will
waste Regional Board's time and impair the Regional Board's ability to ascertain relevant facts,
which, in turn, will prejudice Poseidon's case. To prevent adisorderly proceeding, Poseidon
requests that the Regional Board hold a pre-hearing conference.

7
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III. THE PROCEEDINGS MUST BE MODIFIED IN ORDER TO PROTECT
POSEIDON'S CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHT TO DUE PROCESS

Constitutional due process fundamentally consists of two aspects: notice and a right to be
heard. The "fundamental requisite of due process of law is the opportunity to be heard." 1 "An
elementary and fundamental requirement of due process in any proceeding which is to be
accorded finality is notice reasonably calculated, under all the circumstances, to apprise
interested parties of the pendency of the action and afford them an opportunity to present their
objections. ,,2

Without additional time to be heard and the right to cross-examine, Poseidon will not
have a substantive "opportunity" to present its case. A sham hearing, or even a hearing that does
not give adequate opportunity for Poseidon to present its case is the same as no hearing at all.
The U.S. Constitution guarantees that the opportunity to be heard be meaningful.3

The Regional Board's decision on February 11 could substantially impair Poseidon's
legal rights. Consequently, Poseidon has a heightened due process right that requires a higher
degree of care and consideration by the Regional Board.4 In Goldberg v. Kelly,Sa case where the
government tried to strip an individual of valuable property rights, the U.S. Supreme Court
imposed the following requirements on governmental entities regarding the nature of the
required hearing:

1. Timely and adequate notice detailing the reasons for proposing action;

2. An effective opportunity to defend by confronting any adverse witnesses;

3. An opportunity to present arguments and evidence orally;

4. Allowing the recipient to retain an attorney if desired;

5. Basing a conclusion as to the decision solely on the legal rules and evidence
adduced at the hearing;

)

2

3

4

S

Grannis v. Ordean, 234 U.S. 385, 394 (1914). See also Green v. Lindsey, 456 U.S. 444,
449-50 (1982).

Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950).

See Matthews v. Eldridge, 424 U.S. 319, 333 (1972) ("The fundamental requirement of
due process is the opportunity to be heard at a meaningful time and in a meaningful
manner.") (citations omitted).

See Cafeteria Workers v. McElroy, 367 U.S. 886, 895 (1961) ("What procedures due
process may require under any given set of circumstances must begin with a
determination of the precise nature of the government function involved as well as of the
private intere~t that has been effected by governmental action.").

Goldberg v. Kelly, 397 U.S. 254 (1970).

8
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6. A statement of reasons for the determination indicating the evidence relied on;
and

7. An impartial decision maker.

As stated previously, Poseidon has real and substantial rights at stake at the February 11
Regional Board hearing, including property rights. It will not prejudice the Regional Board to
allow Poseidon to put on witnesses, present evidence, and to cross-examine the staff regarding
the provisions development of the MLMP. With a substantial property interest at stake for
Poseidon and a minimal burden on the Regional Board, constitutional principles mandate that
Poseidon's due process rights be fully protected, not merely swept aside by inadequate
procedures.

IV. CONCLUSION

For the foregoing reasons, Poseidon respectfully request that the Board modify the
February 11 hearing procedures in accordance herewith.

Dated: February 2,2009

LATHAM & WATKINS LLP
Paul N. Singarella (Bar No. 155393)
Amanda Halter (Bar No. 254084)

BY~~~
A anda Halter
Attorneys for POSEIDON .
RESOURCES CORPORATION
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02/19/08 Letter
From: John Robertus, Executive Officer, San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board

To: Peter MacLaggan, Senior VP Poseidon Resources Corporation

1. The Plan does not yet integrate all the elements of the statutory requirements of California Water Code
(CWC) Section 13142. The proposed project only includes "mitigation", whilethe statute CWC Section
13142.5(b) also requires that dischargers implement best available technology and mitigation measures. The
Plan does not appear to include technology measures for the intake structure to reduce impingement and
entrainment (I&E).

2. The Plan provides an evaluation of impacts based upon one year of data, 2004-05 with record rainfall, but
does not explicitly evaluate the on-going impacts from Poseidon's operations.

3. The Carlsbad desalination project's (CDP) listing of impacts appears to omit specific impacts to target
invertebrates.

4. The proposed mitigation project does not appear to account for all pertinent impacts resulting from
impingement of invertebrates, entrainment of invertebrates, discharges ofbrine, etc.

5. The CHREP did not identify and evaluate the possible mitigation projects located within the same watershed,
prior to proposing the out of watershed mitigation in San Dieguito Lagoon. The best mitigation for impacting
the lagoon would be to replace lost functions by restoring current upland acreage to the historic wetland
condition, or by creating new wetlands where there were none historically.

6. The proposed mitigation ratio of 1.1: 1.0 isn't fully supported. The Plan should be revised to include an
evaluation of other mitigation options that may be available within the watershed. The proposed mitigation
ratio appears inadequate in light of several factors generally considered by the Regional Board:

a. The proposed mitigation project is located within a different watershed (the San Dieguito Lagoon)
instead of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon. A higher ratio may be appropriate for this project because the
referenced mitigation project is out-of-kind (i.e., discharger is not actually replacing the lost resources
and functions).

b. It is not clear that the proposed one-time mitigation is adequate to compensate for the long-term
ongoing impacts to beneficial uses, resources, and functions present in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

c. The mitigation project is for restoration of coastal wetland habitat, rather than the lagoon habitat
impacted by the operation of the CDP.

7. Poseidon might benefit from convening a joint meeting with the resources agencies (including California Dept
Fish and Game, US Fish and Wildlife Service, Army Corps of Engineers, National Marine Fisheries) to
discuss the impacts to beneficial uses, resources, and functions by 'the proposed project, and on the preferred
mitigation project so they can discuss agency concerns/comments.

8. The assessment should address the seasonal and/or daily variations in imoin2:ement impacts.
9. The assessment needs to include results of an impingement study for target invertebrates. Table 3.2 includes

only results for fish during 2004-05.
10. The assessment states that: "The total amount of impinged organisms for the individual sampling events is

presented in Table 3-2" (p.l9). The Plan, however, does not clearly identify individual sampling events. The
interpretation of the results is hampered by the absence of a presentation of results for impinged organisms
(including invertebrates) with dates, times, and flow rates of sampling events.

11. The assessment states that, "The daily biomass of impinged fish during normal operations is 0.96 kgs/day
(1.92 Ibs/day) for an intake flow of 304 MGD" (p.19). The text discussion should clarify how this figure is
determined and how the total impingement results were adjusted to an intake flow of304 MGD. Also, there
is a conversion discrepancy since 0.96 kgs converts to 2.12 Ibs, not 1.92 Ibs as indicated in the Pian.
The assessment of impacts from entrainment assessment appears to include larval fish but does not

clearly include impacts to fish eggs and invertebrates. It is the understanding of the Regional Board
that the 2004-05 study was to include monitoring of (at least) entrained Cancer crab megalops and
lobster larvae, but the assessment does not appear to include these data. Also, it is unclear that
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sampling followed a protocol approved by the Regional Board as stated (p.22).
12. The Plan does not clearly identify the supporting data or an explanation of underlying assumptions and

calculations that were used to estimate proportional mortality values for larval fish as presented (p.23) in the
Plan. Therefore, the Regional Board could not objectively evaluate the validity of the estimated proportional
entrainment mortality (12.2%) presented in the Plan.

13. Impacts are based upon the few most commonly entrained (most abundant) species. It is unclear how much
more severe impacts may be when populations are small.

14. The Regional Board has the following comments regarding the estimated number of lagoon acres impacted, as
presented in the plan since:

a. The estimate of the number of lagoon acres used by the three most commonly entrained species is
based on a 2000 Coastal Conservancy Inventory (Table 4-2, p.23). It is unclear if this document is
accurate or appropriate for the purpose of determining such an important component of the area of
habitat production forgone (APF). The reference document (Attachment 4, Table 2), includes the
footnote caveat" ... This information is not suita.ble for any regulatory purpose and should not be the
basis for any determination relating to impact assessment or mitigation." An accurate delineation of
lagoon habitats should be used for this critical component of the APF.

b. The estimate of the number of lagoon acres used by the three most commonly entrained species
appears to exclude salt marsh and brackish/freshwater acreage (p.23). Excluding these intertidal
habitats may result in the analysis underestimating this component of the APF.

c. The calculation of the APF (p.23) appears to use values for mortality and lagoon acreage that are not
fully supported.

d. The text should be revised to include a clear explanation of how the estimated lagoon acreage for
commonly entrained species was adjusted to include only impacts associated with operations of COP,
rather than impacts from operation ofthe Encina Power Station.

15. The evaluation concludes that the small fraction of marine organisms lost to entrainment would have "no
effect on the species' ability to sustain their population" and goes on to describe the natural rates of high
mortality (p. 24). But the argument that that there are "excess" larvae appears to omit an important
consideration. Besides contributing to marine food webs, the naturally high production of larvae serves as a
buffer against catastrophic and cumulative impacts to populations. These are impoltant 'ecological services'
that must not be taken lightly or given away without adequate mitigation.

16. The Regional Board prefers that the evaluation ofthe impact be presented as a rate (loss of x-amount of
organisms per year, or impact/year). The proposed mitigation is a fixed amount ($3 to $4 million). It seems
unlikely that a fixed amount would adequately compensate for a loss that is a rate over multiple, future years.
It appears more likely that a proposed fixed amount really only accounts for mitigation for just one year of
operation. The Regional Board may find a fixed amount to be acceptable, provided that:

a. The average annual impact could be reasonably determined and reasona.bly translated into a dollar
amount, and that amount (or correct share) is paid every year of operation - but that is not what is
proposed in the Plan or the CHREP.

b. A fixed amount might also be reasonable if the CDP mitigates its share by increasing lagoon acreage
via restoration or creation. Such in-kind litigation would (iffunctional) replace the productivity lost to
the operation of the COP, and the impact would be fully mitigated.
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April 4, 2008 Technical Memo
From: Chiara Clemente, Senior Environmental Scientists, Central Watershed Unit

To: John Robertus, Executive Officer, San Diego Regional WaterQuality Control Board
1. The proposed plan does not describe a process for agency approval of the calculations and variables used to

assess impacts from impingement and entrainment.
2. The proposed mitigation process does not clearly identify the method for the final selection and agency

concurrence of the preferred mitigation alternative.
3. There is insufficient sampling data to accurately determine the impacts of impingement and entrainment.
4. The proposed process seems to favor a pre-determined outcome (i.e. mitigation in San Dieguito Lagoon).

Other mitigation alternatives (e.g. kelp bed enhancement and artificial reef construction) should be considered
and evaluated equally as viable mitigation possibilities.

3
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April 9, 2008 Resolution !

Poseidon shall...
1. Submit to the Regional Board Executive Officer, for approval by the Regional Board, an amendment

to the Plan that includes a specific proposal for mitigation of the impacts, by impingement and
entrainment upon marine organisms resulting from the Intake of seawater from Agua Hedionda
lagoon, as required by Section VI.C.2(e) of Order No. R9-2006-0065;

2. Resolve the concerns identified in the Regional Board's February 19,2008 letter to Poseidon
Resources

3. Resolve the following additional concerns;
a. Identification of impacts from impingement and entrainment;
b. Adequate monitoring data to determine the impacts from impingement and.entrainment
c. Coordination among participating agencies for the amendment of the Plan as required by

Section 13225 of the California Water Code
d. Adequacy of mitigation; and
e. Commitment to fully implement the amendment to the Plan

4
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April 30, 2008 Email
From: Chiara Clemente, Senior Environmental Scientists, Central Watershed Unit

To: Peter MacLaggan, Senior VP Poseidon Resources Corporation
1. Based on our review of the entrainment assessment in the Plan, it appears that the assessment. ..

a. characterizes larval concentration in entrained water using in-plant samples, i.e., two, 24-hour
samples collected near the CDP intake in the EPS discharge stream on June 10, 2004 and
May 19,2005;

b. characterizes larval concentration in source water using source water samples, i.e., thirteen,
24-hour sample events per station collected at four lagoon (Ll-4) and five nearshore (N1-5)
stations, monthly from June 10,2004 through May 19,2005;

c. does not draw upon the monthly samples taken in the lagoon near the entrance to the EPS
intake structure (station E1); and,

d. therefore, is for CDP/EPS co-operation rather than CDP stand-alone operation.

Is this understanding correct? Do you concur that the entrainment assessment provided in the Plan is
for co-operation rather than stand-alone operation?

2. Based on our review of the impingement assessment in the Plan, it appears that the daily biomass of
impinged fish (0.96 kgs/day) may havebeen incorrectly calculated.

a. Attachment 2 appears to present counts and weights of impinged organisms found during
each of the 24-hour sample events conducted weekly from June 24,2004 through June 15,
2005, i.e., 52 sample events, each representing 24-hour impingement;

b. Table 5-1 appears to present - not annual count and weight totals prorated to 304 MGD as
indicated by the caption - but rather line totals (by taxa) of the counts and weights from
Attachment 2, i.e., Table 5-1 appears to present 52-day totals with no adjustment for flow on
the day of sampling, no interpolation for the days between sample events, and no prorating to
304 MD; and,

c. therefore, calculation of the daily biomass of impinged fish by dividing the un-interpolated,
un-prorated Table 5-1 total weight (351,672 grams) by 365 days appears to be in error.

Is the above staff interpretation correct? If not, then could you please let me know which of the
above statements regarding Attachment 2 and/or Table 5-1 is wrong, and why?

5
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02/19/09 Hearin~: Executive Officer Summary Report
1. Staff remains concerned that the MLMP fails to satisfy a number of conditions in the Resolution,

such as the requirement
a. to submit adequate data on impingement of organisms and
b. to propose adequate mitigation

2. Staffs overarching concern, which remains unsatisfied, is that the MLMP fails to include a specific
mitigation alternative as the Board required. Instead, it sets forth a process and criteria for evaluating
11 independent mitigation site options. The Resolution conditions approval of the Plan on the timely
submittal of a specific mitigation alternative for Regional Board approval. Staff continues to believe
that a specific mitigation alternative is a critical element in order to properly evaluate whether the
functions of the proposed mitigation will match those lost from impingement and entrainment.
Poseidon's MLMP is fundamentally flawed in that it fails to fulfill this condition.
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CALIFORNIA COASTAL COMMISSION
45 FREMONT. SUITE 2000
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ARNOLD SCHWARZENEGGER, GOVERNOR

W16a
RECOMMENDED

REVISED CONDITION COMPLIANCE
FINDINGS

November 21, 2008

To:

From:

Regarding:

Commissioners on
Prevailing Side:

Exhibit 1:

Exhibit 2:

Exhibit 3:

Exhibit 4:

To Commissioners and Interested Parties

Peter Douglas, Executive Director
Alison Dettmer, Deputy Director
Tom Luster, Staff Environmental Scientist

Condition Compliance for CDP No. E-06-013 - Poseidon Resources
(Channelside), LLC; Special Condition 8: Submittal ofa Marine Life
Mitigation Plan

Commissioners Achadjian, Blank, Burke, Hueso, Kram, Lowenthal,
Neely, Potter, Reilly, Shallenberger, and Chair Kruer

Approved Marine Life Mitigation Plan (MLMP)

Staffs Proposed Draft MLMP Conditions (June 2008)

Poseidon's August 2, 2008 Proposed MLMP and attachments

Transcript of August 6, 2008 hearing (Commission deliberations only)

STAFF NOTE

Staffprepared these recommended Revised Findings to reflect the Commission's August 6, 2008
decision approving a Marine Life Mitigation Plan for the Poseidon desalination facility in
Carlsbad, San Diego County. The Plan is required pursuant to Special Condition 8 of Coastal
Development Pennit #E-06-013. The Commission's approval at the August hearing included
modifications to the Plan proposed by both staff and Poseidon. Because the Commission's
action differed from staff s recommendation, revised fmdings are necessary. The recommended
Revised Findings herein support the Plan as approved by the Commission and are based on
staff s review of the August 6, 2008 heariJig transcript and the record before the Commission.
Recommended changes from the August 6th document are shown in strikethrough and bold
underline text.
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Please note that the Commission required Poseidon to submit within 60 days of Commission
approval a revised Plan for Executive Director review and approval that incorporates the
Commission's approved modifications. Poseidon submitted a plan in early October 2008, which
has been reviewed and approved by the Executive Director, and is attached as Exhibit 1.

SUMMARY

On November 15, 2007, the Commission conditionally approved CDP E-06-013 for Poseidon
Resources (Channelside), LLC (Poseidon) for construction and operation of a desalination
facility to be located adjacent to the Encina Power Plant in Carlsbad, San Diego County. As part
of the Adopted Findings for its approval, the Commission imposed Special Condition 8, which
required Poseidon to submit for further Commission review and approval, a Marine Life
Mitigation Plan (MLMP, or the Plan). I

In June 2008, Commission staff provided to Poseidon recommended conditions to include
in its Plan (see Exhibit 2). On July 7,2008, Poseidon submitted to Commission staff#s-!!
proposed Marine Life Mitigation Plan (the Plan). On August 2, Poseidon submitted a revised
version of that Plan (see Exhibit 3). This report provides staff's analysis of the Plan, staff's
evaluation of whether the Plan oonfonns to the Adopted Findings and Speeial Condition 8, and
staff's reoommendation as to whether the Cofl'l:lRission should approye the Plan.

In erief, staff's analysis sho'lfs that the Plan as suamitted does not oonfol1'l'l: to the l\dopted
Findings aild SpeeiRI CentllHon 8. Howe'ver, ifmodified as desoriBed herein, staffeelieyes the
modified Plan 'l,'ould oonfol1'l'l: to the applioaBle Findings and SpeeiRI CentliHfJH 8. Staff
therefore reoommends the GollllTIission approve the Plan, as modified herein. The modifioations
staffhas identified as eeing neoessary for Plan approval are summarized eelo'l,' and are further
detailed in Seotions 1.1 and 4.0 of this memorandum. At its August 6, 2008 hearing, the
Commission approved a modified Plan. Because the Commission's action differed from
staff's recommendation, revised findings are necessary.

Staffreoommends the Plan ee modified to inolude the follo'lfingThe Commission modified the
Plan as follows:

1) Poseidon -shall-is to create or restore eetween up to 55.4 and 68 acres of coastal estuarine
wetland habitatwithin the Southern California Bight. For Phase I, within 10 months of
issuance of the desalination facility's coastal development permit (CDP), Poseidon
must submit proposed site(s) and a Preliminary Restoration Plan for Commission
review and approval. Within two years of issuance of the CDP for the desalination
facility, Poseidon must submit a complete CDP application to restore at least 37

I The Commission's approval of this CDP also included Special Condition 10, which required Poseidon to submit
for Commission review and approval an Energy Minimization and Greenhouse Gas Reduction Plan. That Special
CORelitioR aRa PoseiaOR's sl:t6R'litteel plaR are evall:1ateel iR a separate staffFepoFt l:1fleler ItOFfl W5a oftfie l'\l:1gl:1st 6,
200g COR'lR'lissiofl fieariflg. The Commission approved the Energy Minimization and Greenhouse Gas
Emission Reduction Plan at its August 6. 2008 hearing. The recommended Revised Findings for that Plan are
on the Commission's December 2008 hearing agenda as Item W16b.

, '
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acres of estuarine wetlands. For Phase II, Poseidon must within five years of
issuance of the Phase I CDP submit a complete CDP application either to restore an
additional 18.4 acres of estuarine wetlands or to propose reducing or eliminating
this Phase II restoration requirement by instead implementing technologies not
currently available or feasible that would reduce entrainment levels below currently
anticipated levels or by undertaking dredging in Agua Hedionda Lagoon in a
manner that warrants mitigation credit. Poseidon may apply to do all 55.4 acres of
restoration during Phase I.

2) Poseidon shall implement its Marine Life Mitigation Plan in conformity to the conditions
provided in Exhibit 2 of this memorandum these Findings.

3) Within 60 days of the Commission's approval of this modified the Plan (Le., as
approved at the August 6, 2008 hearing), Poseidon shall submit for the Executive
Director's review and approval a revised Plan that includes these modifications.

The first reco1IH33:en:dation: modification is based on a review of Poseidon' s proposed Plan by
staff and the Commission's independent scientific experts.2 Poseidon's entrainment study
identified impacts that these reviewers believe require more mitigation than Poseidon has-had
proposed. Staff further believes that tThis amount of mitigation is necessary to ensure the
project conformsto Special Condition 8 and Sections 30230, 30231, and 30260 of the Coastal
Act. Based on results from Poseidon's entrainment study, this range in: acreage from 55 to 68
acres represen:ts the ran:ge in: statistical confiden:ce that "",ould 55.4 acres of wetland
restoration will provide the Commission with 80% (i.e., 55 acres) to 95% confidence (i.e., 68
aeresf that the mitigation would will fully mitigate the impacts identified in the study. Section
4.2 of this memoran:dumthese Findings provides a more detailed discussion.;;

The second recornmen:dation: is mean:t to modification ensure§. that mitigation is timely and
successful. It 'liouid require§. Poseidon to implement its mitigation subject to the conditions

. similar to those the Commission required of Southern California Edison at its San Dieguito
Restoration Project (see, for example CDPs #183-73 and #6-04-88). Although Poseidon's
current Plan does not commit to provide mitigation at a particular site, Poseidon had previously
identified a mitigation site in San Dieguito Lagoon adjacent to Edison's as the best its preferred
location to mitigate for its entrainment impacts. Staffrecornmen:ds the two projects be held to
similar standards. The Commission's scientific experts con:cur 'i'lith this recornmen:dation:
recommend that the two restoration projects be subject to similar standards (see Exhibit 1
- Approved Conditions for Marine Life Mitigation Plan). Section 4.2 provides a more
detailed discussion of this reco1IH33:en:dation: modification.

2 Staff consulted with members of the Commission's Marine Re'vie','/ Cemmittee Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP).
Committee members are identified in Section 3.0 of this memorandum.

;; As an aJtemati','e te staff's reeommendatioR, tlle CemmissioR may ..visll to require mitigatisR iR a maRRor similar te
past deeisioRs in wlliell it applied a mitigation ratie to tlle identified level sf impaet. If the Commissiefl seleets this
alternative approaell, staffreeommefld mitigatieR ae provided at aetweeR a 2:1 to 3:1 ratio, ','lmeh ','lould resl:1lt ifl
from 85 to 127.5 aeres sf eoastaJ estuarifle wetlaRd llaaitat as mitigatieR.
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The third recommendation modification is meant to help ensure Poseidon and the Commission
implement~ the approv:ed mitigation plan as approved. Additionally, the 60-day deadline in the
recommendation 'llould be is consistent with the requirement imposed by the San Diego
Regional Water Quality Control Board that Poseidon provide a mitigation plan for Board
approval by October 9,2008.4

'.Vith these recommended modifications, staffbelie:ves Poseidon's Pla~would conform to
applicable proyisions ofSpeeittl CentliufJn 8.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

1.0 MOTION & RESOLUTION 4
1.1 Recomme~ded Modifications 5

2.0 STANDARD OF REVIEW 6
3.0 Plan Development and Review , 7
4.0 ANALYSIS FOR CONFORMITY TO SPECIAL CONDITION 8 8

4.1 Plan Description : 9
4.2 Analysis - Adequacy ofMitigation 10

4.2.1 Analysis ofPoseidon's Entrainment Study 10
4.2.2 Determining the mitigation needed to address identified impacts 13
4.2.3 Analysis of Proposed Mitigation Phasing 16
4.2.4 Analysis of dredging as project mitigation 17

4.3 Analysis - Assurance that Mitigation will Succeed 18

1.0 MOTION & RESOLUTION

Motion:

"/me,,'c thelt thc Ce1'll'rnissifJfi aJ3J3t'e,,'c thc }Jcirinc Life },litigeltien P/eln elttelchcd te thc
stafft'ccommcndcttien tlS Exhibit 1 ifmedfjicd tlS shevm in Scctien 1.1 bc/e'w elnd Exhibit
2 ofthis mcmet'tl1idum, elS Cempli6l1'lt ivith Speeittl CentlitifJn 8 efCDP E 06 O!3. I move
that the Commission adopt the revised findings in support ofthe Commission's action
on August 6. 2008 to approve the Marine Life Mitigation Plan as compliant with
Special Condition 8 ofCDP E-06-013."

4 The Regional Board's Order, adopted on April 9, 2008 requires, in part: "Within six months ofadoption ofthis
resolution, Poseidon shall submit to the Regional Board Executive Officer, for approval by the Regional Board an
amendment to the Plan that includes a specific proposalfor mitigation ofthe impacts, by impingement and
entrainment upon marine organisms resultingfrom the intake ofseawaterfrom Agua Hedionda Lagoon, as required
by Section VLC.2(e) ofOrder No. R9-2006-0065; and shall resolve the concerns identified in the Regional Board's
Febnlary 19, 2008 letter to Poseidon Resources, and thefollowing additional concerns,'

a) Identification ofimpacts from impingement an.d entrainment;
b) Adequate monitoring data to determine the impacts from impingement and entrainment;
c) Coordination amongparticipating agencies for the amendment ofthe Plan as required by Section 13225 of

the California Water Code;
d) Adequacy ofmitigation; and
e) Commitment to fitlly implement the amendment to the Plan.

()

, )
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Resolution to Approve:

The Ce1'11F1lission herebyjinds thGit the eOf'l'lfJUGincepiGln titfed "Marine Life },litigcttion
PiGln" prepGired Gind stlernitted by the permittee, P.oseidon Resotlrces (ChGinnelside) LLC,
dGltedJbtlry' 3,2008, ijmodijied GiS shown in Section 1.1 GindExhihit 2 &ftheJ'/;{;i)' 24,2008
Cemmission st6lfJrcport, is GideGjtlGite, iffully impfemented to comply ,vith Special
CfJnditifJn 8 ofCDP E 06 013. The Commission hereby adopts the findings set forth
below for the Commission's approval ofthe Marine Life Mitigation Plan as compliant
with Special Condition 8 o(CDP £-06-013 on the ground that the findings support the
Commission's decision made on August 6. 2008 and accurately reflect the reasons for
it.

Staff Recommendation:

Staff recommends a "YES" vote, which will result in the appc9val of the modified plan
as compliant 'Nith the Adopted Findings alld Speeial C9Bditi9B 8 and adoption of the
motion, resolution, and [mdings herein. The motion passes only by an affirmative vote of
a majority of the Commissioners present. Staffs recommended modifications are
provided in Section 1.1 below, and further detailed in Section 4.0 of this memorandum.
If these recommended modifications are not incorporated into the Plan, staff recommends
the COl3.'l.fllission find the Plan, as sa-emitted, does not conform to Speeial C9Bditi9B 8
and staffvlOuld therefore recommend the Plan be denied. Staff recommends a "YES"
vote on the motion. Passage of the motion will result in the adoption of revised
findings as set forth in this staff report. The motion requires a majority vote of the
members from the prevailing side present at the revised findings hearing, with at
least three of the prevailing members voting. Only those Commissioners on the
prevailing side of the Commission's action are eligible to vote on the revised
findings.

1.1 RECOM~'1ENDED MODIFICATIONS

1) Poseidon shall create or restore between up to 55.4 and 68 acres of coastal estuarine
wetland habitat within the Southern California Bight. For Phase I, within 10 months of
issuance of the desalination facility's coastal development permit (CDP), Poseidon
must submit proposed site(s) and a Preliminary Restoration Plan for Commission
review and approval. Within two years of issuance of the CDP for the desalination
facility, Poseidon must submit a complete CDP application to restore at least 37
acres of estuarine wetlands. For Phase II, Poseidon must within five years of
issuance of the Phase I CDP submit a complete CDP application either to restore an
additional 18.4 acres of estuarine wetlands or to propose reducing or eliminating
this Phase II restoration requirement by instead implementing technologies not
currently available or feasible that would reduce entrainment levels below currently
anticipated levels or by undertaking dredging in Agua Hedionda Lagoon in a
manner that warrants mitigation credit. Poseidon may apply to do all 55.4 acres of
restoration during Phase I.
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2) Poseidon shall implement its Marine Life Mitigation Plan in conformity to the conditions
provided in Exhibit 2 of this memorandum these Findings.

3) Within 60 days of the Commission's approval of this modified the Plan (i.e., as
approved at the August 6, 2008 hearing), Poseidon shall submit for the Executive
Director's review and approval a revised Plan that includes these modifications.

2.0 STANDARD OF REVIEW

The CoiIllIlission must determine whether the subject plan must conform5 to Special Condition
8 of CDP E-06-013, which states:

"Marine Life Mitigation Plan: PRIOR TO ISSUANCE OF THE PERMIT, the Permittee
shall submit to and obtain from the Commission approval ofa Marine Life Mitigation Plan
(the Plan) that complies with the following:

a) Documentation ofthe project's expected impacts to marine life due to entrainment and
impingement caused by thefacility's intake ofwaterfrom Agua Hedionda Lagoon. This
requirement can be satisfied by submitting a full copy ofthe Permittee's Entrainment
Study conducted in 2004-2005 for this project.

b) To the maximum extentfeasible, the mitigation shall take theform ofcreation,
enhancement, or restoration ofaquatic and wetland habitat.

c) Goals, objectives andperformance criteria for each ofthe proposed mitigation sites. It
shall identify specific creation, restoration, or enhancement measures that will be used at
each site, including grading andplantingplans, the timing ofthe mitigation measures,
monitoring that will be implemented to establish baseline conditions and to determine
whether the sites are meetingperformance criteria. The Plan shall also identify
contingency measures that will be implemented should any ofthe mitigation sites not
meet performance criteria.

d) Requires submittals of "as-built"plans for each site and annual monitoring reports for
no less than five years or until the sites meetperformance criteria.

e) Defines legal mechanism(s) proposed to ensure permanent protection ofeach site - e.g.,
conservation easements, deed restriction, or other methods.

The Permittee shall comply with the approved Plan. Prior to implementing the Plan, the
Permittee shall submit a proposed wetlands restoration project that complies with the Plan
in the form ofa separate coastal development permit application for the planned wetlands
restoration project."

The Commission's Permit Findings supporting Special Condition 8 state that the Plan is to
ensure that all project-related entrainment impacts will be fully mitigated and that marine
resources and the biological productivity of coastal waters, wetlands, and estuaries, will be
enhanced and restored in compliance with Coastal Act Sections 30230 and 30231. The Permit
Findings further state that the Plan must provide mitigation to the maximum extent feasible
through creating, enhimcing, or restoring aquatic and wetland habitat and must include
acceptable performance standards, monitoring, contingency measures, and legal mechanisms to
ensure permanent protection of the proposed mitigation sites.

.)

)
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3.0 PLAN DEVELOPMENT AND REVIEW

On November 15, 2007, the Commission approved CDP No. E-06-013 for Poseidon's proposal
to construct and operate a desalination facility in Carlsbad, San Diego County. As part of that
approval, the Commission required Poseidon, through Special Condition 8, to submit for
additional Commission review and approval a Marine Life Mitigation Plan addressing the
impacts that will be caused by the facility's use of estuarine water and entrainment of marine
organisms.

Siflee-After the Commission's project approval in November 2007, staffand Poseidon ha¥e
worked to develop a Plan that would meet the requirements ofSpecial Condition 8 and would be
consistent with the Commission's Permit Findings. In March 2008, and as required by Special
Condition 8, Poseidon provided a copy of its entrainment study for Commission staff review.
Staffprovided the study to Dr. Pete Raimondi, an independent scientist with expertise in
evaluating entrainment studies, for his review and recommendations (described in more detail in
Section 4.0 below).5 Dr. Raimondi provided the initial results of his review and
recommendations to Poseidon in April 2008. In May 2008, staff conducted with Poseidon an
interagency meeting with representatives from state and local agencies to determine what
mitigation options might be available and feasible for Poseidon to include as part of its Plan.

Attendees include!! representatives from:

California Department of Fish and Game
California Department ofTransportation
California State Lands Commission
San Diego Regional Water Quality Control Board

City of Carlsbad
City of Vista
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

In June 2008, based in part on concerns Poseidon expressed about Dr. Raimondi's review and
recommendations, staff asked the Commission's Marine Re'"/ievl Committee (MR{;) Scientific
Advisory Panel (SAPt to review Dr. Raimondi's conclusions and make further

5 Dr. Raimondi is Professor and Chair of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology at the University of California, Santa
Cruz Center for Ocean Health, Long Marine Lab. Dr. Raimondi is considered by many to be California's leading
expert on entrainment analysis. He has been a key participant and reviewer of most of the entrainment studies done
along the California coast during the past decade, including those done for the Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power Plant,
the Huntington Beach Generating Station, Morro Bay Power Plant, and Moss Landing Power Plant. He is also a
member of the Coastal Commission's Mariae Revie'll Committee Scientific Advisory Panel (SAP) responsible for
determining mitigation needed for the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station (SONGS) and providing review and
oversight for the SONGS mitigation work at San Dieguito Lagoon.

6 The Mariae Revie'"" Committee SAP is a team of independent scientists that provides guidance and oversight to
the Commission on ecological issues associated with the San Dieguito Restoration Project. That Project is being
implemented by Southern California Edison pursuant to requirements of coastal development permits issued by the
Commission and is meant to mitigate for marine resources losses caused by the San Onofre Nuclear Generating
Station (SONGS). The Mariae ReviS'll COFRfRittee SAP currently consists ofDr. Richard Ambrose, Professor and
Director of Environmental Science & Engineering Program, Department of Environmental Health Sciences,
University of California Los Angeles; Dr. John Dixon, Senior Ecologist, California Coastal Commission; Dr. Mark
Page, Marine Science Institute, University of California at Santa Barbara; Dr. Pete Raimondi, Professor and Chair
of Ecology and Evolutionary Biology, University of California at Santa Cruz; Dr. Dan Reed, Marine Science
Institute, University of California at Santa Barbara; Dr. Steve Schroeter, Marine Science Institute, University of
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recommendations for Poseidon to include in its proposed Plan. The :MRG-SAP review is
described in more detail in Section 4.0.

Also in June 2008, staffprovided Poseidon a copy of the conditions the Commission had
required of Southern California Edison (Edison) for its wetland restoration project at San
Dieguito Lagoon (see Exhibit 2). Until June, Poseidon had been proposing a site adjacent to
Edison's as the best its preferred site forits-mitigation. Based on the Commission's Permit
Findings and discussion at the November 2007 hearing, staff recommended to Poseidon that it
incorporate modified versions of the Edison conditions into its proposed Plan to ensure the two
adjacent mitigation sites would be subject to compatible and consistent mitigation requirements.
These conditions are in Exhibit 21

On July 7, 2008, staff received Poseidon's currently proposed Plan for review by the
Commission (see Exhibit 1). On July 14,2008, staff again consulted with the NIRG-SAP to
evaluate changes Poseidon had proposed in this most recent submittal. On August 2, 2008,
Poseidon submitted a revised Poseidon's current proposed Plan; (see Exhibit 3). an4-tThe
results of reviews by staff, Dr. Raimondi, and the MRG-SAP are described in Section 4.0 below.

4.0 ANALYSIS FOR CONFORMITY TO SPECIAL CONDITION 8

Staffs ev:aluation of the proposed Plan shO'.ys that thePoseidon's proposed Plan, as submitted,
tlees-did not ensure conformity to Special Condition 8. Staffrecor.am:ends the Plan be modified
The Commission therefore required modifications to the Plan to address two main areas in
which the Plan does not yet did not conform to the condition: 1) the adequacy of mitigation
proposed in the Plan; and, 2) assurances that the Plan will result in successful mitigation being
implemented in a timely manner.

Section 4.1 below describes the submitted Plan's key elements and the Commission's adopted
modifications (shown in Exhibit n. Sections 4.2 and 4.3 evaluate elements of the Plan that
staffbelieves require modification. Staffs recommendations The modifications are based on
review by staff and by members of the Commission's Marine Re'/iew Committee (MR.{;)
Scientific Advisory Panel(SAP), as described in Section 3.0. They also reflect comments
received from other agencies, including the u.s. Fish and Wildlife Service and the California
State Lands Commission. The discussions below also identify concerns Poseidon expressed
about staff's recommendations and staffs response to those conoerns. StaffbeliE3'les its third
recommendation The third modification, which vlOuld require~ Poseidon to submit a revised
Plan that incorporates these modifications, would helps ensure the Commission and Poseidon m
im.plementffig implements the modified Plan.

California at Santa Barbara; and, Dr. Russ Schmitt, Director of Coastal Research Center, University of California at
Santa Barbara.
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4.1 PLAN DESCRIPTION

Poseidon's proposed Plan includes.!! the following main elements:

• Phased Mitigation Approach: Poseidon proposes.!! that it implement necessary
mitigation in two phases. Phase I would result in 37 acres of wetland restoration or
creation within the Southern California Bight. During this phase, Poseidon would also
conduct technology review to determine whether new or developing technologies would
be reasonably feasible to reduce entrainment. It would also conduct a new entrainment
study ten years after beginning operations to determine whether additional mitigation is
needed for the facility's entrainment impacts. Phase I would apply during the time
Poseidon's desalination facility operations are concurrent with operations of the power
plant's cooling water system.

Phase II would occur if the power plant stops operating or, for three consecutive years,
operates at a level that provides less than 15% of the water Poseidon needs to operate the
desalination facility (i.e., about 16.6 billion gallons per yearf, This amount would be
based on the power plant's average water use over any three-year period. Under Phase II,
Poseidon would conduct a new'entrainment analysis and evaluate potential new
technologies, similar to the review described in Phase 1. Poseidon would then provide the
results of those analyses to the Commission for review. If the Commission determines
the analyses show a need for additional mitigation or the evaluations show certain
technologies might reduce entrainment impacts, Poseidon would request its Plan be
amended to require those changes. If additional mitigation is needed, Poseidon would
propose one of the following:
o Assume dredging obligations for Agua Hedionda Lagoon from the power plant and

obtain mitigation credit of up to 81 acres of restoration credit for conducting
dredging; or,

o Provide additional wetland mitigation of up to 5.5 acres.

• Suggested Conditions: +he-Poseidon's proposed Plan includes.!! suggested conditions
that Poseidon would use to implement further studies, evaluate new technologies, select
its mitigation site(s), and implement mitigation options. Many of these aremodified
versions of conditions the Commission required Edison use to implement its mitigation
measures for the impacts to marine life from the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station.
These are discussed in Section 4.3 below.

In adopting the final MLMP, the Commission incorporated several concepts from
Poseidon's proposed Plan with a number of modifications, including:

• Entrainment impacts: The Commission determined that Poseidon's entrainment
impacts resulted in a loss of marine organisms equivalent to that produced in a 55.4
acre area of estuarine and nearshore habitat (see Sections 4.2.1 & 4.2.2 below for
details).

7 Poseidon's, average withdrawal of 304 million gallons per day would equal almost 111 billion gallons per year.
15% of that amount is about 16.6 billion gallons, or about 45 million gallons per day.
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• Phased mitigation: The Commission required mitigation in up to two phases:
o During Phase I, Poseidon is to create or restore at least 37 acres of coastal estuarine

wetland habitat in one or two sites within the Southern California Bight. Within 10
months of issuance of the CDP for the desalination facility, Poseidon is to submit a
preliminary site selection and restoration plan for Commission approval, and with
24 months ofissuance of that CDP, Poseidon is to submit a complete CDP
application for restoration of at least 37 acres of estuarine wetlands. Poseidon may
choose to restore the full 55.4 acres of wetlands during Phase I.

o For Phase II, Poseidon must within five years of issuance of the Phase I CDP submit
a complete CDP application to restore an additional 18.4 acres of estuarine
wetlands, or as part of that application may request to reduce or eliminate this
Phase II restoration requirement by instead implementing technologies that are not
currently available or feasible to reduce entrainment impacts below currently
anticipated levels or undertaking dredging in Agua Hedionda lagoon in a manner
that warrants mitigation credit.

• Required conditions: Poseidon is to implement its Marine Life Mitigation Plan as
modified by the Commission and in conformity to the conditions provided in Exhibit 1
of these Findings. Those modifications require Poseidon to submit within sixty days of
the Commission's August 6, 2008 approval a revised Plan that includes all required
conditions and modifications for the Executive Director's review and approval.

4.2 ANALYSIS - ADEQUACY OF MITIGATION

This section evaluates the following elements of Poseidon's proposed Plan:

Section 4.2.1: Analysis of Poseidon's entrainment study
Section 4.2.2: Determining the mitigation needed to address identified impacts
Section 4.2.3: Analysis of Poseidon's phased approach
Section 4.2.4: Analysis of dredging as proposed mitigation

4.2.1 Analysis ofPoseidon's Entrainment Study

Special Condition 8 required Poseidon to submit its entrainment study for Commission staff
review. In March 2008, Poseidon submitted data and modeling results from its study. The study
was conducted using the Empirical Transport Model (ETM), which is used to identify the level
of adverse effect caused by entrainment. The model compares the portion of a population at risk
of entrainment to the portion of that population actually entrained. It calculates this proportional
mortality for each of the main species subject to entrainment, and uses the source water area of
each species - that is, the total volume or area of water in which species are at risk ofbeing
entrained - to calculate the Area of Production Foregone (APF), which provides an estimate of
the average area of habitatthat would be needed to produce the organisms lost to entrainment.
As shown below, this APF provides the basis for determining the amount ofmitigation needed to
address entrainment impacts.

'. )
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As described in Section 3 above, staffprovided Poseidon's data and study results to Dr.
Raimondi for review. In reviewing the study, Dr. Raimondi concluded the following:

• Adequacy of Study: Dr. Raimondi found that, as submitted, Poseidon's study could notbe
evaluated for its technical merits or its estimates of impacts. However, by reviewing
additional relevant Poseidon documents and documents from the associated power plant's
entrainment study, and by working with the consultants that had conducted Poseidon's study
(Tenera Consultants), Dr. Raimondi was able to determine that the study's sampling and data
collection methods were consistent with those used in other recent studies conducted in
California pursuant to the protocols and guidelines used by the U.S. EPA, Regional Water
Quality Control Boards, California Energy Commission, and Coastal Commission.

Dr. Raimondi also found that the study provided adequate data to determine the types and
numbers of organisms that would be subject to entrainment and to determine the area of the
source water bodies - that is, the area of Agua Hedionda and nearshore ocean waters where
entrainable organisms would be subject to entrainment. The study identified a source water
area within Agua Hedionda of 302 acres and a nearshore source water area of about 22,000
acres. Poseidon's calculations were generally consistent with those used in other recent
studies, although the calculations Poseidon used to determine its source water areas differed
from those used in other recent studies to reflect the tidal exchange between Agua Hedionda
Lagoon and the nearshore ocean environment.

• Determining the Effects of Poseidon's Entrainment: Poseidon concluded that the
entrainment caused by 302 MGD of water withdrawal by the desalination facility would
result in an APF of 37 acres in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. Dr. Raimondi's review revealed that
Poseidon's APF calculation was accurate, albeit at the 50% confidence level- that is, the 37
acre APF represented the area for which the study could assure with at least 50% confidence
that the area reflected the full extent of Poseidon's entrainment impacts in the Lagoon. This
calculation is based on applying standard statistical techniques to the error rates Poseidon
generated in its study. Dr. Raimondi also used those error rates to calculate APFs at the 80%
and 95% confidence levels - that is, the number of acres for which the area of full
entrainment impacts could be described with at least 80% or 95% confidence. This resulted
in APFs of 49 and 61 acres, respectively.

Poseidon's study did not include an APF for the area ofnearshore ocean waters that would be
affected by entrainment; therefore, using Poseidon's data, Dr. Raimondi calculated an APF
for the entrainment effects Poseidon would cause in these nearshore waters. At the same
50%, 80%, and 95% confidence levels, the APFs would be 55, 64, and 72 acres, respectively.
The APFs for both source water areas and each confidence level are shown in Table 1 below.
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Table 1: APF Totals
Source water areas: APF (in acres) at three levels of

confidence:
50% 80% 95%

Estuarine: 302 acres of 37 49 61
source water
Nearshore: 22,000 acres of 55 64 72
source water
TotalAPF 92 acres 113 acres 133 acres

In its July 3, 2008 proposed MLMP submittal, Poseidon raised a number of concerns with
staffs and Dr. Raim()ndi's review (see also Exhibit B of Poseidon's August 2,2008 submittal
in Exhibit 3 Dithe MLMP). In response, and to supplement Dr. Raimondi's review,
Commission staff requested that the JMRG-SAP assess the review and respond to Poseidon's
concerns.

Poseidon stated its study made a number of conservative assumptions that result in an
overestimate of the mitigation needed: and that tThose conservative assumptions, and the SAP's
response, include:

• The study overestimated the number oflarvae in the lagoon and assumed a greater amount
ofentrainable larvae than are actually present. In response, Dr. Raimondi and the l\4RG
SAP noted that this type of study is based on actual sampling data, not estimates. The data
reviewed were those Poseidon provided from its sampling efforts, so there should be no
overestimate or assumption of a greater number of larvae than were actually sampled. If
Poseidon believes the data are incorrect, that would suggest either that the raw data should be
re-eva1uated or the study should be run again. Further, if Poseidon's contention were true
that is, if the study overstated the number of larvae in the Lagoon ~ this would result in a
higher APF and would therefore result in a need for more mitigation.8

• The study assumes the project will render all affected acreage (i.e., the APF) non-functional,
even though that acreage would only bepartially affected and would continue to allow
numerous other species to function. In response, the JMRG-SAP reiterated that these
entrainment studies do not assume the complete loss of ecosystem function within an area of
APF; instead, they identify only the area that would be needed to replace the numbers and
types of species identified in the study as subject to entrainment. The APF is used to'
determine impacts to only those species most affected by entrainment, and the mitigation
resulting from the APF is meant to account only for those effects.

8 To provide a simple example, the APF is based in part on proportional mortality, which is the ratio of the number
of organisms entrained compared to those at risk ofbeing entrained. Assuming the number of entrained organisms
remains the same, the fewer organisms in the Lagoon, the higher the proportion of those organisms entrained
therefore, Poseidon's contention results in a higher proportional impact area.

( )
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• The study protocols assume 100% mortality for entrained organisms; however, Poseidon
believes actual mortality will be significantly lower. Poseidon also contends that it should be
required to provide less mitigation based on its contention ofa lower mortality rate. In
response, the MRG-SAP noted that the protocols used in these entrainment studies include an
assumption of 100% mortality based on guidance from the U.S. EPA and reflecting the
practice of California's State and Regional Water Boards, the California Energy
Commission, and the Coastal Commission in conducting and evaluating these studies. This
assumption applies to these studies regardless of the type of intake and discharge system
being evaluated. For example, although each power plant or desalination facility may use
different water volumes, have different and variable water velocities and levels of turbulence,
use different types of screens, pumps, and other equipment, and draw in a different mix of
organisms, all entrainment studies similar to Poseidon's have used this same 100% mortality
rate. Further, there are no peer-reviewed scientific studies that support using a lower
mortality rate for different types ofpower plant or desalination systems that cause
entrainment. In the case of Poseidon's desalination facility, entrained organisms will be
subject to a number of stressors - including high pressures, significant changes in salinity,
possible high temperature differences if the power plant is operating, etc. - and they will then
be discharged to a different environment than is found in Agua Hedionda. Anyone or a
combination of these stressors could result in mortality.

Poseidon's proposed phased mitigation approach, which is based in part on its contention of
lower mortality rates, is evaluated in more detail below. One element of this approach,
however, is that Poseidon states it might use alternative screening systems to reduce
entrainment or entrainment mortality. However, staff considers this oniy speculative at this
time, and notes that screening systems that have been tested for reducing entrainment have
not been found effective in the marine environment. The current scientific understanding is
that entrainment impacts are based on an assumption of 100% mortality of organisms present
in the full volume of water dr8?lm into an intake system, and that is the basis ofthe analysis
herein. Pursuant to the Commission's action, if Poseidon proposes to adopt alternative
technologies that are not currently available or feasible to reduce entrainment, it may
apply for reduced mitigation requirements as part of its Phase II CDP application.

Based on the above, and on the reviews conducted by Dr. Raimondi and the SAP, the
Commission concurs with the conclusions of the scientific reviews showing that the
facility's expected entrainment impacts result in the above-referenced APFs and
incorporates those conclusions into its approval of the Plan.

4.2.2 Determining the mitigation needed to address identified impacts

The APFs generated from the study and shown in Table 1 identify the extent of expected
entrainment impacts, and also serve as the basis for identifying the type and amount ofmitigation
needed to address those impacts. Past entrainment studies have generally used the 50%
confidence level APF as the basis for mitigation and applied a mitigation ratio (e.g., 1:1,2:1,3:1,
etc.) to compensate for mitigation occurring at a distance from the affected area, to reflect a
temporal loss of habitat functions caused by the impact, to reflect mitigation that provides a
different type of habitat than the affected area, or other concerns. This option is described briefly
later in this Section.
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For this review, however, Dr. Raimondi provided an alternative approach to determine the
amount of mitigation needed, based on two main assumptions:

• First, that any mitigation provided would be in the form of restored habitat similar to the
types of habitat that produced or supported the affected entrained organisms - that is, that
mitigation would consist of tidally-influence salt marsh or shallow water areas similar to
those found in Agua Hedionda Lagoon.

• Second, that the mitigation provided would be fully successful- that is, the mitigation site
would provide fully functioning habitat that would meet required perfolmance standards,
contingency plans, etc., required for such projects to ensure success. This was based on an
additional assumption - that Poseidon would be providing mitigation at a site in San Dieguito
Lagoon adjacent to Edison's restoration site and would be subject to the same conditions the
Commission required of Edison. Dr. Raimondi and the MRG-SAP believe the conditions
required ofEdison provid,e a high level ofcertainty that Edison's restoration efforts will be
successful and that they would provide a similar level of certainty for Poseidon's mitigation
at this location.

Using the above assumptions, and using the APF figures noted above, Dr. Raimondi concluded
with at least 50% confidence that creating or restoring 37 acres of suitable and fully functioning
estuarine habitat would fully replace the lost productivity of Agua Hedionda Lagoon, that 49
acres would be needed to provide an 80% level of certainty, and that 61 acres would be needed
to reach a 95% level of certainty. By applying the same approach to the nearshore APFs, Dr.
Raimondi concluded that creating or restoring 55 acres of open water habitat would be needed to
provide at least 50% certainty that that entrainment effects in that source water area would be
fully mitigated, that 64 acres were needed to provide 80% certainty, and 72 acres would provide
95% certainty. However, in recognition of the impracticality of creating 55 to 72 acres of
offshore open water habitat and recognizing the relatively greater productivity rates per acre of
estuarine wetland habitats, Dr. Raimondi suggested that these offshore impacts be "converted" to
estuarine mitigation areas. That is, by assuming that successfully restored wetland habitat would
be ten times more productive than a similar area ofnearshore ocean waters, every ten acres of
nearshore impacts could be mitigated by creating or restoring one acre of estuarine habitat.9

Applying this 10:1 ratio to the nearshore APFs results in 5.5,6.4, and 7.2 acres, respectively.
Although this approach would result in "out of kind" mitigation, it is also expected to produce
overall better mitigation - not only is it not practicable to create nearshore, open water habitat,
that habitat type is already well-represented along the shoreline, whereas creating or restoring
coastal estuarine habitat types would support a long-recognized need to increase the amount of
those habitat types in Southern California. to These totals are shown Table 2 below.

9 This approach - converting offshore entrainment impacts to areas of wetland mitigation - has been used to help
determine mitigation in several recent California power plant siting cases, including Huntington Beach (OO-APC
13), Morro Bay (OO-AFC-12), and others.

10 See, for example, the Southern California Wetlands Recovery Project at http://www.scwrp.org/index.htm
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dAPF1', 11', hI 2 Ad'a e : lluste ota s
Habitat Type APF (in acres) at three Conversion Resulting APF (in acres) at

levels of confidence ratio three levels of confidence
50% 80% 95% 50% 80% 95%

Estuarine 37 49 61 1:1 37 49 61
Nearshore 55 64 72 10:1 5.5 6.4 7.2
Total Mitigation 42.5 55.4 68.2

In sum, Dr. Raimondi concluded that creating 55.4 to 68.2 acres of fully functioning estuarine
habitat similar to habitat in Agua Hedionda Lagoon would provide between 80 to 95%
confidence that Poseidon's entrainment impacts would be fully mitigated. This conclusion is
also based on Poseidon's mitigation being subject to conditions similar to Edison's, which is
discussed in more detail in Section 4.2.3 below.

Poseidon contends that Dr. Raimondi's staff's recommendation to apply an 80-95% level of
certainty for mitigation is "extraordinary and unprecedented" and would result in excess
mitigation for the project' s expected impacts. In response, Dr. Raimondi and the MRG-SAP
state that the eonfidenee levels used are based on the error ra-tes Poseidon ealeulated as part of its
study, and generating these ealeulations is a standard praetiee for this type of entraimnent study
considering uncertainty is a standard practice in data analysis and that such consideration
provides a context for understanding the likelihood that a particular amount of mitigation
will provide full compensation for identified impacts. Staff notes that Poseidon's
entrainment study included error rates that Dr. Raimondi used initially to calculate a
higher estuarine APF of 87 acres at the 80% confidence level. Dr. Raimondi then used a
different error rate, which he considered more appropriate for this study, to calculate an
APF of 49 acres at the 80% confidence level..!!

Dr. Raimondi's recommendation ofusing the 80-95% confidence level is "unprecedented" only
in that past studies have used the 50% confidence level to describe the expected impact and
then applied a mitigation ratio, such as 2: I or 3: I, to reflect the lower confidence level", and-to
include consideration ofmitigation that may be "out of kind"", er-provided at some distance from
the affected area, or may not be fully successful. Dr. Raimondi's proposal, as supported by the
MRG-SAP and Commission staff, would actually result in less mitigation acreage than that
standard mitigation approach, but it would have higher certainty of success.

Staffreeognizes tha-t the Commission eould apply a mitigation ratio to the identified le¥el of
impaet, eonsistent with past mitiga-tion determinations for wetland impaets. For example,
applying a 2: 1 ratio to the 50% 42.5 aere total APF would yield 85 aeres ofrestored eoastal
wetland habitat, and applying a 3: 1 ratio would yield 127.5 aeres of habitat. If the Commission
seleets this approaeh, staffbelie¥es these ratios would be appropriate minimums to apply to
refleet that the Plan does not identify speeifie mitigation sites and the site(s) seleeted eould be
more than a hundred miles from the impaet site at and near z'\:gua Hedionda.

.!! Poseidon's studv included error rates based on source water sampling, which Dr. Raimondi believed were
unreasonably high. He instead calculated an error rate based on the proportional mortalitv of each species
being an independent replicate, which he believes better meshes with the logic behind the use of the APF to
determine impacts.
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Ho',vever, as desoribed previously, Commission staff believes that Dr. Raimondi's proposed
approach of creating 55.4 to 68.2 aores 'ivould be an adequate and preferable approaoh if
Poseidon's proposed Plan is also modified to inolude staff's other recol'llillended modifioations,
inoluding the one described in the neJct seotion of this memorandum.

Based on the discussion above and on the record, the Commission finds that requiring 55.4
acres of estuarine wetland restoration in the Southern California Bight subject to the
conditions shown in Exhibit 1 provides a sufficient degree of certainty that the facility's
entrainment impacts will be fully mitigated and brings the Plan into conformity to Special
Condition 8 and the Coastal Act's marine life protection policies.

4.2.3 Analysis ofProposedMitigation Phasing

As noted above, Poseidon's Plan includes a proposed phased approach to mitigation, which
would be based on changes in power plant operations or possible changes in technology.
Because of the possibility that Poseidon might in the future adopt technologies that are not
currently available or feasible to reduce entrainment and because of uncertainty regarding
future power plant operations, the Commission finds that it is appropriate to allow phasing
of the mitigation. For the first phase, Poseidon must submit within two years of the
issuance of the CDP for the desalination facility a complete CDP application for wetland
restoration of at least 37 acres. Poseidon may apply during Phase I to implement the entire
55.4 acres of wetland restoration. For the second phase, Poseidon must within five years of
issuance ofthe Phase I CDP submit a complete CDP application to restore the additional
18.4 acres of restoration, or as part of that application request the Commission reduce or
eliminate the amount ofrequired restoration if Poseidon implements the above-referenced
technologies that result in reduced entrainment or if, as explained below, Poseidon
performs dredging in Agua Hedionda Lagoon in a manner that warrants mitigation credit.
For several reasons, staff reoommends the Commission not accept this aspeot of the Plan and
instead require a specific type and amount of mitigation as described above. The entrainment
impaots described in the Commission's Findings y/ere based on Poseidon application to
YlithdraYl 304 million gallons per day of estuarine water to operate its desalination facility, 'and
staffrecOIllmends the Commission use this as the basis fur its decision on the amount of
mitigation needed to address this impact.

8taffbelie:ves this phasing approach is speculative in that it is tied to unknmvn future operations
of the pOVler plant. A.dditionally, infurmation in the record shows that the pO'iver plant ovmer
expects to replace the existing poy/er plant within the neJct fe'll years and to operate the e:xisting
plant only at very low levels or on a back up basis until it is no longer needed to support the
regional electrioal pOYler grid. More recently, the power plant ownerannouneed that it would
consider constructing its o\vn desalination facility to provide water fur its proposed ne'l/ po\ver
plant. Ifbuilt, this facility would use only about one percent ofthe water Poseidon proposes to
use, and so would likely have a relatively minor affect on the overall mitigation needed to
adequately address the impaots ofboth facilities.

, )
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gtaffalso belie:yes that tying Poseidon's mitigation to power plant operations v/ould be
inappropriate for purposes of the coastal development permit and the COHlIIlission's Findings.
Poseidon's coastal dew:elopment permit application did not include the power pla-nt o'tYner as a
co applicant, and the Commission has made no deterrn:inations about hO'l,l{ the power plant should
or may operate.

4.2.4 Analysis ofdredging as project mitigation

gimilarly, staff recommends the Commission not approve Poseidon's proposal to allmv it to use
as mitigation during Phase II the dredging activities nm\' being conducted by the power plant
owner. Poseidon proposes a fOlTImla by which it could obtain up to 81 acres of credit for
conducting dredging in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. The Commission does not accept this
formula because it does not currently have sufficient information to evaluate the purpose,
nature, or extent of potential dredging, or whether Poseidon would be able to conduct the
proposed dredging. It is possible, however, that Poseidon might carry out future dredging
in a manner that warrants mitigation credit. Poseidon may therefore apply as part of its
Phase II mitigation CDP application for a reduction in restoration requirements in
exchange for mitigation credits that the Commission may consider for Poseidon's dredging
activities. Hov/ever, the Commission has not considered dredging in and of itself to be
mitigation. Dredging that the pov/er plant has conducted in the past has been done to maintai:n
its intake channel, a-nd similarly, Poseidon's main purpose for dredging would be to maintain that
channel. The Commission has considered habitat benefits resulting from dredging for that
primary plH'pose as merely incidental to the primary purpose of the dredging activities rather than
mitigation. Had those dredging activities instead been considered mitigation, the pov/er plant
owner may have been required to continue dredging to maintain the· area of mitigation,
regardless of the need for an intake structure.

Further, as noted i:n the Fi:ndings, the power plant owner also owns the Lagoon and has expressed
its intentions to maintain the Lagoon for the foreseeable future. Additionally, the power plant
owner is not a permit co applicant 'with Poseidon, and the permit record includes no agreement
between Poseidon and the ovmer rega-rdi:ng dredging, so staffbelieves it Vlould not be
appropriate for the Commission to approve a plan that may create an expectation that Poseidon
would take on these activities on the ovmer's property without landowner approval.

l ..s Poseidon notes in its Plan, the Commission accepted as part of Edison's gan Dieguito
restoration project a commitment by Edison to maintain the gan Dieguito tidal inlet in an open
condition in perpetuity. However, in that instance, dredging was necessary for that project to
support the more than 100 acres of restored tidal v/etlands EdisOH: had created as a substantial
portion ofthe mitigation required pursuant to its gONGg coastal development permit. The
Commission's acceptance of that mitigation element vias also based on multiple years of study
by the MRC, whose recommendation the Commission used in its decision. The MR{;; has not
made a similar recommendation for Poseidon's proposal. Further, Poseidon has not proposed
mitigation within Agua Hedionda that 'tYould require dredging.
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Finally, Poseidon's proposal would not meet the provision of8peeial CanditiaB 8 requiF&lg
mitigation to be in the fonn of ereation, enhaneement, or restoration of aquatie and 'Hetland
habitat, to the maJdmum eJ(tent feasible. As noted above, there are 'Hetland mitigation
opportunities within the Southern California Bight \ve11 in exeess of the amount needed to
mitigate for this projeet's impaets, and Poseidon has not sho'llB that it ',,','ould be infeasible to
provide the required type ofn'litigation.

4.3 ANALYSIS - ASSURANCE THAT MITIGATION WILL SUCCEED

Until recently, Poseidon had proposed that it provide wetland restoration at a site in San Dieguito
Lagoon, adjacent to Edison's restoration project. Review by staff, Dr. Raimondi, and the MRG
SAP had been based on determining whether that site would provide suitable mitigation. In
April 2008, Dr. Raimondi concluded that' Poseidon's proposed San Dieguito site would likely
provide suitable habitat for the losses of estuarine larvae at Agua Hedionda if the restored habitat
was similar to the habitat affected at Agua Hedionda. In June 2008, Dr. Raimondi and the MRG
SAP also concluded that the San Dieguito site would also provide at least partial mitigation for
some species affected in Poseidon's nearshore impact area. Also in June, staffprovided
Poseidon with a modified version of the conditions the Commission required Edison to meet for
conducting its site selection, construction, monitoring, and other aspects of its restoration plan,
and recommended that Poseidon include these conditions as part of its proposed Plan. These are
provided in Exhibit 2.

Sinee then, Several weeks before the August 2008 hearing, Poseidon altered its Plan so that
San Dieguito ts-was no longer necessarily Poseidon's preferred site. The Plan instead proposes
that Poseidon select a site or sites somewhere within the Southern California Bight that meet
conditions shown in Sections 3.1 and 3.2 of the Plan. Those conditions include!! further
modifications to the conditions staffprovided in June.

Staff asked the MRC-SAP to review Poseidon's two proposed changes - that is, its proposal to
consider sites other than San Dieguito and the modifications in its Plan to staffs previously
recommended conditions. Regarding, staffs'proposed conditions, the MRG-SAP believes those
conditions - i.e., Exhibit 2 - would generally provide adequate assurance of success for a
restoration project to be implemented in most coastal estuarine areas of Southern California,
although a higher degree of assurance would result if specific sites were identified. The MRG
SAP also determined that the changes Poseidon proposed to staffs conditions and included in its
Plan would result in lesser mitigation standards than those required of Edison and would not
provide equal assurance of mitigation success. The changes Poseidon proposed include the
following: 12

• Staff recommended that Poseidon submit acomplete coastal development permit application
for its Final Restoration Plan within 24 months ofCommission approval of its Preliminary
Plan (Le., the Plan being reviewed herein). Poseidon proposed modiffe€lIillg that
recommendation in Section 4 of its Plan to allow submittal of that application either 24
months after issuance of the project coastal development permit or commencement of

12 For a full comparison, see Exhibit 3. SootieR 3 efPoseidon's proposed Plan: and Exhibit 2 showing staffs
originally recommended conditions.
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commercial operations ofthe desalination facility, whichever is later. This could
substantially delay the implementation of mitigation and could result in several years of
impacts occurring without mitigation.

• A proposed change to Poseidon's Plan at Se,ction 3.1 (d) and at Section 3.2(c) would allow
the Executive Director or Commission to reduce the required buffer zone at its mitigation
sites from no less than at least 100 feet wide to an average that could be maeh-Iess than 100
feet wide.

• ,A" proposed change at Section 3.1 (i) would allow the Plan to affect endangered species in a
'llay not allO'.lfed under the Edison requirements.

• Poseidon proposes to change Section 3.3(c) to allow mitigation to occur in up to four sites,
rather than up to two sites, as required of Edison, which could fragment the mitigation and
reduce its overall value.

• Poseidon also proposed deleting a requirement at Section 5.4 that 'llould require a designed
tidal prism be maintained to ensure the wetland mitigation site has adequate tidal action.

• Poseidon proposes that atlJ' fees it pays for coastal development peFl'flits or amendments be
credited against the budget needed to implement the mitigation plan.

Staff and the MRG-SAP reviewed these proposed changes and believe they would result in
inadequate assurance that successful mitigation would be conducted in a timely manner, and the
Commission did not include those proposed revisions in its Plan approval. Staffs
recommendation, therefore, is The Commission finds that the Plan be modified to include the
conditions in Exhibit 2.

CONCLUSION

The Commission finds that, as modified as described above and with the conditions in
Exhibit 1, the Marine Life Mitigation Plan complies with Special Condition 8 and the
marine life protection policies of the Coastal Act. The Commission further finds that
implementation of the Plan will ensure the project's entrainment-related impacts will be
fully mitigated and will enhance and restore the marine resources and biological
productivity of coastal waters in conformity to Coastal Acts Sections 30230 and 30231.
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APPROVED MARINE LIFE MITIGATION PLAN

INTRODUCTION

Poseidon's Carlsbad desalination facility will be co-located with the Encina Power Station and
will use the power plant's once-through cooling intake and outfall structures. The desalination
facility is expected to use about 304 million gallons per day (mgd) of estuarine water drawn
through the structure. The facility will operate both when the power plant is using its once
through cooling system and when it is not.

This Marine Life Mitigation Plan (the Plan) will result in mitigation necessary to address the
entrainment impacts caused by the facility's use of estuarine water. The Plan includes two
phases of mitigation - Poseidon is required during Phase I to provide at least 37 acres of
estuarine wetland restoration, as described below. In Phase II, Poseidon is required to provide an
additional 18.4 acres of estuarine wetland restoration. However, as described below, Poseidon
may choose to provide all 55.4 acres of restoration during Phase I. Poseidon may also choose
during Phase II to apply for a CDP to reduce or eliminate the required 18.4 acres of mitigation
and instead conduct alternative mitigation by implementing new entrainment reduction
technology or obtaining mitigation credit for conducting dredging.

CONDITION A: WETLAND RESTORATION MITIGATION

The permittee shall develop, implement and fund a wetland restoration project that compensates
for marine life impacts from Poseidon's Carlsbad desalination facility.

1.0 PHASED IMPLEMENTATION

Phase I: Poseidon is to provide at least 37 acres of estuarine wetland restoration. Within two
years of issuance of the desalination facility's coastal development permit (CDP), Poseidon is to
submit a complete CDP appliCation for a proposed restoration project, as described below.

Phase II: Within five years of issuance of the Phase I CDP, Poseidon is to submit a complete
CDP application proposing up to 18.4 acres of additional estuarine wetland restoration, subject to
reduction as described in Section 6.0 below.
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2.0 SITE SELECTION

In consultation with Commission staff, the pennittee shall select a wetland restoration site or
sites for mitigation in accordance with the following process and tenns.

Within 10 months of the effective date of this pennit, the pennittee shall submit the proposed
site(s) and preliminary wetland restoration plan to the Commission for its review and approval or
disapproval.

The location of the wetland restoration project(s) shall be within the Southern California Bight.
The pennittee shall select from sites including, but not limited to, the following eleven sites:
Tijuana Estuary in San Diego County; San Dieguito River Valley in San Diego County; Agua
Hedionda Lagoon in San Diego County; San Elijo Lagoon in San Diego County; Buena Vista
Lagoon in San Diego County; Huntington Beach Wetland in Orange County, Anaheim Bay in
Orange County, Santa Ana River in Orange County, Los Cerritos Wetland in Los Angeles
County, Ballona Wetland in Los Angeles County, and Onnond Beach in Ventura County. The
pennittee may also consider any sites that may be recommended by the California Department of
Fish & Game as high priority wetlands restoration projects. Other sites proposed by the
pennittee may be added to this list with the Executive Director's approval.

The basis for the selection shall be an evaluation of the site(s) against the minimum standards
and objectives set forth in subsections 3.1 and 3.2 below. The pennittee shall take into account
and give serious consideration to the advice and recolllmendations of the Scientific Advisory
Panel (SAP) established and convened by the Executive Director pursuant to Condition B.l.0.
The pennittee shall select the site(s) that meet the minimum standards and best meet the
objectives.

3.0 PLAN REQillREMENTS

In consultation with Commission staff, the pennittee shall develop a wetland restoration plan for
the wetland site(s) identified through the site selection process. The wetland restoration plan
shall meet the minimum standards and incorporate as many as feasible of the objectives in
subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1 Minimum Standards

The wetland restoration project site(s) and preliminary planes) must meet the following minimum
standards:

a. Location within' Southern California Bight;

b. Potential for restoration as tidal wetland, with extensive intertidal and subtidal areas;

c. Creates or substantially restores a minimum of37 acres and up to at least 55.4 acres of
habitat similar to the affected habitats in Agua Hedionda Lagoon, excluding buffer zone
and upland transition area;

., )
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d. Provides a buffer zone of a size adequate to ensure protection ofwetland values, and at
least 100 feet wide, as measured from the upland edge of the transition area.

e. Any existing site contamination problems would be controlled or remediated and would
not hinder restoration;

f. Site preservation is guaranteed in: perpetuity (through appropriate public agency or
nonprofit ownership, or other means approved by the Executive Director), to proted
against future degradation or incompatible land use;

g. Feasible methods are available to protect the long-term wetland values on the site(s), in
perpetuity;

h. Does not result in a net loss of existing wetlands; and

1. Does not result in an adverse impact on endangered animal species or an adverse
unmitigated impact on endangered plant species.

3.2 Objectives

The~following objectives represent the factors that will contribute to the overall value of the
wetland. The selected site(s) shall be determined to achieve these objectives. These objectives
shall also guide preparation of the restoration plan.

a. Provides maximum overall ecosystem benefits, e.g. maximum upland buffer,
enhancement of downstream fish values, provides regionally scarce habitat, potential for
local ecosystem diversity;

b. Provides substantial fish habitat compatible with other wetland values at the site(s);

c. Provides a buffer zone of an average of at least 300 feet wide, and not less than 100 feet
wide, as measured from the upland edge of the transition area.

d. Provides maximum upland transition areas (in addition to buffer zones);

e. Restoration involves minimum adverse impacts on existing functioning wetlands and
other sensitive habitats;

f. Site selection and restoration plan reflect a consideration of site specific and regional
wetland restoration goals;

g. Restoration design is that most likely to produce and support wetland-dependent
resources;

h. Provides rare or endangered species habitat;
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1. Provides for restoration ofreproductively isolated populations ofnative California
species;

j. Results in an increase in the aggregate acreage ofwetland in the Southern California
Bight;

k. Requires minimum maintenance;

1. Restoration project can be accomplished in a reasonably timely fashion; and,

m. Site(s) in proximity to the Carlsbad desalination facility.

3.3 Restrictions

a.. The permittee may propose a wetland restoration project larger than the minimum
necessary size specified in subsection 3.1(c) above, ifbiologically appropriate for the
site(s), but the additional acreage must (1) be clearly identified, and (2) must not be the
portion of the project best satisfying the standards and objectives listed above.

b. If the permittee jointly enters into a restoration project with another party: (1) the
pennittee's portion of the project must be clearly specified, (2) any other party involved
cannot gain mitigation credit for the permittee's portion of the project, and (3) the
pennittee may not receive mitigation credit for the other party's portion of the project.

c. The permittee may propose to divide the mitigation requirement between a maximum of
two wetland restoration sites, unless there is a compelling argument, approved by the
Executive Director, that the standards and objectives of subsections 3.1 and 3.2 will be
better met at more than two sites.

4.0 PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Coastal Development Permit Applications

The permittee shall submit complete Coastal Development Permit applications for the Phase I
and Phase II restoration planes) that include CEQA documentation and local or other state
agency approvals. The CDP application for Phase I shall be submitted within 24 months
following the issuance of the Coastal Development Permit for the Carlsbad desalination facility.
The CDP application for Phase II shall be submitted within 5 years of issuance of the CDP for
Phase 1. The Executive Director may grant an extension to these time periods at the request of
and upon a demonstration of good cause by the permittee. The restoration plans shall
substantially conform to Section 3.0 above and shall include, but not be limited to the following
elements:

a. Detailed review of existing physical, biological, and hydrological conditions; ownership,
land use and regulation;

.~ )
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b. Evaluation of site-specific and regional restoration goals and compatibility with the goal
of mitigating for Poseidon's marine life impacts;

c. Identification of site opportunities and constraints;

d. Schematic restoration design, including:

1. Proposed cut and fill, water control structures, control measures for stormwater,
buffers and transition areas, management and maintenance requirements;

2. Planting program, including removal of exotic species, sources ofplants and or seeds
(local, ifpossible), protection of existing salt marsh plants, methods for preserving
top soil and augmenting soils with nitrogen and other necessary soil amendments
before planting, timing ofplanting, plans for irrigation until established, and location
ofplanting and elevations on the topographic drawings;

3. Proposed habitat types (including approximate size and location);
4. Assessment of significant impacts of design (especially on existing habitat values)

and net habitat benefits;
5. Location, alignment and specifications for public access facilities, if feasible;
6. Evaluation of steps for implementation e.g. permits and approvals, development

agreements, acquisition ofproperty rights;
7. Cost estimates;
8. Topographic drawings for fmal restoration plan at 1" = 100 foot scale, one foot

contour interval; and
9. Drawings shall be directly translatable into fnial working drawings;

e. Detailed information about how monitoring and maintenance will be implemented;

f. Detailed information about construction methods to be used;

g. Defined final success criteria for each habitat type and methods to be used to determine
success;

h. Detailed information about how Poseidon will coordinate with the Scientific Advisory
Panel including its role in independent monitoring, contingency planning review, cost
recovery, etc.;

1. Detailed information about contingency measures that will be implemented ifmitigation
does not meet the approved goals, objectives, performance standards, or other criteria;
and,

J. Submittal of "as-built" plans showing fmal grading, planting, hydrological features, etc.
within 60 days of completing initial mitigation site construction.
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4.2 Wetland Construction Phase

Within 6 months of approval of the Phase I restoration plan, subject to the permittee's obtaining
the necessary permits, the permittee shall commence the construction phase of the wetland
restoration project. The permittee shall be responsible for ensuring that construction is carried
out in accordance with the specifications and within the till1eframes specified in the approved
final restoration plan and shall be responsible for any remedial work or other intervention
necessary to comply with fmal plan requirements.

4.3 Timeframe for Resubmittal of Project Elements

If the Commission does not approve any element ofthe project (i.e. site selection, restoration
plan), the Commission will specify the time limits for compliance relative to selection of another
site or revis.ions to the restoration plan;

5.0 WETLAND MONITORING, MANAGEMENT AND RElVIEDIATION

Monitoring, management (including maintenance), and remediation shall be conducted over the
"full operating life" of Poseidon's desalination facility, which shall be 30 years from the date
"as-built" plans are submitted pursuant to subsection 4.1 (1).

The following section describes the basic tasks required for monitoring, management and
remediation. Condition B specifies the administrative structure for carrying out these tasks,
including the roles of the pennittee and Commission staff.

5.1 Monitoring and Management Plan

A monitoring and management plan will be developed in consultation with the permittee and
appropriate wildlife agencies, concurrently with the preparation of the restoration plan to provide
an overall framework to guide the monitoring work. It will include an overall
description of the studies to be conducted over the course of the monitoring program and a
description of management tasks that are anticipated, such as trash removal. Details of the
monitoring studies and management tasks will be set forth in a work program (see Condition B).

5.2 Pre-restoration site monitoring

Pre-restoration site monitoring shall be conducted to collect baseline data on the wetland
attributes to be monitored. This information will be incorporated into and may result in
modification to the overall monitoring plan.

5.3 Construction Monitoring

Monitoring shall be conducted during and immediately after each stage ofconstruction of the
wetland restoration project to ensure that the work is conducted according to plans.

)
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5.4 Post-Restoration Monitoring and Remediation

Upon completion of construction of the wetland(s), monitoring shall be conducted to measure the
success of the wetland(s) in achieving stated restoration goals (as specified in the restoration
planes)) and in achieving performance standards, specified below. The permittee shall be fully
responsible for any failure to meet these goals and standards during the facility's full operational
years. Upon determining that the goals or standards are not achieved, the Executive Director
shall prescribe remedial measures, after consultation with the permittee, which shall be
immediately implemented by the permittee with Commission staff direction. If the permittee
does not agree that remediation is necessary, the matter may be set for hearing and disposition by
the Commission.

Successful achievement of the performance standards shall (in some cases) be measured relative
to approximately four reference sites, which shall be relatively undisturbed, natural tidal
wetlands within the Southern California Bight. The Executive Director shall select the reference
sites. The standard of comparison, i.e., the measure of similarity to be used (e.g" within the
range, or within the 95% confidence interval) shall be specified in the work program.

In measuring the performance of the wetland project, the following physical and biological
performance standards will be used:

a. Longterm Physical Standards. The following long-term standards shall be maintained
over the full operative life of the desalination facility:

1. Topography. The wetland(s) shall not undergo major topographic degradation (such
as excessive erosion or sedimentation);

2. Water Quality. Water quality variables [to be specified] shall be similar to reference
wetlands;

3. Tidal prism. If the mitigation site(s) require dredging, the tidal prism shall be
maintained and tidal flushing shall not be interrupted; and,

4. Habitat Areas. The area of different habitats shall not vary by more than 10% from
the areas indicated in the restoration p1an(s).

b. Biological Performance Standards. The following biological performance standards
shall be used to determine whether the restoration project is successful. Table 1, below,
indicates suggested sampling locations for each of the following biological attributes;
actual locations will be specified in the work program:

1. Biological Communities. Within 4 years of construction, the total densities and
number of species offish, macroinvertebrates and birds (see Table 1) shall be similar
to the densities and number of species in similar habitats in the reference wetlands;

2. Vegetation. The proportion of total vegetation cover and open space in the marsh
shall be similar to those proportions found in the reference sites. The percent cover of
algae shall be similar to the percent cover found in the reference sites;

3. Spartina Canopy Architecture. The restored wetland shall have a canopy
architecture that is similar in distribution to the reference sites, with an equivalent
proportion of stems over 3 feet tall;
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4. Reproductive Success. Certain plant species, as specified by in the work program,
shall have demonstrated reproduction (i.e. seed set) at least once in three years;

5. Food Chain Support. The food chain support provided to birds shall be similar to
that provided by the reference sites, as determined by feeding activity of the birds;
and,

6. Exotics. The important functions of the wetland shall not be impaired by exotic
species.

Table 1: Suggested Sampling Locations

Salt Marsh Open Water Tidal

Spartina Salicornia Upper Lagoon Eelgrass Mudflat Creeks

1) Density/spp:

-Fish X X X X

- Macroinvert- X X X X
ebrates

-Birds X X X X X X

2) % Cover

Vegetation X X X I X

algae X X X

3) Spartina X
architecture

4) Reproductive X X X
success

5) Bird feeding X X X

6) Exotics X X X X X X X

6.0 ALTERNATIVE MITIGATION

As part of Phase II, Poseidon may propose in its CDP application alternatives to reduce or
eliminate the required 18.4 acres of mitigation. The alternative mitigation proposed may be in the
form of implementing new entrainment reduction technology or may be mitigation credits for
conducting dredging, either ofwhich could reduce or eliminate the 18.4 acres of mitigation.

, )
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CONDITION B: ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

1.0 ADMINISTRATION

Personnel with appropriate scientific or technical training and skills will, under the direction of
the Executive Director, oversee the mitigation and monitoring functions identified and required
by Condition A. The Executive Director will retain scientific and administrative support staff
needed to perform this function, as specified in the work program.

This technical staff will oversee the preconstruction and post-construction site assessments,
mitigation project design and implementation (conducted by permittee), and monitoring
activities (including plan preparation); the field work will be done by contractors under the
Executive Director's direction. The contractors will be responsible for collecting the data,
analyzing and interpreting it, and reporting to the Exe.cutive Director.

The Executive Director shall convene a Scientific Advisory Panel to provide the Executive
Director with scientific advice on the design, implementation and monitoring of the wetland
restoration. The panel shall consist of recognized scientists, including a marine biologist, an
ecologist,. a statistician and a physical scientist.

2.0 BUDGET AND WORK PROGRAM

The funding necessary for the Commission and the Executive Director to perform their
responsibilities pursuant to these conditions will be provided by the permittee in a form and
manner reasonably determined by the Executive Director to be consistent with requirements of
State law, and which will ensure efficiency and minimize total costs to the permittee. The
amount of funding will be determined by the Commission on a biennial basis and will be based
on a proposed budget and work program, which will be prepared by the Executive Director in
consultation with the permittee, and reviewed and approved by the Commission in conjunction
with its review of the restoration plan. If the permittee and the Executive Director cannot agree
on the budget or work program, the disagreement will be submitted to the Commission for
resolution.

The budget to be funded by the permittee will be for the purpose of reasonable and necessary
costs to retain personnel with appropriate scientific or technical training and skills needed to
assist the Commission and the Executive Director in carrying out the mitigation and lost resource
compensation conditions. In addition, reasonable funding will be included in this budget for
necessary support personnel, equipment, overhead, consultants, the retention of contractors
needed to conduct identified studies, and to defray the costs of members of any scientific
advisory panel(s) convened by the Executive Director for the purpose of implementing these
conditions.

Costs for participation on any advisory panel shall be limited to travel, per diem, meeting time
and reasonable preparation time and shall only be paid to the extent the participant is not
otherwise entitled to reimbursement for such participation and preparation. The amount of
funding will be determined by the Commission on a biennial basis and will be based on a
proposed budget and work program, which will be prepared by the Executive Director in
consultation with the permittee, and reviewed and approved by the Commission in conjunction
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with its review of the restoration plan. If the permittee and the Executive Director cannot agree
on the budget or work program, the disagreement will be submitted to the Commission for
resolution. Total costs for such advisory panel shall not exceed $100,000 per year adjusted
annually by any increase in the consumer price index applicable to California.

The work program will include:

a. A description of the studies to be conducted over the subsequent two year period,
including the number and distribution of sampling stations and samples per station,
methodology and statistical analysis (including the standard of comparison to be used in
comparing the mitigation project to the reference sites);

b. A description of the status of the mitigation projects, and a summary of the results of the
monitoring studies to that point;

c. A description of four reference sites;

d. A description of the performance standards that have been met, and those that have yet to
be achieved;

e. A description of remedial measures or other necessary site interventions;

f. A description of staffing and contracting requirements; and,

g. A description of the Scientific Advisory Panel's role and time requirements in the twp
year period.

The Executive Director may amend the work program at any time, subject to appeal to the
Commission.

3.0 ANNUAL REVIEW AND PUBLIC WORKSHOP REVIEW

The permittee shall submit a written review of the status ofthe mitigation project to the
Executive Director no later than April 30 each year for the prior calendar year. The written
review will discuss the previous year's activities and overall status ofthe mitigation project,
identify problems and make recommendations for solving them, and review the next year's
program.

To review the status of the mitigation project, the Executive Director will convene and conduct a
duly noticed public workshop during the first year of the project and every other year thereafter
unless the Executive Director deems it unnecessary. The meeting will be attended by the
contractors who are conducting the monitoring, appropriate members of the Scientific Advisory
Panel, the permittee, Commission staff, representatives of the resource agencies (CDFG, NMFS,
USFWS), and the public. Commission staff and the Contractors will give presentations on the
previous biennial work program's activities, overall status of the mitigation project, identify
problems and make recommendations for solving them, and review the next upcoming period's
biennial work program.

~ )
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The public review will include discussions on whether the wetland mitigation project has met the
perfOlTIlanCe standards, identified problems, and recommendations relative to corrective
measures necessary to meet the performance standards. The Executive Director will use
information presented at the public review, as well as any other relevant information, to
determine whether any or all of the performance standards have been met, whether revisions to
the standards are necessary, and whether remediation is required. Major revisions shall be
subject to the Commission's review and approval.

The mitigation project will be successful when all performance standards have been met each
year for a three-year period. The Executive Director shall report to the Commission upon
determining that all of the performance standards have been met for three years and that the
project is deemed successful. If the Commission determines that the performance standards have
been met and the project is successful, the monitoring program will be scaled down, as
recommended by the Executive Director and approved by the Commission. A public review
shall thereafter occur every five years, or sooner if called for by the Executive Director. The
work program shall reflect the lower level of monitoring required. If subsequent monitoring
shows that a standard is no longer being met, monitoring may be increased to previous levels, as
determined necessary by the Executive Director.

The Executive Director may make a determination on the success or failure to meet the
performance standards or necessary remediation and related monitoring at any time, not just at
the time of the workshop review.

4.0 ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES

4.1 Dispute Resolution

In the event that the permittee and the Executive Director cannot reach agreement regarding the
terms contained in or the implementation of any part of this Plan, the matter may be set for
hearing and disposition by the Commission.

4.2 Extensions

Any of the time limits established under this Plan may be extended by the Executive Director at
the request of the permittee and upon a showing ofgood cause.

CONDITION C: SAP DATA MAINTENANCE

The permittee shall make available on a publicly-accessible website all scientific data collected
as part of the project. The website and the presentation of data shall be subject to Executive
Director review and approval.
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Staff's Proposed Draft MLMP Conditions

This is a modified version ofconditions the Commission required ofSouthern California Edison
in implementing its wetland restoration project at San Dieguito Lagoon pursuant to Coastal
Development Pennit xx

Staffprovided these conditions to Poseidon on June 20, 2008 and recommended Poseidon
include them in its Marine Life Mitigation Plan to present to the Commission. The modifications
shown in stF:i:lEetbrol:lgh and underline reflect differences between Poseidon's proposal and
Edison's and provide updated wetland mitigation standards since the Commission's approval of
Edison's project. Staff's notes to Poseidon are shown in [brackets and bold italics].

CONDITION A: WETLAND RESTORATION MITIGATION

The pennittee shall develop, implement and fund a wetland restoration project that compensates
for past, j'lresent and futti:re fish marine life impacts from WNGS Units 2 and 3, as identified by
the Mariae Review Cemmittee Poseidon's Carlsbad desalination facility.

1.0 SITE SELECTION AND PRELIMINARY PLAN

In consultation with Commission staff, the permittee shall select a wetland restoration site and
develop a preliminary plan in accordance with the following process and terms.

Within 9 months of the effective date ofthis pennit, the pennittee shall submit the proposed site
and preliminary wetland restoration plan to the Commission for its review and approval or
disapproval.
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1.1 Site Selection

The location of the wetland restoration project shall be within the Southern California Bight. The
pennittee shall evaluate and select from sites including, but not limited to, the following eight
sites: Tijuana Estuary in San Diego County, San Dieguito River Valley in San Diego County,
Huntington Beach Wetland in Orange County, Anaheim Bay in Orange County, Santa Ana R.jver
in Orange County, Los Cerritos Wetland in Los Angeles County, Ballona Wetland in Los
Angeles County, and Onnond Beach in Ventura County. Other sites proposed by the pennittee
may be added to this list with the Executive Directors approval.

The basis for the selection shall be an evaluation ofthe sites against the minimum. standards and
objectives set forth in subsections 1.3 and 1.4 below. The pennittee shall take into account and
give serious consideration to the advice and recommendations of an Interagency Wetland
Advisory Panel, established and convened by the Executive Director. The permittee shall select
the site that meets the minimum standards and best meets the objectives.

1.2 Preliminary Restoration,Plan

[Note: This is the type ofPreliminary Plan WE!' anticipateyou'llprovidefor the August
hearing. The Plan should include the elements in Sections 1.2 -1.4 below.]

In consultation with Commission staff, the permittee shall develop a preliminary wetland
restoration plan for the wetland site identified through the site selection process. The preliminary
wetland restoration plan shall meet the minimum standards and incorporate as many as possible
ofthe objectives in subsections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively.

The preliminary wetland restoration plan shall include the following elements:

a. Review ofexisting physical, biological, and hydrological conditions; ownership, land use
and regUlation.

b. Site-specific and regional restoration goals and compatibility with the,goal ofmitigating
for SONGS impaet to fish Poseidon's marine life impacts.

c. Identification ofsite opportunities and constraints.

d. Conceptual restoration design, including:

1. Proposed grading and excavation; water control structures; planting; integration of
public access, if feasible; buffers and transition areas; management and maintenance
requirements.

2. Proposed habitat types (including approximate size and location).
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Preliminary assessment of significant impacts of design (especially on existing habitat
values) and net habitat benefits.

Evaluation ofsteps for implementation e.g.. permits and approvals, development
agreements, acquisition ofproperty interests.

5. A graphic depiction ofproposed plan.

[Note: Aspart ofthe elements above, the Preliminary Plan should describe the current and
anticipated relationship between Poseidon's proposed mitigation and Edison's, including
applicable conditions ofthe MOA and any written agreements between Poseidon, Edison,
and/or the JPA, measures included that will ensure Poseidon's mitigation will not adversely
affect Edison's mitigation, coordination with Edison's Scientific Advisory Panel, etc.]

1.3 Minimum Standards

The wetland restoration project site and preliminary plan must meet the following minimum
standards:

a. Location within Southern California Bight.

b. Potential for restoration as tidal wetland, with extensive intertidal and subtidal areas;

c. Creates or substantially restores a minimum of 150 aefeS (6Q lleet&fes) 55.4 to 68.2 acres
of·,....etlaads habitat similar to the affected habitats in Agua Hedionda Lagoon, excluding
buffer zone and upland transition area; [Note: the acreagejigures arefrom Pete
Raimondi's evaluation at the 80% and 95% confidence levels.]

d. Provides a buffer zone of a size adequate to ensure protection ofwetland values, and not
less than at least 100 feet wide, as measured from the upland edge of the transition area.

e. Any existing site contamination problems would be controlled or remediated and would
not hinder restoration.

f. Site preservation is guaranteed in perpetuity (through appropriate public agency or
nonprofit ownership, or other means approved by the Executive Director), to protect
against future degradation or incompatible land use.

g. Feasible methods are available to protect the longtennwetland values on the site, in
perpetuity.

h. Does not result in loss of existing wetlands.

i. Does not result in impact on endangered species.
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1.4 Objectives

The following objectives represent the factors that will contribute to the overall value of the
wetland. The selected site shall be that with the best potential to achieve these objectives. These
objectives shall also guide preparation of the restoration plan.

a. Provides maximwn overall ecosystem benefits e.g. maximwn upland buffer,
enhancement ofdownstream fish values, provides regionally scarce habitat, potential for
local ecosystem diversity.

b. Provides substantial fish habitat compatible with other wetland values at the site.

c. Provides a buffer zone ofan average ofat least 300 feet wide, and not less than 100 feet
wide, as measured from the upland edge ofthe transition area.

d. Provides maximum upland transition areas (in addition to buffer zones);

e. Restoration involves minimwn adverse impacts on existing functioning wetlands and
other sensitive habitats.

£ Site selection and restoration plan reflect a consideration ofsite specific and regional
wetland restoration goals.

g. Restoration design is that most likely to produce and support wetland-dependent
resources.

h. Provides rare or endangered species habitat.

i. Provides for restoration of reproductively isolated populations ofnative California
species.

j. Results in an increase in the aggregate acreage ofwetland in the Southern California
Bight.

1.6 Restrictions

(a) The permittee may propose a wetland restoration project larger than the minimum necessary
size specified in subsection 1.3(c) above, ifbiologically appropriate for the site, but the
additional acreage must (1) be clearly identified, and (2) must not be the portion of the project
best satisfying the standards and objectives listed above.

, )
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(b) If the pennittee jointly enters into a restoration project with another party: (1) the pennittee's
portion of the project must be clearly specified, (2) any other party involved cannot gain
mitigation credit for the pennittee's portion ofthe project, and (3) the pennittee may not receive
mitigation credit for the other party's portion ofthe project.

(c) The permittee may propose to divide the mitigation requirement between a maximum of two
wetland restoration sites, unless there is a compelling argurilent, approved by the Executive
Director, that the standards and objectives of subsections 1.3 and 104 will be better met at more
than two sites.

[Note: We'll probably recommend the text below, or similar, as conditionsfor the Commission
to adopt in August to determine what will be required as follow-up to the Preliminary Plan to
ensure it results in an adequate Final Plan - that is, while you may include them in your Plan
forAugust, we'llprobably handle them as conditions for approvaL]

2.0 FINAL PLAN AND PLAN IMPLEMENTATION

2.1 Final Restoration Plan

Within~24 months [Note: based on anticipated l8-month CEQAprocess] following the
Commission's approval of a·site selection and preliminary restoration plan, the permittee shall
submit a complete Coastal Development Pennit application fora [mal restoration plan along
with CEQA documentation geB:eFiNeEl ia eDDHeetion 'nitA: and local or other state agency
approvals, to the BJEeeative DireetDr Ditke Coastal CDmmissiea fer re¥4ew aBd approyw. [Note:
the changes above reflect a difference between SONGS and Poseidon's processes. With
SONGS, Edison appliedfor a CDPfor its Preliminary Plan after Marine Resource Committee
review and Commission approval ofthe selected site and appliedfor a CDPfor its Final Plan.
With Poseidon, your CDP application for the mitigation site work will come after CEQA is
done and after other approvals are obtained.] The final restoration plan shall substantially
conform to the approved preliminary restoration plan as originally submitted or as amended by
the Commission pursuant to a request by the permittee. The final restoration plan shall include,
but not be limited to. the following elements:

a. Detailed review of existing physical, biological, and hydrological conditions; ownership,
land use and regulation.

b. Evaluation of site-specific and regional restoration goals and compatibility with the goal
of mitigating for SONGS impaets te fish Poseidon's marine life impacts.

c. Identification ofsite opportunities and constraints.

[Note: the above three elements should include a complete description ofthe relationship
between Poseidon's mitigation and Edison's, and any legaVcontractual relationships between
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Poseidtm, Edison, the JPA, and othednvolved entities. This should also describe how
Poseidon's ongoing sampling, monitoring, maintenance, contingency planning, etc. may be
associated with Edison's.]

d. Schematic restoration design, including:

1. Proposed cut and fill, water control structures, control measures for stormwater,
buffers and transition areas, management and maintenance requirements.

2. Planting Program, including removal ofexotic species, sources ofplants and or seeds
(local, ifpossible), protection ofexisting salt marsh plants, methods for preserving
top soil and augmenting soils with nitrogen and other necessary soil amendments
before planting, timing ofplanting, plans for irrigation until established, and location
of planting and elevatio1ls on the topographic drawings.

3. Proposed habitat types (including approximate size and location).

4. Assessment ofsignificant impacts ofdesign (especially on existing habitat values)
and net habitat benefits. [Note: this should include a descriptioll ofany effects 011

existing habitot values within Poseidon's mitigation site (e.g., art there existing
wetlands within yoUI' slie that would be altered by yourproject?) and Edison's site,
along with proposedmeasures to mitigate those impacts - e.g., methods, locations,
etc.]

5. Location, alignment and specifications for public access facilities, iffeasible.

6. Evaluation ofsteps for implementation e.g. permits and approvals, development
agreements, acquisition ofproperty rights.

7. Cost esthnates.

8. Topographic drawings for fmal restoration plan at 1" = 100 foot scale, one foot
contour interval.

9. Drawings shall be directly translatable into final working drawings.

g. Detailed infonnation about how monitoring and maintenance will be implemented. .

h. Detailed infonnation about construction methods to be used.

i. .Defined final success criteria for each habitat type and methods to be used to determine
success.

LDetailed infonnation about how Poseidon will coordinate with the SONGS Scientific
Advisory Panel. including its role in independent monitoring. contingency planning
review. cost recovery, etc.

, )

, )
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Detailed infonnation about contingency measures that will be implemented ifmitigation
does not meet the approved goals. objectives. perfonnance standards. or other criteria.

Submittal of "as-built" plans showing fInal grading, planting. hydrological features. etc.
within 60 days of completing initial mitigation site construction.

[Note: the additions above reflect conditions generally included in more recent mitigation
plans or needed to coordinate with Edison's efforts.]

2.2 Wetland Construction Phase

Within 6 months ofapproval of the fmal restoration plan, subject to the pennittee's obtaining the .
necessary permits, the pennittee shall commence the construction phase ofthe wetland
restoration project. The permittee shall be responsible for ensuring that construction is carried
out in accordance with the specifications and within the timeframes specified in the approved
fmal restoration plan and shall be responsible for any remedial work or other intervention
necessary to comply with final plan requirements.

2.3 Timeframe for Resubmittal of Project Elements

If the Commission does not approve any element of the project (i.e. site selection, restoration
plan), the Commission will specify the time limits for compliance relative to selection of another
site or revisions to the restoration plan.

3.0 WETLAND MONITORING, MANAGEMENT AND REMEDIATION

Monitoring, management (including maintenance), and remediation shall be conducted over the
"full operating life" ofSmtGS Units 2 and 3 Poseidon's desalination facility. "Full oJ3efating
life" as defined in tlHs permit inolHaes past and fumre years of opefEltion of Sml'GS.ooits 2 aad: 3
inelHdiBg the deeommissieniftg f3eriod to the eKtent there are eoatinuing diSeBllrges. The nl:ifftber
ofpast operating)'eaFS at the time the 'l.'etlanEl is 1.tltim:atelye~ed, Mall be aGaeel to the
mImber of futw:e opefQting years and Eleeefflft'lission J3eriod, to eet8ffRine the length aHy
momteflftg, managemeB:t and FeHiemaaOn feEtWtemeat.

The following section describes the basic tasks required for monitoring, management and
remediation. Condition II-D specifies the administrative structure for carrying out these tasks,
including the roles of the peImittee and Commission staff

3~1 Monitoring and Management Plan

A monitoring and management plan will be developed in consultation with the pennittee and
appropriate wildlife agencies, concurrently with the preparation of the restoration plan, to
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provide an overall framework to guide the monitoring work. It will include an overall description
of the studies to be conducted over the course of the monitoring program and a description of
management tasks that are anticipated, such as trash removal. Details of the monitoring studies
and management tasks will be set forth in awork program (see Section II-D).

3.2 Pre-restoration site monitoring

Pre-restoration site monitoring shall be conducted to collect baseline data on the wetland
attributes to b~ monitored. This information will be incorporated into and may result in
modification to the overall monitoring plan.

3.3 Construction Monitoring

Monitoring shall be conducted during and iInIIlediately after each stage ofconstruction ofthe
wetland restoration project to ensure that the work is conducted according to plans.

3.4 Post-Restoration Monitoring and Remediation

Upon completion ofconstruction ofthe wetland, monitoring shall be conducted to measure the
success of the wetland in achieving stated restoration goals (as specified in restoration plan) and
in achieving performance standards, specified below. The permittee shall be fully responsible for
any failure to meet these goals and standards during the facility's full operational years ei
SONGS Uflits 2 aaEl 3. Upon detennining that the goals or standards are not achieved, the
Executive Director shall prescribe remedial measures,after consultation with the pennittee,
which shall be immediately implemented by the permittee with Commission staffdirection. If
the permittee does not agree that remediation is necessary, the matter may be set for hearing and
disposition by the Commission.

Successful achievement of the performance standards shall (in some cases) be measured relative
to approximately four reference sites, which shall be relatively undisturbed, natural tidal
wetlands within the Southern California Bight. The Executive Director shall select the reference
sites. The standard ofcomparison i.e. the measure ofsimilarity to be used (e.g. within the range,
or within the 95% confidence interval) shall be specified in the work program.

In measuring the perfonnance ofthe wetland project, the following physical and biological
. performance standards will be utilized:

a. Longtenn Physical Standards. The following longtenn standards shall be maintained over
the full operative life ofSONGS Uflits :2 S:H6 3 the desalination facility.

1) Topography. The wetland shall not undergo major topographic degradation (such as
excessive erosion or sedimentation).

)

-.)



Water Quality. Water quality variables (to be specified) shall be similar to reference
wetlands.

~idal priem. The desigaea1:iaal prism sfiaJ.l ~e maintaiaea, a:ad tidal iHlsliing shallaet
be iHteffl;lj:3ted. [Note: this is Edison's requirement, but could bepart ofPoseidon's
obligiation based on the agreementyou develop with Edison.] .

4) Habitat Areas. The area ofdifferent habitats shall not vary by more than 10% from
the areas indicated in the final restoration plan.
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b. Biological Performance Standards. The following biological performance standards shall
be used to determine whether the restoration project is successful. Table 1, below,
indicates suggested sampling locations for each of the following biological attributes;
actual locations will be specified in the work program.

I) Biological Communities. Within 4 years ofconstruction, the total densities and
number of species offish, macroinvertebrates and birds (see table 1) shall be similar
to the densities and number of species in similar habitats in the reference wetlands.

2) Vegetation. The proportion of total vegetation cover and open space in the marsh
shall be similar to those proportions found in the reference sites. The percent cover of
algae shall be similar to the percent coverfound in the reference sites.

3) Spartina Canopy Architecture. The restored wetland shall have a canopy architecture
that is similar in distribution to the reference sites, with an equivalent proportion of
stems over 3 feet tall.

4) Reproductive Success. Certain plant species, as specified by in the work program,
shall have demonstrated reproduction (i.e. seed set) at least once in three years.

5) Food Chain Support. The food chain support provided to birds shall be similar to that
provided by the reference sites, as determined by feeding activity ofthe birds.

6) Exotics. The important functions of the wetland shall not be impaired by exotic
speCIes.
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Table 1: Suggested Sampling Locations

SaltMarsh Open Water Tidal

Spartina Salicomi Upper Lagoon Eelgrass Mudflat Creeks
a

1) Density/spp:

Fish X X X X

Macroinvert X X X X
s

Birds X X X X X X

2) % Cover

Vegetation X X X X

algae X X X

3) Spar. arch. X

4) Repro. sue. X X X

5) Bird feeding X X X

6) Exotics X X X X X X X

CONDITION D; ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

[Note: The conditions be/ow wi/l likely va", based on the relationship you develop with Edison
and the JPA regarding monitoring, review, administration, etc.]

1.0 ADMINISTRATION

Personnel wIth appropriate scientific or technical training and skills will, under the direction of
the Executive Director, oversee the mitigation and monitoring functions identified and required
by conditions IT-A through C. The Executive Director will retain approximately two scientists
and one administrative support staffto perfonn this function.

This technical staffwill oversee the preconstruction and post-construction site assessments,
.. mitigation project design and implementation (conducted by permittee), and monitoring
activities (including plan preparation); the field work will be done by contractors under the

\. )

'- )
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Executive Director's direction. The contractors will be responsible for collecting the data,
analyzing and inteipreting it, and reporting to the Executive Director.

The Executive Director shall convene a scientific advisory panel to provide the Executive
Director with scientific advice on the design, implementation and monitoring of the wetland
restoration and artificial reef. The panel shall consist of recognized scientists, including a marine
biologist, an ecologist, a statistician and a physical scientist.

2.0 BUDGET AND WORK PROGRAM

The funding necessary for the Commission and the Executive Director to perform their
responsibilities pursuant to these conditions will be provided by the permittee in a form and
manner determined by the Executive Director to be consistent with requirements of State law,
and which will ensure efficiency and minimize total costs to the permittee. The amount of
funding will be determined by the Commission on a biennial basis and will be based on a
proposed budget and work program, which will be prepared by the Executive Director in
consultation with the permittee, and reviewed and approved by the Commission. If the pennittee
and the Executive Director cannot agree on the budget or work program, the disagreement will
be submitted to the Commission for resolution.

The budget to be funded by the permittee will be for the purpose of reasonable and necessary
costs to retain personnel with appropriate scientific or technical training and skills needed to
assist the Commission and the Executive Director in carrying out the mitigation and lost resource
compensation conditions (II-A through C) approved as part of this permit action. In addition,
reasonable funding will be included in this budget for necessary support personnel, equipment,
overhead, consultants, the retention ofcontractors needed to conduct identified studies, and to
defray the costs ofmembers ofany scientific advisory panel(s) convened by the Executive
Director for the purpose ofimplementing these conditions.

Costs for participation on any advisory panel shall be limited to travel, per.diem, meeting time
and reasonable preparation time and shall only be paid to the extent the participant is not
otherwise entitled to reimbursement for such participation and preparation. Total costs for such
advisory panel shall not exceed $100,000 per year adjusted annually by any increase in the
consumer price index applicable to California.

The work program will include: .

a. A description of the studies to be conducted over the subsequent two year period,
including the number and distribution of sampling stations and samples per station,
methodology and statistical analysis (including the standard ofcomparison to be used in
comparing the mitigation projects to the reference sites.)
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b. A description of the status of the mitigation projects, and a summary ofthe results of the
monitoring studies to that point.

c. A description of the performance standards that have been met, and those that have yet to
be achieved.

d. A description ofremedial measures or other necessary site ~nterventions.

e. A description ofstaffing and contracting requirements.

f. A description ofthe Scientific Advisory Panel's role and time requirements in the two
year period.

The Executive Director may amend the work program at any time, subject to appeal to the
Commission.

3.0 ANNUAL REVIEW

A duly noticed public workshop will be convened and conducted by the Executive Director or
the Commission each year to review the status ofthe mitigation projects. The meeting will be
attended by the contractors who are conducting the monitoring, appropriate members of the
Scientific Advisory Panel, the pennittee, Commission staff, representatives of the resource
agencies (CDFG, NMFS, USFWS), and the public. Commission staff and the contractors will
give presentations on the previous year's activities, overall status of the mitigation projects,
identify problems and make recommendations for solving them, and review the next year's
program. The pennittee shall report on the status ofthe behavioral barrier devices.

The public review will include discussions on whether the artificial reef and wetland mitigation
projects have met the performance standards, identified problems, and recommendations relative
to corrective measures necessary to meet the performance standards. The Executive Director will
utilize information presented at the annual public review, as well as any other relevant
infonnation, to determine whether any or all of the performance standards have been met,
whether revisions to the standards are necessary, and Whether remediation is required. Major
revisions shall be subject to the Commission's review and approval.

The mitigation projects will be successful when all performance standards have been met each
year for a three-year period. The Executive Director shall report to the Commission upon
detennining that all of the performance standards have been met for three years and that the
project is deemed successful. Ifthe Commission determines that the performance standards have
been met and the project is successful, the monitoring program will be scaled doWn, as
recommended by the Executive Director and approved by the Commission. A public review shall
thereafter occur every five years, or sooner if called for by the Executive Director. The work .
program shall reflect the iower level ofmonitoring required. If subsequent monitoring shows that

)
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a standard is no longer being met, monitoring may be increased to previous levels, as detennined
necessary by the Executive Director.

The Executive Director may make a determination on the success or failure to meet the
performance standards or necessary remediation and related monitoring at any time, not just at
the time ofthe annual public review.

CONDITION E: MRC DATA MAINTENANcE

The scientific data collected by the MRC will be stored in the Commission library in San
Francisco, and at the Los Angeles County Museum ofNatural Science, or at an alternative
location in Southern California, as determined by the Executive Director; and will be made
available for public use. The permittee shall purchase the necessary computer equipment for the
Commission and the Southern California location to store and retrieve the data, and shall fund
appropriate staff training on data storage and retrieval at both locations.
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California Coastal Commission
North Central Coast District
45 Fremont, Suite 2000
San Francisco, CA 94105-2219
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Re: Carlsbad Desalination Project COP Application No. E-06-0 13
Special Condition 8: Marine Life Mitigation Plan

Dear Chainnan Kruer and Honorable Commissioners:

Poseidon Resources (Channelside) LLC ("Poseidon") requests that the Commission
approve Poseidon's proposed Marine Life Mitigation Plan ("MLMP") attached hereto as Exhibit
A, which Poseidon has prepared pursuant to Special Condition 8 of the above-referenced Coastal
Development Pennit (the "Pennit") for the Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Facility (the
"Project"). The Commission approved the Pennit at its November 15,2007 hearing, including
Special Condition 8, which requires the Applicant to submit a Marine Life Mitigation Plan tor
Commission review and approval before the Pennit will issue.

Following months ofextensive collaboration with experts, Commission Staff, and state
and local agencies, I Poseidon submitted its MLMP to the Commission on July 3,2008. The
MLMP contains the following elements that ensure Poseidon will implement and fund a wetland
restoration project or projects that not only fully mitigate any Project impacts to marine life, but
also provide additional mitigation that creates, enhances, and restores aquatic and wetland habitat
consistent with Coastal Act Sections 30230 and 30231 and Special Condition 8:

• Contains performance standards and objectives that are consistent with those
applied in Edison's San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station ("SONGS") project;

. I Poseidon has consulted with the Department ofFish and Game, the Department of Transponation, the State Lands
Commission, the San Diego Regional Watc::r Quality Control Board, the City of Carlsbad, Coastal Commission
Stafl and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, among others.

These materials have been provided to Coastal Commission Staff
Poseidon Resources Corporation

501 West Broadway, Suite 840, San Diego, CA 92101, USA

619-595-7802 Fax: 619-595-7892

Project Office: 4600 Carlsbad Boulevard, CarlSbad. CA 92008
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• Provides for up to 42.5 acres of wetland restoration, which is consistent with
California Energy Commission ("CEC") methodology and Commission
precedent;

• Implements a phased mitigation program to ensure that Poseidon is incentivized
to incorporate emerging tech!1ologies that are not currently available into Project
operations to further reduce marine impacts;

• Requires Poseidon to submit a new Coastal Development Pennit application for
Phase I of the restoration project within 24 months ofMLMP approval;

• Ensures long-tenn performance, monitoring, and protection of the mitigation
measures; and

• Allows for the Commission to determine in the future whether Lagoon dredging
should entitle Poseidon to restoration credit applicable to all or part of its Phase II
mitigation obligations.

On July 24,2008, Commission Staff released its Staff Report recommending approval of
the MLMP if it is modified and amended to include Staffs recommendations. In response to the
Staff Report, Poseidol1 revised the MLMP to address substantially all of Staff's concerns
(excluding the three issues discussed in the remainder of this letter), and to ensure that the
MLMP substantially complies with Staff's recommendations.2 For the Commission's
convenience, we have attached as Exhibit B a document that sets forth the issues raised in the
Staff Report and how Poseidon responded to those issues, including citations to the changes
made to the MLMP. Poseidon's proposed MLMP is attached hereto as Exhibit A in redline
fonnat showing all ofthe changes made in response to the Staff Report that are discussed in
Exhibit B. These documents demonstrate that Poseidon has made significant compromises to its
positions regarding the MLMP to address and resolve Staff's concerns.

A. Key Differences With Staff Report

Poseidon believes there remain only three key differences between Poseidon's MLMP
and Staff's position in the Staff Report that require the Commission's further consideration,
including: .

• (1) the amount of mitigation acreage;

• (2) whether mitigation may be phased; and

..,
- Poseidon forwarded these revisions to Staff on July 31, 2008 and hoped to have Staff confirm. prior to tinalizing
this letter. that these revisions addressed their concerns. but Staffcancelled the planned conference call to discuss
these changes. .

These materials have been provided to Coastal Commission Staff

. )
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• (3) whether the Commission should have the discretion to decide at a later date if
Poseidon may receive restoration credit for dredging the Agua Hedionda Lagoon
(the "Lagoon").

Poseidon contends that the MLMP's proposed 42.5 acres of mitigation is soundly based on CEC
methodology; that the phased approach to mitigation ensures the Project's marine Ii fe impacts
will be fully mitigated during all Project operating scenarios; and that the Commission should be
allowed to detennine whether Poseidon may receive restoration credit for evidence
demonstrating the environmental benefits attributable to Lagoon dredging at the time Poseidon
actually requests such credit (if ever) for its Phase II obligations. Accordingly, for those reasons
and the reasons summarized below and set forth in detail in Exhibit C ("Marine Life Mitigation
Rationale"), Poseidon requests that the Commission not adopt Staff's recommended
modifications and instead adopt Poseidon's MLMP as revised and attached hereto as Exhibit A.

B. Poseidon's Restoration Acreage is Consistent with Commission Practice

Independent review has confinued that Poseidon's proposed 42.5 acres is sufficient
restoration to fully mitigate the Project's marine life impacts, consistent with Coastal Act
Sections 30230.and 30231. Poseidon's entrainment study, which provides the basis for
Poseidon's proposed 42.5 acres of wetland restoration, was reviewed by the Coastal
Commission's independent expert, Dr. Pete Raimondi of UC Santa Cruz. Dr. Raimondi
continued, among other things, that: (1) Poseidon's study design is consistent with recent
entrainment studies conducted in California;3 and (2) using CEC methodology, the habitat
restoration required to mitigate the Project's "stand-alone" operations would be 42.5 acres. This
methodology is also consistent with the peer-reviewed and approved methodology the CEC
applied to the Morro Bay Power Plant and the Moss Landing Power Plant.

Notably, Commission Staff originally recommended that Poseidon use CEC methodology
to detennine Project mitigation acreage, but Staff is now recommending a substantial increase in
the mitigation acreage by app~vinga new standard that has never been peer~reviewed and which
adjusts variables in the modeling estimates. Specifically, Dr. Raimondi suggested that in order
to provide a greater level of assurance that impacts to lagoon and ocean species will be
mitigated, Poseidon could restore a total of 55.4 to 68.2 acres, which would provide an
unprecedented level of mitigation for the Project's "stand-alone" impacts that the Commission
has never applied before. This "enhanced mitigation" proposal is not consistent with CEC
methodology and established. peer-reviewed methodology and precedent. Notably, Dr.
Raimondi has not advocated that the Commission should apply the "enhanced mitigation"
methodology, and has appropriately left to the Commission the decision of which methodology
should be used.

3 As Set forth in the Staff Report. "Dr. Raimondi was able to detennine that the study's :;;ampling and data collection
methods were consistent with those used in other recent entrainment studies conducted in California pursuant to the
protocols and guidelines used by the U.S. EPA, Regional Water Quality Control Boards. California Energy
Commission. and Coastal Commission." (Su!tfReporr re: Condition Compliance/or CDP No. E-06-0JJ; Spf?c'ia!
Condition 8: Submilla! ofMarine Lite Afitigarion Plan. July 24, 2008, at p. 8.)

These materials have been provided to Coastal Commission Staff
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C. Phased Mitigation is Appropriate for this Project

Poseidon's phased approach to mitigation would fully compensate for the Project's
impacts to marine life under either of the power plant's operating scenarios. The initial phase
would provide 37 acres of wetland restoration, which would fully compensate for Project-related
impacts during the period when both the Encina Power Station ("EPS") and the Project are
operating ("Phase I"). The second phase would provide up to 5.5 acres ofadditional restoration
to address any additional unmitigated impacts occurring if the Project ever operates "stand
alone"; that is, when the EPS is decommissioned or when the EPS is providing less than 15% of
the water needed for the Project based on the EPS's average water use over any three-year period
("Phase II").

• Phase I Substantially Over-mitigates Project Impacts. The 37 acres provided
under Phase I would fully mitigate the Project's impacts as long as at least 13% of
the Project's seawater requirements are provided by the EPS. In the last 18
months, the EPS would have provided over 65% of the water needed for the
Project. Based on that number, the 37 acres provided by Poseidon under Phase I
would have been about 2.5 times the mitigation actually required. Through the
phased approach to mitigation, Poseidon will substantially over-mitigate its
impacts while the EPS continues to operate.

• Phase II Mitigation Provides New Opportunities to Reduce Impacts. Under
Phase II, the MLMP ensures that Poseidon will fully mitigate its "stand-alone"
impacts by requiring Poseidon to: (1) analyze the environmental effects of
ongoing Project operations; (2) use that analysis to investigate and evaiuate
reasonably feasible technologies that are unavailable today, which may reduce
any marine life impacts; (3) provide its analysis of environmental effects and its
evaluation of any reasonably fea.sible technOlogies to reduce impacts to the
Commission; and (4) undertake Lagoon dredging obligations, if feasible. The
Commission will then be able to detemiine if actual Project operations have less
of an impact to marine life than originally estimated, if Poseidon can further
reduce the Project's impacts through reasonably feasible technologies, or if
Poseidon should receive restoration credit for demonstrated environmental
benefits attributable to dredging(as discussed further in Section 0 below). Based
on these detenninations, the Commission may proportionally reduce Poseidon's
habitat restoration obligation for Phase II mitigation. Accordingly, phased
mitigation will incentivize Poseidon to investigate new technologies that are not
available today to reduce impacts so that it can potentially reduce its restoration
obligation, and it will enable the Commission to make mitigation decisions based
on the Project's actual operational impacts rather than estimates. If the mitigation
obligation is not reduced, the MLMP requires Poseidon to restore an additional
5.5 acres of wetland habitat subject to the same perfonnance standards and
objectives required under Phase I.

These materials have been provided to Coastal Commission Staff
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D. Lagoon Dredging Credit Should Be Evaluated in the Future

Pursuant to Poseidon's MLMP, the Commission may decide at a later date whether
Poseidon should receive any restoration credit for assuming Lagoon dredging obligations.
Poseidon has not requested that dredging credit be applied to its mitigation obligations now; on
the contrary, Poseidon is asking the Commission only to leave open the possibility of allowing
such credit in the future if Poseidon assumes dredging obligations. The Staff Report, however,
recommends that the Commission should decide now that Poseidon's potential dredging is not
subject to restoration credit because dredging is inconsistent with Special Condition 8's
requirement that mitigation be in the fonn of creation, enhancement or restoration of wetland
habitat.

The Staff Report, however, fails to acknowledge that Lagoon dredging is necessary to
preserve the Lagoon's beneficial uses, and that sand dredged from the Lagoon would be used to
maintain, restore and enhance habitat for grunion spawning and enhance opportunities for public
access and recreation along the shoreline. Moreover, the Commission has applied dredging
credit in the past for the SONGS project. Further, approval of the MLMP would not constitute
approval of a particular dredging proposal or grant of dredging credit. Rather, any dredging
proposal would require a separate Coastal Development Pennit pursuant to Special Condition 12,
so it would be premature for the Commission to analyze dredging that Poseidon cannot perfonn.
Accordingly, it is perfectly appropriate for the Commission to detennine whether Poseidon
should receive restoration credit for dredging at the time it applies for such credit in the future (if
ever).

We appreciate the Commission's consideration of these important issues and respectfully
request that the Commission approve Poseidon's proposed Marine Life Mitigation Plan attached
hereto as Exhibit A at its August 6, 2008 meeting.

Sincerely,
,-""",

t) ,~,.~'~
)+'-J i i '(. 'Uf'·',''.....--'"'.)\...c"'- • "

: / \.,

Peter MacLaggan
Poseidon Resources

Attachments

cc: Tom Luster;
Rick Zbur, Esq.

These materials have been provided to Coastal Commission Staff
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MARINE LIFE MITIGATION PLAN

Exhibit A. Marine Life Mitigation Plan

Exhibit B Responses to Issues Identified in July 24, 2008
Staff Report

Exhibit C Marine Life Mitigation Plan Rationale

These materials have been provided to California Coastal Commission Staff
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EXHIBIT A

MARINE LIFE MITIGATION PLAN

CONDITION A: WETLAND RESTORATION MITIGATION

The pennittee shall develop, implement and fund a wetland restoration project that compensates
for marine life impacts from Poseidon's Carlsbad desalination facility.

1.0 PHASED IMPLEMENTATION

Poseidon's Carlsbad desalination facility will function under two operating scenarios: (1) using
the Encina Power Station's seawater intake while the Power Station continues to operate ("Phase

· I "); and (2) as a stand-alone facility ("Phase II"). The pennittee's restoration project shall be
phased to address marine life impacts from each of the applicable operating scenarios.

· To mitigate marine life impacts for Phase I operations, the pennittee shall develop, implement
and fund a 37-acre wetland restoration project consistent with the terms and conditions set forth
in this Plan. The pennittee's additional obligations to mitigate marine life impacts for Phase II
operations, which may include up to 5.5 acres of additional wetland res~oration, are set forth in
section 6.0. Combined, mitigation for Phase I and Phase II would require up to 42.5 acres of
wetland restoration.

1.1 Technology Review During Phase I Operations

On or before April 30 of each year following the commencement of the Carlsbad desalination
facility's commercial operations, the pennittee shall provide the Executive Director with data
demonstrating the Encina Power Station's cooling water intake for the prior calendar year. On or
before April 30 following the first three years of the Carlsbad desalination facility's commercial
operations, the pennittee shall also provide the Executive Director with the calculation

· demonstrating the Power Station's average water use during the prior three-year period. The
permittee shall thereafter provide the Executive Director with that calculation annually, on or
before April 30, until either of the occurrence of either ofthe "Phase II Pre~Coriditions," as
defined in subsection 1.2 below.

Consistent with the permittee's approvals from the State Lands Commission, the pennittee shall
perfonn the following ten years after the commencement ofcommercial operations, unless either
of the "Phase II Pre-Conditions" occur before that time (as defined in subsection 1.2 below):

a. Conduct a new analysis of the environmental effects of ongoing desalination facility
operations ten years after the commencement of commercial operations. The analysis
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shall provide information about the project's actual impacts from operations, taking into
account all project features and mitigation measures;

b. Using that analysis, the pennittee shall investigate and evaluate new and developing
technologies that are reasonably feasible and unavailable today, which may further
reduce any marine life impacts; and

c. Within 24 months of the date that the permittee commenced its analysis of the
environmental effects of ongoing desalination facility operations, the permittee shall
provide that analysis and its evaluation ofpotential and reasonably feasible technologies
to,the Commission for review. The determination of feasibility shall consider costs,
potential impacts, and acceptability to the Encina Power Station, among other things.

Upon receiving the analysis of environmental effects ofongoing desalination facility operations
and the evaluation of new and available technologies from the permittee, the Commission may
request a hearing to determine whether those technologies are reasonably feasible and whether
the permittee can implement any of the technologies to reduce marine life impacts. If the
Commission determines that any such technologies are reasonably feasible and may further
reduce marine impacts, this Marine Life Mitigation Plan may, after a public hearing before the
Commission, be amended to require implementation of reasonably feasible technologies.

1.2 ,Implementation of Phase II Mitigation

The permittee's Phase I mitigation obligations will not be affected by whether or not the
permittee is ultimately required to undertake mitigation for Phase II. If either the Encina Power
Station stops using its existing seawater intake for cooling water, or the Encina Power Station's
use of its seawater intake provides less than 15% ofPoseidon's needed water based on the Power
S13tion:s average water uSe over any three-year period ("Phase Ir'Pre-Conditions"), then the
permittee shall also undertake the Phase II mitigation obligations set forth in section 6.0.

2.0 PHASE I SITE SELECTION

In consultation with Commission staff, the permittee shall select a wetland restoration site for
Phase I mitigation in accordance with the following process and terms.

Within 10 months of the effective date of this permit. the permittee shall submit the
proposed site and preliminary Phase I restoration plan to the Commission for its review
and approval or disapproval.

The location of the wetland restoration project shall be within the Southern California Bight.
The permittee shall select from sites including, but not limited to, the following eleven sites:

, ,i
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Tijuana Estuary in San Diego County; San Dieguito River Valley in San Diego County; Agua
Hedionda Lagoon in San Diego County; San Elijo Lagoon in San Diego County; Buena Vista
Lagoon in San Diego County; Huntington Beach Wetland in Orange County, Anaheim Bay in
Orange County, Santa Ana River in Orange County, Los Cerritos Wetland in Los Angeles
County, Ballona Wetland in Los Angeles County, and Ormond Beach in Ventura County. The
permittee may also consider any sites that may be recommended by the California Department of
Fish & Game as high priority wetlands restoration projects.

The basis for the selected site shall bean evaluation of the site against the minimum standards
and objectives set forth in subsections 3.1 and 3.2 below. The pennittee shall take into account
and give consideration to the advice and recommendations of the scientific advisory panel
established and convened by the Executive Director pursuaqt to Condition B.l.D. The permittee
shall select the sitethat meets the minimum standards and best meets the objectives.

2.1 Preliminary Phase I Restoration Plan

In consultatjon wjth Commission staff. the permittee shall develop a preliminary wetland
restoration plan for Phase I mitigation of the wetland site identified through the site
selection process. The preliminary Phase I restoration plan shall meet tbe minimum
standards and incorporate as many as possible of tbe objectives in subsections 3.1 and 3.2.
respectively.

The preliminary Phase I restoration plan shall include the following elements:

.a:. Review of existing physical. biological. and hydrological conditions; ownership. land
use and regulation.

h.. Site-specific and regional restoration goals and compatibility with the goal of
mitigating Poseidon's marine life impacts.

t:.. Identification of site opportunities and constraints.

d.. Conceptual restoration design. ipcluding:

1.. Proposed grading and excavation; water control structures; planting;
integration of public access. if feasible; buffers and transition areas;
management and maintenance requirements.

2... Proposed habitat types (including approximate size and location),

~ Preliminary assessment of significant impacts of design (especiallv on existing
habitat values) and net habitat benefits.
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4.. Evaluation of steps for implementation e.g.. permits and approvals: development
agreements. acquisition of property interests.

~ A graphic depiction of proposed plan.

. .
3.0 PHASE I PLAN REQUIREMENTS

. In consultation with Conunission staff, the perr:r:tittee shall develop a final wetland restoration
plan for the wetland site identified through the site selection process for Phase L The wetland
restorationbased on the preliminary Phase I plan. which the permittee shall submit to the
Commission as part oftbe Coastal Development Permit Application desctibedin Section

.4.0. The final plan shalL.alS!! meet the minimum standards and incorporate as many as feasible
ofthe objectives in subsections 3.1 and 3.2, respectively.

3.1 Minimum Standards

The Phase I wetland r~storation project site and preliminary plan must meet the following
minimum standards:

a. Location within Southern California Bight;

b. Potential for restoration as tidal wetland, with extensive intertidal and subtidal areas;

c.Creates or substantially restores a minimun:t of37 acres ofhabitat similar tc,J e affected
habitats in Agua Hedionda Lagoon, excluding buffer zone and upland transition area;,

d.' Provides a buffer zone of a size adequate to ensure protection of wetland values., and
substantially at least 100 feet wide, as measured from the upland edge of the tnnsition
area. The Executive Director or the Commission may make exceptions to the:OO-foot
buffer requirement in certain locations if they determine that the exceptions are de
minimis, or that a lesser buffer is sited and/or designed to 'prevent impacts that would
significantly degrade wetland areas and that they are compatible with the contInuance of
those areas;

e. Any existing site contamination problems would be controlled or remediated and would
not hinder restoration;

f. Site preservation is guaranteed in perpetuity (through appropriate pUblic 'H!f'r'!'·'¥ or
nonprofit ownership, or other means approved by the Executive DireCtorp, _, ~.rotect

against future degradation or incompatible land use;

g. Feasible methods are available to protect the long-tetm wetland values on j:i~e, in
perpetuity;

)
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h. Does not result in a net loss of existing wetlands; and

1. Does not result in an adverse, impact on endangered animal species. or an adverse un
mitigated impact on endangered~ species.

3~2 Objectives

The following objectives represent the factors that will contribute to the overall value of the
. wetland. The selected site shall be determined to achieve these objectives. These objectives shall
also guide preparation of the restoration plan.

a.· Provides substantialmaximum overall ecosystem benefits, e.g. substarJialmaximum
upland buffer, enhancement ofdownstream fish values, provides regionally scarce
habitat, potential for local ecosystem diversity;

b. Provides substantial fish habitat compatible with other wetland values at the site;

c. Provides a buffer zone of at leastan average of at Jeast 300 feet wide. depending on the
feasibility at the selected site(s). and not less than 100 feet wide, as measured from the
upland edge of the transition area, subject to the exemptions set forth in subsection
3.1 (d);

d. Provides suastantialmaximum upland transition areas (in addition to buffer zones);

e. Restoration involves minimum adverse impacts on existing functioning wetlands and
other sensitiv~habitats;

f. Site selection and restoration plan reflect a consideration of site specific and regional
wetland restoration goals; .

g.
:

"," -~

: h.

1.

j.

Restoration design is that most likely to produce and support wetland-dependent
resources;

Provides potential habitat for rare or endangered species;

Provides for restoration of reproductively isolated populations of native California
species;

Results in an increase in the aggregate acreage of wetland in the Southern California
Bight;

k. Requires minimum maintenance;

L Restoration project can be accomplished in a reasonably timely fashion; and

m. Site is in proximity to the Carlsbad desalination facility.
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(a) The permittee may propose a wetland restoration project larger than the minimum necessary
size specified in subsection 3.I(c) above, if biologically appropriate for the site, but the
additionalacreage must (1) be clearly identified, and (2) must not be the portion of the project
best satisfying the standards and objectives listed above.

(b) If the permittee jointly enters into a restoration project with another party: (1) the pennittee's
portion of the project must be clearly specified, (2) any other party involved cannot gain
mitigation credit for the permittee's portion of the project, and (3) the permIttee may not receive
mitigation credit for the other party's portion of the project.

(c) The permittee may propose to divide the mitigation requirement between a maximum of
.:fe:art:w.q wetland restoration sites, unless the Executive Director determines that the standards
and objectives of subsections 3.1 and 3.2 will be better met atI110re than foUliwo sites.

4.0 . PHASE I P~AN IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 Coastal Development Permit Application

The permittee shall submit a complete Coastal Development Permit application for the Phase I
restoration plan a~ongwith CEQA documentation and local or other state agency appro~als by
either 24 months following the issuance of the Coastal Development Permit for the Carlsbad

.desalination facility, or the comm.encement of commercial operations at the facility, whichever is
lareF. The Executive Director may grant an extension to this time period at the reql.;lest of and
upon a demonstration of good cause .by the permittee. The restoration plan shall substantially
conform to Section 3.0 above and shan include, but not be limited to the following elements:

a. Detailed review of existing physical, biological, and hydrological conditions; ownership,
land use and regulation;

b. Evaluation of site-specifi~and regional restoration goals and compatibility with the goal
ofmitigating for Poseidon's marine life impacts;

c. IdentifIcation of site opportunities and constraints;

d. Schematic restoration design, including:

1. Proposed cut and fill, water control structures, control measures for stormwater,
buffers arid transition areas, management and maintenance requirements;

2. Planting Program, including removal of exotic species, sources ofplants and or seeds
(local, if possible), protection of existing salt marsh plants, methods for preserving

)
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top soil and augmenting soils with nitrogen and other necessary soil amendments
before planting, timing of planting, plans for irrigation until established, and location
of planting and elevations on the topographic drawings;

3. Proposed habitat types (including approximate size and location);

4. Assessment of significant impacts of design (especially on existing habitat values)
and net habitat benefits;

5. Location, alignment and specifications for publicaccess facilities, iffeasible;

6. Evaluation of steps for implementation e.g. permits and approvals, development
agreements, acquisition of property rights;

7. Cost estimates;

8. Topographic drawings for final restoration plan at 1" = 100 foot scale, one foot
contour interval; and

9. Drawings shall be directly translatable intofinal working drawings.

g. Detailed information about how monitoring and maintenance will be implemented;

h. Detailed information about construction methods to be used;

i. Defined final success criteria for each habitat type and methods to be used to determine
success;

j. Detailed information about how Poseidon will coordinate with any other agency or panel
that will have a role in implementing and monitoring the restoration plan, including the
respective roles of the parties in independent monitoring, contingency planning review,
cost recovery, etc.;

k. Detailed infonnation about contingency measures that will be implemented ifmitigation
does not me~t the approvedgoals,objectives, performance standards, or other criteria;
and

1. Submittal of "as-built" plans showing final grading, planting, hydrological features, etc.
within 60 days of completing mitigation site construction.

4.2 Wetland Construction Phase

Within 12 months of approval of the Phase I restoration plan, subject to the permittee's obtaining
the necessary permits, the permittee shall commence the construction phase of the wetland
restoration project. The p~nnittee shall be responsible for ensuring that construction. is carried
out in accordance with the specifications and within the timeframes specified in the approved
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restoration plan and shall be responsible for any remedial work or other intervention necessary to
comply with plan requirements.

4.3 Timeframe for Resubmittal of Project Elements

If the Commission does not approve any element of the project (Le. site selection, restoration
plan), the Commission will specify the time limits for compliance relative to selection of another
site or revisions to the restoration plan.

5.0 PHASE I WETLAND MONITORING, MANAGEMENT AND REMEDIATION

Monitoring, management (including maintenance), and remediation shall be conducted over the
"full operating life" of Poseidon's desalination facility, which shall be 30 years from the date
"as-built" plans are submitted pursuant to subsection 4.1 (1).

The following section describes the basic tasks required for monitoring, management and
remediation for Phase 1. Condition B specifies the administrative structure for carrying out these
tasks, including the roles of the pennittee and Commission staff.

5.1 Monitoring and Management Plan

A monitoring and management plan will be developed in consultation with the pennittee and
appropriate wildlife agencies, concurrently with the preparation of the restoration plan for Phase
I, to provide an overall framework to guide the monitoring work. It will include an overall
description of the studies to be conducted over the course of the monitoring program and a
description ofmanagement tasks that are anticipated, such as trash removal. Details of the
monitoring studies and management tasks will be set forth in awork program (see Condition B).

5.2 Pre-restoration site monitoring

Pre-restoration site monitoring shall be conducted to collect baseline data on the wetland
attributes to be monitored. This infonnation will be incorporated into and may result in
modification to the overall rilOnitoring plan.

5.3 Construction Monitoring

Monitoring shall be conducted during and immediately after each stage of construction ofthe
wetland restoration project to ensure that the work is conducted according to plans.

)
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5.4 Post-Restoration Monitoring and Remediation

Upon completion of construction of the wetland, monitoring shall be conducted to measure the
success of the wetland in achieving stated restoration goals (as specified in restoration plan) and
in achieving performance standards, specified below. The permittee shall be fully responsible for
any failure to meet these goals and standards during the facility's full operational years. Upon
determining that the goals or standards are not achieved, the Executive Director shall prescribe
r:emedial measures, after consultation with the permittee, which shall be implemented by the
permittee as soon as practicable with Commission staff direction. If the permittee does not agree
with the remedial measures prescribed by the Executive Director, or that remediation is
necessary, the matter may be set for hearing and disposition by the Commission.

Successful achievement of the performance standards shall (in some cases) be meas~red relative
to approximately four reference sites, which shall be relatively undisturbed, natural tidal
wetlands within the Southern California Bight. The reference sites and the standard of

.comparison, i.e. the measure of similarity to be used, shall be.specified in the work program.

In measuring the performance of the wetland project, the following physical and biological
performance standards will be utilized:

a. Longterm Physical Standards. The following long-term standards shall be maintained
over the full operative life of the desalination facility:

I) Topography. The wetland shall not undergo major topographic degradation (such as
excessive erosion or sedimentation);

2) Water Quality. Water quality variables [to be specified] shall be similar to reference
wetlands; and

Jl Tidal Prism. If the plan requires dredging. the permittee shall provide such
dredging for the duration of the "full operating life" of the project (as defined in
Section 5.0). in exchange for a dredging credit consistent with the credit
provided to Edison for the SONGS restoration project. and any designed tidal
prism shall be maintained. and tidal flushing shall not be interrupted.

~. :3j-Habitat Areas. The area of different habitats shall not vary by more than 10% from
the areas indicated in the restoration plan.

b. Biological Perfonnance Standards. The following biological perfonnance standards shall
be used to determine whether the restoration project is successful. Table 1, below,
indicates suggested sampling locations for each of the following biological attributes;
actual locations will be specified in the work program:
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1) Biological Communities. Within 4 years ofconstrpction, the total densities and
number of species offish, macroinvertebrates and birds (see Table 1) shall be similar
to the densities and number ofspecies in similar habitats in the reference wetlands;

2) Vegetation. The proportion of total vegetation cover and open space in the marsh
shall be similar to those proportions found in the reference sites. The percent cover of
algae shall be similar to the pe~cent cover found in the reference sites; ,

3) Spartina Canopy Architecture. The restored wetland shalI.have a canopy architecture
that is similar in distribution to the reference sites; with. an equivalent proportion of
stems over 3 feet tall;

4) ReproductiveSuccess. Certain plant species,as specified by in the work program,
shall have demonstrated reproduction (i.e. seed set) at least once in three years; ,

5) Food Chain Support. The food chain support provided to birds shall be similar to that
provided by the reference sites, as detennined by feeding activity of the birds; and

6) Exotics. The important functions of the wetland shall not be impaired by exotic
species. '

Table 1: Suggested Sampling Locations

Salt Marsh Open Water Tidal

Spartina Salicomi Upper Lagoon Eelgrass - Mudflat Creeks
a

I) Density/spp:

Fish X X X X

, Macroinvert X X X X
s

Birds X X X X X X

2) % Cover

Vegetation X X X X

Algae X X X

3) Spar. arch. X

4) Repro. sue. X X X

5) Bird feeding X X X

6) Exotics X X X I X X X I X

, )
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MITIGATION REQUIRED AFTER PHASE II PRECONDITION

(,

6.1 Reasonably Feasible Technologies

Following the occurrence ofeither of the Phase II Pre-Conditions, as defined in subsection 1.1,
the permittee shall:

a. Conduct a new analysis of the environmental effects ofongoing desalination facility
. operations. The analysis shall provide information about the project's actual impacts
from operations, taking into accountall project features and mitigation measures;

b. Using that analysis, the permittee shall investigate and evaluate new and developing.
technologies that are reasonablyfeasible and unavailable today, which may further
reduce any marine life irripacts;

c. Within 24 months of the occurrence of the applicable Phase II pre-condition, the
permittee shall provide that analysis and its evaluation of potential and reasonably
feasible technologies to the Commission for review. The determination of feasibility
shall consider costs, potential impacts, and acceptability to the Encina Power Station,
among other things; and

d. The analysis and evaluation provided to the Commission shall also include an evaluation
.of whether the 37 acres of wetland restoration implemented by the permittee has fully or
only partially mitigated marine life impacts for stand-alone operations, taking into
account actual operating conditions from facility operations for Phase I and potential
reductions to impacts that would occur as a result of any new and reasonably feasible
technologies that the permittee may implement pursuant to this subsection 6.1.

Upon receiving the evaluation ofnew and available technologies from the permittee, the
'Commission may request a hearing to determine whether those technologies are reasonably
. feasible and whether the permittee can implement any of the technologies to reduce marine life

impacts. lfthe Commission detennines that any such technologies are reasonably feasible and
may further reduce marine impacts, this Marine Life Mitigation Plan may be amended after a
public hearing before the Commission to require implementation ofreasonably feasible
technologies. The Commission also may determine the additional mitigation, if any, required. .

after implementation of available technologies to reduce marine life impacts from Phase II
operations.

6.2 Additional Mitigation

The permittee also shall comply with the following mitigation measures after the occurrence of
either Phase II Pre-Condition:
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a. If within 24 months of the occurrence of the applicable Phase II Pre-Condition, the
permittee assumes dredging obligations of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon from the Encina
Power Station or other applicable entity, the permittee shall provide evidence to the
Executive Director in the form ofa contract or other agreement that demonstrates the
permittee's assumption ofdredging obligations, along with an evaluation of the
permittee's dredging activities and supporting documentation for the proposed mitigation
credit the permittee is seeking for this activity. Pursuant to Special Condition 12 ofthis
Permit;' the permittee shall not dredge the Agua Hedionda Lagoon without obtaining a
new Coastal Development Permit approval from the Gommission for dredging activities.
If such dredging obligations are assumed, the Commission shall evaluat~ and determine
the mitigation credit the permittee is entitled to receive for Lagoon dredging using
substantially the same methodology the Commission used for the San Onofre Nuclear
Generating Station's dredging approvals. lfthe ColI1mission's evaluation set forth in
subsection 6.1 determines that there is any remaining mitigation obligation following the
implementation ofreasonably feasible technologies to reduce marine impacts, the credit
for Lagoon dredging shall be applied to satisfy any remaining m~tigation obligation ofthe
permittee; or

b. If the permittee does not assume the 'dredging obligations for the Agua Hedionda Lagoon
(for any reason other than delays by the Commiss~on in issuing the Coastal Development
Permit for dredging) and the analysis and evaluation set forth in subsection 6.1 identifies

,that additional wetland restoration is necessary to mitigate Phase II impacts not fully
mitigated by the 37,-acre restoration project, then within 24 months of the occurrence of
the applicable Phase II Pre-Condition, the permittee shall apply for a new Coastal
Development Permit to perform additional wetland mitigation to mitigate marine life
impacts for Phase II operations that meets the following criteria:

(i) the Phase II, w~tland mitigation shall credit the 37-acres of restoration required
under this Plan for Phase I, and may require additional mitigation of up to an
additional 5.5 acres. The Commission shall proportionally reduce the potential 5.5
'acre restoration requirement based on: (1) any reduction to marine life impacts
caused by the permittee's implementation ofreasonably feasible technologies, as set
forth in subsection 6.1; and (2) any demonstration that actual plant operations have '
caused less marine life impacts than originally anticipated during the project's
initial evaluation;

(ii) the permittee shall apply for a new Coastal Development Permit to perform the
wetland restoration, and the restoration shall be of habitat similar to the affected
habitats in Agua Hedionda .Lagoon, excluding buffer zone and upland transition
area, and consistent with the objectives and restrictions in subsections 3.1
(excluding subsection 3.l(c)), 3.2 and 3.3 above;

" )

)
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(iii) the permittee shall select a wetland restoration site for Phase II mitigation in a
manner generally inaccordance with section 2.0 above;

(iv) the restoration plan for Phase II mitigation shall be generally in accordance with the
requirements in section 4.0 above, and shall be monitored in a manner generally in
accordance with that set forth in section 5.0 above; and

(v) Phase II wetland restoration shall be included in and administered as part ofthe
same administrative structure created for Phasermitigation and set forth in
Condition B ofthis Plan.

CONDITION B: ADMINISTRATIVE STRUCTURE

1.0 ADMINISTRATION

Personnel with appropriate scientific or technical training and skills will, under the direction of
the Executive DireCtor, oversee the mitigation and monitoring functions identified and required
by Condition A. The Executive Director will retain scientific and administrative support staff to
perform this function, as specified in the work program.

This technical staff will oversee the preconstruction and post-construction site assessments,
mitigation project design and implementation (conducted byperrnittee), and monitoring
.activities (including plan preparation); the field work will be done by contractors under the
Executive Director's direction. The contractors will be responsible for collecting the data,
analyzing and interpreting it, and reporting to the Executive Director:

The Executive Director shall convene a scientific advisory panel to provide the Executive
Director with scientific advice on the design, implementation and monitoring ofthe wetland
restoration. The panel shall consist of recognized scientists, including a marine biologist, an
ecologist, a statistician and a physical scientist.

2.0 BUDGET AND WORK PROGRAM

The funding necessary for the Commission and the Executive Director to perform their
responsibilities pursuant to these conditions will be provided by the permittee in a form and
manner reasonably determined by the Executive Director to be consistent with requirements of .
State law, and which will ensure efficiency and minimize total costs to the permittee. The
amount of funding will be determined by the Commission on a biennial basis and will be based
on a proposed budget and work program, which will be prepared by the Executive Director in
consultation with the permittee, and reviewed and approved by the Commission in conjunction
with its review of the restoration plan.Pennit application fees paid by the pennittee for Coastal
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Development Pennits (or amendments thereto) fOF the Fe,storatioR program shall be credited
against the budget to be funded by the pennittee. If the permittee and the Executive Director
cannot agree on the budget or work program, the disagreement will be submitted to the
Commission for resolution.

The budget to be funded by the permittee will be for the purpose of reasonable and necessary
costs to retain personnel with appropriate scientific or technical training and skills needed to
assist the Commission and the Executive Director in carrying out the mitigation. In addition,
reasonable funding will be included in this budget for neceSS!lI:Y support personnel, equipment,
overhead, consultants, the retention ofcontractors needed to conduct identified studies, and to
defray the costs of members of any scientific advisory panel(s) convened by the Executive
Director for the purpose ofimpl~mentingthese conditions.

Costs for participation on any advisory panel shall be limited to travel, per diem, meeting time
and reasonable preparation time and shall only be paid to the extent the participant is not
otherwise entitled to reimbursement for such participation and preparation. The amount of
funding will be determined by the Commission on a biennial basis and will be based on a
proposed budget and work program, which will be prepared by the Executive Director in
consultation with the permittee, and reviewed and approved by the Commission in conjunction
with its review of the restoration plan. Total costs for such advisory papel shall not exceed
$100,000 per year adjusted annually by any increase in the consumer price index
applicable to California, If the permittee and the Executive Director cannot agree on the budget
or work program, the disagreement will be submitted to the Commission for resolution.

The work program will include:

a. A description of the studies to be conducted over the subsequent two year period,
including the number and distribution ofsampling stations and samples per station,
methodology and statistical analysis (including the standard of comparison to be used in
comparing the mitigation project to the reference sites);

b. A description of the status of the mitigation projects, and a summary of the results of the
monitoring studies to that point;

c. A description of up to four reference sites;

d. A description of the performance standards that have been met, and those that have yet to
be achieved;

e. A description of remedial measures or other necessary site interventions;

£ A description ofstaffing and contracting requirements; and

')
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g. A description of the scientific advisory panel's role and time requirements in the two year
period.

Any amendment to the "'/Ork program requested by the permittee shall require an amendment to
the Coastal Development Pennit for the restoration plan, unless the Executive Director
determines that 110 Coastal Development Pennit amendment is necessary or required. Any
amendment to the "'/ork program proposed by the Executive Director shall be made in
consultation with the permittee. If the permittee and the Executive Director cardlot agree on an
amendment to the ','lork program, the disa!,Jfeement vlill be submitted to the Commission fur
resolution.

The Executive Director may amend the work program at any time. subject to appeal to the
Commission.

3.0 ANNUAL REVIEW AND PUBLIC WORKSHOP REVIEW

The permittee shall submit a written review of the status of the mitigation project to the
Executive Director each year on April 30 for the prior calendar year. The written review will
discuss the previous year's activities and overall status of the mitigation project, identify
problems and make recommendations for solving them, and review the next year's program.

Every fifth year, the Executive Director or the Commission shall also convene and conduct a
duly noticed public workshop to review the status of the mitigation project. The meeting will be
attended by the contractors who are conducting the monitoring, appropriate members of the
Scientific Advisory Panel, the permittee, Commission staff, representatives of the resource
agencies (CDFG; NMFS, USFWS), and the puhlic. Commission staff and the contractors will
give presentations on the previous five years' activities and the overall status of the mitigation
project, identify problems and make recommendations for solving them, and review the next.
period's program.

The workshop review will include discussions on whether the wetland mitigation project has met
the perfonnance standards, identified problems, and recommendations relative to corrective
measures necessary to meet the performance standards. The Executive Director will utilize
information presented at the public review, as well as any other relevant information, to
determine whether any or all of the performance standards have been m~t, whether revisions to
the standards are necessary, and whether remediation is required. Major revisions shall be
subject to the Commission's review and approval.

The mitigation project will be successful when all perfonnance standards have been met each
year for a three-year period. The Executive Director shall report to the Commission upon
detennining that all of the performance standards have been met for three years and that the
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project is deemed successful. If the Commission determines that the performance standards have
been met and the project is successful, the monitoring program will be scaled down, as .
recommended by the Executive Director and approved by the Commission. The work program
shall reflect the lower level ofmonitoring required. If subsequent monitoring shows.that a
standard is no longer heing met, monitoring may be increased to previous levels, as determined
necessary by the Executive Director.

The CommissionExecutiye Director may make a determination on the success or failure to meet
the performance standar~sor necessary remediation and related monitoring at any time, not just
at the time of the workshop review.

4.0 ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES

4.1 Dispute Resolution

In the event that the permittee and the Executive Director cannot reach agreement regar~ing the
terms contained in or the implementation ofany part of this Plan, the matter may be set for
hearing and disposition by the Commission.

4.2 Extensions

Any of the time limits established under this Plan may be extended by the Executive Driector at
the request ofthe pennittee and upon a showing ofgood cause.



EXHIBITB·

RESPONSES TO ISSUES IDENTIFIED IN JULY 24, 2008 STAFF REPORT

In response to Commission Staffs specific concerns regarding Poseidon's proposed
Marine Life Mitigation Plan("MLMP"), as identified on page 15 oftlle July 24,2008 Staff
.Report, Poseidon has modified its MLMP to addrt1ss Staffs concerns. Below we have listed
each of Staff's identified concerns, followed by Poseidon's response, In addition to the
responses herein, Exhibit A is a redline ofPoseidon's MLMP that shows· the changes Poseidon
has made in response to Staffs concerns. Note that this document does not address the three
issues discussed in Poseidon's letter r~sponding to the StaffReport: mitigation acreage, phased

. mitigation and restoration credit for lagoon dredging. ..

1. Responses to Bullet Points on Page 15: In this section, Poseidon has responded to each
of the bullet points listed on page 15 of the StaffReport.

Issue 1: Staffrecommended that Poseidon submit a complete coastal development permit
applic.ationfor its Final Restoration Planwithin 24 months·ofCommission approvalofits

. Preliminary Plan (i.e., the Plan being reviewed herein). Poseidon modified that
recommendation in Section 4 ofits Plan to allow submittal ofthat application either 24 months
after issuarzce ofthe project coastal development permit or commencement ofcommercial
operations ofthe desalination facility, whichever is later. . This could substantially delay the
implementation ofmitigation and could result in several years ofimpacts occurring without
mitigation.

• . Poseidon Response to Issue 1: In Section 4.1 ofPoseidon's MLMP, Poseidon has .
revised its Plan so that the Coastal Development Permit for the Final Restoration Plan

.. will be submitted within 24 months ofCommission approval of its Preliminary Plan.

Issue 2: A proposed change to Poseidon's Plan at Section 3.1(d) and at Section 3.2(c) would·
reduce the required buffer zone at its mitigation sites from no less thatz 100feet wide to an .
average that could be·much less than 100feet.

• Poseidon Response to Issue 2: Poseidon has removed the word "substantially"from
Section 3.1(d) so that it· is evident that buffer zones will be at least 100 feet wide. (See
Poseidon's MLMP, Page 4 of 16.)

Issue 3:· A proposed change to Section 3.1(i) would allow the Plan to affect endangered species
in. a way not allowed under the Edison-requirements.

.• Poseidon Response to Issue 3: Poseidon has revised Section 3.1 (i) to indicate that
Poseidon's Plan will not result in an adverse impact on endangered animal species, and
that it will require mitigation for Plan impacts on endangered plant species. (See
Poseidon's MLMP, Page 5 of 16.) The formulation of this provision in the Edison plan
does not take into account that substantially all wetlands restoration projects will have
impacts on sensitive plant species, which would likely be mitigated through relocation
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to upland areas. The Edison plan's fonnulation would not allow mitigation in any area
where there is a sensitive plant. Accordingly, Poseidon modified this language to
ensure there are no adverse impacts to endangered animals, but to allow for mitigation
and relocation of sensitive plants.

Issue 4: Poseidon proposes to change Section 3.3(c) to allow mitigation to occur in up to four
sites, rather than up to two sites, as required ofEdison, which couldfragment the mitigation and
reduce its overall value.

• Poseidon Response to Issue 4: Poseidon has revised Section 3.3(c) to allow mitigation
to occur only at up to two sites without Executive D~rector approva~. (See Poseidon's
MLMP, Page 6 of 16.) . .

Issue 5: Poseidon also proposed deleting a requirement at Section 5.4 that would require a
designed tidaFprisllt to-be.maintained to ensure the wetland mitigation site has adequate tidal
action.

• .Poseidon Response to Issue 5: Poseidon has revised its Plan to include a requirement
at Section 5.4(a)(3) that would require a designed tidal prism be maintained if the Plan
requires dredging. (See Poseidon's MLMP, Page 9 of 16.)

Issue 6: Poseidon Proposes that any fees it pays for coastal development permits or
amendments be credited against the budget needed to implement the mitigation plan.

• . Poseidon Response to Issue 6: Poseidon has revised Condition B, Section 2.0 to
remove its proposal regarding thecreditiJ,lg of fees paid for coastal development pennits
or amendments. (See Poseidon's MLMP, Pages 13-14 of 16.)

II. Responses to Staff's Recommendation to Include Conditions in Exhibit 2: In this
section we haveresponded to Staffs comment on page 15 ofthe Staff Report that Poseidon's
Plan should be modified to include the conditions in Exhibit 2 by identifying each of the
differences between Poseidon's Plan and Staffs Exhibit 2, followed by Poseid9Ii's response.

• Poseidon's Plan removes the requirement in Section 2.0 that would require Poseidon to
submit the proposed site and preliminary plan to the Commission within 9 months ofthe
effective date of the approval, and removes Exhibit 2' s "Preliminary Plan" requirements set
forth in Staff's Exhibit 2 at §1.2.

o Poseidon Response: Poseidon has revised its Plan to include the "Preliminary Plan"
requirements (Poseidon's MLMP § 2.1, Pages 3-4 of 16.) and has modified its Plan so
that a proposed site and preliminary plan will be submitted to the Commission within
10 months of the effective date of the approval. (See Poseidon's MLMP § 2.0, Page
2 of 16.)

• Poseidon's Plan adds three potential restoration sites (Agua Hedionda, San Elijo, and Buena
Vista) for a total of 11 sites in Section 2.0.
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o Poseidon Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal because these sites
are in close proximity to the Project site, and have been recommended as potential
mitigation sites by local and state agencies.' .

• Poseidon's Plan allows Poseidon to consider other sites that may be recommended by the
Department ofFish and Game ("DFG") as high-priority wetlands restoration projects, while
Staffs MLMP only allows additional sites to be considered with approval from the
ExecutiveDirector. (Section 2.0.)

o Poseidon Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal to allow consideration
of sites that could be proposed by DFG.

• Poseidon's MLMP has objectives of providing "substantial' upland buffer and upland
transition areas, as compared to Staffs objective ofproviding "maximum" upland buffer and
upland tran~ition areas. (See Poseidon's MLMP §§ 3.2(a),(d).)

o· Poseidon Response: Poseidon has revised Sections 3.2(a) and (d) of its Plan to
incorporate Staffs proposed "maximum" language. (See Poseidon's MLMP,Page 5
of16.) .

• Poseidon's Plan deletes Staffs Objective in Section 3.2(c) ofproviding a buffer zone of an
average of at least 300 feet wide, and includes a 100 feet-wide Objective.

o Poseidon Response: Poseidon has revised Section 3.2(c) so that theObjective
provides for a buffer zone that is an average of300 feet wide, depending on the
feasibility at the selected site(s), and not less than 100 feet wide. (See Poseidon's
MLMP, Page 5 of 16.) This modification addresses Staffs concerns and will allow .
Poseidon to have necessaryflexibility in selecting the mitigation site(s).

• Poseidon proposes commencing restoration construction within 12 months of approval ofthe
restoration plan (Poseidon's MU,,1P § 4.2), while Staffproposes construction within 6 .
months of approval of the restoration plan (Staffs Exhibit 2 at § 2:2).

o Poseidon Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal because it is a more
reasonable estimate oftime that will be requiredto undertake the restoration efforts.

• Poseidon's Plan adds a provision to assure that the mitigation is in place for 30 years, and
therefore adds a definition of the facility's "full operating life" of 30 years from the date as
built plans are submitted. (See Poseidon's MLMP § 5.0)

o Poseidon Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal because it provides
clarity for Poseidon's responsibilities and obligations under the Plan.

• Poseidon modifies the requirement that the Executive Director will retain approximately two
scientists and one administrative support staff to oversee the plan's mitigation and
monitoring functions, and provides. that the Executive Director shall retain staffas set forth in
the "work program." (See Poseidon's MLMP ConditionB § 1.0, Page 13 of 16.)
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o Poseidon RespOIise: .This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal because Poseidon
does not believe this amount of staffing is necessary given the significantly smaller
scope of Poseidon's restoration obligatiorlscompared to SONGS. Poseidon's
proposal provides that the work program will identify the necessary staffing.

• Poseidon's Plan removes the cap on total costs for the advisory panel of $1 00,000 per year
contained in Staffs Exhibit 2, and requires the Executive Director to submit'a proposed
budget for the advisory panel to the Commission for approval on a biennial basis, and
provides that any disagreement over the budget to be submitted to the Commission for
resolution. (poseidon's MLMP Condition B § 2.0.) . .

o Poseidon Response: Poseidon has revised Condition B Section 2.0 to include Staffs
language regarding the $100,000 cap, but has retained its procedures for the budget'
due to the fact that the scope ofPo'seidon's restoration obligations wiil be
significantly smaller than Edison's, and the budget for the advisory panel should bear
a reasonable relationship to the scope ofrestor;:ttion. (See Poseidon's MLM~, Page '
140f16.)

• Poseidon's Plan modifies the Executive Director's' ability to amend the work program.
(Poseidon's MLMP Condition B § 2~0.). .

. .

o .Poseidon Response: . Poseidon has modified Condition B, § 2.0 so that it is now .
consistent with the language in Staffs Exhibit2., (See Poseidon's'MLMP, Page 15 of
16.)

• Poseidon's P'tan requires submissionof~written review ofthe restoration project's previous
.year by April 30 instead ofan annual public workshop. Poseidon·proyides for a public

. ' work$hop every fifth year, regardless of whether the project's performance standards have
been met. .(poseidon"s MLMP Condition B § 3.0, Pages 15-16 of 16.) Staffs Exhibit 2 '
provides for an annual public workshop, and would lower the frequency of this obligation to
afive year review once performance standards are achieved.

o Poseidon Response: This remains part of Poseidon's proposal because of the
substantially limited. size of the Poseidon's restoration project as compared to

. Edison's SONGS restoration project, and the significant Co.st already impOsed on,
·Poseidon's mitigation program.' .

• Poseidon's Plan gives the Commission, rather than the Executive Dire~tor, the authorityto
determine the sUccess or failure to meet the performance standards, or necessary remediation
and related monitoring. ' . , '

o Poseidon Response: Poseidon has modified Condition B, § 3.0 so that it is
consistent with the language in Staffs Exhibit 2. (See Poseidon's MLMP,Page 10 of
1~ ,

• Poseidon's Plan adds a general dispute resolution provision that would allow any' disputes to
be heard by the Commission. (Poseidon's MLMP Condition B § 4.1, Page 16 of 16.)
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o Poseidon Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposal because it retains and
states the permittee's implicit .rights.

• Poseidon's MLMP allows for time extensions by the Executive Director at Poseidon's
request upon a showing of good cause. Poseidon's MLMP Condition B §4.2, Page 16 of
16.) .'

o Poseidon's Response: This remains part ofPoseidon's proposaJ..
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EXHIBITC

MARINE LIFE MITIGATION PLAN RATIONALE

. In addition to the reasons set forth in PoseIdon's letter to the Commission, below
'Poseidon has provided more detailed support for its position that the Goqunission should accept
Poseidon's arguments concerning mitjgation acreage, mitigation phasing and dredging over
those offered by Staff. Accordingly, and for the following reasons, Poseidon respectfully asks
the Commissionto adopt Poseidon's Marine"Life Mitigation Plan ("MLMP")as amended and set
forth in",Exhibit A, and without Staff's requested modifications from the StaffReport.

,to ~ •
~.::-- .

I. _J POSEIDON'S RESTORATION ACREAGE IS CONSISTENTWITH
COMMISSION PRACTICE

Independent review has confirmed that Poseidon's proposed 42.5 acres is sufficient
restoratioI.1 to fully mitigate the Project's marine life impacts. Poseidon's entrainment study,
whIch,provides the basis for Poseidon's proposed 42.5 acres ofwetland restoration, was
reviewed bythe.Coastal Commission's independent expert, Dr. Pete RaimondiofUC Santa
Cruz. Dr. Raimondi ,confirmed, among other things, that: (1) Poseidon's study design is

, 'consistent with recent entrainment studies conducted in California; (2) using CEC methodology
, and Coastal CoInmission precedent, the habitat restoration required to mitigate the Project's

"stand-alone" operations would,b~ 42.5 acres (37 acres to,compen,sate for Agpa Hedionda
La:goon("Lagoon~')specie~ impacts, and 5.5 acres to compensate for open ocean species'
impacts)~,and (3) habitat'mix for mitigation should includeni.udflatltidal chaIinel and open water,
habitat. This, methodology is also consistent with the peer-reviewed and approved methodology
the CEC applied to the Morro Bay Power Plant and the Moss Landing PowerPlant.

Notably,. Commission'Stafforiginally-re~ommended that Poseidon use'CEC methodology
to determine the Project's mitigation requirement. Staff, however, is now recommending a
substantial increase in the mitigation acreage by applying a new standard that has not been peer
reviewed and which adjusts variables in the modeling estimates. Specifically, Dr. Raimondi
suggested that.in order to provide an even greater level of assurance that impacts to lagoon and

, ocean species will be mitigated, Poseidon could restore 12.9 to 25.7 acres above the 42.5 acres
required'under CEC methodology- for a total of 55.4 to 68.2 acres - to provide an,'
unprecedented level ofmitigation for the, Project's "stand-alone" impacts that the Commission
has never applied before. This "enhanced mitigation" proposal is inconsistent with CEC
methodology and. 'establIshed, peer-reviewed methodology and precedent. Notably, Dr.
Raimondi has not advocated that the Commission should apply the "enhanced mitigation"
methodology, and has appropriately left to the Commission the decision ofwhich methodology
should be used. '

In contrast to the "enhanced mitigation" proposal~ Poseidon's restoration acreage
methodology conforms entirely to Commission-accepted precedent, and Staffhas not identified
any mitigation projects using this methodology that have resulted in under-compensation for
marine impacts. Poseidon's Area Production Foregone ("APF") calculation is extremely
conservative because it assumes that the proportional mortality resulting from entrainment occur
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across the entire area of the Lagoon. In fact, the habitat areas in the Lagoon for the three species
us~ to calculate the APF estimate are· all much smaller than the entire Lagoon. Accordingly, an

· averaging approach was used because it acco~ts fOf the uncertainty associated with the
estimates of the exact areas of habitat associated for each species. This methodology is
considered conserVative and conforms entirely to standards and procedures used for APF
determination at the' Moss Landing project.

Staffhas also suggested that if Poseidon does notuse Staffs "enhanced mitigation"
.. proposal, that Poseidon' should be ~equired to apply a mitigarlonratio (such as 2:1 or 3:1) to its

mitigation acreage so that Poseidon considers mitigation that may be "out ofkind" or provided at
some distance from the affectedarea. Staff, however, has not and cannot provide examples of .
any California entrainment mitigations that have ap~lieda mitigation ratio on top of a:
conservative "in-kind" approach to: mitigation that is consistent with CEC methodology; such as
the mitigation acreage contained in the MLMP. Moreover, the MLMP ensures. that Poseidon
will provide "in-kind" restoration in the Southern CaliforniaBight similar to the affected area in
the Lagoon.

For these reasons, Poseidon asks: the Commission toapptove its 42.5 acreage calculation
over that proposed by Stafftoertsure that the Project's mitigation is consistent with prior

· Commission approvals rather than subject to an obligation th~t is based on un-proven
methodology. .

II. PHASED MITIGATION IS APPROPRIATE .FOR TIDSPROJECT

Poseidon's phased approach to mitigation would fully compensate for the Project's
impaetsto marine life under either of the power plant's operating scenarios. The initial phase of
the mitigation plan would provide 37 acres ofwetland restoration, which would fully compensate
for Project-related impacts d'!.1ring the period when both th.e Encina Power Station ("EPS") and

· the Project are operating ("Phase I"). The second phase would provide up to 5.5 acres of
additional restoration to address any additional unmitigated impacts occurring from Project
operations when the EPS is decommissioned or when the EPS is providing less than 15% ofthe
water needed for the Project based on the EPS's average water use over any three-year period l

("Phase II"). Below, Poseidon has identified, the benefits ofphased mitigation for this Project
and explained why Staffs arguments against phasing are unsupported and irtconsistent with the
benefits that phasing would provide.

A. Phase I Mitigation Over-mitigates Project.Impacts

Under Phase I, Poseidon would restore 37 acres of wetland habitat similar to the affected
habitats in Agua Hedionda Lagoon. Using CEC and prior Coastal Conunission methodology,
the Phase I mitigation would mitigate 87% of the total requirements for the Project's "stand
alone" operations (when the.EPS has ceased operating). Accordingly, th~ Phase I mitigation

1 This threshold is very consenrative~ The Phase I restoration projectwould fully mitigate the Project's impacts as
long as at least 13% of the Project's seawater requirements are provided bytb.e EPS. Poseidon's MLMP is
consenrative in that it requires Poseidon to implement Phase II mitigation if the EPS is providIng an average of less
than 15% of the Project's seawater requirements over a three-year period.
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would fully mitigate the Project's impacts as long as at least 13% of the Project's seawater
requirements are provided by the EPS. By providing this level ofmitigation while the Project
and the power plant are both operating, Poseidon will perfonnmore mitigation than what is
necessary to mitigate this stage of the Project's operations. For example, in the last 18 months
the BPS would have provided over 65% ofthe water needed for the Project. Based on that
number, Poseidon would have been required to provide only 14.9 acres ofmitigation using CEC
methodology and Commission precedent. Poseidon's Phase I restoration of37 acres would be
approximately 2.5 times the mitigation actually required. Therefore, through the phased
approach to mitigation, Poseidon is actually providing the substantial majority of the mitigation
required forthe Project's stand-alone operations up front:

B. Phase II Mitigation Provides New Opportunities to Reduce Impacts

The MLMP requires Poseidon to implement mitigation measures for Phase II (including
up to 5.5 acres ofadditional restoration) if the EPS stops using its existing seawater intakes for
cooling purposes, or if the intakes provide less than 15% of Poseidon's needed water based em
the EPS' average water use over any three-year period ("Phase II Pre-Conditions"). To ensure
that the Commission is aware of the amount of water the EPS is providing to the Project, and
when Phase II mitigation should commence, the MLMP requires Poseidon to submit that
information to the Executive Director annually.

Wetland habitat restoration under Phase II would credit the 37 acres of restoration
already provided for under Phase I, and provide assurances that stand-alone operations are fully
mitigated in Phase II. Once either of the Phase II Pre-Conductions occur, the MLMP requires
Poseidon to: (1) analyze the environmental effects of ongoing Project operations; (2) use that
analysis to investigate and evaluate reasonably feasible technologies that are unavailable today,
which may reduce any marine life impacts; and (3) provide its analysis ofenvironmental effects
and its evaluation ofany reasonably feasible technologies to reduce marine life impacts to the
Commission within 24 months. Accordingly, the Commission will be able to determine if
Poseidon cali further reduce the Project's impacts to marine life through reasonably feasible
technologies,and may proportionally reduce Poseidon's habitat restorationopligation for Phase
II mitigation based on that mitigation.2 . .

In addition, Poseidon may assume dredging obligations of the Agua Hedionda Lagoon
from the EPS within 24 months of the occurrence of either Phase II Pre-Condition, if feasible.3

If Poseidon assumes dredging obligations, it will provide evidence of its obligations to the
Commission, along with an analysis ofhow Lagoon dredging is beneficial to theLagoon and

2 Note that in the event the Phase II Pre-Conditions do not occur, Poseidon's approval from the State Lands
Commission requires Poseidon to undertake a substantially similar evaluation of environmental effects ofongoing
Project operations and to investigate and evaluate new and developing technologies that are unavailable today to
reduce any marine life impacts ten years after Project operations commence. Accordingly, if the State Lands
Commission requires Poseidon to implement any such technologies that constitute "development", such
development would be subject to Coastal Commission review and approval.

3 Since Special Condition 12 of the Project's Coastal Development Permit requires Poseidon to obtain a new Permit
approval from the Coastal Commission for any dredging activities, the Commission shall have oversight over any
Lagoon dredging.
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how such dredging activities may entitle Poseidon to some amount ofrestoration credit. (See
Section C below).

In the event that Poseidon does not assume Lagoon dredging obligations (for example, if
the EPS never fully ceases use of its intakes but operates the intakes at very low levels and
continues to dredge the Lagoon), Poseidon's MLMP requires it to develop a plan within 24
·months in which: (1) the Commission shall evaluate whether Poseidon's 37 acres of wetland
restoration under Phase I has fully mitigated the Project's stand-alone operations; and (2) the
Commission may reduce Poseidon's Phase II restoration based on the reduction to marine
impacts caused by Poseidon's implementation ofnew, reasonably feasible technologies (as
discussed above). .

Accordingly, phased MLMP implementation would provide a tremendous incentive for
Poseidon to investigate and invest in new technologies and opportunities to further reduce
Project imp.acts and avoid additional mitigation costs. IfPoseidon is required to provide all of
the mitigation for the "stand-alone" operations upfront, there is substantially less incentive to
invest in additional avoidance measures. In addition, the opportunity for the Commission to
consider these issues once Project operations have commenced is· another valuable benefit of
phased implementation of the MLMP: with phased mitigation, Poseidon, the Commission and
other regulatory agencies would have an opportunity to measure the actual impacts of the
Project, and to evaluate new opportunities to further reduce the impacts and refine the scope of
the Phase II mitigation as necessary to ensure the "stand-alone" Project impacts are fully
mitigated. .

If the Commissiondetennines that none of the above-opportunities are feasible or if these
opportunities in combination with the Phase I mitigation plan do not fully mitigate the "stand
alone" Project impacts, then the MLMP requires Poseidon to restore up to an additional 5.5 acres 
consistent with the performance standards and objectives used for the 37 acres provided under
Phase I restoration.

C Phased Mitigation is Not Speculative

Commission Staff argue in the Staff Report that the Commission should require Poseidon
to provide all mitigation up-front, rather than in two phases, because it considers ''phasing to be
speculative in that it is tied to unknown future operations ofthe power plant." Staff's argument
is without merit. As set forth in MLMP Section 1.1, Poseidon will be obligated to provide the
Executive Director annuallywith data demonstrating the power plant's seawater intake for the
prior year, which will ensure that the Commission is always informed of the power plant's
operations. Since the MLMP requires Poseidon to undertake Phase II mitigation when the power
plant is decommissioned or when it provides less than 15% ofthe Project's water over a three
year period, the Commission will have the necessary data about power plant operations· so that it
will not need to· "speculate" about when Poseidon will ne~ to implement Phase II mitigation.

Staff also contends in the Staff Report that tying ph8$ed mitigation to the power plant's
operations would be "inappropriate" because the power plant is not a co-applicant on the
Project's Permit. Poseidon's Permit application and the Commission's approval, however,
provide that the desalination facility's intake would be connected to the power plant's discharge
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channel. Accordingly, the discharge from the power plant, to 'the extent it is available, will serve
the Project's needs. In the past 18 months, the power plant would have provided over 65% of the
water needed for the Project. It is both appropriate and there is no prohibition on allowing the
phased approach proposed by Poseidon.

In addition to the reasons discussed above, a phased approach to rnjtigation for this
, Project is ,based on sound policy for the following three reasons:

• (1) EPS will operate indefinitely: As discussed above, while the EPS continues
to operate" it will provide a significant portion of the seawater required for the
Project, and the need for Project mitigation would be proportionally reduced. The
power plant's generating capacity is subjectto '''Reiiability Must Run" status, as
contracted by the California Independent System Operator (Cal-ISO), which is' ,

, meant to provide electrical grid reliability. At the October 2007 State Lands
Commission meeting, an EPS representative testified that the units will remain in
serviceindefinitely and that Cal-ISO would detennine when 'they are no longer
needed for grid stability. Further, in a July 12, 2007 letter to the Commission,
EPS stated that at least two of its generating units "can be reliably operated for the
foreseeable future." Because the power plant will continue to operate in some
capacity and provide water to the Project, requiring more than, 37acres of
mitigation up-front would substantially over-mitigate the Project's impacts, for
many years.

. ,• (2) Phasing allows the Commission to retain authority and evaluate impacts: Due
to the phased approach, the Commission would have ongoing involvement'in the

, implementation of the MLMP'alongside other regulatory agencies. This will
allow theCommission to evaluatethe impacts of the Project's actual operations,
rather than relying on estimates, and will enable the Conimission to more
accurately determine what additional mitigation should·be required to'fully

,mitigate the Project's marine impacts (if any). '
, '

• (3) Other regulatory agencies retain authority to evaluate and·address impacts:
The Regional Water Quality Control Board ("Regionall3oard") and the State '

, Lands Commission have indicated that upon decommissioning of the power plant,
they will undertake an environmentaheview of the Project to determine what, if
any, additional design, technology or mitigation measures slt.ould be required.
Further, and to ~he extent that there are modifications to the Project as a resu~t of
power plant decommissioning or to comply with State Lands Commission or
'Regional Board requirements. such modifications would also be subject to review'
by the Coastal Commission for Coastal Act compliance.

For these reasons, Poseidon asks the Commission to reject Staff's argument about
phasing,' and to approve Poseidon's MLMP as set forth in Exhibit A, without Staff's
recommended changes from the Staff Report. '
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III. LAGOON DREDGING CREDIT SHOULD BE EVALUATED IN THE FUTURE

Pursuant to Poseidon's proposed MLMP, the Commission may decide at a later date
whether Poseidon should receive any restoration credit for assuming dredging oblig(itions of the
Agua Hedionda Lagoon. Poseidon has not requested that dredging credit be applied to its
rriitigation obligations now;'onthe contrary, Poseidon is asking the Commission only to leave

·open the possibility ofallowing slich credit in the future ifPoseidon assumes dredging
obligations. Staff argues, however; that the Commission should decide now that Poseidon's
potential dredging is riot subject to restoration credit~ even though approval ofthe MLMP does
not involve any dredging approval. .

Staff argties that Lagoon dredging would be inconsistent with Special Condition 8' s
requirement thatmitigation be in the. form ofcreation, enhancement or restoration ofwetland.
habitat, but that argument is not supported bythe evidence. The Lagoon supports a wide range
of beneficial uses, including.over 300 acres ofmarine wetlands and a variety ofrecreational
activities, and needs to be dredged for those uses to continue. The sand dredged from the
Lagoon would be placed on adjacent beaches so as to maintain, restore and enhance habitat for
grunion spawning and enhance opportunities for public access and recreation along the shore1ine~
In recognition of the value these 'uses, the Commission previously granted wetlands restoration

· credit for inlet maintenance for Edison's SONGS project, and this precedentallowed one acre of
restoration credit for every 3.3 acres of tidally exchanged wetlands supported by dredging. As

·applied to Poseidon, such credit would represent seventeen times the required 5.5 acres of
mitigation required under Phase II.. The MLMP does not specify the amount ofrestoration credit
Poseidon should receive for dredging, and ultimately the Commission would need to detennine

. the amount of credit to which Poseidon is entitled(if any} if Poseidon applies for such credit.

Finally, Staff argues that credit for dredging cannot be granted because EPS is obligated
to dredge the Lagoon, and there is neither an agreement with EPS for Poseidon to undertake'
dredging nor·is EPS a co-applicant for the Project.·· As. discussed above, Poseidon is not asking
for dredging credit now, only the possibility ofsuch credit in the future, andPoseidon would
provide the ·Commission with any dredging agreement with BPS, or a new Coastal Development
Permit Application that may include EPS as' a co-applicant, at the time it requests such credit.
Accordingly, Staffs argument is without merit, and Poseidon asks the Commission to approve
the MLMP as proposed by Poseidon in Exhibit A. .
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whoever' makes the motion.,

CHAIR "KR~R I'," Exact'ly.

,EXECUTIVE DIB:ECTOR' DOUGLAS:' Right,~

, CHAIR KRUER'. Exactly, ' and your process sounds

rati~ilall but then it might even ,take ,longer. I' am' not', sure. ,

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS: Y,e,s', those, 'are the

points of' differences, right.

, CHAIR KRUER. Okay .

You donlt get to speak, Mr. Geever.

im.GEEVER.: Mr. Chairman" I am going to ask you

foran'exception.

: ' CHAIR KRUERI No, I am not going to give any,

exceptions'tonight, at ,this hour, no, sir~ cannot do it.

MR. SEEVER I ' I wanted to take issue with

CHAIR KR~R: Well" y~u ar~ not entit'led to

rebuttal. We have closed the public hearing, first of all.

MR. GEEVER. Okay.,

CHAIR KRUER I , Thank you, sir.

okay, Commissioner HU~so~

[ KOTION ]

COMMISSIONER HUESOI Thank you:

I amg6ing'to,move that we approve the ,Marine Life

,Mitigation Pli;ln attached to the staff ~ec9mmendati6n, as

Exhibit ,1~, if modified as' shown in Section 1.1 below, and

EXhibit, 2 of' this memorandum as compliant with, special
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Gondition B of CDP E~06w013.
. .

And,· ·.I will have some modifi~ation~.

CH.AIR icinlEltl ··Okay,· ·it· hasbeeIi. moved by·

commiss~onerHueso, s~conded by·--
. .

Is the~e. ~ "SedOndedn to your motion?

~yone wa.~t to II secondeq." :i.t·,
COMMISSIONER ,LOWEN'l'HAL: : se·cqnd. .

306.

.. .
8 .. CHAIR KRUER: Seconded by Commissione~ .Lowenthal .... .. . . .

9 Would you ~ike to spe.a.k. to your motion?

10 COKMISSIONER BOESO: I wou~d actually iike.to go

11 through· some ·of the mOdific:iations with· staff, and maybe go

12· over some of their recommendations that they have madei just

13 to understand how· they apply it,

14 We have gone over this in th~ discussion, but I

15 would like t~. go over, .for example, Modif'ication No.1; says

16 Poseidon -shall·· create or re~tore betw~en 55 and 68 acres of

17 coastal estuarine wetland habitat within the Southern "'\

18 ·California bite.

19 My question to staff about· that, I·mean, there
. :

20 were a lot of ~omplaints about there. not being a specific
. .

21 area, and staff ~lso followed u~ that there ~ren~t·really

22. ~Xpressed locations, in terms of. where this ·mitigation will

23 take. place. In .your recommendatiqn, is that ·still the
. .

24 condition, in terms of we don't ~now where this is going to

25 take ·p·lac·e?· .:
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ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST LUSTER: ·Staffconsulted
, , . .

2' with the .SONGS Sc;i.en·tific Advisory Panel, and' our recomniend-.
'. .

3 ation is ·based .on'· i~put··we ·got··.··from the panel.

4 The conditions. that. the'Commission impo~~d.on
....

5" Edison for the San.Pieguito site, those were issued before

6 Edison had selected its .site, and s.o· we feel that if Poseidon,

7 meets the. sameconditions'that'Edi~onwas'held to, and

S· selects a s.ite withi.n the .. Southe'rn California bite,- that

9 .would provide ~dequate assurance that sUbs.equ.ent plans that

10 come. to you Would :Qe suffic·ient.'

11 COMMiSSIONER HUESO: 'so, we can s4i11 work out

12 locations, in terms of' optimizing the loc·at.ion, and there is

13 the benefit of the improvements.

14 '. ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIA~IST LUS~ER: Right, as' long

15 as they are held 40 the same conditions SONGS was ..

. 16 COMMISSIONER HUESO: And, getting to this. specific .

17 acreage, you put a range of 55 to 68, that.was your

18 recornmendatiqn. Now, .that is. not a very, very specific.

19 number. Is that based on, again, putt~ng the burden on , the

20 applicant to come back with. a plan that mitigates the .impacts

~ of tbe project?

22
..

'. ENVIRONHENTAL $PEC:IA.L:IS'I' LUSTER: .Staff· felt .that

23 that was a decision for the Commission.

24' The two figures are based on the levels of

25 confidence·that·derive from the study. If the Commission
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wan~s .. 80 p~rcent con~idence that ',they would insure fUll

mitigation for. the impact.s', the 55 a,c~es/' staff beli~y~s,

would 'be sUffic{en~'. If' y~u' w~nt 95 pe:tcen~ cO~fide'P?,e ,in

your d~cisi~n, th~n you go with the, higher ,n~~,er.

. ,So" the Commission could"e,i.ther decide on' a

~pecif:J.d figure', ,t~i$ ev~ning, ~;' ~i' pos'eid~n,'~ame ~ack
~. .' '. .'.

later, with' a miti~ation propo~al,,' 'som~where' within that,.

range,. that would be the other opt~i:on.

COMMISSIONER ~E~oi So, is it so,accurate~'is it

'possible to get 9,5 percent wi~h 37 acres? 'Ypu are s~ying, is

it' impo~sibie? is it improbable?' is ;it, that accurate?" in

12 terms of the possibility of getting ,the kind of mit.igation
, '

13 that we want within a certain amount, of acreage? can ,that be

14 achieved thrqugh a very intense mitigation' mqriitoring'of a

15 specific acreage amount?

16

17

18

ENVIRONMENTAL SPEC'IAL~ST' LUSTER:

mind I wil~ ask Dr. Raimondi to answer that.

COHM~SSIONER RUBSO: Sure.'

If you don't

19 ,ENVIRONMENTAL'SPEC~IST LUSTB~: ,He ~as far more

20 expertise.

21 HR. RAIMONDI I There ar~ really two issues here,

22, 'you. have addressed one of the. One of them is the amount of

23 a~r~age that is r~qt:l.ired, and "the other is, insuring'. that it,

24 works;, because, clear+y" you could put i~ 50, 70, 100 acres
" t"S

25 and if it doe,sn' t W'o,rk, yOll, ,get no 'compensati,oJ;l.'
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. '. ..
'The key' thi~g·here is using'the 1nformat10n that

Poseidon provided, 'and ,just using 'what:' I, laid' out there -'-,

~nd'again, we ar~, not': 'u~ing any dat'a, 'that didn I t come, from

,Poseidon --,the ,80" percent reatly', is 55 acres, and the ~5

really is 68 . ,In addition, you would, still need ~o monitor

, it, to make sure that ,it works, because 68 acres 'of garbage

is no compensation.

So, th~re are twci,is~uei really.

CODIS,SIOUER RUBSO: So,' in, terms of maybe hearing'

from Poseidon's representatives, in terms of whatt~ey can

guara.ntee~' in terms 'of 'providing ,the adequate mitigation for

the, projecti you are saying you can do it with 42.5 acres is
, ,

the claim that you are ma~ing? '

HR. ZBURI Yes, I mean I think 'we think that pased

upon the standards that were used for 'the Morro Bay Plant,

and' fo~ the Moss Landing Plant, that the acreage amount

consistent with that would be 42.5 acres'.

COKMISSIONERHuESO: And, whcitlevel of mitigation

, would 42 acres provide,? ;

MR. ZBUR: It would provide --

COHlfiSSIONER ROESO': In terms of, a percentage? '

,MR. ZB'URI 'It wciu,ld present' 100 percent mitigation

for the s,tand-alone operations ~

COMMISSIONER HUESO, If'monitqring showed that it

d~dn't, would that'mean that you are not let off the hook.
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, .

that we have about the ,adopt'ion 6f the staff' recom~endation

YoU: "would have to oome bac'k and do'some work?

,'HR.' ZB'D'~h Well',',' '{ t'ilink tp.~t.. one' ,of the concerns

, ,

is that it,' basically, is just:·t;l. very vague :teconutlendation,
, ' '

,if we conform it 'to the SONGS approa~h~ ~hich had a lot of

details, whic~, we~e'related to a' much, '~uCh larger

rest~ration progr,am,' 'f.ncludiI:lg ,very signif,icant cos~'s.

. So" one of·.'the th:i,.ngs'that we were hoping ,you

,\llJ,uld do i.s, to !.lse the ":' - .sta:l;'t with the Poseidon plan" and

lli£ you i\i'anted to m~ke changes, with re,spec't' tl? the acre'age,
II ' ,
;, ':dn'k we want --, phasing is, an' imp.ortant thing. " Not

having any phasing, really te~~;ict$ the ~~mb~r'of ~ites that

.1 ..!

What the', Ppseidon. proposal does is itHR.•. Z;BUR'I

1'1 we can,do, that we can get entitleq'a~d r~ady to go ort line,

within the 24 months ,that the plan"has re~ired.

I mean, one of the things" that is v,ery'important. ". ,

for us is! that we are able to not delay ,the operation of the
"

plant, and in order to not delay the operation of the plant,

we need as broad'a nu~er of sites, as 'possible, and

'obviously, w~ ar~ 'requiring a~l of. that up front, 89 it
: . ". .' . ~

potentially res·tric:ts the number of 'sites, and that' makes it

less likely

COMHJ:SSJ:ONE:R, HUEBOI And, that would be ,r,equired
. '.' " . . ". . .

to come back to the Coas~al Commissi~n for approv.al, for each

1

" ' 2'
..

3 "

4'

5

6

7

S

"£

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25
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1 would require 37·. acres up fr.ont. We would have t.o come back

2 to the Coastal Commission withi·n. 24 'mo~thf3' for a COP for that. . . .

3 proj ect, at leas't 37 ·acres.

4 'COHHiSSIONERRUESO:That is 24 for the 37 acres?

" . 5 and, then?

6 MR. ZBUR~.And, then, the Poseidon proposal was

7 that we would have to do the additional acreage at the time'

8 that there was. stand· alone operations occu~ring, which would

9 be .that the power ~lant would completely shut down, or

11 And, I actually wanted to dispute, there is· a lot
. .

12 of information. on the record which we can site, that provides
. .

13 explanation ast6. what the basis was of those figures.

()
10

14

provides· less than :1.5 percent .of.thewater.

COHHiSSl:ONBR mESO: So, how diq.· you come up with
."

15 the 42. 5? tha.t· is .the 37 plus the 5.5 acres?

16 MR. ZBURI Yes, the 37 plus the '5.5 acres. The 42

17 acres is using the Cae methodology' that was used for' the

18 *orto Bay and M~ss ·Landing. The 37 acres was, in. part,

19 picked be9ausethe San .Dieguito site~ which is n~t. the site

20 that we will, necessarilYi.go to .:.- there are atfil.issues
'~ ) 21 with respectt6 'permitting on that site -- b~t, we know that

22 we can get 37 acres out of the San nieguito'site, if we can

23 resolve issues with the JPA and some of th"e other 'entities

24

25

involved in the site .

. COMMIssioNER RUBSO. So, under of the staff's
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recommended 'modification~r now'where it says~ under 1.1 on 1
. ". . .

·we·have. to cqme:tip·with·a~determination on·the acres, and on

·NO·~.2 .in co~f~rmity With··.EXhiJ;>it.·2 -~ and we .·wi],l get' to ·that·
. ,. -. ."

a' little bit la1;:e.r -.;, and in No.. 3. it. says When the .60 days'

of the' commissi~nI S approval. o.f the· modified plan.,.. P9seidon
. .'

· .shalL sUbmit fqr 'Executiv~ Dire'ctor Is·· review an approval and. .
· review·'·-- excuse. me of ·a. revised plan that incllides these ,

\'.

8 . modif:Lcfations..

9.. So, ·that is :not necessarily ..,- you are asking for

10 24 months, as opposed to 60 days? does that condition 'apply'

11 .

12

to that?

!. didn.' t think we had any disagreement

13 'with thestaff.on th~ timing of when the CDP had to come

14 back.

15 .ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST' LUSTER. Right, and the

16 60 days refers to once we decide on a plan this evening,. that

17

18

Poseidon returns within 60 days, and that inc'orporates all of

the changes that are·made. If we end up with s<?me

.19 ~o~ditions, Some Poseidon has' propose~, a~d some staff has
~.: .

20 proposed, that there is one plan that' encapsulates all of

21 that';

22 COHHIS$IONER ~SO. So, that would be taken care

23 of by No.3? there is no· disagreement on ~iming for that?

24' ENVIRONMENTAL SPECI:AL:IST LUSTER. I don It' think
· .

25 . there· is any,disagreement.
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COMMISSIONER HUES0 I , 'Special Condition ',No. ~, that

refers to' 'Exhibit 2, are, there any disagreements" on Item No.

2?

ENVIRONMENTAL SPECIALIST LUSTER: ,Yes', staff r s

. recommendat·ion' .in Exb.ibit 2, those are the· conditions tha,t

the commission required of SONGS. Staff modified some'of

"those condit'ions' to reflect some updates" and mitigation

approaches, and YOU know, removed references to SONGS and

Edison and replaced them with Poseidon.

COMMISSIONER HUESO, ,Why are we referencing SONGS,

'specifically, because of their approach to the mitigation?,

what you are doing is recommending that exact same approach?

ENVIRONHEBTAL SPECIALIST LUSTER: Yes, going back

a ways ,over the las't severa;!. months" we have been working

with. Pose'idon and up until about a month ago, Poseidon.' s

proposal was to mitigate at San Dieguito adjacent to the

SONGS restoration site, and they had corne up with a very

detailed' preliminary pian, showing t,he number of acres of the

different types of habitat, ' hydrau+ic analyses, showing the
. ~ ~ ~

change in t,idal flows, that sort of thing. And, so we were

basing our. approach, ,up until then on consistency with the,

. adjacent SONGS restoration site. It all changed in the· last

month.,

we now no long~r have that site as the selected

mitigation area, but in consulting with the SONGS scientists,
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'we'believe that the conditions that SONGS was held to would. . .

b~ ·apPlicable.to Poseidon if they did ~stuarine restoration

~~mewh~re' els~' in the Southern C~lifornia bite.
, . so; ,that is how we ended,up with proposin~ the

~ 0 •

5' . SONGS cond.it.ions.·.·

6 CO~J:SSJ:ONEIt 1I'O'I:So:. Okay,' and 'what part of those
"
7 conditions can t.~ you achieve'? ..

8

9

10

MR. ZBUR~ The SONGS' conditions?'

COIOtJ:SSJ:ONER HUESO. Yes.

MR.'ZBUR: I think what you have attached to the
"·0'

11 . motion that we suggested that you make,. included many things

12 .to re·spond to th,e staff's .concernsrelating to' the

13 i~con~istencies within the SONGS plan. I don't think that

14 the~e are very many, but I am trying to' figure out what they

15

16

17

18

are, frankly.

I think the only change, really, is with respect

to. how 'significant the funding a:q.d _.- you know, the SONGS

'plan required the funding of a numb~r of scientists, and

19 rea~ly very frequent repQrts ~ack'to the Commission about the
; :

20 restoration plan. And, i think our plan, because 'it is a

21 much smaller restoration effort, did not ~nticipate i~osi~g
, '

. 22 that kind of costs, I mean, the number of scientists that

23 would pe emp~oyed'full time with annual reports --.workshops,

24 it wasn1t'even reports -- workshops' back to the Commission.

25 So, I think that is the major change that remains
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work with Poseidon, in terms of how' we implement it~ I think

th~t is what everybody is looking to 'at the· end of the day.
" .' " ..

You know what our recommendations are on t~e

points of contention. If.you go with our recommendation op

isnl.t it? plus the.phasing and the number of acres.

.COMMISSiONER .lroESO: ,Couldn I t you propose that as

part ~f your .miti.gation plah? -I mean> tell' me' here where it

is that specific, ,where it calls out" a· s:pecif~c nUID:b~:r: of .

. scientists, and'· project management staff, and the other

. things you alluded to?

MR. ZBUR:· Well, basically, it is not in our' plan.

It, is in, basically, the old SONGS plan. There is a gene~al

reCommendation, and a staff recommendation that we make this

consis,tent .with the SONGS' :p,ian.

It is in Section 1.0 Administration,and 2.0

Budget and Work Program. There are differences· between the

SONGS a~proach, which ~equired -~

EXECUTiVE, DiRECTOR DOUGLAS: Mr. Chairman, if'I

may, I think thi's is going to be.virtually impossible..for us
. . ,

to work ·throughtonight.

COMMiSSIONER RUESO: I agree, I mean --

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS: :t think, if you woUld

Dust work on majoriss~es --,
; :. :"

......-- .. I

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9.

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19.

20

21

22

23'

24

25

COMHISSIONER HUESO: Exactly. ,

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS: and then, ask Us to
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~creage, fine, we will work'th~ough,what the'nature of the

plan..will have 'to b~. I~ 'you' gC? through ea,ch' one"of these,
. . . .

at ,least you will ,be' 'able to a~t 'on the plan tonight:" and :we
.' . '. . .

then com.e ba.ck and w~rk through sortie' of ,the' details' of what ". .' . " . . . . ..

exact'ly has to be in: the plan; ,relative ,to 'whether 9r'not"it
, '

is, exactly trackin~'"with the, SONGS approach, 'or not.,

'But, that is ,something, tha:t ~e can, work olit. You'

have to d~oide the fundamental questions' here, and if'we,have

I ,think the best way for'you t'o go through it is

to address the' 'issues in contention.

HR. ZBOR': I think we would be comfortable in '

.9 a d:i-sp'ute over any' of those other Items,. we can bring' those

10 back' to you, too. ~ut, at least, in terms of what you have

11 got before you, . and what .you have asked .us to bring to you, ..

. 12 was something that 'you could act ·on today that wo:tildlead to .

13 the issuance of the permit, and we were trying to do that~

14

15

16

17 working out the issues 'with the staff, in terms of ..consistent
, '

18 with the SONGS" as they really are not that different~

, 19 : I th;i.nk' the one thing we w~uld ask that the

20 commission'consider as part of the'motion is that the detail

21 with respect to the budget is some~hi:ng 'that"we coiil9.' w~rk

22 out with the staff, and potentially'that would be -~ ~he,

23 hridget ,in terms of how much we have, to spend could be. '. .

24 determined' at the 'time the CDP comes forward.
25' COMHZSS~ONER HUESO,'And, would you lik~ a
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1 specific acreageamo.unt to be decided'today? or could that 'be

2 done through your 'discussions with the: applic'ant?',
. . .... . :

, EXECUT:tVE DIREC'l'OR DOUGLAS: I tldnk that is3'

4 pretty fundamental. I get 'the, sense,' fro,m talking with them,'. .. .. .

5 'that that is ,What they want you to decide, a;nd we w.ould like

6 'that guidance, too. '

7

8 then, a --

COXMISSIONER HUES01. Well, I am going'to propose

COMMISSIONER. PO'I'1'ER: Mr. Chair, if 'f might, I am

CHAIR KRUER: Well, YQu have prefaced your

COMMISSIONER HUESO: Okay.

9

10

11

12

17

COMMISSIONER LOWENTHAL:

COMMISSIONER LOWENTHAL,

Inaudible

Inaudible]

18 COMMISSIONER POTTERI Unless there is the desire

19 ,to belabpr,this kind of' conversation, anyway.

20 ,CHAIR KRUER: commissioner Lowenthal, you donlt

21 have' a problem with ,Commissioner Potter going?

22

24 [ MO'I'ION ']

25

COMMISSIONER LOWEH'l'HAL, No.

CHAIR KRUER: Okay, thank you.

COI01J:SS:IONBR POTTBR, Okay, I offer an amending:
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1 ~otion that the ,~estoration acreage be 55.4 acre,s.

2 I need 'a ·"second" an~ ,then 1 will speak "t.o'i1;,

3

4

5

6,

7

·briefly.

COMMLBBLONBR RUBBO: ITll.se~ond it.
, ' "

CKlIR KRUER: It has been moved by commissioner,

Potter~ seconded by Commissioner' Hueso.
...' . '. " . , ' .'

, COHKI:SS:tO'NE~ PO'l!'l!1!lR 1· . My concern ~s that wetland ..
'-

8 re~toration, lam compelled by the testim~ny by staff that,

9 . the higher percentage' of success is with the 55 or 68 'number~

10 That ,~aid, I 'also am concerned that this d~al of l~ke-kind

11 restoration, that 'they not get credit for'a restoration

12 project that is not similar to thi~ wetland.

13 The attachment that is here,' Exhibit A, it does go

14 through af~irly involved criteria" with' minimum standards

15 and objectives. I believ~ that that incorporated'with the

,
, ,

Commissioner Hueso, no .question, please.

16

17

18

19'

., "

increa~ed acreage would get Us to a successful wetland
. . .'

mitigation project. That is my logic.'

CHAIR KRUER: qkay, and the "seconder"

Do 'you want" to

20 speak to it?

21

22

23

24

COMKJ:SBJ:ONER HUESO:, No . ,

CHAIR KRtJ'BR: Okay, .any othe+, Commissioners?

Yes, Commissioner Shallenbe~ger. ,

COMMISSIONER SHALLENB~RGER:" Question to the maker. . .,

25 ,of the motion. If ~t turns out that' this doesri{t,ade~ately'
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I mean, 'are there any performance standards that you are

proposing to put in so that we .know' 'Whe~her"or npt .. at the· end

of·m~nltor~ng diat "55.4 has, in fact·,. mitigated it?

COMMISSIONER POTTER: I .think the COP that. comes

iIi is'going to 'be conditioned for the.projec.t, fs due in 24.

months~. and is going to have all of thof?e necessary standards

asp~rt of that~CDP application, that is my belief.

COMMISSIONER SHALLENBERGER" My question' is which·

one ·rules.? In other words, .if we' adopt the 5.4·· now', and

COMMISSIONER POTTER: It is 55.4.

COMMISSJ:ONER. SHALLBNBBRGBR·, - - 55.4, sorry, and'

right you are, and.when we, in 24 months when we get the CDP,
. .

and the performance standard show. that maybe that doesn't

COMMISSIONER POTTER' It is proposed -

EXECt1'1':IVE DJ:RECTOR DOUGLAS I No, if I may.

CHAIR KRUER: Yes, Director Douglas.

EXECUTJ:VE DIRECTOR.' DOUGLAS: The way that I.

understand this would work is that 55.4 acres is wh~t they

have to restore. There a~e performance standards thathaye

.to be met, and· to the extent ·that those performance standards

·aren't met, the}' have to take. :r;-emedial action, but· that

doesn't necessarily mean an increase. It means that they

. have to go l?ack and make .the .changes. that' are necessary to

make it function to the ~~vel that it meets the performance

standards .. And, that is built into the
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1· COKkISSIONmR PO~~ER,· ~d, specific to that, the

2 .5. O· in herl;!, Wi~h the ~etlands mon:Ltoring.·man~gement .

3 re.mediation> reads moni~oring management ·remediation shaUl :be

4 coilducted over the. ftili oper~~irig li,fe of pos·e.idon I,S

5 :desalination, facility', .which "shall -be 30 ·years.
, "

6 'So, there' .is never' ,going to be a ~apse of non-

7

8

9

10

monitoring· pr' mitigation.

CHAIR nUER, .Okay ..

,Commissioner Wan.-

.COldKISSIONER WAN': Yeah, along the lines of ,.what

11 Commissioner Shallenberger was talking about, you know, 'I

12 donithave -- I think the problem here is that, as it has'

13 been pointed out, we don't .. really have the plan in front of

14' us. We have the elements' here of what will b~.' a 'pla,n, and

15 that makes thing's very difficult and very uncomfo':z;ta:ble,
, '

16 because you can' say, well; they will dome in in 24 mon~hs,

17 and they will be required to do 55.4 acres of restoration,

18 and there will be some performance standards" of which I

19 donlt know what they, ~re ~ow.

20 There will be monitor.ing, of which I, essentially,

21 donrt know what.'that monito'ring is, and then they will be

22 required to meet these performance standards on these 55.4

23 acres, but what liappens .if it, turns. out ~hat. they can rt? . what

24 happens, if' it turl1s out "t~at after all is said and done,

25 because at thi~ :point, we do not even.: kIlow where: the'se acres
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1 '. are g~:ling t,o be located, so it is very dif,ficult to really

2 know if it .i.s acieq1,1ate. ,What: happens then? and there, is

'3 ·where'I am really uncomfortable with what we 'am doing npw.

,4 r was, going, t'q talk,' about the total issue ot
5 uncertainty, and whether you use 50 percent:uncertainty, or

6 '80 percent in the 50 percent, plus mitigation.

7 But, even ff you go with the 55.4 it is the

8 uncertainty beca~se we don't have a plan in front of, us now.
, ,

9 We C'!-re' putting off the' actual plan for 24 months that; I (jon'I,'t

,10 know. how you can do it.

11 CHAtR KRUER: ,okay.

12 ' Commissioner Reilly~

13 COMM;:ISSIONBR REILLY: 'Well, the uncertainty isn't'

14 with performance standards or whether they are going to be

15 able to do,it. The~certaintyhas to do 'with the impact of

16 their project. ,And, it is,npt going to change.

17 . Whatever performance standards we put on their

'18 mitis-ation, for sucC'ess, is not going, to change the analy~is

19 or the level of, con'fidence ,that this Cornrilission needs to be..

20 able to, set mitigation acreage, ,so 'those are two separatel

.21

22,

23

issues, ~ believe. '
, '

And, you'know, when this. comes back, and you know

a c01.~ple of us' were here fo'x Edison -,- little, grayer than we

24 were then :-- 'but;' we :were here, ,and 'when this comes bac~ what

.25 is going ,to be before' the" Commission' is a~option of, an entire
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1 re'storation plan, yqu know, agr,eement on base~ines, agreement

2 ' on," ,wha~ perfo:tmance' ·~tandards we ar'e 90i,ng ~P.use· ,dn ,this,

3 :, 'and' I a~': 'sure we are' going to go' back' to' some' of' 'the" ones: we

4 have ,done. before,..·.B::nd take, a loqk at that, We are', going to
....

5 make decision on statu's reports. We: are, going ·to make .

6" decisiQnon wor~sh6ps 'and what period ?f time.we do them'

over, and so'all of those th~ngs wi~l .be before us, along
, ,

with we will ~ave an identification, hopefully, by' then, qf
. .

.the sites that are involved, and but none of that has to do

7·

8

9

10
. .

with setting the acrea.ge·, The acreage is based on the

11 .analysis, and the percentage levelo£ confidence we have

12 based on· uncertairities ..

13 I· don't have a problem with. going forward with

14 this .. '

·15

16 Reilly.

17

CHAIR RRUER: Okay, thank you" CQmmissioner

BXBCl1'r:IV'B DIRECTOR DOUGLAS, And, this is the

18 approach that we tOQk:in San Onofre .

19

20 ,question.

21
t'

. CHAI. KRUERI And, I am going to call for. the;

COMMISSIONER HUEBO, I do want to inclUde the

22 concept of. pha:si~9' iIito--

23 COMKISSIONER PO~TB~I ·I am going to move each one

24 individualiy.

25 CHAIR XRUER,' Phasing ~s in there.
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1 o~ay, with that, again ·the maker~and seconder are

2 . asking for· ~ .'''YeS'' ,-Jote .'on" the amending motiol1:·'

3

4

5

6'

7

a
9

10

11

12

13

14

15 .

16

17

18'

19

20

21

22

23.

24

25

Would the.' Clerk call· the roll ..
" '

SECRETARY ,HILLER: Commissioner Blank?

CO'Ml«:I:SSIOQR BLAme,: Yes.

SECRETARY HIL~ER' commissioner 'Burke?

COMMISSIQNER BURICE, Ye.s.

SECRETARY MILLER: Commissioner Lowenthal?,'

COHHISSIONER LOWENTHAL:.'Yes.

SECRETARY·HILLER: Commissioner Hueso?

, comaSSIONER BUESO', Yes.

'SECRETARY MILLER: Commissioner,Kram?

COMMISSIONER ICRDti [Absent]

SECRETARY KILLER: Commissioner ,Neely?

VICE CHAIR NEELY: ,Yes.,

SECRETARY MILLER: 'Commissioner Potter?

COMMISSIONER POTTER: Aye.

SECRETARY MILLER: Commissioner Reilly?

COHHISSIONER REILLY:' Yes.

SECRETARY MILLER: Commissioner Shallenberger?

COMMISSIONER. SHALLENBERGER: No.

SEeR_TARY ·HILLBR: commissioner Wan?

COMMISSIONER WAN: No.
" '

SECRETARY'KILLE~: Commissioner Achadjian?

'COMMISSIONER 'ACH:ADJ:IAN:, Aye.
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2

'3

4

, "

SmCR.:ETARY Ml:LLER = Chairman Krue'r?

C;aAIR ..XRUER: ,Yes.

SECRBTARY 'Ml:LLBR: Nine', ,two ~

CHAIR. ~~UER: Nine', two, 'the'motion passes.

.'

324

'Next, on "this; ,

COMK!SSIONER POTT~R:. Yes, Mr~ Chair ~-

5

6

7

8 ' ,[ 'MOTION

CHAIR KRUER.:
... . '. . .. ' :

Yes, Comrn1SS10ner Potter. (, )

9

10

,COHHIS~l:ONERPOTTER: ;. -, 'be;fo,re the tech crew took '

,away the qhart of' options" and, decided it was better to 'look

11 at ,us '- - okay, there we go.

12 'r believe ,the next issue was the phased'

13 'implementation" and r am prepared to move the phased
, '

14 implementation approach, ~hat is proposed' in the .Pos~idon

15 recommendation, 'and, i~ I get a II second ll I III ,~peak to it.

16 COXMISSIONBR ,KOISO., Second.

, 17

18

COXMISS~O~R POTTER:, The original approach was to
, ,

take the 37~5 ana then the balance ~~ to the 42 and ~hase

)

19 that. I am under the impression that.theY; can ~o the ,37 in
. .. . .

20 the '2-year period, so then it leaves, basically, the balance:

21, between the 37'and 55, s,o, 'Whatever t~at is .:..-: and my m'ath,

22 'says it is 18.4,' so that would be the, s'econd phas'e., '

23 ~d, the details' of, that is to be worked out by

24 ' staff.' What staff wanted was di,rection c;m these items, and
,j}

25 so ,for that rea'son' I woul'd, thr,ow tha't ,out as the approach:.
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CHAn ,ICRt1ER: Okay, Commissioner Hues6?

, Commissioner Reilly.

'ComSSIONER REILLY: I would be willing to3

4, "support that if t'he Phase 2 had a: time certa'in, placed on' it.
, ,

5, Arid,' 'you, know, we' are talking about bringing it back, .within 2
, '. . . .

6 " years. They are anxious, to get ,this proj ect up a'rid going I. I

7 understand, and in their ,concern,' they 'may not be' able to get

8 -:- wel'l, they 'were ' concerned that th13ywer~nI.t going to be

9 able to ge~ 42.5 acres, I am assuming they are concerned ~hey

1

2

10

11

, are not go'ing to be, able get' 5504' within a, 2 -year period.,

I am willing to let them 'come back with 37 on a

12 Phase 1, but from the time of that approval of Pha'se' 1, I

13 don't ,think we should let more than 5 years pass ~ef9re we

) 14

15

require the Phase 2' to come back.

COMHISSIONER POTTER: And" I would include, ,that

16 CHAIR ~RUER:' Is that okay with you, Commissioner

11 Potter, as the maker of the motion?'

18

19

COMMISSIONER POTTER: -- in mr recommendation~

CHAJ;R KRuER: Comrnissio*er, Hueso, is that okay

20 with you?

21 coMMISSIONER HUESOs Yes.

22 CHAIR KRUER: Okay', is there anyone' else who, wants

23 to speak, to,that,amending motion?

24 Commissioner Lowenthal.

25 COOISS:I:ONER LOWENTHAL: So, with the, ~creage
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1 change to 55.4 what would ~hase 2 ·acreag~·be?

2

·3·

4

5

..
COMMiSSIONER POTTER 1 .It would be .18.4,·

COD~SS~O~R"~OWJil~1 so,it· wi.ll be·cle~rly
the. difference·as w~at is·in the report?

COMKiSSIONER POTTER I.·· Y~s.

, J

.6 CHAIR:KRuE~1 .Yes, and thank you, commissioner

7 Lowenthal. C, )

8 .. EXECUTiVE QIRECTOR pOUGLAS I· What I understand the

9· motion to be is that. the initial acr~age. is 37, that has to

11 which is. when. the ·power plantg~es down ~-

10 be ·d.one, and then accordin:9 to their ·suggestion for pha:sfng r
,.)

12

13 years.

.14

COMMISSIONER POTTERI No, that .got~changeq to·S

EXECUTIVE .DIRECTOR DOUGLAS.: Okay, so the second

15 ·~hase comes in when?

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. DOUGLAS: All· right, that is
. :.

16

17

18

19

20

COMHrSSIONER ·POTTERs

·Reilly idea.

COMHISS:IONER REILLYI

approval on Phase 1.

Within 5, that is· per the

Five years after your

21 more workable, thank you.·
. .

22· CHA:IR KRUER: ·Commissioner Wan.

23 CODISS:IONER WAN: I ~till have a problem with the

24 ··phasing, although.with the. time·certa~n, it is a little bit

. 25 bette~, because we are goin~ to have a·l~ng period of time
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1 where' are' going to' have imp~cts" and we are, not going to have'

2, any ~itigations',for, those impacts'.

3 And, in paz:t, that is because' I don ',t know when

4, this is going to, come on line, relative', to these dates , ,and,

,5 'you have to remember, tbat if you ~tart ,with 37 acres 2 years

'6, ' frC?m now, : it, t'akes "time to 'build it:~ and it. takes even',more

7 time, quite a few years'," before it.' is actually functioning.
. . . .

8 So, we are now, looking at 2 years before th~y

9 start, 'to, probably, you know; 5 or 6 years down the road

10 befol;'e, we even start to get anything out of the, first" phase',

11 and if, you add some time on it, b.Y ,the time you, get, quote~

12 full mitigation, if you ever do, you are t~lking about 10

13 ,years, and you have had all of those impacts you haven't

14 ' accounted for. '

15

16

17

And, so pushing this out, remember it takes time

for all of this. pushing it~ut this way really leaves us

with awhole'lot of impacts to that ocean without any

18 mitigation ..

19

20

CHAIR XRU.Ra Commissi9ner, Reilly.

COMMISSIONER REILLY: I' don I't diBagre~ with what

21 commissioner Wan said," but I would point out that ~ONGS

22 operated for 20 years'before,we got. that mitigation, so and'

23 'we, 'finally got it" and it is happening, ,and I think the.re is

24 a balance here betweem being able to.move forward on th~s

25 proj ect, for the local water need~" ,and' our. being able to,
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1 nail. doWn thetnitiga~·ion th:at fully m:itigateswhat is going

2. ~n, in terms. of impacts.

3 .: ·EXBQ.UTIvB nI:~lBCTOR DOUGLAS: . And, I might add tllat··

4

5

6

7

the 5-yea~ component is ~.¥ears· from what?
' ..

COMMISSIONER kEILLYI .Ado~tion· of Phase 1.

.. iXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.DOUGLAS •. The perrn~t for PhaSe

1. It may b~. th.ai they decide., in loo~ing at that, that it

. I

B· is. better to do ·.it all at once, and ~hey may, indeed, find an

9· area that is big. enough to accommodate the whole thing, so

10

11

12

. that would be an option op.en to them.

But, at least, this way, it .is wO'rkable and we

don't get. into the ambiguity'of when does it trigger, and

\ .. )

13 when does it not.

14 CHAIR·KRtJlIlR. Commissioner Scarborpugh,. then
. .

15 COinmissione~ Shallenberger.' . .'

16 COIOlISS:I:ONER SCARBOROUGH.· ·That was -- thank you,

17 Chair, that was'part of my question, was it 2 plus 5, or how

18. did you. get to the 5 plus 5, but I 'also wondered what would

19 be the asso.ci;~tion, ··or the. relationship between :the :; years,
I '.' • ~: :

20 ve·rsus whe'n t'hta: power plant does', potenti~lly, close? I

2~ . didn't understand why Poseidon had chosen the plant closing,
. . . ." .-.-.

22 .and was"wondering if I .coul~. enquir~ with them why that was

23 chosen, and how it relates to 5?

24

25'

CHaIR KRUER. bkay.·

. HR. ~B~. The re~son why we had suggested doing
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,the, phasing at the plant 910sing is because", essentially, at .

.,'t.hat t'ime w~ think ·there will be other 'kinds -of 'technologies. ,

. we" can put in place 'that would reduce the potential impinge'-'

ment ,entrainment impacts' tha,t we don I t have now, because we
. '.

, .
have to, basically, rely on the power plant flow" so, that is

·why.~ethought that at. that point we would have a technology
, "

incentive to: avoid additional, initigation by doing it through,

avoidance and technology; ,

So, that'is why we' prefer doing it at.the power

plant closure ..

COMMJ:SSJ:~NER. SCARBOR.OUGH~ What is the estimated

time of 'that? time frame?

Mi. ZBURa It is uncertain'. I mean, it could be a

few years, or it CQuld be a long time.', Accordin~ to the

methodology, we are 'fully mitig~ted in the interim on the 37

acres, under the 50 percent compensated criteria, we would be

fully mitigated, 2.5 times mitigated at the get go, until ~-

,~hat is 'where' that 15 percent number came from. We are fUlly

mitig~ted until yo~ get, to the power,plant on~y operating 15
,.

percent of the time.

COMMISSIONER REILLY:. That is where we got the 7

years.

CHAIR KRUER: ~o~issio:her Shallenberger.

COHMISS:Z:ONBR. SHALLENBERGER.: Yes, I' would like to

hear from staff, Dr~ 'Raimondi, about 'what you think about the
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1 'phasi~g?' and how workable that is?

2 : MR,. ,RADlONDl: I ' t ~mnot going' to comment", about the

3 motivation £ci~' the, i;'hasing,' but the p~ac~'idality of "ft, as "we

4 have had' some, experience,with $ON~S .
. ' .. ' ". ",' .

5 In ,the SONGS permit there was l~nguage that

6: ; ali6we'd' there' 'to be ~~storation, a;nd up to 2 wetland areas'.
, '

7 There wa's the iI?-it-ial phase' where -there,' was the select'ion' of

8, the,:wetlands, where restoration ,could be done, ,and in the "

9 end, Southern Califorriia Edison, and' their ~artners,' decided

10 it was, logistically more'e~si~y'to do it at a single wetland

11 fo~ ~ll'sort.s ,of reas~ns. It mi~i~ized th~ monitoring, it

12 minimized the, costs' a~soqiated with 'the permitting, it

13' minimized the co~st~ction costs, it was just cheaper to do

. )

1,4 i 1:., , , '

15 Another' 'th,ing about, it, ~ild'again, 'it is going, to

16 matter how you decide to do the monit~ring" but with SONGS

17 they are on the'hook for wo~king for what they call the full

18 ciper~ting life of ,the 'plant.

19 So with pha$ing you'ar~ 'go~ng,to have two
. .;.:

20, sequences. You, will have the first 37 acres~'whichwill g~

21

22,

23

,for a 3o.-year ,period, if you adopt ~hat, and then,'the second

17 or 16,acre~, that will be out of phase with that; and will

go lo~geri so t~at, becomes' problematic ,from a monitoring

standpoint, financially, as well, because yqu have to carry

'the monito'ring l,onger.
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1 COMMISSIONER SHALLENBERGER: ' But, it' is "

2 pr~blema~ic to ,the P~oJ~ct proponent, not'tolls, in terms; I
, ,

3 mean, they could decide to do, them all at once;

MR. RADtONDI ,: Yes, but there is a stronger ~ssue', ,

'S' and that is it is way better. It is possibl'e, and r am

6 ' sYmpathetic to,them; at this point,' about being able to find

7 ' 'the acre'age, but, it 'is way'bett~r for the' ~ystem,if it is 55

8 rather than, two pieces. You are going to have much more

9 likelihood of it wO,rking, and it is probably going to link

10 . into, other restorations, so from an. ecologi,cal point of view,

11 bi~g~r is better.

12.

13

14

CHAIR ;KRUER: Right, okay.

COMMISSIONER POTTER: Well, just as the maker, to

that issue ~ It is a, real estate issue. "I mean if the

15 opportunity 'is out there; and during this period of 'working

16 with staff, they,reali'ze we would do better to do it in one

17, fe,ll swoop', fine then come back and tell us that.

18 ' ,r understand the logic behind what you are saying,

19 'but ~t is going: to' be more, of a. pJ:;'operty acquisition problem

20 ' is my suspicion.

21 CHAIR ICRVER: Okay.

22 commissioner Lowenthal, and then we are going to'

23 . call for th,e question,' if that is okay with everyboo.y, unless

u ,24

25

there is somebody who hasn't spoken 'yet.

COMMISSIONER' LOWENTHAL: I wanted to just be clear
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~ut just fr~m 'the' pro~onent's,presentat~onthete'wete

diifer~nt ',triggering mechanisms, so und.er oui' new scheme wh~t

, 'wOUl~ actualiy t~i~ger Phase' 2?
BXECUTIVE DIRBCTOR DOUGLAS': It would be 5 years,

. 1

2

3

4

5

on when' the second

3,32

I know we have the S-year time frame,

. )

6 from th~ fir'st phas~, that is" the 37 acres, which has' to'·,

12 amount together, that that would be okay, ,they don't have to

13, wa,it.

7

8' ,

9

10,

, 11

14

15

~ome in ~or a permi~ within' 24 months, as I understand it,

.'right, ' and then once, that permit is issued, that'is what I:
, ,

'understand,' then the' S-year period is triggered.

'But" I'would sugg~st that the maker of the motion

,also inco,rporate in, it that ,if they want to do' the entire

..
COMMISSIONER POTTER. 'I literally stated that 3

minutes a~o, ~utthat is my intention, and! think everybody

~ )

'..)

. )

16 el'se concurs, that if they come back and can do it great,

17 okay. ~ )

18 EXECUTIVE DI:RECTOR DOUGLAS = Ok'ay.

19

20

21

22

CHAI:R IC~lJBR:, O~ay" and we are going
;: : .

Ms. Schmeltzer, we 'are going to call ,for the,

,'question. I th,ought I mentioned.

CHIEF COUNSBL SCHMELTZER: I am 'sorry, ~'just did
, ,

23 want: to make' 'sure, on this timing question, I thought I heard

24' , the Executive Director say two different things.

25 There is the provision of coming in for a permit
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1 within 24 month~i and it being issued within the, 24 months --

2 COMMISSIONER POTTERs Specific to the, 37, and ,if
3 they ~ant to go ahead and 'trY to c:Io more at that tim~" for'

r·
\ ) economy sake, then f~ne, they 'can 'go to, tpe full 55.4, but

they have' an option to go ahead and do it 'in a phase,. '

6 C~IE~ COUNSEL SCHMELTZER:' Right, and I'understand

7 that, but if they' 'just' do the 37 within the' first 24 months',

8 'that the trigger is not -- the trigger is' within 24 months.

9 ,It is not if the permit takes longer than that to issue.

/ "'\,

10

, 11

COKMISSIONER POTTB:a: No,.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS s 'No, my understanding

12 was, that they have to come in for a permit within 24 months,

13 and then' it depends on what the Commission does. They may
, '

14 'have conditions about the issuance of that permit. My , :'

15 " understanding was that the 5 years starts from the issuance

16 of the permit.

17-

18

,19

, 20'

21

22

23

24

25

COMMISSIONER REILLY: That is correct.

COMMISSIONER POTTER: Correct.

CRAIR,XRUER: That is correct 1 Mr. Douglas, thank

you.

Yes, Commissioner.

COMMISSIONER' SCARBOROUGH: I am not sure wh~re you

are headed ~ithyour phasing, in your motions, where does the

dredging fit 'into this?

COMMISSIONER POTTER, ,I was going to that in the'
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.'

Would the Clerk call the roll, please .'.

next

COMHI:SSI:ONER POTTER:. I am hoping it· gets moved

sometime tonight.

. .

24 months to get our application i~, which is what we ·thought

it was, ~nd then from the date that the permit i's issued., so

if it takes 9 months or a year to get the permit approved,

from the date the permit is issued, then the 5 years runs,

and ~hen ~ ~ssume that we have to get anot~er'permit

application in within that .5: years?

COHMI:SSI:ONER POTT~R: That .i~ cor~~9t.

CHAI:R KRUER: Correct.

HR. ZBUR: Thank you for that.. clarification.

. CKAJ:R KRUER: Okay, thank you.

. )

()

24 months -- well i ' only because I ~-MR. ZBUR.:

.CHAI:R KRUER: . We will get· t.~ .- - t think: we are

going to call tlie. ques.ti·~·n.f here, and then we' ·will get to the

other' amending f if the:r:e are ·ot.h:er a~endi,.ng things .....

A~ain, the amendi~g motion; the maker'and's~conder

are asking for a nYes" vote ..

.Would the'· Clerk call the roll f please.'

HR. 'ZBUR: Mr. Chair, can I' just so there is not'a

dispute on this, can I j\lst make sure there' is clarity on

what the.timi~g is on the motion. We are assuming .it is 24

. months

1

.2

3

4.

5

6

7'

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18 .

.19 .

20

21.

22

23

24

25

'.
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7
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9
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14,

15

16
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18

, 19
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"SECRETARY HILLER: Commissioner Burke?

COMMISSIONER BURKE: Yes.

SECRETARY HILLER: Commissioner Lowenthal ..

COO:ISSIONER LO~ENTHAL: Yes .,

SECRETARY MILLER: 'Commissioner RUeso?

COMMISSIONER HUESO: Yes.'

SECRETARY HILLER: Commissioner Kram?,

COMMISSIONER KRAHr Yes.

SECRETARY HILLER:' Comm~ssioner Neely?

VICE CHAIR NEELY: Yes.

SECRETARY KILLERr Commissioner Pott,er?

COJDIISSIONER POTTER : ,Aye : ' ,

SECRETARY HILLER: Commiss~oner, Reilly?

COMMISSIONER REILLY: YeS.

SECRETARY HILLER: CommissionerShallenberger?

COMKISSIONER SHALLENBERGER: Yes.

SECRETARY KILLER: Commissioner Wan?

,COMKISSIONER WAN:' Yes'.

SECRETARY MILLER: Commissioner Achadjian?

CODISSIONER ACHADJIAN: Aye.

SECRETARY MILLER. CQmmiss~one~'Blank?

COMMISSIONER BLANIC: Yes.

SECRETARY MILLER. . Chairman Kruer? ,

CRAIR KRUER: Yes.

SECRE~ARY MILLER: unanimo'q.s.
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)

'. 'I

, '

It seems tome that one 'way you could address

that, .and yo~know, we have· some sympathy for that position.

EXEC~XVB DXRECTOR DOUSLAS: What I understand;

,relative to the new technology, th~t is that if.theycan come

up the way that they 'had originally proposed it, if t~ey come
I '. • •

up with technology that shows that they can filter the water

,and avoid entrainment impacts, because. of· ,new technology,

that there ought to be some adjustment in the mitigation

~equirement. "

CHAIR X~UERI Okay, the amending motion passes ..

Commissioner P'otter, 'do you have a.nymo~e .amE;lnding

, .

Obviously, if we could avoid the. impacts altogether; that.

would be the best. But,' if in th~t S-year pe:r:::i6d, ·.for the

second phase '. they can come up. with technology that ~hows

·thatthey.are not having i.mpacts; you ,could then factor that

in~o whether or not it necessary to add that~ But, take that

COMKI$SIONER POTTER. I am go~~g to actually ask

for staff' clari~ication'on these:last'two·items.,· I thinK

, they blend together.
, '

. st,aff is 'saying that new'technologies :q.ot appropo, :)

or in this conside'ration, and the applicant is sayi~g they

would like', the ability to utilize newte,chnology.

, And, the ,other one is this 'dredging 'credits, ,can

you explain' what the conflicts are ,here?

1

'2

3

4'

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

1,9
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l' into' account' in' the', p,ermit that ,wo~ld be applied for in the

2 Phase 2. '

3 comIISSIONER ',POTTER,: Okay, with ,that" said, ,I move

4 that we amend to 'allow to ,encourage the use of new

5 'technologies--

6

7

8

,CHAIR KRUER: Commissioner'Potter.

COMMISSIONER POTTSR: He, spoke, I didn't preface.

CHAIR XRUER:Let, me, just to be 'clear on it. I

9 am not, sure about that.

10 Let me just go to Vice Chair'Neely'for one second,

11 and then I'am coming right back to you for your motion.

12 Ther"e, is ,a ques~ion of yOll prefacing.

)

13

14

COMKISSIONER POT,TERo: I would like to know, where

in the law you can I t speak anyway., I think that is something

15 that Rusty Arias made up' from his stay' in the sta't~ assembly.

16 VICE CHAIR NEELY: Mr. Chairman, I don't have any

17 questions, at this time.,

"

18

19 MOTION l'
20

CHAIR KRUER: Okay, Commissioner Pqtter.

COMMISSIONER POTTER: All right, I'll move to
. '

21 amend, and incorPoratei~,themotion that we :encourage ,the

22 use of new technologies u~der the framework, that was'

23 'expressed by the Executive Director"

24

25

COMMISSIONER EtJESO: I'll second it.

COMMISSIONER POTTER. ,With'the intent of lessening
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1. the impact.

2
, .

CHAiR KRUER'
.,

Just; a. sec.ond ...
", .
3'

4

Commissioner Potter 'has>made' the' motion, and

~ec9mmending a "Yes ll vote; and Commiss'iop,er Hueso seconded: . )

5 tJiat motion.

6 . Commissioner· pott~r, would YQu like ~o speq,k to

7. that· motion?
.....

( )

8 COMH~SSIOHBR POTTBR:' NO, I think Mr. Dougl~s and

9 . I worked pretty well on that item.· That' was exactly what. I.

10 wanted him to say, so thank you. '

11.

12

13

COMHISS·:IOHBR. RB:ILIIY: Mr. Chairman.,'
. .

CHAiR KRuER: . That is why it was prefaced.

COlOlJ:SSIONER REJ:LLY: Let me ask.

\ )

14 Staff is going to be. incorpo.rating the concept ,of

15 the 2-year application:, and the' 5 years aft'~rwards; is staff

16'

17

. .. .
willing, in discussing that. 5 years., willing ·to incorporate

language that'suggests that they look into-new technology to

18 lessen impacts, and that as part of.thq,t 5-year hearing, if

19 they are able to'do that,'coul~ be a review of mitigation

20 'requi~ement?

21
..

~XECU~:IVE DI~ECTOR DOUGLAS,. Well~ that is'what I

22 discussed, and I think·that·is what the'motion woul~ do, anq

23' .we don't have a problem with' .that.

24 ~OMHI:SS:tONER.RE:ILLY' Are'you willing to ju~t

25 incorporate .that. into the. staff?
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EXECDTrvE DIRECTOR DOVGLAS. I would rather have

the Cornrriission'~do ·it ....

.COKM:i:'SS:IONER REILLY. Tha't r s fine, okay.

CHAIR XR~ERI CornmissionerWan.

'COKM:ISS:CONER WAN. I just have·.a question on this

.·one, and that is,- I am assuming it ;is always okay', 'if you can

'avoid the entrainment, that is the best., .because the fact is

- - I don r t .care what you. say - - no matter. what mitigation you

perform~ no matte~ how you try' to compensate. for' it·,· you

never get full compensation. so, the best thing is alwetYs

avoidance,' so I am certainly not opposed to that.

T~e question ~ want to make sure is that when they

come back for· the review, that we are' talking about a review

that .requires some kind of proof, .and not just a statement,

"We want to use.it." That there is going to be some real

scientific analysis done to make sure that. that is the case,

because up unti~ now there doesn't seem to 'be anything. that

has been developed that can avoid the entrainment, and we

went through 'that in great and painful detail when we did;

SONGS·;

So, I am not aware of it·, and.I just want to make

sure that we knowhow this' is· going to be handled.

,EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,DOUGLAS. : Obviously, the proof

would have' 'to .be. that there are reductions in impacts, or

elimination ,of impacts,' -in order fo;r us to consider'-.,. if
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1 this 'motion p~sses ww a reduction of the Phase 2 mitigation

2' reqli:i.;rement~

3 But, t:his,' leaves tha,t open, and it is' up" tc:> them

4 to try to fi~d 'that t'echnQlogy, and again, if ~hey decide

5 right' u~f;ont,we are not going to worry about that, we are

6' 'just ·going to do the 55.4 acres, then it becomes a moot

7

8

9

poiIit. '

. CHA:IR KRUlIlR: okay'.

EXBCUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS: But., it leave's open

10 that opportunity-. "

11
..

,CHAIR KRUER. okay, I ani. go'ing to call on the

12 amending motion.

13 Priscilla's ~ot her pen up, and wel~l need a brief

14 break.

15 Call t·he roll, please" on the amending motion, on

16 'the t'echnology.

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

SECRETARY H:ILLER. Commis·sioner Lowenthal?

COMMISSIONER LOWiN'I'HALs E inaudible ]

VICE CHAIR NEELY: speak up,' she can't ;hear you.

COXHISS:IONER ~OWEN'I'HAL: Yes.

SEe.R.ETARY·MI~LER: Commissioner Bueso?

COKK:ISS:IONBR HOESO: Yes.

SECRETARY MI~LER: Commissioner Krarn?

COMMISSIONER KRAH: Yes.

·SECRETARY H:ILLER~ commissioner Neely?
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The amending motiqn passes.

1

2

3'

4
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VICE,CHAIR NBELY:Yes.

SECRETARY HILLER., commis~ioner 'Potter?

'COMK'ISSIONBR ,POTTERi Aye.

, S'BClUilT~Y, MILLER: Commiss'ioner Reilly?
. .

COMMISSIONER REILLY: Yes.

SECRETARY HILLER: Commissioner Shallenberger.'

COMKISSIONBR SHALLENBERGER: Yes.

SECRETARY MiLLER. Commissioner Wan? '

COKMIss:i:omUt WAN: 'Yes.

SECRETARY. MILLER. Commissioner Achadjian?
, '

COMHISSIQHER ACKAD~IA!h Aye'.

SECRETARY MILLBR:Cornmissioner Blank?

COM:HISSJ:ONER BLANIC: Yes.

SECRETARY KILLER. Commissioner'Burke?

COMMISSIONER BURKE. Yes.

SECRETARY HILLlIlR,: Chairman' Kruer?

CHAIR KRUER~ Yes.

SECRET~RY MILLER: unanimous.

CHAIR KRuER:

commissioner Potter, any more?,'

[ MOTI'ON

COMHISSI9NER POTTER: ' ,I am going to move that the

d+edging,restoration credit be at the Commission'S

discretion, .and'if Igeta IIsecond" I'll speak to it.

C'OMHISSIONER RUBS0 : Second. ,
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CHAIR KRUER: Moved by commi~sioner potter,
, ,

, .',s~conded, by, commiss~one,r Bueso ~

, , comrnissiotier "potte,r, ,w~iJ.id you like 'to 'speak to .

your,motion~
, '

, COMMISSIONER POTTER., I 'think my conce~~ 'is, ,an~

this is so~t of an o~en ,ended'ques~ioni that whether they.qan

even get. ownership of the ,dredging, opera'ti:ons', and' c'an

8 incorporate that in, re~ains ~~etty muc.h,unansweredi and'may

9 remain ther~ for awhile.

10 So, if, there does' seem to'be a d~edgingplan that

11 ',comes forwar4, and we' ,'can get something tangibie there about
\~ l

, ,

12 how is going to be operated? who is going to do' it?'when it

13 is going to occur? all of those ingredients, then it ~s ~p,to

14 the Commission 'to d~cide if that is soine~hing that we want to

15 entertain at 'that time. That is my thought behind it.

16 CHAIR'XRUER: Ok~y, Commissioner Potter or

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24'

25

Commissioner,Hueso, anything else?

. Anyone else? commissioner Wan;

COMMISSIONER WAN,. JUs't~ iery quic~ly/, ,if y.ou are,
•.,-, I' •. -: ,.' • " I •

going to leave this open ,for the d1scret10n -- and I,th1nk I

heard com~issi~rter Potter say this/'but I just wan~ to'make

sure' --,there is one thing, there 'is a big~ difference, between
, ' '. ,

dredging connected with maintaining the project/,'and 'dredging

for mitigation, because as, in SONG'~ it is reql:lired for the

mitigati6n~ and as long as the dredging credit is ~nderstood,
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1 it is for whatever future project they are 'going to be
" -

2 ,"dredging for, not for the desal plant, ,then I,would find that'

3 'accepta6le.

4.

5

6

7

, ,

COMMISSIONER POTTER' That is

COMMISSIO~R WAN, You understand the distinction?

CHAIR ,lCRUERa Commissioner Reilly ..

COMMISSIONER REILLYa If + understood the ~taff

8 c,orrectly, ,earlier, your statemeIit, , was if dredging becomes

9 part of· the' project, and becomes a reality, as opposed t,o a

10 possibility, ,then staff would do a :E:ull analysis of that

11 activity, at that time, both in~erms of im~acts and in terms

12 of benefits, and be prepared to make recomme'ndations relative

13 to whether additional conditions, had to be added" or benefits

14 would be acqorded to that.'

15 .'t guess, I would prefer t:o wait' to see what
" ,

16 happens with that' issue, before we pre~judge it, that,ls all.

17 EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR DOUGLAS, That is' the way we

18 understand it, and this motion would just 'say that' they could

19 come in for credit for dre~g~ng, but they would have: to' prove
, , '

20 that it warrants it, so that is fine with us.

21

, 22

23

,,CHAIR ICRUER a Okay .

. Call. for the question.

Clerk, would you 'call the roll, plea~e. They are ~

24 asking for a' IlYes" ,vqte, on the amending motion.

u

25 SECRETARY H!LLER, Commissioner, ijueso?'
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COMMISSIONER HUESO, Yes ~
, ,

SBCR~~ARY,~ILLER; Cornmissioner,Kr.am?

COMMISSIONER XRAlh ~es '. '

SECRETARY KILLER, Co~i~sioner Neely?

ViCE CHAIR HBBLY; Yes.

,SBCRE~ARY MILLER: com~issioner'potter?

COlOfISSIONER PO~TERi Aye.

SECRE~ARY KIL:JjER, Commiss'ioner Reiily?'

'COHl(ISSIONBR REILLY; , No.

SECRETARY K~~LERI , Commissioner- Shall~nberger?

COMMJ:SSIONER SULLENBERGER" yes;

SBCRETARY MJ:LLER, Commissioner Wan?,

COMlfISS!ONER WAN',' No.

, SECUTARY KJ:LLERI Co~m;issioner Achadjian? '.

COMKJ:SSJ:ONER ACHADJIAN: Aye ...

SECRETARY KILLER; 'Commissioner Blank?

COMKISSIONER BLAme I Aye.

SECRErARY'~!LLE~, commissioner Burke?

COlOfJ:SSIONER BU1UCEI No.
o :..

SECRlllTARY HILLER; No?

'COMKJ:SSJ:ONER BURICEI t Ini;ludible

SECRETARY KJ:LLERi Commissioner Lowent,hal?. ,.

COHHISS:r,ONER LOwENTHAL" Yes.

SECnETARY MILLER: Chairman Kruer?,

CHAIR KRUER: Yes.
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passes~

it is not protective of, the 0gean.
, '

SECRETARY HILLER: Nine,' tnree.

CHAJ:R. KRUER: Nine, three,,.. the 'amending motion

. .
at this whole thing, that we.really ~re:getting the kind of,

assu~ances we need that this is .real mitigation, and the

this isreason is - - and that this is adequate mitigati,on

going to be doing, this facility"once it becomes a stand

alone facility, es'sentially" what once-through cooling does,

and once-through cooling has been found by the courts to be a

violation of the Porter' Cologne,Act,' and I don't see how I

don't. even know why you bother to phase out the power,plant,

if you are ju~t going 'to substitute something th~t is:going

to do exac,tly the same thing ~, It is not a'ccElptable" because. . . .

Our oceans are under horrific assault, and this

kind of thing is simply'not appropriate, pa~ticularly,'when

we get a' plan that is, -- we deferred, our decision, 'we passed

And, ·now we will 'need pack to the main motion,

okay: Back to the" motion, and again ,the maker', and the

seconder are' a~king 'for a "Yes i1 vote· ..

commissioner Wan has her hand up.

COHKISSJ:ONER WAN: ',Just, on the main m9tion, this

is not an amending motion, and I just: want a quick'

explanation as to why I,am going to vote "No" and the reason

. I am'going to vote nNo~ is that I don't believe, if yoU. look

1
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the power pl~nt, .deferred the decision on the mitigation, ~nd
, . .' . "

now we, a~e asain with a~l of, the things' 'that we' ha:d in the

amending mot~ons, deferring the real ,plan for an,other 2

yea~s.

We will not see ,a' fUll p~an" and t don't think you

can ,approve a mitigation witho:ut ~he appropria~e plan, all:d :if

I had a full plan in ,front of me, it ~ight: be diffe'rent, but

I don't, and without that' ~ don't have tpe confidence ,to know

just the real'extent of the mitigation that is going to take

place,h~re.

'~dl ,let me, again, say, mitigations, here I as

elsewhere, does not give you complete compensation.

CHAJ:R KRUER: Ok~y, would the Clerk call the roll

on the main motion, 'please, as amended b.y the Commission.

, SECRE'l'ARy'KILLElh commissioner Kram?

CODISSIONER KRAll: Yes.

SECRETARY KILLBR: Commissioner Neely?

VJ;CE CBAJ:R NE,BLY: Yes.

SECRETARX MILLER:

'- )

\ 'J

)

COMKISSIONER,POTTER: Ay,e.

SECRETARY MJ:LLER: Commissioner Reilly?

COHMJ:SSIONB~ REILLY: Yes.

SECRETARY MI~~Ea: commissioner Shallenberger? '

COKMJ:SSIONER SHALLENBERGER: Yes.

SECRE'l'ARY K~LLBRl: Commissioner Wan?
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'COHH:ISSJ:ONBRWAN: No .

. SECRETARY. Kl:LLBR:. Commissioner Achadj ian?

COKH:i:SS~O:NER ACnDJIA!h Aye.

SEC~TAR~ KILLER: Commissioner Blank?

CO~ISSiONERBLANICI Yes.

SECRETARY H~LLER: commissioner Burke?

COMHISSJ:ONER SURICE : Yes ...

SECRETARY Kl:LLERI Commissioner Lowenthal?

COHHl:SSJ:ONER LOWENTHAL I Yes.

SECRETARY MILLERI Commissioner Hueso?

COKHl:SSiONER HUESO: Yes.

SECRETARY H:ILLERI . Chairman Kruer?

' . ." ..
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15

CHA:IR KRUER: Yes.

SECRETARY H:ILLER: : Eleven, one .

. CHA:IR ICRUER: Okay:, the CommIssion hereby approves

.16 the main' motion 1 as amended by t.he Commission.

17 We will' take 'a break.

18 *
1~ *
20 'Whereupon the hearing conciuded at 7:35 p.m. ]
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